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ABSTRACT 

As the integrated circuit technology evolves to a greater complexity, the purity 

of process gases becomes a critical issue requiring extreme diligence in gas handling. 

There are three major challenges in gas contamination control: Gas purification, gas 

transport, and metrology of contaminants. 

In the area of gas purification, a novel integrated purification/filtration 

technique is developed - the reactive filter. The fundamental concept of a reactive 

filter involves impregnating the surface of an efficient particle filter with chemically 

reactive sites. The technique is capable of purifying inert as well as reactive gases 

to sub parts-per-billion levels of atmospheric contaminants at ambient temperature. 

Development and evaluation results for the reactive filter are presented. 

In the area of gas transport, this work has experimentally and theoretically 

studied the fundamental mechanisms of various sources of impurity intrusion and the 

fate of impurities in an ultra-pure gas transport system. The contamination sources 

investigated include impurity adsorption and desorption from transport lines and gas 

filters, impurity back-diffusion, and impurity permeation through polymeric materials. 

Fundamental kinetic parameters for impurity adsorption/desorption in stainless steel 

tubes and ceramic and metallic filters are reported. The desorption kinetics 

expression developed assumes two energy levels for the desorbing species. A 

systematic filter outgassing data analysis and normalization technique is presented 

along with a computer code to simulate a simple gas delivery system. 
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The back-diffusion study developed a mathematical model to predict the extent 

of back-diffusion for various contaminants in high purity gas lines. Back-diffusion is 

very sensitive to system pressure. 

Impurity permeation study was conducted on Kel-F and PFA polymeric tubes. 

The effect of both temperature and pressure on the permeation coefficients was 

investigated. 

In the area of metrology, state-of-the-art analytical tools and techniques like 

Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectroscopy (APIMS) were employed to 

detect and measure trace impurity levels. APIMS has the advantage of short 

response times and low parts-per-trillion level detection limit for most impurities of 

interest. 
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The objective of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to the subject of 

micro contamination in gases and its importance to semiconductor industry. 

Moreover, this chapter gives a very brief description of each chapter to follow, in 

essence, giving the structure and the format of this document. 

The objective of the work presented in here is two-fold: How to efficiently 

produce an ultra high purity (UHP) gas and how to subsequently transport this ultra 

pure gas to the points-of-use without compromising its purity. By UHP gas we mean 

a gas that has parts per billion (ppb) or sub parts per billion level homogeneous 

impurities. Similarly, the heterogeneous impurity content of an UHP gas is 

controlled to no particles larger than 0.1 p.m in size. 

These are very stringent conditions, however, how much impurity can be 

tolerated in a process gas is obviously dictated by the flexibility of the actual process 

where these gases are to be used. UHP gases are required for some of the most 

sensitive and highly specialized processes. Presently, the single largest market for 

UHP gases is the semiconductor chip manufacturing industry. [Toy, 1989] has given 

dollar figures for semiconductor manufacturing gas usage showing nitrogen and silane 

as the most widely used inert and specialty gases, respectively. 

It has been well established that as the ULSI (Ultra Large System Integration) 

semiconductor chip geometries shrink the factors responsible for lowering product 
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yield are also aggravated [Monkowski, 1984; Wolfe, 1987; Cambria and Tom, 1989; 

Weber, 1990 ; Osborne, 1991]. As a result, the problem of microcontamination in 

semiconductor process fluids is receiving a great deal of well deserved attention. 

The homogeneous impurities in gases, for instance, that form the wafer 

chemisphere has a strong influence not only on the consistency of yield and the 

process stability, but it essentially determines whether the product with right 

electrical characteristics can even be manufactured economically [Murray, 1987; 

Wolfe, 1987; Weber, 1990]. The technology road maps shown in Figures 1.1, 1.2, and 

1.3 summarize the above discussion in a graphical form. Figure 1.1 shows how the 

minimum feature size on a DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) chip shrinks 

as the density of the chip expands from 1 Mega bit to a Giga bit. Approximate 

vintage for commercial production of these chips is also displayed at the bottom axis. 

Figure 1.2 shows how the gate oxide thickness becomes thinner and thinner, and the 

p-n junction depth gets closer and closer to the chip surface as the chip density 

increases, thus making the devices more susceptible to unwanted fluctuations in the 

quality of the wafer chemisphere. Finally, Figure 1.3 shows how the killer defect size 

scales down as a function of chip density. A defect could be a particle or, for 

instance, a hole in the oxide layer. A killer defect is a defect that would render the 

product useless. The two curves in Figure 1.3 are titled 1/5 rule and 1/10 rule. 1/5 

rule, for instance, assumes that the killer defect size is 1/5th the smallest feature size 

on the chip. 
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Figure 1.2 Gate oxide thickness and p-n junction depth as a function of chip density. 
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For semiconductor industry, micro contamination in gases, DI water, and 

chemicals are all of major concern. This dissertation takes an in-depth look at 

microcontamination in gases. As already alluded to earlier at the beginning of this 

section, the work presented here can basically be divided into two sections. A 

section which deals with the production of UHP gases and then a section that deals 

with the concerns of transporting UHP gases from the points of purification to the 

actual points of use with minimal of compromise in its purity. 

Since, the impurity levels to be detected are so low that they are usually below 
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the detection limit of conventional measuring instruments, this work had to employ 

high sensitivity state-of-the-art analytical tools and techniques. The design and the 

fabrication of the ultra high purity experimental setup also required special attention 

and sophistication. Chapter two gives the principles of operation of various analytical 

instruments that were employed during the course of this study along with the 

description of the general experimental setup used to study a variety of 

contamination issues. 

One of the highlights of this work, resulting in a patent, is the development 

of a "Reactive Filter" concept to remove both homogeneous as well as heterogeneous 

impurities from the process gas in a single integrated step. Moreover, this gas 

purification/filtration technique enjoys several other significant advantages over the 

conventional non-evaporable getter bed purifiers and adsorptive molecular sieves. 

Chapter three is devoted to this novel ultra-purification and filtration technique. 

It is a major challenge to distribute an ultra high purity gas to the points of 

use while maintaining the achieved gas purity as the gas travels through literally 

hundreds of feet of piping with numerous valves, filters, sensors, bends, etc.; each a 

potential source of contaminants [Haider and Shadman, 1991a]. Among the major 

sources of contamination during gas transport is the impurity adsorption and 

desorption from the surfaces of the gas distribution system itself and other line 

components installed in it. The topic of impurity adsorption and desorption in gas 

lines is discussed in chapter four. Point-of-use high purity gas filters are an integral 
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part of an ultra-pure gas delivery system. These filters typically have large and rough 

surface areas that can cause significant impurity outgassing problems. The problem 

of impurity outgassing from various types of commercial and non-commercial point

of-use gas filters is tackled in chapter five. 

There are two other important sources of impurity intrusion in an ultra pure 

gas distribution system. They are impurity back-diffusion and impurity permeation 

through polymeric tubes and connections. Impurity back-diffusion or some times also 

called retro-diffusion, is the diffusion of impurity molecules against the direction of 

bulk gas flow. This subject has received little attention in the literature. Chapter six 

is devoted to quantitative study of this phenomenon from fundamental point of view. 

Although, the use of polymeric materials in an ultra-pure gas system is 

generally discouraged but, sometimes to gain flexibility or electrical insulation, one 

has to rely on a polymeric tube. Use of a polymeric tube is bound to lead to 

impurity permeation problems. The degree of permeation of different polymers for 

different impurity species varies greatly. Chapter seven analyzes impurity permeation 

phenomenon through both experimental and theoretical points of view. 

It is important to reiterate that various chapters of this work are all inter

related through the common theme of "contamination control" in an ultra-high purity 

gas distribution system. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

There has long been a need for measuring impurity levels in process fluids. 

In many sensitive processes like semiconductor manufacturing and pharmaceutical 

processing, presence of trace level contaminants can often profoundly affect the 

entire course of a chemical reaction. Hence, it is necessary to have means of 

continuously monitoring and controlling impurity levels to within tolerable limits. 

This work typically involved impurity levels in the parts per billion (ppb) and 

parts per trillion (ppt) range. The basic problem with measuring such low levels of 

impurities is that the signal generated at these levels is so weak that it is easily lost 

in the instrument's electronic noise. This makes detection of trace level impurities 

very challenging and therefore, requires sophisticated analytical tools and techniques 

with high signal-to-noise ratios. 

This study employed state-of-the-art impurity analyzers. Impurities of interest 

were mostly atmospheric contaminants like H20, 02' CO, CO2, and CH4. This 

chapter describes the basic principle of operation of various impurity analyzers used 

during the course of this study. The chapter begins with the description of the 

general experimental design and points out some of the salient features of the setup. 

Same experimental setup was used to investigate a variety of physical phenomena. 
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When ever the experimental setup employed deviated significantly from the one 

described below, it will be pointed out and explained at the appropriate place. 

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP 

Two experimental setups were employed during this study, a simplified first 

generation setup and a more sophisticated second generation setup. First generation 

setup is very briefly described, followed, by a greater detail of the second generation 

setup. 

2.2.1 First Generation Experimental Setup 

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of the first generation experimental setup. This 

setup was used to conduct the preliminary evaluation study of reactive filters and to 

study impurity adsorption and desorption from various surfaces. The setup can 

essentially be divided into four sections. On the one end is the gas delivery section. 

It has the capability of introducing either a step input or a pulse input of impurity 

into the system. The second section is the test section, comprised of the component 

to be tested which resides inside a single zone PID temperature controlled furnace. 

The third section is the metrology section consisting of various analytical tools, and 

the last section is the data acquisition system. All tubing used is 1/4" 316L stainless 

steel. The tubing used downstream of the test section was electropolished and had 

welded butt joints. On the other hand, the tubing used upstream of the test section 

was non-electropolished and used swajelok compression fittings. Gas flow is 
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Numbers in the following list refer to labels on the schematic diagram of the system: 

I: Calibration gas 
2: Ultra-pure gas 
3: Purge gas 
4: Three-way valve 
5: Mass now meter 
6: Flow controller 
7: Multi-port valve 
8: Sample loop 
9: MS pumping station 
10: Quadrupole analyzer 
11: MS data acquisltion 
12: Temperature indicator 
13: Electric furnace 
14: Thermocouple 
IS: Reactive membrane assembly/test section 
16: PIO temperature controller 
17: Temperature controller 
18: Purge valve 
19: Cooling section 
20: Particle counter; PMS micro LPC-I0I-HP 
21: Heating jacket 
22: Moisture analyzer; Meeco Aquamatic plus 
23: Recorder 
24: A/D convenor 
25: Data storage and processing 
26: Oxygen analyzer; OSK MK3/Y 

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the first generation experimental setup. 
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controlled through electronic mass flow controllers (MFC). 

2.2.2 Second Generation Experimental Setup 
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Figure 2.2 is a schematic of the second generation setup. This experimental 

setup was used to collect almost all data presented here, unless otherwise stated. 

The entire apparatus is housed in a class 1000 cleanroom. The experimental setup 

has been specially designed to eliminate or at least minimize any dead volumes in 

the system that can take very long to purge. This is accomplished by maintaining a 

certain minimum gas flow through each leg of the apparatus at all times. All tubing 

used in the fabrication is 1/4" 316L electropolished stainless steel with face seal VCR 

fittings and all metal joints are TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welded using an orbital 

welder. The pneumatic valves and the mass flow controllers (MFC) are all for 

special high purity applications. Another minor but important feature of the design 

is that all MFC's are installed off major gas lines. This ensures that no impurity gets 

added through MFC's. 

Once again, the setup can be divided into three sections. A gas delivery 

section, a test section, and a metrology section. The gas delivery section is capable 

of delivering either a known impurity at a precise level through challenge N2 gas or 

UHP N2 purge gas with impurity levels under 10 ppb. The challenge gas comes from 

a bottle source whereas, UHP N2 comes from a cryogenic source and is purified 

through a resin-based point-of-use gas purifier. 
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The UHP gas supply system has a sophisticated auto purge facility which 

automatically purges the UHP gas supply lines after they get exposed to atmosphere 

during every carrier gas dewar change. Figure 2.3 shows schematic of this 

electronically controlled autopurge facility. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the carrier gas supply system with autopurge. 
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The test section resides inside a five zone PID temperature controlled furnace 

capable of controlling temperature to within 1°C. The test section can be isolated 

by shutting the two pneumatic valves flanking the test section. The test section could 

contain a reactive filter, any line component for its outgassing study, or a polymeric 

tube for impurity permeation study, among a host of other experiments that can be 

conducted in this setup. In other words, this design is very flexible and versatile. It 

is important to realize that the gas flows simultaneously through the test line, bypass 

line, and the exhaust line. The gas to be sampled is routed to the metrology section 

by opening and closing the proper pneumatic valves. 

The metrology section consists of an Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass 

Spectrometer (APIMS) for measuring trace level impurities, a high concentration 

conventional mass spectrometer, and a battery of dedicated impurity analyzers 

including stateMofMtheMart moisture and oxygen analyzers. 

The remainder of this chapter is now dedicated to the fundamentals of the 

operation of important analytical tools that were extensively used and relied upon in 

the course of this work. 

2.3 ELECTRONIC MASS FLOW CONTROLLER 

Precise knowledge, control, and stability of gas flow are critical factors for 

sensitive physical processes and play an important role in an instrument's precision. 

The precision and accuracy of many ultra-sensitive analytical tools is based on the 
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tacit assumption of precisely known gas flow rates. Modern mass flow controllers are 

capable of delivering well controlled and stable gas flow over a wide range of flow 

rates. Details of the construction and design of these units can be found in 

manufacturers' literature. Here, we will only take a brief look at the fundamental 

principles on which the operation of an electronic mass flow controller is based. 

2.3.1 Principle of Operation 

Figure 2.4 shows a simplified schematic of a typical mass flow controller. 

Power 

St.wIY 

Upatrum DownatnIam 

Gas In Temperc\IQ Q Temperalure Gas Out 
SonIor Heeler MII8OI' 

~ T, T2 ~ 

>----I~ AmpIlIIor >---I~ 0.5 Vdc 

! 
Figure 2.4: Schematic of a mass flow meter. 

A resistance heater wire is located equidistant from two temperature sensors - one 

upstream from the heater and the other downstream. A constant and accurately 

known amount of heat, Q, is introduced into the gas stream through the heater wire 

using a precision power supply. In the absence of any gas flow, a symmetrical 
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parabolic temperature profile is established about the heater and the two sensors 

read the same temperature, Tl = T2. In the presence of gas flow, the injected heat 

is convected downstream along the flow and T 2 reads higher than T l' The 

temperature difference, II T = T 2 - T 1 is related to the gas mass flow rate through 

energy balance. 

where, 

Q = Constant heat input (J/s) 

m = Gas mass flow rate (kg/s) 

Cp = Gas specific heat capacity (J/kg.oK) 

II T = Temperature difference, T 2-T 1 eK) 

(2.1) 

Q is fixed, Cp is known for each gas, and a bridge circuit interprets the II T which is 

fed to a differential amplifier generating a linear DC voltage signal proportional to 

the gas mass flow rate. This voltage signal is used to measure or monitor gas flow 

rate and, when used in combination with a servo-controlled valve, it serves as a flow 

controller. Gas flow rates are typically displayed as volumetric flow rates thus, 

(2.2) 

where p is the gas density. 

The instrument is calibrated usually with N2 gas at standard conditions. Some 
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vendors define standard conditions to be 21°C and 760 torr. Operation under 

conditions other than standard requires correcting the displayed reading by 

multiplying it by the following factor: 

TemperaturePressureCorrectionFac/or = ( ::) (;,) (2.3) 

Where, Ps and Ts are the standard pressure and temperature, respectively. P a and 

T a are the actual pressure and temperature. The specific heats of most gases are not 

strong functions of temperature and pressure, however, gas conditions varying widely 

from reference conditions may also require Cp correction. 

Operation of the instrument with a process gas other than the calibration gas 

requires that the displayed volumetric flow reading be multiplied by a correction 

factor. This correction factor is simply the ratio of pCp of the calibration gas to that 

of the process gas as seen from Equation (2.2). [O'Hanlon, 1989] has given these 

factors for various gases and can also be found in product vendors' literature. 

The best accuracy of present electronic mass flow controllers is better than 

± 1 % of the full scale. 

2.4 AQUAMETRY 

There is an array of commercially available hygrometers for on-line moisture 

measurement in gases with varying degrees of sophistication. These include: 
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Mechanical sensors 

· Wet and dry bulb sensors (Psychrometers) 

Dew point sensors (Chilled mirror) 

· Electrolytic cells (Coulometric sensors) 

· Quartz oscillator sensors 

· Mass spectrometers 

and several more. [Carr-Brion, 1986] has given an excellent introduction to various 

moisture measurement techniques currently in vogue. A more detailed and in-depth 

discussion of these techniques can be found in a three volume treatise by [Mitchell 

and Smith, 1984]. Detection capabilities of various state-of-the-art moisture analyzers 

have been compared by [Ezell, et aI., 1992]. Very recently, a new chilled mirror type 

moisture analyzer has been introduced in the market and its performance has been 

reviewed by [Buck, et aI., 1993]. This work employed two techniques to measure 

trace levels of moisture in gases: 

Electrolytic (Coulometric) technique 

Mass Spectroscopy 

Mass spectroscopic technique to measure trace level impurities is discussed in a 

separate section later in this chapter. Electrolytic technique is the basis of operation 

for the dedicated moisture analyzer used and is discussed next. 

2.4.1 Electrolytic Moisture Analyzer: Principle of Operation 

The dedicated moisture analyzer employed was manufactured by Meeco 
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Incorporation. Two different models were used: Aquamatic+ and Turbo. The basic 

principle of operation is essentially the same for both models with few important 

differences in the design and construction which are outlined later. 

Analysis is accomplished by absorbing water vapor into an extremely 

hygroscopic film of Phosphorous Pentoxide, P 205' and simultaneously electrolyzing 

the absorbed water into its constituents. The electrolysis current is related to the 

moisture content of the gas and this relationship between the two can be derived in 

a straight forward manner if we visualize the following simplified picture of the 

processes involved: 

2H20 ------ > 2H + + 20H-

2H+ + 2e- ------> H2 

20H- ------> 1/202 + H20 + 2e

H20 ------> H2 + 1/202 

(Dissolution) 

(Cathode reaction) 

(Anode reaction) 

(Net reaction) 

According to the above scheme, two electrons are transferred for every H20 

molecule that undergoes electrolysis. The gas flow rate through the electrolytic cell 

is fixed, say v cc/min. Then, the current generated, I, in the process is 

Coul mole e - moles H20 
1=96500 2 n--~ 

molee- moleH20 sec 
(2.4) 

96500 Coulombs/mole e- being the Faraday's constant and n is the molar flow rate 

of moisture in the process gas estimated as 



where, 

P = Gas pressure (atm) 

T = Gas temperature eK) 

R = 82.06 (atm. cm3 gas) / (mole gas. OK) 

v = Volumetric gas flow rate (cm3/min) 

y = Mole fraction of moisture in the gas (ppm) 

Substitution of Equation (2.5) into Equation (2.4) gives: 

1 = (39.2) (Pi) 
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(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The gas flow rate v is fixed at 100 cm3/min and normal operating conditions are P 

= 1 atm and T = 298°K. Under these conditions, according to Equation (2.6), the 

presence of 1 ppm H20 in a process gas (y= 10-6 mole H20/mole process gas), will 

result in 13.15 J.LAmp of electrolysis current. Since the observed current and the 

moisture entering the cell are related through primary standard accuracy, an 

electrolytic type of analyzer is considered to be an absolute analyzer. 

2.4.2 Electrolytic Moisture Analyzer Design 

A basic flow diagram of an electrolytic moisture analyzer is shown in Figure 

2.5. The heart of the instrument is the electrolytic cell in which H20 is captured and 

decomposed, liberating electrons in the process. The cell design has changed little 
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Figure 2.5: Flow schematic of Meeco Aquamatic+ moisture analyzer. 

since the original one made by [Keidel, 1959]. In its final configuration, the cell 
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consists of two 5 mil thick spirally wound platinum wire electrodes, spaced one 

diameter apart, held firmly and more or less embedded in the cell wall. The cell 

wall is coated with an extremely hygroscopic material which must satisfy certain 

requirements: 

· It must be capable of removing trace level moisture from sample gas. 

· In the absence of moisture, thin dry film of this material should not conduct 

electricity when a DC potential is applied across the two electrodes embedded in this 

material. Current flow should only occur via the process which results in electrolysis 

of absorbed water. 

· It must be inert with respect to all other components in the sample gas. 

· The absorbent film must have enough cohesive and adhesive strength that it does 

not run or be washed-out due to gravity. 
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Partially hydrated Phosphorous Pentoxide, P20 S' is an entirely satisfactory material 

for most applications. Potassium carbonate and potassium hydroxide are also 

suggested materials for moisture levels in the several hundred ppm range [Keidel, 

1959]. 

2.4.3 Accuracy 

As already explained, the instrument does not require calibration samples. 

The accuracy of the moisture measurements depends on the a(;curacy and stability 

of the flow control devices and the electrical components of the system. This of 

course assumes that water in the sample gas is 100% absorbed and electrolyzed in 

the cell. In the presence of high concentrations of H2 or 02' there is some concern 

regarding recombination of H2 and 02 back to H20 on the Pt electrodes thus, H20 

molecules may get counted multiple times. The detection limit of Aquamatic + 

model is reported to be 20 ppb and that of Turbo model is reported to be 2 ppb. 

2.4.4 Response Time 

Response time of the instrument depends on spacing between the electrode 

wires, absorbent film thickness, moisture content of the film, and the applied cell 

voltage. Response time under low moisture conditions (typically < 50 ppb) tends to 

be particularly long due partly to low molecular diffusion rates in the film and partly 

to adsorption effects in the dried up sample gas lines. Impurity adsorption and 

desorption phenomena are explored in depth in a later chapter. 
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2.4.5 Temperature Effects 

Temperature change can affect instrument reading in three ways. First is the 

gas density effect. As seen from Equation (2.6), 13.15 t-LAmp are generated for every 

ppm of H20 in sample gas at 298DK. For any other temperature, 13.15 t-LAmp need 

to be multiplied by the ratio of 298 to the new temperature in degrees Kelvin. lbis 

means the current reading will deviate by 0.3% per DC - negative deviation for 

temperature rise and positive for tempe,rature drop. Modern mass flow controllers 

do tend to compensate for slight temperature and pressure deviations, therefore, 

small gas density changes is not a major concern. Second, a temperature rise results 

in increased film conductivity which translates into higher "apparent" H20 content 

for the sample gas. Third, a temperature increase (or decrease) results in transient 

desorption (or adsorption) of H20 from the sample gas lines and thus a moisture 

peak (or dip) is observed. The cell, obviously, will read the true moisture content 

once the system returns to thermal equilibrium. 

2.4.6 Pressure Effects 

As seen in Figure 2.5, a pressure regulator is typically installed in the sample 

gas line that always delivers the gas at a fixed pressure to the cell. As the sample gas 

undergoes pressure reduction, its temperature drops as a direct result of Joule

Thomson expansion. On the other hand, since gases usually have low heat capacities, 

this effect may get partially or wholly compensated when the gas comes in contact 

with slightly warm sample gas tubing inside the instrument leading to the cell. 
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Therefore, the sample pressure is considered to have negligible effect on analysis as 

long as the molar flow rate is kept constant, which can be achieved using a good 

quality mass flow controller. Sample pressure less than 3 psig, however, is usually 

insufficient to maintain proper flow through cell. 

2.4.7 Cell Compatibility with Different Gases 

Gases like N2, air, Ar, He, H2, CO2, and several hydrocarbons are compatible 

with the electrolytic cell. On the other hand, basic gases like NH3 when present in 

excess of trace levels, neutralizes the phosphoric acid (H3P04) electrolyte in the cell. 

HF can result in destruction of the cell anode and the analyzer flow components. 

Polymerizing organic materials including alcohols and acetone can react with H3P04 

forming tars necessitating cell cleaning and resensitizing. Needless to say, consult the 

instrument manufacturer when in doubt. 

2.4.8 Turbo Moisture Analyzer 

In an effort to decrease the instrument response time and increase its 

sensitivity, Turbo moisture analyzer also manufactured by Meeco Inc., incorporates 

a cleverly improved design for the gas flow system and the electrolytic cell 

configuration. Figure 2.6 shows a schematic of a Turbo unit. 

The entire instrument is microprocessor controlled. As already pointed out, 

moisture diffusion through the P20 S film plays a major role in limiting instrument 

response time especially under very dry conditions (H20 < 50 ppb). The major 

improvement in the Turbo gas flow design is the consideration of keeping the P20 S 
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Figure 2.6: Flow schematic of Meeco Turbo moisture analyzer. 
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film moist and supple, thus ready to respond to any slight perturbation in the 

moisture level of the sample gas. This is accomplished by automatically cycling the 

analyzer between an upper and a lower moisture level chosen by the operator. The 

two chosen levels are both slightly above the expected moisture value and about 2-3 

ppb apart. Two consecutive wetting-drying cycles are used to quantify the amount 

of moisture in the sample gas. Moisture is brought in through a permeation source 

as seen in Figure 2.6. The wetting part of the two cycles is always conducted at 100 

cc/min. However, the drying part of the first cycle is conducted at 50 cc/min and 

that of the second cycle at 100 cc/min. Assume the drying time for the first cycle is 

t1 and that for the second cycle is t2, and let the moisture concentration in the 

sample gas to be determined be eg. The physical picture is depicted in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7: Consecutive wetting and drying cycles in a Turbo moisture analyzer. 

The area under the drying curve represents the amount of moisture driven off 

from the film. This moisture amount has contributions from two sources - one is the 

actual moisture content of the sample gas and second is the moisture stored in the 

film that was brought in from the permeation source to keep the P20S film moist. 

The second contribution, Qfilm' the moisture stored in the film is assumed to remain 

constant for every cycle. If Al and A2 are the areas under the two dry-down curves 

then, mathematically one can write, 

(2-7a) 

and 

(2-7b) 

Solving for Cg from the above two equations gives 
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c = _(A_2_-_A_l_) 
g 1 

(t2 - '2 t1) 
(2-8) 

Finally, Table 2.1 below summarizes the major differences between 

Aquamatic + and Turbo moisture analyzers manufactured by Meeco, Inc. 

Table 2.1: A comparison of Aquamatic+ and Turbo moisture analyzer models. 

TURBO AOUAMATIC+ 

· Low detection limit = 2 ppb · Low detection limit = 20 ppb 

· Faster response to moisture changes. · Sluggish response to moisture 

changes. 

· Almost completely automated and very · Fewer options but still quite 

user friendly. user friendly. 

· Adsorption/desorption effects are · Adsorption/desorption effects 

minimized and sensor film is kept interfere especially under dry 

slightly wet using a permeation cell. conditions and there is no 

permeation cell. 

· Electrolytic cell does not use epoxy · Electrolytic cell uses epoxy 

resin to hold the cell in place. resin to hold the cell in place 

Especially designed counter gas which potentially outgasses and 

flow path to minimize dead volume. permeates, contaminating the 

sample gas to be analyzed. 
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2.5 OXYGEN ANALYZER 

A Hersch/Osaka model MK3/Y dedicated oxygen analyzer was employed in 

this study. The analyzer is capable of measuring 02 levels from about 10 ppm down 

to 2 ppb in inert gases like Nitrogen, Argon, and Helium. Other models can handle 

some combustible gases, too. 

2.5.1 Principle of Operation 

Figure 2.8 shows the configuration of the 02 sensor cell. It is a type of 

galvanic cell which consists of potassium hydroxide electrolyte solution, an inactive 

silver cathode, an active cadmium anode, and a platinum protection electrode. 

The cathode is a stack of spirally arranged Ag disks. The gas stream enters the cell 

and as it passes over the Ag disks, 02 is selectively adsorbed on the cathode surface. 

The amount of 02 adsorbed is directly proportional to the partial pressure of 02 in 

the sample gas. The adsorbed 02' subsequently, dissolves in the electrolyte solution 

as hydroxyl ions, OH-, according to 

02 + 2 H20 + 4 e- -----> 40H- (Cathode reaction) 

The electrolyte solution assists in the migration of OH- ions to the Cd anode which 

is oxidized to cadmium hydroxide according to: 

2 Cd + 40H- -----> 2 Cd(OHh + 4 e- (Anode reaction) 

The loss of electrons by the OH- ions is signalled by current flow in the external 

circuit between the two electrodes. This current flow is directly proportional to the 

02 content of the sample gas. 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of OSK MK3/Y oxygen analyzer. 
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A protection electrode is installed in order to prevent quick oxidation of the 

Cd electrode when high concentrations of 02 enter the analyzer cell. Under these 

conditions, the amplified current between the cathode and the anode is lead to the 

protection electrode. As a result, most of the OH- ions generated at the cathode are 

attracted to the protection electrode and the following reaction takes place at its 

surface. 
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40H- -----> 02 + 2 H20 + 4 e- (On the Pt electrode) 

This way only a minute amount of OH- ions react with Cd electrode thus, preserving 

its life. The instrument also has a built-in temperature compensation circuit. Two 

thermistors are installed for the purpose to compensate ambient temperature change 

over the range of DoC to 40°C, 

2.5.2 Oxygen Analyzer Design 

Figure 2.9 shows the overall 02 analyzer design for model MK3 /Y. 
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Figure 2.9: Flow schematic of OSK MK3/Y oxygen analyzer. 

The entire construction uses ultra-clean components. The instrument is internally 

calibrated usually on a weekly basis. The calibration is typically a two-point 

calibration. A zero background point is established by purifying the process gas 

through a built-in manganous oxide purifier and running this "zero" gas through the 

cell. A second point is established by generating a known amount of 02 in the 

analyzer cell through a built-in standard gas generating system. Since linear 

electronics are used, the analyzer response is assumed linear both for interpolation 

and extrapolation. The lower detection limit of the instrument is reported to be 2 
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ppb with an accuracy of ± 2% of the full scale. 

2.6 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETER 

Recently atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry (APIMS) has 

become the tool of choice to measure trace level impurities in ultra high purity gases. 

APIMS technique is capable of detecting and measuring impurities in the sub parts 

per billion range with as much as 106 times higher sensitivities as conventional mass 

spectrometers. APIMS has a faster response time than dedicated impurity analyzers 

and additionally, one is able to monitor multiple impurities simultaneously. The 

history and introduction to the API technique along with some examples of its 

present applications can be found in [Proctor and Todd, 1983; Mitsui, et aI., 1990; 

Leggett and Borkman, 1993]. 

On the negative side, APIMS is an expensive instrument. It requires an 

external gas processor to provide precisely controlled sample gas, 'zero' gas, and a 

carefully blended calibration gas. Moreover, because of the complexity of ion

molecule reactions at high pressures in the ionization source, interpretation of the 

generated mass spectra could be quite challenging. Additionally, the technique 

allows detection of only those trace level impurities that have an ionization potential 

lower than the carrier gas. However, some specialized techniques are being 

developed to detect impurities of ionization potential higher than the carrier gas 

[Mitsui, et aI., 1993]. Nitrogen has been a typical carrier gas [Yabumoto, et al., 
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1991a; Ketkar, et aI., 1991; Siefering, et aI., 1991 and 1992d; Leggett, 1991; Ronge, 

et aI., 1991; Kimura, et aI., 1993]. Nitrogen was also the carrier gas in this study. 

Other carrier gases such as argon [Yabumoto, et aI., 1990; Chen, et aI., 1992], helium 

[Gilbert, et aI., 1992], and hydrogen [Ridgeway, et aI., 1992a; Siefering, 1992c; 

Leggett, et aI., 1992; Ketkar and Martinez, 1993] have been employed in various 

studies. Typical trace impurities of interest have been atmospheric contaminants like 

H20, 02' CO, CO2, and CH4• However, the technique also yields to the detection 

of other organic type of impurities [Ridgeway, et aI., 1993]. 

The APIMS used in this work is a VG Trace +. The mass spectrometer part 

of the instrument is manufactured by Vacuum Generators (VG) and the gas 

processor part is manufactured by L' Air Liquide. 

2.6.1 APIMS Principle of Operation 

The gas to be analyzed near atmospheric pressure is passed through a corona 

discharge ionization source. This results in formation of large number of primary 

ions of predominantly the carrier gas (also known as the matrix gas) due to electron 

impact of the corona created electrons with gas molecules. For N2 carrier gas, for 

instance, this primary ionization yields N+ and N2 +. Due to the short mean free 

path, numerous ion/molecule reactions occur in the source [Ketkar, et aI., 1992a] 

which give rise to secondary ions, eg., 

N + , N 2 + + 2N 2 ---- > N3 + ,N 4 + + N 2 

Although, only a small fraction of the carrier gas is initially ionized, nearly 100% of 
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the trace impurity molecules present in the carrier gas get ionized due to a "charge 

transfer phenomenon". This phenomenon is the key to the extraordinary sensitivity 

of an APIMS. For eg., 

N2 + + 02 ----> °2+ + N2 

The above charge transfer mechanism is thermodynamically favored when an ion 

collides with another ion/molecule of an ionization potential lower than its own. 

Therefore, APIMS carrier gas must have ionization potential higher than that of the 

trace impurities to be detected. Table 2.2 shows the ionization potentials of various 

gaseous species. 

It is important to recognize that presence of large amounts of one impurity 

with favorable potential will ionize preferentially, preventing ionization of other 

impurities which therefore, will escape detection. High pressure (760 torr) operation 

especially in the presence of H 20 also brings in the problem of "cluster ion" 

formation. For instance, 

N3 + + H20 ----> N2 + NH20+ 

The cluster ion NH20 + interferes in the detection of 02 + as both ions have mass-to

charge ratio (m/e) of 32. The conditions in the instrument (voltages and currents) 

must be tuned to minimize any cluster formation. 

The mixture of ions and neutral gas molecules are leaked into the vacuum 

system through an orifice plate from where the ions are guided into a quadrupole 

chamber through a series of pressure reduction and focusing stages. The quadrupole 
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Table 2.2: Ionization potentials of various gaseous species. 

Gaseous Species Ionization Potential (e V) 

He 24.56 

AI 15.755 

N2 15.576 

H2 15.427 

CO 14.013 

CO2 13.769 

CH4 12.6 

H2O 12.6 

°2 12.063 

~H6 11.5 

~H8 11.1 

separates ions according to their mass to charge (m/e) ratio. The ions of desired m/e 

ratio are filtered through the quadrupole and are detected using a channeltron 

detector with a pulse counter. [Dheandhanoo, et aI., 1993] have discussed the 
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operation and the optimization of major components of an APIMS. 

Some of the complications and concerns involved in the APIMS technique will 

be discussed in a separate section. Next, the design and operation of mass 

spectrometer and gas processor sections of the APIMS are explained. 

2.6.2 Trace + Mass Spectrometer 

Figure 2.10 is a schematic of the Mass spectrometer section of the va 

Trace + APIMS and shows various key components. 

760 0.5 10 ·5 

PRESSURE (torr) 

Figure 2.10: Schematic of va Trace + APIMS. 

Sample gas at 760 torr is introduced into the ionization chamber where it 

passes over the tip of a tungsten needle kept at 5 kV. The generated corona ionizes 

the sample gas. Ions formed in the corona are drawn into the first pumping stage 

at 0.5 torr through a 200 /Jm orifice Fl. The sudden expansion through Fl also helps 

in de clustering of ions. The focusing voltage on Fl is carefully tuned since it 

determines the fragmentation energy of the ions entering the spectrometer. 
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Following F1, the ions fly through a series of ion lenses and focusing stages into 

chambers maintained at progressively higher vacuum levels. The vacuum in the 

quadrupole section is about 10"6 torr. The voltage on each lens is carefully optimized 

to accelerate and steer the ion beam into the quadrupole housing with minimal ion 

losses. 

Trace + is equipped with three quadrupoles in series in order to detect ions 

of similar mle ratios which result in peak overlaps. When peak overlap is not of 

concern, only the first quadrupole is used and the other two simply let all ions go 

through without filtering. The middle quadrupole is enclosed inside a specially 

designed collision cell which can be slightly pressurized with ultra-high purity argon 

collision gas. All three quadrupoles are used when peak overlap is of concern. For 

instance, to measure CO in N2 carrier gas, first quadrupole is tuned to m/e=28 

which allows both CO and N2 ions to pass through into the second quadrupole which 

is pressurized with argon gas to about 10"3 torr. At this elevated pressure the ions 

undergo "collision induced dissociation" (CID) resulting in daughter ions C+ ,0+, etc. 

To measure CO, third quadrupole is then tuned to detect signal at ml e = 12. 

Provision is made to choose proper voltages in the quadrupoles so that the ions can 

be accelerated through the CID cell promoting fragmentation, and then decelerated 

for efficient analysis in the third quadrupole. 

As the ions emerge from the quadrupoles, they are drawn into a channeltron 

electron multiplier. The electron multiplier is a curved tube whose inside surface is 
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coated with a resistive material, usually beryllium coating. As the ions impact this 

coated inner surface, a burst of secondary electrons is released. As these secondary 

electrons cascade down the curved tube due to the applied potential difference, they 

in turn, collide repeatedly with the surface generating more electrons and thus a 

measurable pulse emerges from the channeltron for every ion that enters it. These 

pulses are further amplified and then counted by a pulse counter. 

The instrument displays impurity Jevels in terms of counts per second (cps) for 

each impurity. A calibration curve is required to translate cps into commonly used 

concentration units like ppb. Procuring these calibration curves is discussed in a 

separate section but first one needs to understand instrument's gas needs. 

2.6.3 APIMS Gas Processor 

A gas processor is an integral part of an APIMS. It has essentially three 

major functions: 

· To provide controlled amount of sample gas. 

· To provide 'zero' gas to establish system baseline and gas dilution needs. 

· To provide calibration gas through a dilution loop. 

Figure 2.11 is a schematic of Trace + gas processor manufactured by L' Air Liquide. 

The important design features include use of electropolished 316L stainless steel 

tubing, orifice plates to control flow without adding any contaminants, ultra-clean 

mass flow controllers (MFC) which are installed off-line to reduce the risk of 
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of APIMS gas processor. (L'Air Liquide design) 
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impurity intrusion through these units. Moreover, flow is maintained through each 

leg of the apparatus to minimize any dead space. 

Next, let us look at the major functions of an APIMS gas processor. 

2.6.3.a Zero Gas Preparation 

The carrier gas, N2 in this case, comes from a cryogenic source and is purified 

through a resin based purifier (Nanochem model 1400) before entering the gas 

processor. Once inside the gas processor, the gas is further purified by two getter 

type gas purifiers (SAES model PF3-3-N-2) operating in series. This highly purified 
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gas has impurities typically in the low ppt range and is called the 'zero' gas or the 

'blank' gas. Zero gas establishes APIMS limit of detection or the instrument baseline 

for each impurity and it is also used to dilute sample gas to be analyzed. More will 

be said in the next section regarding an instrument's limit of detection (LOD) and 

its minimum detectability (MD). 

2.6.3.b Sample Gas 

Proper dilution of sample gas with zero gas is necessary since, high impurity 

concentrations can saturate the plasma and can result in complicated or misleading 

spectra as discussed later. The ratio of sample gas to zero gas introduced into 

APIMS is controlled through MFC1 and MFC2. 

2.6.3.c Calibration Gas Preparation 

Standard gas mixture is bought which is prepared by adding impurities like 02' 

CO, CO2, and CH4 to grade-6 (99.9999% purity) cylinder matrix gas. Typical 

certified impurity levels are 10 ppm for each component. The gas processor very 

accurately dilutes the standard gas by blending it with zero gas stream and thus 

producing the calibration gas. Accurate dilution ratios of up to 50,000 can be 

achieved in our gas processor resulting in a 200 ppt calibration gas from a 10 ppm 

gas. Other dilution system designs have been mentioned in the literature [Mizokami, 

et aI., 1991; Yabumoto, et aI., 1991b; Ronge, 1992] capable of producing under 10 

ppt calibration gas. 

Moisture calibration is done by passing a known amount of zero gas through 
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a temperature controlled moisture permeation cell whose permeation rate is 

accurately known (eg., 70 ng/hr at 50°C). [Mermoud, et al., 1991] have described the 

construction of a permeation cell. [Briesacher, et al., 1992] have investigated 

moisture calibration of an APIMS using permeation cell operating either at fixed 

temperature with varying gas flow rate or fixed gas flow rate and varying temperature 

in order to generate calibration gas with different moisture contents in the ppb range. 

2.6.4 APIMS Calibration 

As already pointed out, an APIMS registers impurity levels in terms of ion 

counts per second (cps). Calibration is required to relate cps to more tangible 

concentration units like ppb or ppt. From Figure 2.11, blending ratio between the 

zero gas and the standard gas is controlled through MFC4 and MFC6, thus 

generating different impurity level calibration gas for APIMS calibration. Knowing 

gas flow rates of the standard gas vs' zero gas vz' and the impurity concentration in 

the standard gas Cs' one can easily calculate the impurity concentration in the 

calibration gas Cc as 

(2.9) 

Where, impurity concentration in the zero gas Cz can be assumed negligible as 

compared to Cs' 

Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16 show typical calibration data obtained 

on va Trace+ for H20, 02' CO, CO2, and CH4, respectively, in N2 carrier gas. 
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(Data for Figures 2.12 through 2.16 is tabulated in Appendix A, Tables A-2.1 through 

A-2.5, respectively). 

A linear regression has been performed on the data and clearly the relation 

between the amount of impurity added (ppb) and the APIMS signal (cps) looks 

mostly linear from the above figures. However, the data tends to level-off both at 

low as well as high concentration ranges. This can easily be seen by expanding the 

the horizontal axis in Figures 2.12 through 2.16. This non-linearity will be discussed 

in more detail in the next section. The slope of these calibration curves gives the 

sensitivity of APIMS for various impurities in units of cps/ppb. 

Another feature of these calibration figures is the small but still finite non

zero intercept, which implies that the zero gas is not a 'true' zero gas but has very 

small amount of impurities present. These impurities could be indigenous to the gas 

(Le., impurities that passed through the purifier), desorbed from the gas transport 

lines, contributed by dead volumes, permeated through any polymeric materials in 

the system, or outgassed from the API source [Haider, 1992d]. Collective 

contribution of all these impurity sources form impurity background and establish the 

limit of detection for the instrument. 
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Figure 2.16: Calibration of APIMS response to CH4 in N2• 
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An instrument's limit of detection (LOD) and minimum detectability (MD) 

are two closely related concepts, yet subtly different. In the literature, one finds 

several definitions and discussions on these two concepts [Winefordner, et aI., 1983; 

Bzik, 1992; Ridgeway, et aI., 1992b]. LOD for an analytical method or instrument 

is defined as a number representing the lowest concentration or amount of an analyte 

yielding a response that is statistically distinguishable from an analytical blank 

[Wineforder, et aI., 1983]. LOD is representative of the overall analytical procedure 

including sample preparation, sample introduction, instrument calibration, and 

sample detection. Minimum detectability (MD) on the other hand, represents only 
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one step in the analytical procedure - sample detection. MD of an analytical 

instrument is defined as the smallest change in the analyte concentration yielding a 

detector response that is statistically distinguishable from the instrument noise. 

Clearly, MD represents the best possible LOD that the instrument can have. 

However, inclusion of sampling system components in an instrument always makes 

LOD higher than MD. 

Table 2.3 shows characteristics of va Trace + (best values obtained) for each 

impurity of interest in the N2 carrier gas. 

Table 2.3: Characteristics of va Trace+ APIMS. 

H2O O2 CO CO2 CH4 

Limit of Detection (ppt) 7.7 1.5 54 1.6 2.7 

Noise Standard Deviation, a (ppt) 0.2 0.2 20 0.1 0.4 

Minimum Detectability, 3a (ppt) 0.6 0.6 60 0.3 1.2 

Sensitivity (cps/ppt) 14.6 2.5 0.02 22.8 1.3 

In Table 2.3 above, MD has been taken as three times the signal standard deviation 

a of the instrument noise measured for various impurities. (The multiplicative factor 

for a of course depends upon the number of data points - A factor of three is 

reasonable for at least 20 data points [Bzik, 1992]). As mentioned earlier, the non

zero intercepts of the calibration curves establish impurity background levels. These 

levels are equivalent to LOD since it is usually not possible to confidently 
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deconvolute and attribute a certain fraction of this background impurity to system 

contribu tions. 

In essence then, keeping Table 2.3 in mind, one cannot confidently measure 

impurity levels below the limit of detection however, one can confidently detect 

"changes" in impurity levels as small as those given by the minimum detectability. 

2.6.6 Important Issues in APIMS Analysis and Technique 

One can loosely categorize these important issues into three categories. 

2.6.6.a Preparation of Calibration Standards 

There are three major concerns in this category: 

(i) Standard Gas: 

The concentration of the standard gas must be accurately known. A 

10 ppm impurity level for the standard gas mixture is typically used for APIMS 

calibration. Levels lower than 10 ppm are more difficult to certify accurately using 

conventional techniques like gas chromatography. The impurity level in the standard 

gas mixture should be at least an order of magnitude higher than the level of any 

secondary contaminants that may be present in the matrix gas. Matrix gas is the gas 

in which known amount of impurities are added to give a particular standard gas. 

Any errors in certification of the standard gas will carry over to errors in the APIMS 

analysis. 
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(ii) Zero Gas Generation: 

An ultra high purity zero gas must be available for dilution of the 

sample gas and the standard gas. The impurity background in the zero gas must be 

as low as possible to ensure accuracy of calibration at very low levels. 

(iii) Gas Blending System: 

Gas blending system is needed to accurately prepare calibration 

standards in the ppb and ppt range by blending standard gas with zero gas. Very 

large dilution ratios are n~eded to produce ppt level calibration standards. This in 

turn requires highly stable and accurate mass flow controllers. The dilution system 

itself must not add any additional contaminants into the gas processor. 

2.6.6.b Non-linearities in APIMS Calibration 

When APIMS calibration data is plotted over a wide range of concentrations 

(ppt to ppb range), the data tends to level out both at high as well as low ends of the 

concentration range. The curvature of data at high concentrations is caused due to 

plasma saturation in the ionization source. High impurity levels result in depletion 

of carrier gas ions and the charge transfer mechanism becomes inefficient. Curvature 

of data at low concentrations is mostly due to impurity background levels. Therefore, 

a linear fit to the APIMS calibration data incurs errors in the high and low impurity 

concentration ranges. 

APIMS calibration data for H20 given in Figure 2.12 is replotted in Figure 

2.17 and shows the data only at the low concentration end along with a linear 
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regression line. Clearly, a linear fit under-predicts the experimental response and 

blind extrapolation will result in erroneously low limit of detection. [Siefering, et aI., 

1993] have derived and discussed a three parameter non-linear model to fit APIMS 

calibration data over the entire concentration range using kinetic models of the 

plasma reaction chemistry. It is important to realize that such non-linear models are 

not universal. In other words, the parameter values for the same impurity are likely 

to be instrument dependent. 
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2.6.6.c Multiple Contaminant Interference Effects 

(i) High Concentration of One Impurity: 
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As already pointed out, presence of a contaminant with favorably low 

ionization potential will ionize preferentially, leading to a lower efficiency of 

ionization for other trace contaminants. This results in falsely low signal for these 

other contaminants [Ketkar, et aI., 1992b]. 

(ii) Secondary Ion Interference: 

These are the ions that are created as products of other ion-molecule 

reactions. For instance, H20 contaminant in N2 yields the secondary ions 0+, 

NH20+, and N20+ with mle = 16,32, and 44, respectively. These secondary ions 

interfere with the detection of primary ions of CH4, 02' and CO2, respectively. 

[Siefering, et aI., 1992a] have investigated this phenomenon quantitatively. 

(iii) Impurity-Impurity Interaction: 

At high impurity levels, interactions between one impurity species and 

another can become a significant factor. Again, moisture is the major problem 

because of its reactive nature in the plasma. These reactions can result in mass 

spectra with overlapped peaks, new unexpected peaks, or missing peaks at expected 

ml e ratios thus, complicating both qualitative and quantitative APIMS analyses. 

Proper choice of voltages on various ion lenses and orifices is absolutely 

critical as it helps in rectifying some of these multiple contaminant interference 

related problems [Ketkar, et aI., 1992a]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

REACTIVE FILTERS FOR POINT-OF-USE ULTRA-PURIFICATION OF GASES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The volume production of 1 Giga bit DRAM chips with a minimum feature 

size of 0.1 J,£m is projected around year 2003 [Kopp, 1992]. As integrated circuit chip 

geometries shrink and device densities increase, many factors that lower yield and 

reliability are aggravated, including gate reliability, edge effects, hot electron 

phenomena, and critical defect size. Ultra-cleanliness of process fluids and their 

handling are two of many challenges that would need to be overcome, since the 

detrimental impact of particulate and chemical contamination is also accentuated as 

device size is scaled down [Osburn, 1991]. Any compromise in the process gas purity 

during fabrication of these high density devices, for instance, has the potential to 

render the end-product useless costing millions to the corporate bottom line 

[Bunyard, et aI., 1983; Murray, 1987; Hardwick, et al., 1988]. 

Variation in process gas quality in semiconductor fabrication operations has 

numerous deleterious effects. Oxidation rates can be markedly affected by the 

presence of trace levels of moisture [Irene, 1991]. MOS (Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor) electrical characteristics [Wolfe, et al., 1985], silicide formation 

[Berger, 1987; Sherman and Berger, 1987], and silicon epitaxy [Roberge, et al., 1987] 

all have been shown to be sensitive to impurities in gases. Sheet resistance of 
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titanium silicide films is a strong function of the purity of the gas used in their 

formation [Osburn, 1987]. [Monkowski, 1984; Wolfe, 1987] have reviewed numerous 

possible problems due to chemical and particulate contamination in gases during 

thermal gate oxidation, thermal nitridation, epitaxial silicon deposition, and annealing 

of silicon wafers. 

A wide spectrum of gases is used in semiconductor industry which can 

basically be divided into two categories: }nert gases and reactive (or specialty) gases. 

Inert gases include mostly nitrogen and argon which are used in processes like silicon 

oxide growth, titanium silicide annealing, reactive ion etching, plasma applications, 

purging, drying, etc. According to one estimate [Sugiyama and Ohmi, 1988], a 

production plant handling 30,000 of 6" wafers per month uses 1-2 million cubic 

meters of N2 gas each month. Reactive gases include dopant gases like arsine, 

phosphine, and diborane, etchant gas like hydrogen chloride, and sHanes and 

chlorosilanes which are used in CVD processes to deposit thin films of silicon oxide, 

silicon nitride, polysilicon, and epitaxial silicon [Flaherty, et aI., 1987; Taylor, 1987]. 

The major and stubborn homogeneous chemical impurities in all 

semiconductor process gases include moisture and oxygen. Chemical impurities like 

CO, CO2' CH4, and other hydrocarbons are also highly undesirable. These 

homogeneous impurities could be indigenous to the gas or they could originate due 

to incomplete purging of the gas lines after a cylinder change, inboard leaks in the 

gas distribution system, outgassing of the system surfaces, dead volumes, permeation 
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through any polymeric materials and in some cases back-diffusion through vent lines 

and process chamber outlets [Toy, 1989]. Particulate impurities are also a major 

concern in semiconductor processing as seen in Figure 1.3, which shows that killer 

defect size also scales right along the DRAM technology. Particles could be 

generated due to frictional effects between two sliding surfaces which would include 

components like valves, regulators, and even packed bed purifiers and wafer 

transport systems [Kanno and Ohmi, 1988; Amari, et aI., 1991]. Among other 

sources, particles also come from surface corrosion products, improper welds and 

solders, tube bending [Davidson, 1987] and fast pump down of process equipment 

[O'Hanlon, 1991]. Presence of oxidizing impurities in certain reactive gases like 

oxygen in silane is another source of particle generation. 

3.2 PRESENT GAS PURIFICATION AND FILTRATION TECHNOLOGY 

Ultra-pure gas preparation consists of two steps: Gas purification where one 

removes homogeneous impurities and gas filtration where one removes 

heterogeneous impurities from the gas. Once again it is important to keep in mind 

the required gas purity levels and Table 3.1 reiterates this message [Venet, et aI., 

1991]. 

The technology of filtration is relatively mature and metallic, ceramic, and 

polymeric filters are commercially available. All these filters are reputed to have 

high particle retention efficiency and are capable of removing particles down to 0.01 
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J,£m in size [Tousi and Gotlinsky, 1989; Gotlinsky and Tousi, 1989; Gotlinsky, et al., 

1991]. Membrane point-of-use gas filters are effective in removing particles down 

to 0.003 J,£m [Rub ow and Grant, 1988a; Rubow, et al., 1988b]. Modern high 

efficiency particle filters for the electronic industry come in a variety of sizes, 

geometries, and material of construction. The fundamental particle capturing 

mechanisms are essentially the same three well known mechanisms in all cases 

Table 3.1 Nitrogen purity requirements for semiconductor industry. 

I NITROGEN PURITY REQUIREMENTS (ppb) I 
I Impurity I 1985 I 1990 I 1995 I 

H2O 500 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

°2 500 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

CO 500 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

CO2 500 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

H2 1000 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

CnHm 500 - 100 10 - 1 1 - 0.1 

DRAM 256 K - 1 Mb 4 - 16 Mb 64 Mb or more 

Particles less than less than less than 
(particles/ft3) 10 ppcf > 0.5 J,£m 3 ppcf > 0.2J,£m 1 ppcf > 0.1 J,£m 

(ppcf) 0.12 ppcf > 1 J,£m 
0.05 ppcf > 10 J,£m 

[Gotlinsky and Tousi, 1989], namely; direct interception, inertial impaction, and 

diffusional deposition. Material of construction of a filter is important. There is a 

general trend towards using inorganic filter media for electronic applications. This 
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trend stems from impurity adsorption/desorption concerns and is addressed in the 

next chapter. 

As far as gas purification is concerned, there are several commercially 

available techniques depending upon either bulk gas production/purification or point 

of use gas purification. Many of the large semiconductor manufacturers have on-site 

cryo plants to meet bulk nitrogen demands and are capable of directly producing ppb 

impurity level gas. Table 3.2 summari~es typical impurities to be removed from N2 

and the various techniques that may be used on an industrial scale to directly 

produce a high purity product [Venet, et aI., 1991]. The industrial scale high purity 

gas production techniques are reviewed by [Kohl and Riesenfeld, 1985; Venet, et al., 

1991; Patnaude and Petras, 1991]. Large scale membrane gas separation processes 

are also under development [Haggin, 1987; Spillman, 1989; Govind and Atnoor, 

1991]. 

The focus of this work however, is point of use purification as opposed to bulk 

gas purification. Here one purifies a relatively smaller volume of gas with under 10 

ppm impurity level down to low and sub ppb levels. The impurities are usually 

atmospheric contaminants and enter into the high purity gas lines through various 

sources as pointed out in Section 3.1. For point of use gas purification, there are 

commercial packed bed purifiers available for removal of most homogeneous 

impurities, however they still need improvement for low and sub-ppb impurity levels 

especially under transient conditions. The two most widely available types of 
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purifiers are metallic getters and organometallic resins. Both getter and resin 

purifiers reduce impurities between two to four orders of magnitude at the rated flow 

rates [Wilson, et aI., 1992]. 

Table 3.2 Industrial scale high purity nitrogen production technology. 

I IMPURITY REMOVAL SYSTEMS I 
I Impurity to Remove I Technology I 

He - Liquid flash 
- Distillation 

Ne - Liquid flash 
- Distillation 

H2 - Liquid flash 
- Distillation 
- Catalytic oxidation 

H2 + 1/2°2 ----> H2O 

CO - Catalytic oxidation 
CO + 1/2°2 ----> CO2 

CnHm - Adsorption on a molecular sieve. 
- Distillation 

CO2 - Adsorption on a molecular sieve. 
- Distillation 

°2 - Distillation 

H2O - Adsorption 
- Distillation 

Metal getters are typically alloys of metals like zirconium, vanadium, titanium, 

and iron. For example, commercially available getter SAES St198 is 76.5% Zr and 

23.5% Fe by weight and is used for nitrogen purification; SAES S1707 is 70% Zr, 
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24.6% V, and 5.5% Fe by weight and is used for purification of noble gases, typically 

argon [Carrea and Huling, 1989]. [Boucheron, et al., 1991] have evaluated 

nonevaporable metal getter type of purifiers for nitrogen. Resin based purifiers on 

the other hand, have a convoluted inert support material (could be organic or 

alumina based) with a large surface area which is coated with an organometallic 

reactive compound. With proper choice of the support material and the reactive 

compound, the purifier can be used for both inert as well as reactive gas purification 

[Cambria and Tom, 1989; Cambria and McManus, 1990; Cambria, et al., 1992]. A 

comparison of the performance of a resin based purifier and a metal getter type 

purifier is presented by [Ridgeway, et aI., 1991]. 

There are also some catalytic type of packed bed gas purifiers available that 

operate at room temperature. The packing in this case is again some high surface 

area material which is usually either alumina pellets or some proprietary molecular 

sieve. The substrate is then deposited with a getter metal which may be copper 

[Giacobbe and Khan, 1987], Nickel, or some other proprietary catalytic metal. 

Nickel catalytic purifiers operate in series with a molecular sieve at room 

temperature whereas, copper based purifiers require elevated temperature of about 

250°C and are capable of scavenging atmospheric contaminants from inert gases. 

3.2.1 Problems Related to Conventional Purifiers 

Conventional point-of-use gas purification technology although can deliverppb 

or sub ppb impurity level gases however, it still suffers certain shortcomings which 
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include: 

Inadequate purification efficiency particularly under transient conditions, like 

when a large pulse of impurity is introduced. 

There is evidence of hydrocarbon outgassing from resin-based purifiers 

[Mulready, 1991], due to local hot spot formation in the packed bed. 

Hydrogen evolution from hot getter beds is also reported [Briesacher, et al., 

1991]. 

Packed beds are notorious for particle generation which occurs as a result of: 

a) Attrition due to mechanical motion and friction of bed packing. 

b) Breakage due to exothermic nature of the purification reaction that also 

results in local hot spot formation. 

c) Breakage due to shear forces as the gas flows through the bed. 

Present purifiers not only are expensive but they also lack regeneration 

capability. 

Presently, a purifier and a filter are used in series. There is no true 

integration between the removal of particles and homogeneous impurities. A 

purifier removes the homogeneous impurities but adds particles to the gas 

stream. While, a filter placed after the purifier captures the particles but, 

ends up adding homogeneous impurities to the gas stream due to its surface 

outgassing. 

The impurity gettering reaction in all cases is very efficient and fast, therefore 
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the bottleneck of the purification process is the impurity transport step from 

the bulk gas to the reactive site. The number of impurity transport steps 

depend upon if the reaction takes place with or without surface renewal. 

3.3 REACTIVE FILTER TECHNOLOGY 

In the light of above problems with the conventional purifiers, we have 

introduced the concept of a 'reactive filter' [Haider and Shadman, 1991b; Haider, et 

aI, 1992a; Haider, et aI., 1992b, Haider, et aI., 1992c]. A reactive filter integrates the 

purification and the filtration steps into a single unit while avoiding the classical 

problems faced by conventional packed bed purifiers. It establishes a more intimate 

contact between the impurity molecules and the reactive sites. 

Filter Matrix (Ceramic or metal) 

Flow I 
t\-

v 
q 

I 
In Out 
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Figure 3.1 Principle of operation of a reactive filter. 
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In essence, an efficient particle filter with well characterized particle retention 

efficiency is used as support material and is impregnated with chemically reactive 

sites. Figure 3.1 is a simplified graphical representation of a reactive filter. 

The particles are retained as the gas flows through the tortuous filter matrix 

while, the homogeneous impurities are irreversibly removed from the gas stream as 

they come into contact with the reactive sites dispersed throughout the intraphase 

surface area. The idea of integrating the purification and filtration steps has very 

recently caught up in the industry. Millipore corporation has introduced the so called 

'reactive membrane matrix' [Cambria, et aI., 1992], UltraPure Systems Inc. has 

introduced an all metal 'purifier/filter' [Carrea, 1992], and SAES Pure Gas, Inc. has 

recently introduced Microtorr. All these units essentially, are still a purifier and a 

filter in series but installed in the same housing. Therefore, it is still not the true 

integration that a reactive filter achieves. 

The details of the reactive filter preparation, operation, and evaluation tests 

are presented next. 

3.4 SUPPORT MATERIAL FOR A REACTIVE FILTER 

Inorganic porous materials were used as support for reactive filters. These 

inorganic skeletal supports included porous alumina ceramic and two types of porous 

sintered metal. Earlier phases of the study also employed porous graphite tubes as 

an inorganic backbone material. 
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The support material must be suitable to operate as a high efficiency particle 

filter. Two types of sintered metal filters were used: A filter manufactured using 

stainless steel powder and a filter manufactured using stainless steel fibers. Basic 

morphological differences between the two can be seen in the SEM micrographs 

shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 is for sintered stainless steel powder filter 

and Figure 3.3 is for sintered stainless steel fiber filter. The alumina support 

material was 80% Al20 3 ceramic. 

Figure 3.2 SEM micrograph of a sintered stainless steel powder filter. 
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Figure 3.3 SEM micrograph of sintered stainless steel fiber filter. 

The support materials should ideally have large intraphase surface areas that 

can give larger surface loadings of reactive getter chemicals. Some of the physical 

properties like porosity €, mean pore size and the specific surface areas of the 

support materials used are given in Table 3.3. These values were measured using 

BET N2 adsorption and mercury porosimetry techniques. 
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Table 3.3 Some physical characteristics of the reactive filter support material. 

Support Material € Mean Pore Size S 
(JLm) (m2Tgm) 

80% Al20 3 ceramic filter 0.26 0.21 2.01 

Sintered stainless steel powder filter 0.18 3 0.16 

Sintered Stainless steel fiber filter 0.76 5 0.16 

The gettering chemicals are impregnated on the intraphase surface area as 

individual reactive sites or are dispersed as thin layers. Details of the chemical 

impregnation are discussed in the next section. 

Another issue of concern is the seal between the reactive filter support 

material and the inlet gas line which is usually stainless steel. The seal must be able 

to withstand large temperature excursions without breaking or developing leaks. In 

case of sintered metal supports, a metal to metal weld is no problem. However, 

making a ceramic to metal seal without using any polymeric ferrules is more 

complex. Recently, [Selverian, et aI., 1992a, 1992b] have looked at ceramic to metal 

seals and evaluated the strength and integrity of a butt joint seal, lap joint seal, and 

lap joint seal with an interlayer of Nickel or Molybdenum. An expensive commercial 

process to make sturdy ceramic to metal seals involves fusing several thin layers of 

metal powder to the ceramic end and then vacuum brazing the end to a metallic tube 

in a lap joint seal. Lap joints are typically stronger than butt joints and are 

recommended when torsional stresses are involved. However, torsional stress is not 

a concern in our applications, besides a lap joint also brings in a small dead volume 
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which can take a long time to purge. Keeping these factors in mind, we used a 

graded glass seal (butt joints) to make the connection between ceramic and metal. 

It is a quicker and economical way but the seal is a lot more fragile. A schematic 

of such a seal is shown in Figure 3.4. Different types of glasses in the graded seal 

are chosen such that the neighboring two glasses have similar thermal expansion 

coefficients and so, the seal expansion/contraction occurs with minimal of thermal 

stress build-up. Polymeric materials are avoided throughout since they introduce 

hydrocarbon contaminants at elevated temperatures. 

c$ J C :~I _--.-IV 

... 'n.: ..... ' '/ -\-' -uran-ium-z~ ceramic membrane: 80%·99.5% AI,03 

Kovar: Com iDS 7052: Coming 3320 
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Figure 3.4 Ceramic-to-metal graded glass seal. 
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As far as the reactive filter geometry and physical configuration is concerned, 

one can think of a variety of possible designs. The objective of each design should 

be to maximize the purification capacity of the unit while maintaining a modular size 

with minimal of pressure drop. Figure 3.5a shows one practical design which is a 

wall flow monolith unit. The channels that are open at one end are closed at the 

other thus, forcing the gas flow through the porous walls. 

'1M 

Membr .. ne 

\ , , 
\ 
• I 

J 

Figure 3.5a A wall flow monolith design for a reactive filter. 
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Figure 3.Sb An enlarged view pf the porous wall of a particle filter. 

Figure 3.Sb shows an enlarged view of the porous wall and the tortuous nature 

of the pores which capture heterogeneous impurities. The pore walls are 

impregnated with chemically reactive sites. Homogeneous impurities are removed 

as they come into contact with these reactive sites. This type of a multi-channel 

geometry typically has thin channel walls and gives high intraphase area to volume 

ratio with small pressure drop. There are also thick wall filters available in the 

market. These are layered or supported filters, like v-alumina membrane deposited 

on an a-alumina support material. Thus giving two different pore sizes for an 

efficient particle removal. These units usually have low intraphase area to volume 

ratio with larger pressure drop. Figure 3.6 shows a micrograph of such a filter with 

two different pore sizes. 
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Figure 3.6 SEM micrograph of particle filter with a distinct bimodal pore size 

distribu tion. 

We employed two geometries for our bench scale experimental study and 

evaluation of the chemistry: A cylindrical tube geometry with an open end on one 

side and closed on the other, thus simulating one of the channels of the unit shown 

in Figure 3.5a. The other configuration used was a disk configuration. These 

configurations were chosen for their simplicity and ease of packaging/handling. The 

gas flow in these units is mostly convective flow through filter pores and small 

diffusion flow is limited to short-range diffusion. 
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3.5 CHEMICAL IMPREGNATION OF THE SUPPORT MATERIAL 

This is clearly the key in the processing of reactive filters. Impregnation of 

reactive getter may require several steps depending upon the number of chemical 

species being deposited. There are several methods one can use to deposit chemicals 

in porous media. The choice of deposition method depends upon the chemical to 

be deposited and the substrate material. As already pointed out, three types of 

inorganic support substrates were tried: Ceramic (80% AI20 3), porous metal 

(sintered stainless steel), and graphite. As for the deposited chemicals tried, they 

included Na, K, and Li from the alkali metal group, Mg from the alkaline earth 

metals and Mn from the transition metals. A thin layer of carbon was deposited on 

the substrate prior to the deposition of any other chemical. This carbon layer acts 

as a reducing agent in the activation and regeneration steps and also forms certain 

complexes with other chemicals on the surface. The substrate surfaces may require 

certain proprietary surface pre-treatments before chemical deposition. 

3.5.1 Carbon Deposition 

The deposited thin layers of carbon should be tightly bound to the surface and 

should not be fluffy carbon as it may sluff off the surface contributing particulate 

impurity to the gas. It should also not clog the substrate pores. Two methods were 

explored to deposit carbon: 

. CH4 cracking 

. CO disproportionation 
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a) CH4 Cracking 

Figure 3.7 shows schematic of the C deposition setup using CH4. 

How SI.t ott Valve 

Figure 3.7 Schematic for carbon deposition setup using CH4• 

The substrate used for this experiment was a porous 80% Al20 3 ceramic tube, 22.9 

cm in length, 1.27 cm outside diameter, and a wall thickness of 0.20 cm. Typical CH4 

flow rate used was 150 cc/min (100% CH4) and the temperature range explored was 

from 350°C to 450°C. The duration of the experiment varied from roughly 4 hours 

at 350°C for the first trial to as long as 24 hours at 450°C. The overall surface 

reaction is: 

CH4 -------> C~ + 2 H2 t 3-1 

Gas flow was through the ceramic filter tube wall from the inside of the tube 

to the outside. Visual inspection of the ceramic substrate after the 4 hour run 

showed very little to no carbon on the outer surface of the filter. Visual inspection 

after the 24 hour run revealed patches of carbon on the outer surface of the ceramic 
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filter. This is probably due to channeling of the gas and the non-homogeneous 

nature of the ceramic substrate. Visual inspection of the inner surface of the tube 

in either case showed relatively more carbon which also appeared to be more 

uniformly distributed. 

[Audier and Coulon, 1985] studied CH4 decomposition on an Fe-Ni alloy in 

the presence of H2 in the temperature range 506-657°C. Their results indicate the 

rate of C deposition from the above reaction to be solely dependent on the chemical 

potential of carbon in the gas phase. The deposited C can form metal carbides 

which inhibit further C deposition. H2 is believed to react with the carbide thus, 

freeing up the metal where the C deposition can proceed once again. The formation 

of metal carbides and role of H2 in regenerating the metal surface is discussed in the 

next section, 3.5.2 b. In summary for our trials, 450°C was probably not a high 

enough temperature for CH4 cracking reaction to occur to an appreciable extent and 

to deposit enough carbon on the BO%Al20 3 porous ceramic tube. Secondly, since 

H2 was not used, the C that did get deposited probably formed a carbide. Raising 

the reaction temperature had the potential of damaging the graded glass seal. So, 

another carbon deposition scheme was tried. 

b) CO Disproportionation Scheme 

Figure 3.B is a schematic of the carbon deposition setup using CO and H2 gas 

mixtures. 
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Reecdvo mlCr ~ 

Figure 3.8 Schematic of carbon deposition setup using CO and H2• 

Three parameters were varied systematically: (i) CO to H2 mixing ratio (by volume), 

(ii) the furnace temperature, and (iii) the duration of carbon deposition. H2 to CO 

ratio was varied from about 1.5% H2 to about 14% H2, while the furnace 

temperature was varied from 350°C to 450°C. Duration of carbon deposition varied 

from about 4 hours to as long as 24 hours depending upon the substrate. 

CO disproportionation reaction has been well studied by several investigators 

[Walker, et al., 1959a and 1959b; Guinot, et al., 1981; Audier, et al., 1983a and 

1983b; Audier and Coulon, 1985; Geurts and Sacco, 1992]. It has been established 

that iron acts as a catalyst for this carbon deposition reaction. It is suggested 
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[Walker, et aI., 1959b] that for the CO disproportionation reaction to proceed, CO 

first chemisorbs on the Fe surface and subsequently dissociates into C and O. C gets 

deposited on the surface whereas, 0 combines with excess CO to form CO2, The 

overall reaction can be visualized as: 

2 CO ------> C.J. + C02t 3-2 

In the presence of chemisorbed H2 on the Fe surface, a fraction of the adsorbed CO 

reacts with this H2 according to the following reactions: 

CO + H2 ------> C.J. + H20t 

CO + 3H2 ----- > CH4 t + H20 t 

3-3 

3-4 

The deposited C has a high surface mobility, some of it reacts with H2 to form 

CH4 but the majority of it migrates to a nucleating center where it exists as both free 

C as well as carbidic carbon i.e., Hagg carbide (Fe2C) and cementite (Fe3C), The 

C deposition reactions are inhibited once these carbides are formed as CO does not 

chemisorb on these carbides [Podgurski, et aI., 1950; Walker, et aI., 1959b]. The 

presence of H2 is reported to actually convert Fe3C to a-Fe [Browning, 1950; Walker, 

1959b] and so the C deposition can continue to proceed. In our experiments, we 

have found the amount of carbon deposited to be a strong function of H2 to CO 

ratio, with higher fractions of H2 favoring the above carbon deposition reaction and 

this is consistent with literature findings. [Walker, et aI., 1959a] has reported that for 

a given temperature C deposited with higher H2 to CO ratios is more porous with 

higher surface area and, for a fixed H2 to CO ratio the surface area initially increases 
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with temperature reaching a maximum and then a further increase in temperature 

actually results in a decrease in the total surface area. The deposited C has an 

overall fibrous structure and each individual fiber has carbon atoms arranged in 

layers, i.e, lamellar or graphitic structure of carbon is maintained [Audier and 

Coulon, 1985]. 

Better carbon deposition was observed on metal filters and to achieve more 

uniform deposition higher gas flow rates were needed. Typical total gas flow rate for 

a 2.8 cm diameter and 0.5 cm thick porous (€ = 0.76) metal disk filter was about 

1000 cc/min. 

Carbon deposition on the ceramic substrate under similar experimental 

conditions was not as good (quantity and uniformity) as that for a porous metal filter. 

In order to enhance carbon deposition on the ceramic substrate by making use of the 

fact that Fe acts as a catalyst for this reaction, we passed an aqueous solution of iron 

oxalate (95 cc DI H 20 + 10 cc concentrated HN03 + 4.3 grams of FeC20 4 • 2H20) 

through the substrate. The substrate was then dried under N2 gas while baking it at 

350°C to drive off as much moisture as possible; and following this carbon deposition 

was re-tried. The amount of carbon deposited under usual conditions increased but 

the deposition was still non-uniform; some areas with significant amount of carbon 

and other areas with no visible carbon. 

c) Recommended Carbon Deposition Procedure 

In conclusion, following procedure is suggested for carbon deposition on a 
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metal filter disk (dia = 2.8 cm, thickness = 0.5 cm). 

Install the surface treated filter in the carbon deposition setup, Figure 3.8. 

Leak test the setup with N2 (or Ar) at room temperature and about 30 psig. 

Turn on H2 and CO. Turn off the purge gas. Adjust flow rates for H2 and 

CO. H2 :::: 22 std-cc/min ; CO :::: 1078 std-cc/min. 

Purge the system with H2-CO gas mixture at room temperature for 20 

minutes. 

Increase the furnace temperature in steps from room temperature to 425°C 

(the carbon coating temperature). 25°C --> 100°C --> 200°C --> 300°C --> 

425°C, Maintain the 25°C, 100°C, 200°C, and 300°C temperature for about 20 

minutes each. 

Maintain 425°C for:::: 5 hours. 

Turn off the furnace while maintaining H2-CO flow through the filter. Once 

the temperature falls below about 325°C switch the gas back to N2 (or Ar) at 

a flow rate of about 1000 cc/min until the system comes to room temperature. 

Turn off the purge gas. 

3.5.2 Deposition of Gettering Chemicals 

Two different techniques for deposition of gettering chemicals were 

investigated: 

. Vapor Phase Chemical Deposition 

. Liquid Phase Chemical Deposition 
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Each technique will be discussed in turn. 

a) Vapor Phase Chemical Deposition 

Figure 3.9 shows schematic of the experimental setup employed to study the 

vapor phase deposition of lithium and potassium on a ceramic filter substrate and on 

a graphite substrate. These substrates had a tubular geometry with one end closed . 

UHPN 
2 
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\. C!emlC41 Boicier Cell (LIOH, KOD) 

Figure 3.9 Schematic for vapor phase chemical deposition of a filter substrate. 

Typically, 2 to 3 grams of either lithium hydroxide (LiOH) or potassium 

hydroxide (KOH) was placed inside a chemical holder cell welded to the bottom of 

a stainless steel V-tube. Furnace temperature was maintained at 465°C for LiOH 

and 350°C for KOH. Melting points are 680°C and 360°C for LiOH and KOH, 

respectively. Typical VHP carrier N2 flow rates varied from 75 to 200 cc/min. 
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Deposition was typically carried out over a 24 hour period. 

Evaluation tests of the resulting reactive filters did show removal of H20 from 

N2. However, the H20 purification level achieved was inadequate and was much 

higher than our desired goal at that time of achieving under 20 ppb H20 in N2• The 

best steady H20 purification level achieved as measured using Aquamatic + moisture 

analyzer was 159.1 ppb when the inlet H20 concentration in the N2 gas was 1250 

ppb. This particular test was conducted at a temperature of 120oe. The N2 gas flow 

rate was 100 cc/min, and under these conditions the purification period lasted about 

19 hours. Subsequent Auger survey of the surface revealed very little quantities of 

unevenly distributed Li and K on the ceramic surface. 

This deposition process under the conditions employed was slow and gave very 

low surface loadings of the gettering chemicals. To increase chemical surface 

loading, one option was to increase the furnace temperature but, the graded glass 

seal could only withstand temperatures up to about 475°e safely. (Although, at 

occasions the seal was taken as high as 5000e for short periods of time). Besides, we 

also wanted to test chemicals other than Li and K and their melting points were even 

higher resulting in much lower metal vapor pressures at the prevailing conditions in 

our setup. So, it was decided to explore liquid phase chemical deposition process. 

b) Liquid Phase Chemical Deposition 

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show schematics of the two setups used to deposit 

lithium and manganese on inorganic filters through aqueous phase deposition. 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic of a liquid phase chemical deposition setup I. 
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In the setup shown in Figure 3.10, the filter to be impregnated is dipped in 

a chemical solution reservoir while vacuum is pulled at the filter inlet. This draws 

in the chemical solution through the porous wall of the filter and in the process 

deposits part of the chemical both on the exposed area as well as on the intraphase 

surface area of the filter. 

In the deposition configuration shown in Figure 3.11, N2 gas is used to push 

the chemical through the filter to be impregnated. At instances, in addition to the 

N2 gas, a vacuum pump was also installed behind the spent chemical flask. One 

should be careful as spent chemical vapor can contaminate the vacuum pump oil 

thus, affecting its performance and requiring oil change for the pump. 
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Figure 3.11 Schematic of a liquid phase chemical deposition setup II. 
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Concentrated aqueous solution of LiOH was used to impregnate Li. Typically, 

5 grams of LiOH was thoroughly dissolved in 80 ml of DI H20. Dihydrate 

manganese oxalate (MnC20 4 . 2 H20) was used as the source of manganese for 

impregnation. Manganese oxalate is insoluble in water but, has slight solubility in 

mineral acids. Typical manganese saturated solutions were prepared by mixing 90 

ml of DI H20, 10 ml of concentrated HN03 and 6.6 grams of MnC20 4 • 2 H20. 

It is of utmost importance that the filter chemically impregnated by aqueous 

deposition method be thoroughly dried. The filters were heated overnight at 130°C 

while being purged with dry N2 gas to remove H20 and especially the HN03, before 

installing the filter in the experimental setup for purification evaluation study. The 
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HN03 acid vapor can cause serious damage to the sensitive impurity analyzers. 

The results of reactive filter evaluation tests for filters prepared using this 

liquid phase deposition scheme were very promising. The best H20 and 02 

purification levels achieved were below the detection limits of the Aquamatic + 

moisture analyzer, which is 20 ppb, and the OSK MK3/Y oxygen analyzer, which is 

2 ppb. 

3.6 MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF CHEMICALLY IMPREGNATED SURFACES 

The objectives of the microprobe surface analysis was to check and ensure the 

presence of adequate quantities of the desired chemicals and more importantly, their 

uniformity of distribution on the substrate surface. Any major morphological change, 

damage, or pore plugging were also of special concern. Microprobe analysis were 

conducted on samples taken from reactive filters that had already been tested for 

their gas purification efficiency. The series of SEM micrographs in Figures 3.12 

through 3.16 are presented to show any effect of carbon and sodium deposition on 

surface morphology and texture of fibrous stainless steel substrate. 

Figure 3.12 is SEM micrograph of the clean substrate. Notice clean, smooth, 

and well inter-woven network of stainless steel fibers with large macropores. This 

micro-structure gives the substrate the characteristics of an efficient particle filter 

with very low pressure drop. 
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Figure 3.12 SEM micrograph of a clean metal fiber filter (Mag = 7S00X). 

Figure 3.13 SEM micrograph of C deposited metal fiber filter (Mag = 7S00X). 
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Figure 3.13 is SEM micrograph after carbon deposition. The particles 

covering metal fibers are aggregates of carbon. Clearly, carbon seems to be 

deposited quite uniformly and in significant quantities throughout. A couple of fibers 

in the micrograph show absence of carbon on the top face. This occurred when the 

sample surface was scratched to check how strongly carbon is bonded to the surface. 

It is clear that carbon could be scratched and lifted from the surface but simple 

shaking of the sample did not shed any visible carbon. This was further substantiated 

by particle shedding tests conducted using a laser particle counter on a carbon coated 

sample. The results of particle shedding tests are given in section 3.12. There is 

clearly no visible pore plugging. 

Figure 3.14 SEM micrograph of carbon-sodium deposited metal fiber filter (Mag 

= 7500X). 
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Figure 3.14 is SEM micrograph of a metal fiber filter after it was coated with 

carbon and sodium. In this case there are uniformly distributed clumps of material 

on the surface. The overall chemical coating on each stainless steel fiber certainly 

seems quite uniform and once again, there does not seem to be any pore clogging. 

However, one can clearly see two fractured stainless steel fibers. It has not 

been established at present if this structural damage was caused by chemicals and 

high temperatures or if it occurred while extracting the sample from the filter for 

microprobe analysis or if it occurred during sample preparation while pressing the 

sample on to the SEM sample stub. Nevertheless, the chemicals certainly seem to 

be strongly bonded to the substrate surface. Later particle shedding tests were proof 

positive for this observation. 

Figure 3.15 shows an Auger survey of fibrous stainless steel substrate 

deposited with carbon and sodium. It shows various elements that are present on the 

sample surface by giving a characteristic peak corresponding to a particular element. 

A strong signal is registered for the elements of interest," ca,._~bon and sodium. The 

large oxygen peak is due to the surface adsorbed oxygen. 
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Figure 3.15 Auger survey of carbon and sodium deposited fibrous metal filter. 

Figure 3.16 is an Auger area map of sodium on a carbon-sodium coated 

fibrous metal filter. Each dot indicates the presence of the chemical element and the 

dots' intensity is representative of the quantity of the element present. Density 

distribution of the dots gives an idea of how uniformly an element is dispersed on the 

surface. Figure 3.16 shows some areas rich in sodium and others relatively lean in 

sodium. 
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Figure 3.16 Auger map of sodium on a carbon-sodium coated metal fiber filter. 

3.7 IN·SITU REACTIVE FILTER ACTIVATION AND REGENERATION 

Before a chemically impregnated filter can be used as a purifier, it is subjected 

to heat treatment in a reducing enviroment, an activation process which forms 

chemically reactive sites on the surface. These reactive sites are present as a mix of 

intercalate complex sites, purely metallic sites, and metallic sites in various oxidized 

states. The objective of the activation and regeneration processes is to reduce any 

oxidized sites to preferably the lowest possible oxidation state, as it will have the 

highest affinity towards any oxidizing species. The deposited carbon on the surface 

provides the reducing enviroment needed for activation and regeneration. 
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Carbon as the Reducing Agent: 

The chemically impregnated filter was placed in the test setup, shown in 

Figure 2.2, and is initially heated to about 200°C to desorb some of the surface 

contamination and other indigenous impurities, especially moisture while purging 

with UHP N2 at about 500 cc/min. It also results in dehydration of any hydrated 

chemical species on the surface. This initial soft bake-out period typically lasted 

about 2 hours for ceramic samples deposited through either vapor phase chemical 

deposition or through cryogenic chemical deposition. On the other hand, the soft 

bake-out period typically lasted 14 to 16 hours for aqueous phase chemical deposited 

samples and the temperatures used were slightly higher, usually in the range of 250°C 

to 300°C. Ceramic substrates typically desorb significant amounts of structural 

moisture and therefore require longer bake-out periods as compared to metallic 

substrates. 

Mter the soft bake-out period, the temperature was raised to 460°C to 475°C 

in case of ceramic and graphite substrates and up to 495°C to 505°C for stainless 

steel filters while keeping an UHP N2 purge through the unit. This activation step 

typically lasted 24 to 28 hours. In some instances it lasted as long as 48 hours. Once 

the activation was completed the furnace was turned off and was cooled down to 

room temperature while still being purged with UHP N2. 

Other types of reducing agents may also be used during the activation and 

regeneration periods. It is important to keep in mind the effect of temperature as 
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well. Too low of a temperature either simply may not be enough to form the 

reactive complexes or may take a lot longer to form significant number of sites to be 

able to sustain satisfactory purification levels and appreciable capacity for impurity 

removal. On the other hand, too high of a temperature may actually vaporize some 

of the chemical(s) from the surface which can have two major detrimental effects: 

The vaporized chemicals are bound to condense on the cooler surfaces of the gas 

distribution system thus not only contaminating the surfaces but it also generates 

particles. Secondly, this chemical vaporization results in depletion of reactive sites 

on the substrate surface. Moreover, a very high temperature can also cause sintering 

of the substrate resulting in higher pressure drops and lower surface areas. In short, 

there is an optimal operating temperature range. 

Of-course one of the strong virtues of a reactive filter is its regenerability after 

all the reactive sites have been exhausted. The procedure to regenerate a reactive 

filter is exactly the same as the procedure for activation as explained above. It 

should also be pointed out that the regeneration of the reactive filter is with respect 

to its purification ability but not with respect to its filtration capacity. 

3.8 POSSIBLE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE REACTIVE SITES 

The exact nature and chemistry of these reactive sites/complexes is difficult 

to pin-down at the present but, one can speculate several possibilities and 

mechanisms responsible for impurity removal. 
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Removal of impurities through chemisorption takes place due to irreversible 

reaction with the reactive sites. These chemically reactive sites present on the 

substrate surface are suspected to be of four types and are formed during the 

activation and regeneration periods. These reactive sites are comprised of: 

. Completely reduced reactive metal sites 

Sub-oxides of the reactive metal 

Surface carbon-alkali complex sites 

Intercalate complex sites 

3.S.1 Reduced Reactive Metals and Metal Sub-oxides 

As already pointed out, the reactive metals tried were Li, Na, and K from the 

alkali metal group, Mg from the alkaline earth metals group, and Mn from the 

transition metals. These metals when first deposited get oxidized either during or 

after the chemical impregnation process upon exposure to air. For instance, sodium 

could be present as an oxide (N~O) or peroxide (Na202) and similarly, potassium 

could be present as an oxide (K20), peroxide (K20 2), or perhaps even a superoxide 

(K02). Manganese oxalate (MnC20 4) used on the other hand, is likely to be 

physisorbed on the surface as a hydrated oxalate (MnC20 4.nH20). 

During the activation or regeneration periods, the high temperature (450°C 

to 500°C) and the presence of strongly reducing agents cause these oxidized species 

to be reduced to their sub-oxides and in extreme cases even to elemental metal. In 

the presence of carbon at 500°C: 



Naz02 + C _____ > 2 Na (s) + CO2 

Na202 + C ____ a> Na20 (s) + CO 
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3-5 

3-6 

It is entirely possible for the impurities produced in the above reaction scheme to 

react with another reactive site thus quenching it. Therefore, to activate excess of 

these reactive sites, naturally, the rate of site generation must be larger than the rate 

of site quenching. 

[McKee, 1983] has investigated decomposition of various alkali metal 

carbonates (Li, Na, K, and Cs) in the 450°C to 1050°C temperature range and has 

reported on the production of very reactive oxides and peroxides of these alkali 

metals. Moreover, lack of reduction of more stable oxides, such as MgO and A120 3, 

by carbon at temperatures as high as 800°C has also been reported by the same 

author. 

In case of hydrated manganese oxalate, which is likely to be physisorbed as 

a dihydrate, it undergoes dehydration step prior to decomposition. 

Dehydration: 

3-7 

[Brown, et al., 1974] have found that the dehydration conditions influence the 

structure of the anhydrous oxalate and such variations, in turn, exert some control 

upon the kinetics of subsequent decomposition or oxidation. The activation energy 

for the above dehydration has been reported [Brown, et al., 1977; Dollimore and 

Guindy, 1982] to be 70-100 kJ /mol and have reported maximum dehydration rate at 
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a temperature of 147°C, In our system this step was carried out during the soft bake-

out period as explained in the previous section. 

Next, the anhydrous manganese oxalate undergoes decomposition and 

reduction reactions. 

Decomposition: 

MnCz04 (s) -----> MnO (s) + CO + CO2 3-8 

MnCz04 (s) -----> 1/3Mn30 4 (s) + 4/3CO + 2/3C02 3-9 

MnCz04 (s) -----> 1/2Mn203 (s) + 3/2CO + 1/2C02 3-10 

The solid products of decomposition are thought to be non-stoichiometric and not 

to be composed of a single oxide [Brown, et aI., 1976]. [Nagase, 1973] has 

investigated dehydration and decomposition of several different hydrated metal 

oxalates and has found these compounds to decompose in three or four different 

stages. [Brown, et al., 1977] after looking at their thermochemical data conclude that 

reaction 3-8 satisfactorily represents the overall decomposition of anhydrous oxalate 

and have dismissed reaction 3-9 as a quantitative representative of the overall 

process. Their analysis of the solid product do show the presence of Mn304' The 

same authors have suggested that Mn3+, reaction 3-10, is an intermediate in the 

decomposition of the anhydrous oxalate. The decomposition of MnC20 4 has also 

been investigated in various atmospheres by [Dollimore, et aI., 1969; Dollimore and 

Griffiths, 1970; Yankwich and Zavitsanos, 1964]. [Brown, et aI., 1977; Dollimore and 

Guindy, 1982] reported activation energies of 140-185 kJ/mol for decomposition 
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through reaction 3-8 in nitrogen atmosphere and have observed onset of 

decomposition at 357°C with maximum decomposition rate achieved at 442°C. 

[Boldyrev, et aI., 1970] identify this activation energy with the energy required to 

rupture the C-C bond in the oxalate ion and have hypothesized this C-C bond 

breakage as the first step in the thermal decomposition of all oxalates. 

Appreciable reduction of MnO particles, but limited to the surface, has been 

reported by [Brown, et aI., 1977]. In our system, the presence of carbon layer on the 

surface is also capable of reducing MnC;04 in the presence of N2 alone. In this 

case, the oxalate is likely to decompose simultaneously through reaction 3-8 as well 

as through 

MnC20 4 (s) + 1/4C (s) -----> 1/2Mn203 (s) + 2CO + 1/4C02 3-13 

Further reduction of the solid product under the prevailing conditions will 

accordingly yield sub-oxides. 

Mn203 (s) + 1/4C (s) -----> 2/3Mn304 (s) + 1/6CO + 1/12 CO2 3-14 

Mn30 4 (s) + 3/4C (s) -----> 3MnO (s) + 1/2CO + 1/4C02 3-15 

3.8.2 Surface Carbon-Alkali Complex Sites 

It has been shown [Mims and Pabst, 1980 and 1983; Sams and Shadman, 1986] 

that high temperature (700°C) interaction between carbon and potassium can form 

surface complexes of the type: -C02K (possibly a carboxylic structure), -COK (a 

phenolic structure), and a completely reduced form -CK. The carboxylic structure 

can be further reduced to either the phenolic or the completely reduced form. The 
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highest temperature used in our system (SOOOe), while relatively low, is still high 

enough that over a period of 24 to 48 hours some formation of such surface groups 

cannot be precluded. [Mims and Pabst, 1980] have in fact observed that ~eo3 

decomposed on heating in contact with carbon at temperatures as low as soooe with 

the liberation of e02 and the formation of above mentioned surface complex groups. 

3.8.3 Intercalate Complex Sites 

Intercalation is reversible insertion of guest species into a layered host 

structure with maintenance of th~ structural features of the host. Intercalation of 

numerous reagents into an array of host materials has been studied [Levy, 1979; 

Pietronero and Tosatti, 1981; Whittingham and Jacobson, 1982; Dresselhaus, 1986]. 

The intercalate complexes of interest to us are those of graphite and alkali atoms 

which, fortunately have received plenty of attention in the literature. Various 

synthesis techniques for graphite intercalation compounds are discussed in the 

literature [Dresselhaus and Dresselhaus, 1981; Solin, 1982; Dresselhaus, 1986]. 

Structurally, graphite-alkali intercalate complexes have an alkali layer 

sandwiched between graphite planes which retain their integrity because of the strong 

covalent bonding. The number of carbon layers separating two consecutive alkali 

layers could be one or several, and this ordered pattern usually repeats itself with the 

same frequency in the entire structure. The intercalants are ionized as a result of 

charge transfer to or from the graphite which leads to classify graphite-intercalate 

complex as a donor or acceptor, respectively. In the stability of graphite-alkali 
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complexes, a distinction can be made between those of lithium and sodium on the 

one hand and those of potassium, rubidium, and cesium on the other. The latter 

elements all form intercalation complexes with stoichiometries C8M, C24M, C36M, 

C48M, and C60M (M = K, Rb, Cs) [Boersma, 1974]. While for lithium, the series 

is reported to begin at C4Li and to end at C;2Li [Novikovand Vol 'pin, 1971; Beguin, 

et aI., 1985]. The only known stable graphite-sodium intercalate complex is C64Na 

[Boersma, 1974; Ebert, 1976]. [Sleppy, 1966], has observed sodium intercalation with 

carbon at 400°C, and has postulated the presence of ~Na and C192Na. His X-ray 

studies showed that sodium atoms in C64Na lie in interstitial planes, separated by 

eight layers of carbon hexagons, and increase the interplanar graphite spacing from 

3.35 AO to 4.6 AO. Experimental work by [Sleppy, 1966] revealed the sodium content 

of each of his carbon-sodium samples to consist of at least three different 

components in addition to elemental sodium: A very reactive sodium component 

that is present as an intercalation compound and is capable of dissociating and 

reacting with a water molecule. A non-reactive sodium component tightly bound to 

carbon which resists leaching in concentrated HCI at room temperature. A fraction 

of sodium is present as sodium carbonate which exists as a separate phase. 

There has been some work reported on tertiary intercalation of graphite and 

manganese chloride [Stumpp and Werner, 1966; Baron, et aI., 1982; Kimishima, et 

aI., 1985], but there is no evidence in the literature of binary graphite-manganese 

intercalation compounds. 
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3.9 IMPURITY REMOVAL REACTIONS 

Impurities of interest to be removed from inert nitrogen carrier gas can be 

divided into two groups: Oxidizing impurities include H20, 02' and CO2; reducing 

impurities include CO and CH4• Typical purification tests were conducted at 

ambient temperature. Homogeneous impurity removal in a reactive filter is believed 

to take place via three mechanisms: 

Impurity physisorption 

Impurity chemisorption 

Impurity dissociation followed by dissolution or reaction 

The physisorption of impurities of interest takes place on the filter substrate 

material as well as on some of the reactive sites dispersed on the intraphase surface 

area. Impurity physisorption is not the major impurity removal mechanism in 

reactive filters. This was established, as will be shown later, by looking at the 

purification capacity and the temporal response to a step change in impurity of a 

clean filter with no surface chemical impregnation. This clean filter was subjected 

to the same activation process as would a normal reactive filter with surface 

chemicals before conducting the test. 

Chemisorption of impurities takes place on various types of reactive sites 

generated during the activation or regeneration period. The possible nature and 

chemistry of these sites is discussed in the previous section. Let us look at trace 

impurity removal through chemisorption in the presence of Na. 
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3.9.1 Impurity Removal Reactions in the Presence of Alkali Metals 

As seen from reactions 3-5 and 3-6, perhaps primary reactive sites for sodium 

include elemental Na metal and N~O in addition to carbon-sodium intercalated 

sites. Given the highly reactive nature of these species, we speculate following 

irreversible reactions taking place at 25°C during the purification period: 

For 02 removal: 

2 Na + 1/2 02 -----> ~~O (Oxidation Reaction) 3-16 

N~O + 1/2°2 -----> N~02 3-17 

According to [Sleppy, 1966], part of the sodium in a carbon-sodium system is also 

present as a carbonate, Na2C03' and the formation of which is controlled by the 

amount of oxygen available. Oxygen is also removed through the surface carbon

alkali phenolic and reduced complexes (-CONa, -COK and -CNa, -CK, respectively). 

These groups are expected to oxidize to a carboxylic form (-COOK and -COONa). 

Some other impurities are expected to dissociate before being chemically 

bonded to a reactive site. [Sleppy, 1966], for instance, has found water molecules to 

dissociate on carbon-sodium intercalation compound. Therefore; 

For H20 removal: 

H20 -----> H2 + 1/2°2 (Dissociation Reaction) 3-18 

The oxygen produced will be removed through site oxidation reactions similar to the 

ones described above in reactions 3-16 and 3-17, and also through surface aklali

carbon complexes. Some of the evolved hydrogen can either react with elemental 
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metal to form a metal hydride according to: 

Na + 1/2 H2 ----- > NaH 3-19 

or, it is absorbed by carbon-sodium intercalation compound, C64Na, as reported by 

[Ichikawa, et al., 1969; Rosynek and Winder, 1979; Whittingham and Jacobson, 1982]. 

Carbon-potassium intercalate, KC8, is reported [Whittingham and Jacobson, 1982] 

to react with hydrogen to form a hydride, KHo.67C8• [Boersma, 1974] has discussed 

reactions of H2 with various alkali-graphite intercalate compounds. 

Results of our very recent reactive filter evaluation tests using a reduced gas 

analyzer to measure H2 show that the reactive filter does remove some H2 at room 

temperature, but it is not as efficient for H2 removal as it is for other impurities of 

interest. As an aside, present commercial heated metal getters also have problems 

with capturing hydrogen [Briesacher, et al., 1991]. 

Further dissociation of H2 molecules into H atoms has also been reported by 

[Sano, et al., 1989] at room temperature on the surface of alkali-graphite intercalate 

compounds. In general, alkali m.etal-carbon intercalate compounds are quite 

reactive, igniting in air and reacting explosively with water [Rudorff, 1959]. It has 

also been reported [Rosynek amd Winder, 1979] that water directly reacts with C-Na 

intercalate compounds and destroys their reactivity. 

CO2 Removal: 

The removal mechanism for the third oxidizing impurity, CO2, can probably 

follow two paths. It may directly react with NaO to form sodium carbonate, or may 
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interact with alkali metal-carbon intercalate compound. The first possible 

mechanism suggested for CO2 removal is through direct reaction with sodium oxide 

to form sodium carbonate and liberating oxygen in the process according to: 

3-20 

Once again, O2 can be removed through mechanisms and reactions discussed above. 

[Rosynek, 1976] observed complete absence of CO2 from his reaction products 

at 300°C and has attributed this observation to the capability of alkali metal-carbon 

intercalate compounds to reductively hydrogenate CO2 to hydrocarbon products. On 

the other hand, [Boersma, 1974] reports that CO2 reacts with CsK at 120°C according 

to: 

CO2 + CsK ----- > Graphite + K2C03 + CO 3-21 

Next, let us look at the removal reactions for reducing impurities, CH4 and 

CO. Removal ofCH4 from N2 was accomplished at room temperature. It is difficult 

to say if CH4 molecule directly reacts with one of the reactive species on the surface 

but, it could be speculated that CH4 molecule, like H20 molecule, may also undergo 

dissociation. Thus, 

For CH4 removal: 

CH4 ----- > C + 2 H2 (Dissociation Reaction) 3-22 

The liberated H2 can either form a metal hydride according to reaction 3-19 or can 

be adsorbed by alkali metal-carbon intercalate complex. 
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CO Removal: 

Finally, the removal of CO from N2 in the presence of alkali metal. The 

reactive filters after activation or regeneration at high temperature were cooled 

under UHP N2 gas purge for several hours. The UHP N2 gas was purified through 

a Nanochem resin-based purifier that does not remove CO, as a result the CO levels 

in the UHP N2 were typically well over 100 ppb. Subsequent reactive filter 

evaluation tests showed that appreciabl,e CO removal required the reactive filter to 

be maintained at about 240°C. Very little to no CO removal took place at room 

temperature. The high temperature CO removal observed is most likely to be taking 

place over binary carbon-sodium and/or tertiary carbon-sodium-iron intercalate 

complexes. Removal of CO by alkali metal-carbon intercalate complexes in the 

200°C to 400°C temperature range is well established in the literature [Ichikawa, et 

aI., 1969; Boersma, 1974; Rosynek, 1976; Rosynek and Winder, 1979; Dresselhaus 

and Dresselhaus, 1981]. The results of [Rosynek and Winder, 1979] show that 

sodium and potassium intercalate compounds of graphite have marked capacity for 

CO adsorption at 300°C and have suggested the existence of at least two forms of 

chemisorbed CO under these conditions. Namely, a "reactive" species, capable of 

undergoing subsequent hydrogenation, and a strongly bound unreactive form 

(possibly a relatively stable carbonyl-type complex with alkali-graphite matrix) that 

is resistant to interaction with gaseous or adsorbed H2. [Boersma, 1974] suggests 

alkali carbonate formation upon interaction of CO with graphite-alkali intercalate 
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complex in the 200ae to 500aC temperature range. 

CO + CsK ----- > Graphite + K2C03 3-23 

It was recognized that we might be quenching many of those reactive sites 

responsible for CO removal during cool down period of the unit, while it is purged 

for several hours with a high CO level purge gas. Recently, a hot metal getter 

purifier (SAES) was installed on the UHP N2 purge line downstream of the resin

based purifier that removed CO to below 10 ppb level. (Other atmospheric 

impurities being in the sub-ppb range). Remarkably, the reactive filters cooled down 

with this low CO level purge gas were able to remove CO from the challenge gas to 

sub-ppb levels at room temperature. Experimental results are shown in Section 3.11. 

3.9.2 Impurity Removal Reactions in the Presence of Manganese 

Once again, various impurities are partly removed through physisorption on 

the filter substrate. However, the dominant impurity removal mechanism is the 

chemisorption on the reactive sites. The major reactive sites in this case are 

elemental manganese, MnO, and Mn304' The oxidation reactions of Mn and its 

oxides are reported to proceed in a lower temperature range and with a lower 

activation energy than the decomposition reactions [Macklen, 1968; Dollimore and 

Griffiths, 1970]. 

02 Removal: 

Low temperature oxygen removal capability of manganese and its oxides is 

rather well known. Mangnous oxide has been used in commercial purifiers to 
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scavenge oxygen from inert gas streams [McIlwrick and Phillips, 1973]. Room 

temperature oxygen removal can take place through following oxidation reactions 

[Brown, et al., 1977]: 

2Mn + 02 ----- > 2MnO 

MnO + 1/602 ------> 1/3Mn304 

1/3Mn304 + 1/1202 -----> 1/2Mn203 

CO2 Removal: 

[Brown, et al., 1977] have speculated on the reaction: 

MnO + 1/2C02 -----> 1/2Mn20 3 + 1/2CO 

3-24 

3-25 

3-26 

3-27 

Trace carbon dioxide removal probably also takes place with the formation of oxalate 

according to: 

Mn + 2C02 -----> Mn<;04 3-28 

MnO + 2C02 -----> Mn~04 + 1/202 3-29 

and 02 in turn can be removed through reactions 3-24 to 3-26. 

H20 Removal: 

Our experimental results do show removal of moisture in the presence of 

manganese sites. This removal could be taking place through direct reaction of H20 

with Mn and/or one of its oxides with liberation of H2 according to: 

Mn + H20 ----- > MnO + H2 3-30 

3MnO + H20 -----> Mn304 + H2 3-31 

Unfortunately, APIMS can not measure hydrogen in a nitrogen carrier gas as the 
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former has an ionization potential higher than the later. However, evolution and 

detection of hydrogen can shed some light on the capture mechanism of H20. A 

reduced gas analyzer with low ppb level detection limit has recently been acquired 

which in the future could be used to substantiate the impurity removal reactions. 

Another plausible mechanism for H20 capture could be through hydration 

reaction with any manganese oxalate present. 

3-32 

CO Removal: 

Room temperature removal of CO in the presence of Mn sites was 

unsuccessful. However, the reactive filter did show significant CO removal at higher 

temperatures typically, 300°C and above. We speculate the formation of certain 

amount of manganese carbonyl [Petrucci, 1977] at this temperature according to: 

2Mn + lOCO ----- > Mn2( CO ho 3-33 

Lack of CO removal at room temperature can again possibly be attributed to 

the quenching of sites responsible for CO removal due to high CO levels in the purge 

UHP N2 gas during the filter cool down period. However, this has not been 

experimentally substantiated, yet. 

Finally, it deserves reiterating that no formal study of the various impurity 

removal kinetics and fundamental mechanisms was conducted. The existence of 

various types of reactive sites and their reactions with different impurities have been 

theorized based on our experimental observations and information derived from the 
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3.10 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND REACTIVE FILTER DESIGN 

3.10.1 Experimental Setup 

129 

Two different experimental setups were employed over the course of this study 

for reactive filter evaluation tests. A first generation setup, that used only dedicated 

impurity analyzers, and a significantly sophisticated second generation setup that 

employed atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometer (APIMS) with the 

capability of adding a variety of other analyzers. The general features of these two 

setups are shown and explained in chapter 2, Figures 2.1 and 2.2. 

Briefly, in either setup, the reactive filter assembly sits inside a temperature 

controlled furnace. Either setup is capable of introducing known impurity level gases 

into the test section in a controlled manner. Therefore, the test section can be 

exposed to either an ultra-high purity N2 gas or to a known impurity level challenge 

gas. As the gas exits the test section it is analyzed for its impurity content by a 

battery of analyzers. Instrumentation details can be found in chapter 2. 

The gas source in second generation setup, Figure 2.2, is a liquid nitrogen 

dewar and the gas enters the experimental setup through a separate completely 

automated gas supply system. The gas is purified through a resin based inert gas 

purifier before entering the experimental setup. Challenge gas came from a bottle 

source and its impurity levels varied widely from one bottle to another. 
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3.10.2 Reactive Filter Design 

The specifics of the reactive filter design deserve a brief description. As 

already mentioned, two reactive filter geometries were tested: A disc geometry and 

a cylindrical geometry. Pall Ultramet-L Gaskleen commercial metal filters come with 

a disc shaped stainless steel filter welded inside a stainless steel housing. The filter 

actually is made out of several thin stainless steel discs of the same diameter pressed 

together. Average dimensions of the porous disk filter are: Diameter = 2.8 cm and 

average total thickness = 0.5 cm. The filter housing has male VCR connections on 

the two ends. The only drawback of this design is that one has to cut the steel 

housing open to take the filter out for either visual inspection or microprobe analysis. 

The situation is different for the cylindrical geometry. We wanted an easily 

openable and re-usable stainless steel leak tight jacket with VCR connections that 

would conform to our 1/4" gas delivery lines. The design must take into account two 

seals: one between the reactive filter and the jacket, the other between the reactive 

filter and the inlet gas line. One of the initial filter jacket designs is shown in Figure 

3.17. Notice a swajelok compression fitting at the inlet and face seal male VCR 

connector at the outlet. 
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Figure 3.17 An initial reactive filter jacket design. 

A subsequent improved jacket design, although required more machining, had 

VCR connections both at the inlet and the outlet. The schematic of this jacket 

design is shown in Figure 3.18. 

~ .. :::: ... :: ... :.: ....... : .. :::.:::.::.:::: ... :: .. ::::::::::; ~~ 

Figure 3.18 Modified reactive filter jacket design with VCR end connections. 

The reactive filter inlet was designed using a 0.75" VCR plug. A 0.385" 

diameter and approximately 0.3" deep hole was drilled in the center of the knife 

edged face of the plug. Then, a 0.255" hole was counter-sinked through the center 

of the other side of the nut. The metal part of the reactive filter (kovar piece) was 

then welded into the 0.385" hole. Next, a 1/4" electropolished 316L stainless steel 

tube stub with a 1/4" VCR gland was welded into the 0.255" hole. Extreme care is 
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needed not to damage the knife edge, and secondly it is very important that the 

welded kovar connection for the reactive filter be very straight else, the ceramic-to

metal glass seal will break upon tightening the connection between the jacket and the 

reactive filter piece. 

3.11 REACTIVE FILTER EVALUATION RESULTS 

The evaluation results for reactive filter purification study are divided into two 

sections: Dedicated impurity analyzer results and APIMS results. The challenge 

testing of the purifiers was carried out using two schedules. In the first challenge 

schedule, impurities were introduced by switching the inlet from ultra-pure gas to a 

challenge gas containing a known higher level of impurities. The second schedule 

was to introduce a pulse of impurity, representing a surge. In either case, the output 

was monitored using either APIMS, dedicated analyzers or both. The impurities of 

interest in nitrogen carrier gas were H20, 02' CO2, CO, and CH4• To check the 

performance of the purifier under reactive type of carrier gas, a 1.05% silane (SiH4) 

balance nitrogen gas was used. 

3.11.1 Reactive Filter Evaluation Using Dedicated Impurity Analyzers 

These tests were conducted in the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.1. 

Purifier evaluation tests were conducted with inert gas as well as with dilute reactive 

gas mixture. 
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a) Impurity Removal from Inert Gas 

Figure 3.19 shows H20 removal from N2 gas of a lithium coated cylindrical 

graphite filter. The reactive filter was activated using UHP N2 at a temperature of 

495°C for 28 hours. 

The purifier is maintained at ambient temperature throughout during 

purification. The purifier is being challenged with a steady level of 2000 ppb H20 

and the figure shows temporal profile of moisture coming out of the purifier. It took 

almost 24 hours to reach 20 ppb, which is the detection limit of Meeco Aquamatic+ 

moisture analyzer. There are two reasons for this sluggish response. Firstly, 

moisture molecules tend to adsorb strongly on most metal surfaces requiring long 

purging and/or baking periods. Secondly, it is observed by many users of 

Aquamatic+ that the instrument's response time becomes very long (order of hours) 

when measuring moisture levels approaching its detection limit. The total N2 gas 

flow rate through the purifier was 130 cc/min. The best H20 levels registered by the 

analyzer are under 10 ppb, significantly below its detection limit. Figure 3.19 shows 

that the purifier begins to deactivate after about 120 hours in operation. 
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Figure 3.19 H20 removal from N2 using a Li coated graphite reactive filter. 
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Figure 3.20 shows removal of 02 from N2 gas at ambient temperature using 

a manganese and carbon coated 80% Al20 3 cylindrical filter. The steady inlet 02 

concentration in the challenge N2 gas was 340 ppb and the challenge gas flow rate 

through the purifier was 130 cc/min. 

The detection limit of MKIII/Y oxygen analyzer is 2 ppb and clearly the 02 

purification levels achieved are below this detection limit, lingering around zero. 02 

levels of below 2 ppb were achieved, in about one hour after switching to the 

challenge gas. This is due to the fact that 02 comes off the surface relatively easily. 

The response time of the 02 analyzer at low 02 levels is significantly shorter than 

that for the H20 analyzer. Short system response time to 02 changes is also due to 

the fact that 02 molecules do not adsorb as strongly as H20 molecules. The initial 

high 02 level (at time zero) is due to the purging of a small dead volume inside the 

three way valve. The purifier began to deactivate after about 180 hours in service. 

The capacity and life time of the unit evidently depends on the challenge impurity 

levels and the number of reactive sites available. 
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The purification capacity of these reactive filters can be restored to 

remarkable levels. Figure 3.21 shows purification efficiency of a manganese coated 

tubular 80% alumina filter that has been activated/regenerated four times. The 

challenge 02 level in this case was 470 ppb and operation once again is at ambient 

temperature. The steady purification level achieved is about 8 ppb which is still 

quite low. 

Manganese also performed very well in removing H20 from N2 at 25°C. The 

results are shown graphically in Appendix B, Figures B-3.1 and B-3.2. Figure B-3.1 

shows H 20 removal for steady impurity level and B-3.2 is for an impurity spike. 

A more challenging test of a purifier efficiency is an impurity pulse test. 

Figure 3.22 shows response of the reactive filter at ambient temperature to a 5 cc 

pulse of 196 ppm H20 in challenge N2 gas. This is the same reactive filter whose 

response to a steady challenge level is shown in Figure 3.19. 
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Figure 3.22 Response of a reactive filter to a 5 cc pulse of 196 ppm H20 in 

challenge N2 gas. 

The residence time of the gas in the system is about 8 seconds. Looking at the 

recorded data points, clearly no H20 leaves the reactive filter. 

Figure 3.23 shows response of the reactive filter at ambient temperature to a 

5 cc pulse of 210 ppm 02 in challenge N2 gas. The response to a steady challenge 

level for the same reactive filter is shown in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.23 Response of a reactive filter to a 5 cc pulse of 210 ppm 02 in 

challenge N2 gas. 

Once again, the reactive filter is capable of removing this surge of impurity very 

efficiently. The residence time of the gas is again about 8 seconds. 

It should be pointed out that impurity removal reactions in the reactive filter 

as well as in the commercially available packed bed purifiers are typically exothermic. 

An introduction of a large pulse of impurity can generate enough heat to either 

shatter and essentially pulverize the metallic getter granules or can vaporize the 

organic resin support in other cases. These problems are not of concern in a reactive 
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filter as the reactive material is thinly and uniformly distributed over the entire 

intraphase area of an inorganic substrate. 

b) Impurity Removal from Reactive Gas 

Reactive gases like silane, arsine, phosphine, hydrochloric gas, and several 

others, are widely used in semiconductor industry. Therefore, it was of interest to 

investigate if this reactive filter is capable of purifying reactive gases as well. Silane 

(SiH4) was chosen as a test candidate. Pure silane gas could not be used in our 

laboratory because of safety concerns. Moreover, impurities other than H20 were 

not measured because of incompatibility concerns of SiH4 with available detection 

equipment. 

A 1.05% SiH4 balance N2 reactive gas mixture with 940 ppb H20 was used 

to evaluate moisture removal efficiency of a lithium coated graphite filter. Moisture 

level in the purified SiH4-N2 gas was monitored using Meeco Aquamatic+ moisture 

analyzer. Temperature was found to have a profound effect on the moisture removal 

efficiency of the reactive filter. Figure 3.24 shows the best steady moisture 

purification levels achieved as a function of temperature. Gas flow rate is 100 

cc/min. 
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Figure 3.24 Effect of temperature on H20 removal from a 1.05% SiH4 balance N2 

gas mixture. 

The moisture removal efficiency at room temperature is clearly inadequate, 

however an optimum operating temperature of about 240°C is revealed. The 

experimental data for Figure 3.24 is given in Appendix Table B-3.1. 

Figure 3.25 shows H20 removal from this reactive gas mixture using the 

reactive filter operating at 250°C. Again, the purification level achieved is below the 

instrument's detection limit. Gas flow rate is 100 cc/min. 
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Figure 3.25 H20 removal efficiency of a reactive filter from 1.05% SiH4 balance 

N2 challenge gas. 

Finally, Figure 3.26 shows the result of a transient test when a 5 cc pulse of 

196 ppm H20 was introduced into the reactive filter maintained at 250°C. Once 

again, the unit shows excellent removal of a large surge of impurity even in the 

presence of a reactive gas. Total gas flow rate is 100 cc/min. 
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Figure 3.26 Reactive filter response to a 5 cc pulse of 196 ppm H20 (in N2) in the 

presence of 1.05% SiH4 balance N2 carrier gas mixture. 

3.11.2 Reactive Filter Evaluation Using APIMS 

APIMS has the advantage of measuring not only sub-ppb trace impurities but 

it also allows one to follow and measure several different impurities during the 

course of the experiment. This study was conducted in the improved second 

generation test setup shown in Figure 2.2. 

Performance of numerous reactive filters for several regenerations was 
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evaluated using APIMS, which helped in tuning various parameters for reactive filter 

preparation. For the sake of brevity and to avoid showing monotonous results, some 

of the more typical results for sodium coated samples will be presented graphically 

in this section. Performance data for several other test runs and different gettering 

chemicals is relegated to Appendix B. 

a) Sodium Coated Samples 

The series of Figures 3.27 to 3.30 show room temperature removal of H20, 

02' CO2, and CH4, respectively, from N2 gas using a fibrous stainless steel disk filter 

(sample # S-14) impregnated with carbon and sodium. The reactive filter was 

activated for about 48 hours at a temperature of about 475°C. The results given in 

Figures 3.27 to 3.30 were recorded after the first activation of the unit. The 

challenge gas for the evaluation of this particular reactive filter had 11.5 ppm 02 and 

a total of about 2 ppm of other impurities, which include H20, CO2, CO, and CH4. 

The challenge gas flow rate was 2160 cc/min. 
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Figure 3.27 Removal of H20 from N2 using a C-Na coated reactive filter at 25°C. 
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Figure 3.28 Removal of 02 from N2 using a C-Na coated reactive filter at 25°C. 
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Figure 3.29 Removal of CO2 from N2 using a C-Na coated reactive filter at 25°C. 
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Figure 3.30 Removal of CH4 from N2 using a C-Na coated reactive filter at 25°C. 
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The most important parameter of a purifier is its purification capacity. The 

purification capacity could be based either on a single impurity or total impurity in 

the carrier gas. The calculation of purification capacity requires "purification period" 

for a purifier. We define purification period for an impurity as the time it takes for 

the impurity to break-through and then cross the 2 ppb level. The 2 ppb level is 

entirely arbitrary. Some other investigators have chosen 10 ppb level as the cut-off 

value [Cambria, et aI., 1992]. 

As a sample calculation, let us calculate the 02 purification capacity of the 

above reactive filter. 

b) Sample Calculation of Purification capacity 

Given: 

02 concentration in the challenge gas = 11.5 ppm 

Mean 02 concentration in the purified gas = 0.02 ppb 

Challenge gas pressure = 760 torr 

Challenge gas flow rate = 2.16 lit/min 

Purification period = 203 min 

Purification capacity calculation: 

02 removed by the reactive filter = 11.5 - 0.00002 ~ 11.5 ppm 

02 in terms of terms of partial pressure = 11.5 e-6 * 760 = 8.74 e-3 torr 

Volume of gas purified = 2.16 * 203 = 438.48 lit 

Purification capacity per purifier = 8.74 e-3 X 438.48 = 3.83 torr.lit 
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In the literature, purification capacity has the units of torr.Iit/cm3. The cm3 

refers to the volume of the packed bed purifier. In case of a hot getter metal 

purifier, the entire packing material is reactive and it makes sense using the volume 

of the bed in the capacity calculation. On the other hand, in case of a reactive filter, 

there is only a thin layer of gettering chemicals on an inert relatively large volume 

support material. So, in the purification capacity calculation, this difference should 

be recognized. 

For the above metal disk reactive filter, disk diameter = 2.8 cm, disk thickness 

= 0.5 cm, and € = 0.76. Therefore, the solid volume = 0.74 cm3. The purification 

capacity for the above purifier = 3.83/0.74 = 5.2 torr.lit/cm3. (Keep in mind that 

the entire solid volume is not reactive). 

A quick calculation for the purification capacity of the above reactive filter 

based on "total" impurity removed yields 4.5 torr.lit or 6.1 torr.lit/cm3, (calculation 

based on total impurity concentration in the challenge gas = 13.5 ppm). 

The above reactive filter operating at room temperature clearly shows a high 

efficiency for the removal of H20, 02' CO2, and CH4. However, this particular 

reactive filter was unable to remove CO from the same challenge gas at room 

temperature. As discussed earlier in section 3.9.1 in regard to the removal of CO, 

this particular reactive filter was purged with UHP N2 containing well over 100 ppb 

CO while the unit was being cooled down to room temperature. Therefore, majority 

of the reactive sites responsible for CO removal were quenched and exhausted during 
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the cooling period resulting in no CO removal during the room temperature 

challenge test. 

Figure 3.31 shows high temperature purification results for another carbon-

sodium coated metal disk filter (sample # 2cl) operating at 230°C. It shows that at 

high temperature the unit is quite capable of removing CO along with other 

impurities of interest. The results presented in Figure 3.31 are for the "fourth" 

regeneration of the reactive filter. The filter was challenged with two different 

challenge N2 gases, the impurity levels of which are given in Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.31 Purification results at 230°C for C-Na coated metal disk filter showing 

removal of CO as well as other impurities of interest, 4th regeneration. 
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Table 3.4 Impurity levels and gas flow rates for the two challenge gases used in 

the evaluation study of the reactive filter shown in Figure 3.31. 

I 
v (cc/min) 

I 
H2O 

I °2 I CO I cool CH4 I 
Challenge 1 (ppb) 764 6.93 1.1 315 0.13 0.17 

Challenge 2 (ppb) 656 454 332 175 7.17 0.57 

Finally, the series of Figures 3.32 through 3.36 show N2 purification results for 

a carbon-sodium coated metal disk filter (sample # S-15) at 25°C, The importance 
, 

of this set of results is that it shows excellent removal of CO at room temperature 

along with other impurities. The important difference here was that the reactive 

filter was cooled with a UHP N2 gas that was further purified to remove CO to 

below 1 ppb level, as opposed to over 100 ppb in the earlier runs. Typical impurity 

levels in the further purified purge N2 gas were: H20 = 0.20 ppb, 02 = 0.02 ppb, 

CO = 0.96 ppb, CO2 = 0.10 ppb, and CH4 = 0.10 ppb. 

The reactive filter S-15 was first challenged with a N2 gas having 11.5 ppm 02 

plus 2 ppm other impurities and the unit was monitored for purification of H20, 02' 

CO2, and CH4• Challenge gas flow rate was 2.07 lit/min. The results appear in 

Figures 3.32 to 3.35. 
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Figure 3.32 H20 removal from N2 at 25°C using a C-Na coated disk filter, S-15 
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Figure 3.33 02 removal from N2 at 25°C using a C-Na coated disk filter, S-15. 
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Figure 3.34 CO2 removal from N2 at 25°C using a C-Na coated disk filter, S-15. 
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Figure 3.35 CH4 removal from N2 at 25°C using a C-Na coated disk filter, S-15. 
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Reactive filter S-15 was regenerated and its ambient temperature CO 

purification efficiency was monitored along with other impurities of interest. The 

challenge gas flow rate was about 2 lit/min. Figure 3.36 shows CO purification data 

at room temperature. Data for the simultaneous removal of other impurities during 

this test is tabulated in Tables B-3.2, Appendix B. The results, however, are 

summarized in Table 3.5. 
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Figure 3.36 Room temperature CO removal data for sample S-15. 
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Summary of room temperature N2 purification results for C-Na coated 

metal disk filter (sample # S-15) after first regeneration of the unit. 

I 
H2O 

I °2 I 
CO 

I 
CO2 

I 
CH4 I 

Challenge Nitrogen (ppb) 7520 15700 512 - -

Mean Purified Level (ppb) 0.39 0.05 0.39 0.10 0.37 

Removal of CO at room temperature result has been reproduced and a data 

set is tabulated in Appendix Table B-3.3. Appendix Table B-3.4 shows tabulated 

data for another carbon-sodium coated porous stainless steel disk filter (sample # 

S-3) for H20, 02' CO2, and CH4 removal from N2. The total purification capacity 

of this filter based on 13.5 ppm total impurity in the challenge gas flowing at 1.1 

lit/min, and 266 min of purification time was 3 torr.lit. 

Recently, hydrogen removal was also explored using a reduced gas analyzer 

(RGAS). Figure 3.37 shows room temperature simultaneous removal of H2, CO, and 

H20 using C-Na coated reactive filter (sample # S-15) after third regeneration. The 

data was acquired using Aquamatic+ moisture analyzer for H20 and using RGAS 

for CO and H2. H2 and H20 seem to show breakthrough at about the same time 

indicating that perhaps the reactive sites responsible for H20 removal are the same 

as those for H2 removal. The challenge gas had: 02 = 15.6 ppm, H20 = 7.7 ppm, 

and CO = 0.5 ppm, (H2 levels in the challenge gas were not available). The sources 
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of H2 include the challenge gas as well as H2 from any impurity dissociation 

reactions. Nevertheless, the message of Figure 3.37 is that the reactive filter does 

show H2 removal to a significant extent. 

O.l+---~r---~---r----~--~----~--~--~~--~--~ 
o ~ ~ ~ ~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ 1~ ~ 

Time (min) 

Figure 3.37 Removal of H20, H2, and CO at 25°C. (8-15, after 3rd regeneration). 

Yet another set of 25°C purification data for C-Na deposited metal disk filter 

(sample # 2-C2) is tabulated in Appendix B Table B-3.5 for H20, 02' CO2, and 

CH4. This particular unit resulted in 02 purification capacity of 22.07 torr.lit. 

c) Samples Coated with Other Chemicals 

As already mentioned earlier in the chapter, several different chemicals and 

their combinations were tried to evaluate their potential as good getter chemicals. 
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Summary of some of the purification runs for the combination of different chemicals 

is presented in this section. The data is tabulated in Appendix B Tables B-3.6 to B-

3.10. 

Table 3.6 gives the particulars of the reactive filters for which data is 

presented in Appendix B Tables B-3.6 to B-3. 10. All filter substrates had a 

cylindrical configuration. As an aside, for these set of experiments, the APIMS 

background impurity levels were high as a result of some dead volumes and 

polymeric O-rings around the ionization source region. The problems were corrected 

with a completely new ionization source design. 

Table 3.6 Particulars of some of the tested reactive filters. 

Sample # Substrate Surface Chemicals 

RMF-728 316 SS (sintered powder) C + Mn + Na + Li 

RMF-803 316 SS (sintered fiber) Mn + Na + Li + Mg 

RMF-805 316 SS (sintered fiber) Mn + Na + Li + Mg 

RMF-81O 80% Alumina ceramic Na + Mg 

RMF-811 80% Alumina ceramic Na + Mg 

Table 3.7 summarizes the purification results for the above filters. 
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Table 3.7 Summary of the purification results. 

Sample # RMF- RMF- RMF- RMF- RMF-

728 803 805 810 811 

Data Table B-3.15 B-3.16 B-3.17 B-3.18 B-3.19 

T (OC) 25 25 380 25 25 

v (cc/min) 940 732 839 708 795 

H2O 16.88 493 16.88 200 -

°2 1.84 294 1.84 221.2 -

IN CO 199 - 199 - 179 

(ppb) CO2 0.66 69 0.66 133.2 -

CH4 0.07 0.98 0.07 0.75 -

H2O 11.1 1.8 3.20 3.34 -

°2 0.93 0.56 0.61 0.24 -

OUT CO 138 - 5.8 - 119 

(ppb) CO2 0.46 0.26 0.18 0.28 -

CH4 0.04 0.01 0.15 0.15 -
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d) Comparison of Reactive Filters with Commercial Purifiers 

[Carrea and Huling, 1989] have compared 02 purification capacities of various 

commercial point-of-use gas purifiers. Let us consider one of the average reactive 

filters for 02 removal, sample # S-15. The 02 purification capacity for S-15 is: 

1l.5e-6 02 * 760 (torr) * 2.07 (lit/min) * 431 (min) * 298/273 (STP) = 8.5 torr.lit 

Once again, solid volume = 0.74 cc 

Therefore, 02 purification capacity = 8.5/0.74 = 11.5 torr.1it 02/cc, at STP. 

Table 3.8 compares the above calculated 02 capacity of the reactive filter with 

02 capacity of the commercially available packed bed purifiers. The purification 

capacities for commercial purifiers are adapted from [Carrea and Huling, 1989]. 

Table 3.8 Comparison of 02 purification capacity of a reactive filter with 

commercial point-of-use packed bed purifiers. 

Manufacturer Operating Temp. Sorbing Capacity 

eC) Material (torr.lit/ cc) 

Millipore 25 Resin 1 

Nanochem 25 Resin 7 

SAES ST 707 25/400 Zr, V, Fe 0.25/113 

VA Reactive Filter 25 Reactive Metal 11.5 
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Another difference between reactive filters and commercial packed bed 

purifiers is the difference in gas residence time in the purifier. Typical residence 

time in commercial packed bed purifiers is about 2 seconds or longer [Carrea and 

Huling, 1989] whereas, in reactive filters it is less than 0.2 second. 

3.12 PARTICLE SHEDDING TESTS 

The reactive filters were tested for their particle retention efficiency using a 

J.£LPC-101-HP laser particle counter manufactured by Particle Measuring Systems, 

Inc. The particle counter has an isokinetic probe in the gas inlet that withdraws 0.1 

ft3/min (= 2832 cc/min) of sample gas without disturbing the velocity profile of the 

main flow. The instrument has eight channels capable of measuring particles of 0.1 

IJm to 5.0 IJm. 

Reactive filter cleanliness tests were conducted under steady flow conditions. 

Figure 3.38 shows the schematic of the experimental setup used for the particle 

retention study of a reactive filter. 

Typical total gas flow rate through the reactive filter was about 3500 cc/min. 

The cleanliness tests were conducted on a clean filter and then again after every 

chemical deposition step. Each particle testing sequence comprised of five runs and 

each run had a two minute sampling period with a two minute delay interval between 

successive runs. The results given here for particle measurements are average for the 

five runs. Data averaging is done internally by the particle counter. 
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Figure 3.38 Schematic of the particle test setup. 
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Table 3.9 is for a clean fibrous stainless steel particle filter (Pall Ultramet-L 

Gaskleen) with no chemical deposition of any sort (sample # 2-C9). It gives the 

number of particles detected of various sizes per cubic foot of the gas analyzed. 

Total gas flow rate through the filter was 3529 cc/min of UHP N2. 



Table 3.9 
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Particle shedding test of a clean Pall Ultramet-L Gaskleen 

metal filter with no chemical deposition. v = 3529 cc/min. 

(Sample # 2-C9). 

Particle size (J.Lm) Parti.cles/ft3 

0.10 0.0 

0.20 0.0 

0.30 0.0 

0.50 0.0 

1.00 0.0 

2.00 0.0 

3.00 0.0 

5.00 0.0 

Table 3.10 shows typical particle counts after carbon deposition of Ultramet-L 

Gaskleen filter (sample # DPl). The total gas flow rate was 3652 cc/min. 
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Table 3.10 Particle shedding test of a Pall Ultramet-L Gaskleen filter after 

carbon deposition. v = 3652 cc/min. (Sample # DP1). 

Particle size (JLm) Particles/ft3 

0.10 1.0 

0.20 0.0 

0.30 
I 

0.0 

0.50 0.0 

1.00 0.0 

2.00 0.0 

3.00 0.0 

5.00 0.0 

Table 3.11 gives particle shedding results for a carbon and sodium coated 

Ultramet-L Gaskleen metal filter (sample # 2-C7). The results were measured after 

the sodium deposition step but before the APIMS purification study and before the 

unit was activated. The particle shedding tests were conducted at a total gas flow 

rate of 3623 cc/min. 
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Table 3.11 Particle shedding test of a carbon-sodium coated Pall Ultramet-

L Gaskleen filter before the purification study. v = 3623 

cc/min. (Sample # 2-C7). 

Particle size (JLm) Particles/ft3 

0.10 2.0 

0.20 0.0 

0.30 0.0 

0.50 0.0 

1.00 0.0 

2.00 0.0 

3.00 0.0 

5.00 0.0 

Finally, Table 3.12 gives particle shedding results for the same filter (sample 

# 2-C7) after the APIMS purification study. Keep in mind this reactive filter has 

undergone several hours of heat treatment under reducing as well as inert 

atmospheres during the activation and regeneration processes. The gas flow rate 

during particle study was 3640 cc/min. 
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Table 3.12 Particle shedding test of a carbon-sodium coated Pall Ultramet-

L Gaskleen filter after the purification study. v = 3640 cc/min. 

(Sample # 2-C7). 

Particle size (/Jm) Particles/ft3 

0.10 1.0 

0.20 0.0 

0.30 0.0 

0.50 0.0 

1.00 0.0 

2.00 0.0 

3.00 0.0 

5.00 0.0 

The heat treatment of the reactive filter after the chemical deposition seems 

to bind the chemicals more strongly to the substrate surface. Above particle 

shedding results clearly demonstrate the efficiency of the reactive filter to 

simultaneously capture both homogeneous as well as heterogeneous impurities from 

a gas stream. Essentially, one particle of 0.1 /Jm per cubic foot of gas is detected. 
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All particles larger than 0.1 I-£m are retained quite efficiently. 

3.13 REACTIVE FILTER SUMMARY 

This chapter has discussed the preparation, chemistry, and efficiency of 

reactive filters. A reactive filter has been proved to be an integrated gas purification 

and gas filtration device. Present commercial purifiers come in a packed bed 

geometry and a particle filter is installe,d downstream to capture particles generated 

by the packed bed. The kinetics of the gas purification reaction is fast enough but, 

it is the interphase and intraphase mass transport that is the limiting factor. High 

efficiency of a reactive filter is a result of better contacting pattern between the gas 

molecules and the reactive sites on the surface thus, essentially eliminating mass 

transfer resistance. The mean residence time of the gas in the reactive filter is of the 

order of 0.1 second as opposed to 2-4 seconds in a commercial packed bed purifier. 

The reactive sites are dispersed on the entire intraphase surface area of the 

filter. The reactive sites are alkali-carbon intercalate compounds, sub-oxides of the 

reactive metals (Na and Mn), and even some elemental metals. The filter substrate 

material could be ceramic or metallic and a variety of configurations are possible. 

Since the reactive sites are present as thin layers on a non-volatile substrate, there 

is no danger of local hot spot formation due to the exothermic nature of the 

reactions and evolution of secondary impurities like hydrocarbons. Reactive filter 

operates at room temperature to remove most impurities of interest; H20, 02' CO, 
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CO2, and CH4 from inert gases to sub ppb levels. H20 removal from a reactive gas, 

1.05% SiH4 balance N2 gas mixture, required lithium coated graphite reactive filter 

to be maintained at 250°C. 

Results on particle shedding of reactive filters after chemical deposition show 

on the average of one particle of 0.1 J.Lm size per cubic foot of gas. All particles 

larger than 0.1 J.Lm were perfectly retained by the reactive filter. Another major 

advantage of a reactive filter is its regeneration capability. The unit can be 

regenerated several times with its purification capacity restored to remarkable levels. 

Regeneration is carried out at high temperatures (465°C) in a reducing enviroment. 

Finally, reactive filter technology provides the latitude to try an unlimited 

number of chemistries and tailor-make the reactive sites suitable to remove a specific 

type of impurity from a given type of carrier gas - inert as well as reactive. The 

future applications of reactive filters and the chemistry that developed with it, are 

certainly not limited to the semiconductor industry. Pharmaceutical and aerospace 

industries, in addition to the ever-important global enviromental field stand to benefit 

from this reactive filter technology. 
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3.14 FUTURE WORK AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Substantiation of the nature of the reactive sites present on the surface. 

Substantiation of the mechanisms and chemical reactions responsible for 

impurity removal at room temperature as well as at elevated temperatures. 

Explore the potential of nickel to remove CO at room temperature and 

techniques to deposit this element on the filter medium. 

Investigate capturing efficiency of hydrogen from nitrogen. Hydrogen could 

be an indigenous impurity in the carrier gas, could be a reaction product (eg. 

dissociation of H20 molecules), or it could be slowly diffusing out from the 

metal substrate itself that undergoes manufacturing process in a hydrogen 

atmosphere. 

Exploration of other chemistries that might be capable of removing impurities 

from reactive gases at lower temperatures or might show extreme reactivity 

towards a particular impurity. With the new chemistries also comes the 

problem of impregnating the substrate with these new chemicals using either 

a suitable solvent or some CVD type of process. 

Explore the deposition of manganese on inorganic supports using manganese 

acetate. Optimum method of application, activation temperature range, and 

finally the performance of the reactive filter needs to be investigated. 

Explore ceramic-based reactive filter efficiency and chemistry for purification 

of corrosive gases like HC!. 
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Purification of oxygen gas using reactive filters. 

Possibility of fabricating a filter out of metal getter alloy materials, like those 

used for making SAES getters. This type of unit would have to operate at 

higher temperatures (350-400°C). 

To further ensure complete retention of particles and deposited chemicals, 

one may have to install a particle filter within the reactive filter unit. This 

particle filter does not have to be a separate unit. Fibrous stainless steel 

filters typically are several thin porous stainless steel disks pressed together 

and then this pressed material is welded into the filter housing. One could 

take chemically impregnated porous metal disks followed by a few clean disks, 

press them together and weld as before. 

One could also press together disks that have been impregnated with different 

chemicals, each suitable to remove a very specific impurity. 

It is important that the substrate be chemically impregnated before being 

placed into its housing, else the chemicals will also get deposited downstream 

of the filter and may become cause of particulate contamination. 



CHAPTER 4 

IMPURITY ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION IN ULTRA-PURE 

GAS DELIVERY LINES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
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It has already been mentioned in the previous chapters that the future ULSI 

semiconductor device densities have imposed stringent requirements for the process 

gas purity. Impurity levels in the sub parts per billion range are desired for critical 

device fabrication steps. To achieve these purity levels, highly efficient gas purifiers 

are required as discussed in chapter 3, and the analytical instruments needed to 

detect these ultra-low impurity levels excel in their sophistication as seen in chapter 

2. A novel integrated gas purification/filtration technique to achieve ppb and sub

ppb impurity levels was presented in chapter 3. However, it is a major challenge to 

transport an ultra high purity gas from a gas purifier, through the gas distribution 

system, to the points-of-use without compromising the achieved gas purity. The focus 

of this chapter and the following chapters, is to look at major impurity intrusion 

sources into this ultra pure gas between the point-of-purification and the point-of-use. 

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to the study of impurity adsorption and 

desorption, also commonly referred to as "impurity outgassing" in the literature. This 

chapter presents the study of impurity adsorption and desorption from 

electropolished 316L stainless steel tubing. The next chapter looks at impurity 
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adsorption and desorption in line components, especially point-of-use gas filters, in 

an ultra pure gas distribution system. 

There are several metrology, process, system design, and data interpretation 

problems caused due to impurity adsorption and desorption. In general, at very low 

impurity levels, the dynamics of adsorption/desorption process can significantly affect 

the response of an impurity measuring tool making it extremely sluggish (See for ego 

discussion on moisture analyzers in chapter 2). In a newly installed or serviced 

piping, there are impurities adsorbed on the surface which may take days or weeks 

of purging to desorb from the surface during which time it continues to contaminate 

the gas flowing to the process [Ohmi, et aI., 1990]. When the gas finally reaches the 

point-of-use, it may have picked up enough contaminants that one's primary objective 

of delivering an ultra high purity gas to the point of use is defeated [Haider and 

Shadman,1991a]. Moreover, because of impurity adsorption/desorption between the 

metrology point-of-interest and the metrology point itself, the instrument will not 

register the actual impurity concentration at the point-of-interest. It has also been 

shown that trace amounts of desorbed water can react with a specialty gas like SiH4 

and generate particles [Nakamura, et al., 1991] or in the presence of a HCI it can 

result in the corrosion of gas lines and components. Considering all these potentially 

critical problems, a study of impurity adsorption and desorption in high purity gas 

systems is certainly warranted. 
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4.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

To minimize the effects of impurity outgassing and particle shedding in an 

ultra-clean system, special surface passivated electropolished 316L stainless steel 

tubing with surface roughness of less than 10 tLin have been suggested [Sugiyama, et 

al., 1989] and are being used. Various types of high quality stainless steel tube 

manufacturing and surface treatment procedures are discussed by [Stretar, 1990]. 

Special welding techniques have also been suggested for these high purity application 

tubing [Cure and Fusco, 1988; Henon and Overton, 1988]. All-metal electro polished 

and ultra-smooth surfaces are also being used in the modern line components like 

mass flow controllers, gas regulators, and valves [McAndrew, et al., 1990; Sullivan, 

et al., 1992] to minimize impurity outgassing. 

It is essentially after the stringent gas purity demands by the semiconductor 

manufacturers and the availability of very sensitive analytical instrumentation, that 

the problem of impurity outgassing in high purity gas systems has started receiving 

attention by researchers [Flaherty, et al., 1987; Hardwick, et al., 1988]. 

At a quick glance in the literature, one finds that impurity desorption studies 

have traditionally been limited to typically filament metals under vacuum conditions 

[Smith and Aranoff, 1958; Ehrlich, 1961; Redhead, 1962; Barton and Govier, 1970; 

Marton and McCracken, 1970; Elsey, 1975a and 1975b; Winkler, 1984; O'Hanlon, 

1991; Sharma and Hickey, 1992]. Under vacuum conditions, the factors like impurity 

convection, dispersion, and to a large extent impurity adsorption do not come into 
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the physical picture. On the other hand, under positive pressures in gas flow systems, 

the physics of the problem demands inclusion of the above mentioned factors, 

making the analysis of the problem considerably more involved. There are also 

substantial literature references available on the subject of gas interaction with metal 

surfaces under "equilibrium" conditions, particularly water [Morimoto, et aI., 1968 and 

1969; McCafferty and Zettlemoyer, 1970; Kawada, at aI., 1991]. A comprehensive 

review for moisture is available [Thiel and Madey, 1987]. 

In the recent years, as the problem of impurity adsorption/desorption in ultra

high purity gas flow systems is recognized, several studies including [Succi, et aI., 

1988; Ohmi, et aI., 1990; McAndrew, et aI., 1990; Nakamura, et aI., 1991; Sullivan, 

et aI., 1992] have looked at this problem experimentally and have presented 

desorption curves (also sometimes referred to as the "dry-down curves") for various 

impurities from different types of stainless steel tubing and for some line components 

as well. These dry-down curves essentially plot decay of impurity concentration as 

a function of time. Some other researchers in the area have also experimentally 

investigated the impurity outgassing behavior and particle generation due to different 

surface finish, different surface passivation techniques, different surface cleaning 

solvents, as well as bending versus welding of stainless steel tubes for ultra-clean 

applications [Tseng, et aI., 1991a and 1991b; Sullivan, et aI., 1992; Paciej, et aI., 

1992]. 

These experimental results certainly have qualitative significance but 
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unfortunately, they are also very system specific results and in addition, lack 

fundamental kinetic information which is essential if one is to have any predictive or 

design capability. In essence then, one needs experimental adsorption/desorption 

data in conjunction with a theoretical model of the phenomena capable of analyzing 

the data and extracting the required fundamental kinetic information. Knowledge 

of this information allows one to develop optimum purge/brake schedules, predict 

system response to any parameter perturbation, and acts as a tool to compare the 

cleanliness and the performance of different components, among other potential 

applications. 

The research trend in the past three years has moved towards meeting the 

above objectives of extracting the fundamental kinetic parameters and then applying 

this information to design gas distribution systems. [Haider and Shadman, 1991a] 

were the first to develop a simplified mathematical model for the flow process to 

extract the adsorption/desorption rate parameters. They assumed first order 

adsorption and desorption kinetics, and neglected spatial changes in the impurity 

concentration, thus simplifying the problem considerably in this first attempt. 

Subsequently, the same authors [Haider and Shadman, 1991b] presented a more 

comprehensive model that accounted for spatial concentration changes in high purity 

gas lines involving convective as well as dispersive transport of impurity but, the 

model still assumed a first order impurity adsorption and desorption kinetics. They 

also developed a computer model to simulate a simple gas delivery system. 
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Next, [Wang and Li, 1992a; Wang, et al., 1992b and 1992c] of L'Air Liquide 

Corp. attempted the same problem and presented a transfer function perturbation 

technique to find the outgassing kinetic parameters. There model however, neglects 

dispersive transport of impurity, assumes first order impurity desorption, and limits 

impurity adsorption to a single monolayer coverage. Based on there kinetic 

parameters, they have also developed a computer code ("PUREMASTER") to 

simulate a gas distribution system. 

During the same period, [Haider, et al., 1992e] presented a new kinetic model 

that assumed multi-layer first order impurity adsorption and a more sophisticated 

desorption kinetics that brought in two energy levels for the desorption process. This 

model is discussed in detail later in this chapter. 

Finally, recently [Siefering, et al., 1993a and 1993b] of The HOC Group have 

presented an impurity transport model that considers both axial as well as radial 

dispersion of impurity in the tube. The physical model of moisture on the surface 

includes the dissociation of moisture and the variability of the surface energetics from 

si te-to-si te. 

4.3 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this part of the work was to study: 

The fundamentals of impurity adsorption and desorption from surfaces of 

ultra-high purity gas flow systems. 
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Develop a kinetic expression for the transient adsorption/desorption process. 

Find the intrinsic kinetic parameters for the adsorption and desorption of 

impurities in electropolished 316L stainless steel tubing. 

With the help of the above fundamental kinetic information, develop a 

comprehensive mathematical model that would simulate a gas distribution 

system and predict its response to upsets in factors like impurity levels, purge 

flow rates, temperature changes, and physical dimensions of the system. 

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The experimental setup for impurity adsorption/desorption study should be 

judiciously designed and assembled such that apart from the trivial problems like in

board leaks there should be no dead volumes in the system. The distance between 

the test section and the metrology tool should be minimum possible in order to 

minimize the contribution of the downstream tubing. Two experimental designs are 

presented here. 

4.4.1 Experimental Setup Employed 

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the experimental setup employed to study 

impurity adsorption/desorption from electropolished stainless steel tubes. 

The experimental rig was constructed of a 1/4" electropolished 316L stainless 

steel tubing with face-seal VCR type of fittings and all metal joints were butt-welded. 

The test section of the system was comprised of a single zone PID temperature 
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controlled furnace, within which sits the component to be tested for impurity 

adsorption/desorption characteristics. 

MFCI 
Test Section 

Ola1lcnge Gas 

Oxygen 
I--r--~ Analyzer 

MFC 

Vent 

Figure 4.1 Experimental setup employed to study 02 adsorption/desorption. 

Study of oxygen adsorption/desorption from electropolished stainless steel 

tube was conducted using a dedicated oxygen analyzer, model MK3/Y. The details 

of the design and operation of the 02 analyzer are given in chapter 2. The packed 

bed gas purifier was designed and fabricated in the lab and used metallic getter alloy 

(SAES St 198 granules) as the bed packing. The purifier had VCR end-connections 

and could be refilled easily. 

4.4.2 An Improved Experimental Design 

The experimental setup actually employed and shown in Figure 4.1 certainly 

looks very simple. However, it was extremely tedious to actually perform the 
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experiments as we depended on the purifier impurity break-through to introduce a 

step input. This procedure will be explained in the next section. 

Since these experiments were conducted a while ago, we have developed and 

fabricated a significantly user-friendly experimental setup while preserving the 

simplicity of the old design. This schematic of this improved setup is shown in Figure 

4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 An improved setup to study impurity adsorption and desorption in 
gas flow systems. 

The important feature of the setup is the use of a slip stream to introduce the 

challenge gas. Notice there is no three-way valve to switch the gases between the 
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purified gas and the challenge gas. Typical three-way valves have dead volumes. 

There are special high-purity zero dead volume all-metal three way valves available 

but, they are very expensive. It is important to realize that there is gas flowing 

through the slip stream at all times, either bringing the challenge gas into the system 

or venting the purified gas from the system. 

As the gas exits the test section and enters the sample manifold, it is again 

emphasized that there should be no dead spaces in the sample manifold area or the 

results will be evidently flawed. 

4.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Experimental procedure to study impurity adsorption and desorption in a gas 

flow system requires one to perturb the system, otherwise at equilibrium, in a 

precisely known fashion and then record its transient response. 

If the system is completely transparent, the perturbation introduced at the 

system inlet will be recovered at the system outlet, undistorted and delayed in time 

by the mean residence time. If the system is completely opaque, it acts as an infinite 

sink and will completely absorb the perturbation. A real system is usually in between 

the two extremes. Impurity adsorption and desorption on the system walls tends to 

distort the incoming perturbation. The extent of this distortion is related to how 

strongly impurity molecules are bound to the system surface. 

We introduced a step change in impurity concentration at the system inlet and 
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then monitored the response at the outlet. There basic procedure consists of: 

(i) Purge the solid surface with UHP N2 for a long time to establish a clean system 

background. 

(ii) Equilibrate the solid surface with challenge N2 gas. 

(iii) Study desorption behavior of the solid by switching challenge gas to UHP N2• 

Following is the detailed procedure used to conduct 02 adsorption/desorption 

study on 316L electropolished stainless! steel tube. 

4.5.1 Experimental Procedure Employed 

This procedure pertains to the setup shown in Figure 4.1. Oxygen 

adsorption/desorption study began by first bringing the test section of a 30.5 cm long 

and 1.6 cm inside diameter electropolished 316L stainless steel tube up to the desired 

experimental temperature, where it was maintained for the duration of the 

experiment. The experiments were conducted at 29°C, 103°C, and 140°C. The entire 

system was continuously purged with N2 gas purified through a getter bed. The 02 

concentration in the purging gas was monitored continuously at the system exit. 

Once the oxygen analyzer registered a steady 02 level, the entire test section was 

assumed to be filled with a uniform 02 concentration gas with no concentration 

gradients either in time or in space. At this point the 02 concentration on the 

surface of the test section was also assumed to be uniform with no gradients. The 

equilibrium surface 02 concentration for a constant temperature and pressure test 

section will, naturally, be in a thermodynamic equilibrium with the partial pressure 
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of 02 in the flowing N2 gas. 

To begin 02 adsorption study, a positive step change was introduced in the 

gas flow rate, typically from 100 sccm to 400 sccm. This action in-turn introduces a 

positive step change in the 02 concentration of the flowing N2 gas as its residence 

time in the getter bed reduces and allows less of the 02 to be captured by the getter 

bed. This is a very tedious step in the sense that it requires just the right length of 

the getter bed in order to see the break-through curve. Needless to say, it requires 

trial and. The 02 concentration at the system exit is continuously monitored until 

a new equilibrium is established between the adsorbed surface 02 and the gas phase 

02' signalled by a steady oxygen level registered by the analyzer. 

To carry out the 02 desorption study, a negative step change is introduced in 

the gas flow rate while keeping the temperature of the test section constant. This, 

as mentioned earlier, results in a corresponding negative step change in the 02 

concentration entering the test section. Because of the concentration driving 

potential, the 02 adsorbed on the test surface begins to desorb into the bulk gas 

stream as the system progresses towards a new equilibrium. Once again 02 

concentration data is collected continuously for later analysis. 

4.5.2 Experimental Procedure for the Improved Design 

In the improved experimental design shown in Figure 4.2, one does not have 

to worry about the proper length of the getter bed to introduce a challenge level 

impurity. The purifier is simply filled to give the lowest impurity concentration in the 
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UHP N2 gas. 

Initially, to clean the surface, purified gas is used to purge the test section. 

During this time the challenge gas is closed and a part of the purified gas is vented 

out through the slip stream at a flow rate higher than 30 cc/rnin (1/4" vent line). To 

begin 02 adsorption on the surface, vent valve is closed and the challenge N2 gas 

(typical 02 levels> 5 ppm) is brought in through the slip stream, diluted with the 

purified gas, and is run through the test section. Impurity concentration at the 

system exit is monitored continuously. 

To run the desorption experiment, the test section is initially in equilibrium 

with a high impurity gas (blend of the challenge gas and the purified gas). At time 

t = 0, the challenge gas is shut off and only the purified gas enters the test section 

while it also vents through the slip stream. 

A variety of analytical instruments can be employed at the system exit to track 

a particular impurity. It is important that no dead spaces are created in case more 

than one instrument is hooked-up. The tubing length connecting the test section to 

the measuring instrument should be shortest possible. Flow through vent lines should 

be high enough that impurities do not back-diffuse into the system. Impurity back

diffusion is discussed in a separate chapter. 
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4.6 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

In this section, we develop a mathematical model for impurity transport in an 

ultra-high purity gas line. The model takes into account transient impurity transport 

due to convection, dispersion, adsorption, and desorption. 

4.6.1 Modeling of Impurity Transport in High Purity Gas Lines 

Consider an isothermal tube of a test material with an inside diameter d and 

length L as shown in Figure 4.3. (Nomenclature is summarized in Appendix F). 
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Figure 4.3 Elemental volume of the test section over which material conservation 

equations are written. 

N2 gas flows through the tube at a volumetric flow rate v. Let the radially 

independent impurity concentration in the flowing N2 gas at any point along the tube 

be Cg and the corresponding surface concentration of the impurity be Cs' Under 

thermodynamic equilibrium conditions in the tube, the impurity in the gas is in a 

reversible equilibrium with the impurity adsorbed on the tube surface. Thus, 
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(4-1) 

Where Cs is based on unit surface area of the test section and so are the adsorption 

and desorption rate constants ka and kd, respectively. 

Next, upon writing an impurity conservation equation around a control 

element in the gas phase, as shown in Figure 4.3, one readily obtains the following 

partial differential equation describing the impurity concentration in the gas as a 

function of time and axial space. 

acg = (i)R _ (i)R _ (~) acg + D crcg 

at d d d a 1t tP az .t az2 
(4-2) 

Where, Ra and Rd are the rates of impurity adsorption and desorption, respectively. 

Equation (4-2) also accounts for convective, dispersive, and transient effects for the 

impurity. For a given experimental run, since the test section remains isothermal, the 

impurity dispersion coefficient Dz in the bulk gas is assumed constant and is given 

by the following correlation [Wen and Fan, 1975], applicable for: 1-<Re-<2000 and 

O.24~Sc~1000. 

(4-3) 

Where, 

Dmol is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the impurity in the bulk gas, and u is 
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the mean gas velocity through the tube. 

To follow the impurity concentration changes on the surface, one needs to 

make an impurity balance on the tube surface. Which yields, 

(4-4) 

The above coupled set of partial differential equations require two initial and 

two boundary conditions for their solution. The following initial and boundary 

conditions apply. 

c = C at t = 0 
8 80 

all z 

c=c att=O s So 
all z 

ac 
_8 = 0 at z = L ; all t 

Oz 

all t 

Where Cgi is the impurity concentration in the gas at the tube entrance. 

4.6.2 Rates of Impurity Adsorption and Desorption 

(4-5a) 

(4-5b) 

(4-5c) 

(4-5d) 

Before the above system of equations can be solved, one needs to decide on 

the expressions to be used for the rates of impurity adsorption and desorption, Ra 
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and Rd' 

As in every chemical process, fundamentally the kinetics of adsorption or 

desorption depend on the various mechanisms involved in the reaction. Because of 

the complexity of the phenomenon, it is frequently impossible to identify the 

elementary steps in a gas-metal interaction from the kinetics results alone. 

Depending upon the circumstances and the manner in which the experiments were 

conducted one may, nevertheless, expect to extract information regarding possible 

dissociation of the molecule on contact with the metal, the existence of one or 

several adsorption states, etc. Several cases are distinguished in the literature [Flood, 

1967; Gregg and Sing, 1967; Oudar, 1975; Hiemenz, 1986], which loosely fall into two 

categories: 

1) Direct adsorption. The molecule striking the surface is chemically adsorbed, or 

is reflected back into the gas phase. This mechanism may or may not be activated 

[Smith, 1981]. 

2) Postulation of the existence of a transition state or a more strongly bonded state, 

intermediate in energy between that for physisorption and chemisorption. 

Essentially, it is the expression for variation in rate of adsorption and 

desorption with surface coverage which enables the distinction between these two 

possibilities. 

a) Rate of Adsorption 

The expression we employed for Ra assumes activated adsorption and 
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basically follows from the classical derivation using kinetic theory of gases. 

o ( Ea) R = exp -- C 
a (21tmkn1/2 . RT 8 

(4-6) 

Equation (4-6) considers the number of molecular collisions per unit time per unit 

surface area of the solid at a fixed pressure and multiplies it by the fraction of 

collisions having energy equal to or in excess of a minimum energy required to 

adsorb, Ea' Finally, a is a factor ~ 1 which takes into account the fact that the 

molecule is not necessarily adsorbed on a site, even if it is vacant and the molecule 

possesses the required activation energy. It is sort of an analogue of a steric factor, 

the molecule having to go through a specific configuration if it is to be adsorbed. m 

is the molecular mass, k is Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. 

Ra as given by Equation (4-6) is independent of surface coverage and thus, 

allows for multi-layer impurity adsorption. However, the expression does not 

distinguish between activation energy of adsorption, Ea, for a molecule to adsorb on 

a bare surface and for a molecule to adsorb on top of another already adsorbed 

similar or dissimilar molecule. In other words, from the adsorbing molecules' point 

of view, the surface is energetically uniform and the molecules do not have a 

preference as to where they adsorb. Another implicit assumption in the adsorption 

rate expression is that the impurity molecules adsorb non-dissociatively. In general, 

depending upon the adsorbate-adsorbent system, the adsorbing molecule mayor may 
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not dissociate [Thiel and Madey, 1987]. 

Equation (4-6) is written more concisely and in a familiar form as: 

(4-7) 

Where ka is. a first order adsorption rate constant and follows an Arrhenius 

temperature dependence, 

k = kO exp( _ Ea) 
a a RT 

(4-8) 

kO a being the pre-exponential factor. Notice the units of kO a are cm3 gas. min-I. cm-2 

surface, and not those of frequency. 

b) Rate of Desorption 

The study of desorption process, in principle, makes it possible to measure 

bond energies between adsorbed species and substrates, explore the existence of 

various adsorption states, and whether the adsorption process is dissociative or not. 

For a diatomic gas, several possibilities may be envisaged for the desorption process. 

In one case, the desorption may take place in molecular form after recombination 

of the adsorbed atoms, a mechanism that results in a second order rate expression 

for the process. In another case, desorption may take place in the atomic form or, 

it may take place in molecular form resulting from a non-dissociative adsorption. 

The latter two mechanisms are described by a first order desorption kinetics. 

The expression we developed for the rate of impurity desorption, Rd, for 
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continuous gas purge systems, is a semi-empirical expression that dictates a change 

in the order of desorption kinetics from a zero order to a first order. The rationale 

behind this choice of kinetics comes from a physical picture of the desorbing surface. 

This physical picture is schematically shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 A physical picture of non-dissociative molecular 
adsorption/desorption on a surface. 

Considering impurity desorption process, initially the solid surface has multi-

layers of impurity adsorbed as it is in equilibrium with a high impurity challenge gas. 

As a step change is introduced in the concentration of the purge gas to a purified 

gas, the initial desorption is fast and the loosely bound top layer molecules come off 

rather rapidly. During this initial period, the desorption process essentially follows 

a zero order kinetics due to the presence of excess impurity on the surface. As the 
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impurity concentration on the surface is depleted, gradually exposing the more 

strongly surface-bound molecules, the desorption rate decelerates and the desorption 

kinetics shift towards first order. Mathematically, 

Where kd is given by the following empirical expression, 

__ 8 + (1-8) 

k~ 

e is the fractional surface coverage varying between 0 and 1, defined as 

e 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

(4-11) 

eso being the initial surface concentration. It is reiterated that the adsorption 

process is not assumed to be limited to a single monolayer. Therefore, eso refers to 

the initial surface concentration based on the initial molecular distribution on the 

surface as seen in Figure 4.4. eso is calculated through the fact that initially at 

equilibrium Ra = Rd' 

The proposed desorption kinetics as seen in Equations (4-9) and (4-10) 

assumes two rate constants: Initially when 8 = 1, kd = kdl' and the loosely bound 

impurity molecules several monolayers away from the surface are desorbed. As 8 

drops and the top impurity layers have vanished, the desorbing molecules begin to 
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experience the substrate energetic effects. The molecules near the surface are more 

tightly bound and require higher energy to break free. This is when kd approaches 

kd2• Moreover, both kdl and kd2 are assumed to follow Arrhenius type temperature 

dependence. 

( 4-12) 

and 

ka, = k· a, exp( -:i) (4-13) 

Where, kO dl' kO d2 and Edl, Ed2 are the two pre-exponential factors and the 

desorption activation energies corresponding to the two desorption rate constants. 

This completes our theoretical model for impurity adsorption/desorption in 

tubes under gas purge conditions. 

4.6.3 Method of Solution 

In essence then, one has to numerically solve Equations (4-2) and (4-4) 

constrained to the initial and boundary conditions of Equations (4-Sa) through (4-Sd) 

with the rates of impurity adsorption and desorption as given by Equations (4-7) and 

(4-9), respectively. For each isothermal experimental run a non-linear regression was 

performed on the three intrinsic kinetic parameters, ka' kdl' and kd2, to minimize the 

sum of squared errors (SSE) between the numerical solution and the experimental 

data. SSE is defined by 
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(4-14) 

Where, Cgexp is the experimentally measured value of the impurity in the gas, Cgcal 

is the calculated value of the impurity, and n is the number of data points. 

The system of equations was solved numerically using IMSL (International 

Math and Statistics Library) library routine MOLCH. The routine employs method 

of lines with cubic hermite polynomials to solve a system of partial differential 

equations. The details of the numerical method can be found in [Sincovec and 

Madsen, 1975]. 

4.6.4 Numerical Simulation Codes 

To extract the fundamental adsorption/desorption kinetic parameters from 

raw outgassing data, requires one to fit the numerical solution to the raw 

experimental data. Fitting of the raw data can obviously be done either manually by 

trial and error, or numerically using one of the parameter optimization methods. 

Both methods were used since, usually parameter optimization codes do require a 

relatively good initial guess. So, the initial rough guess was obtained by manual trial 

and error. 

Appendix C-1 contains a numerical code TUBESIM.FOR that requires trial 

and error guessing of the kinetic parameters. The experimental data and the 

numerical solution are plotted automatically on the computer screen where the user 

can judge the fit for his guessed values. The program uses DISSPLA graphics 
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package for plotting. The input statements and data required to execute the code 

is explained in the comment statements within the code. 

Appendix C-2 contains a significantly more sophisticated code 

TUBEOPT.FOR that only requires one initial parameter guess and the rest of the 
," 

parameter optimization to get the best fit is computed automatically. This code uses 

Marquardt's steepest descent method to find the best fit kinetic parameters by 

minimizing the sum of squared errors. For details of this optimization method see 

[Marquardt, 1963]. Once again, the required information to execute the code is 

explained through the comment statements in the code. 

4.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 show experimental data and an optimized numerical 

model fit for O2 desorption data from 316L electropolished stainless steel (EPSS) 

tube at temperatures of 29°C, 103°C, and 140°C, respectively. The experimental O2 

adsorption/desorption data for Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7 along with experimental 

conditions is tabulated in Appendix C-3, Tables C-3.1, C-3.2, and C-3.3, respectively. 

Table 4.1 gives the optimized fundamental rate constant values found for O2 

adsorption and desorption on electropolished 316L stainless steel surface. 
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Figure 4.6 Experimental data and theoretical model fit for 02 

adsorption/desorption on 316L EPSS at 103°C. 
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Figure 4.7 Experimental data and theoretical model fit for 02 

adsorption/desorption on 316L EPSS at 140°C. 
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Table 4.1 Rate constants for 02 adsorption and desorption on an electropolished 

316L stainless steel tube surface. 

Tee) ka (cm3 gas/min.cm2 surf.) kdl (min-I) kd2 (min-I) 

29 4.25 0.75 0.138 

103 4.423 0.795 0.198 

140 4.5 0.812 0.221 

These three fundamental kinetic parameters are plotted according to the 

Arrhenius plot in Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8 Temperature dependence of the fundamental rate constants. 
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The slope and the intercept of Arrhenius plots give the activation energies and 

the pre-exponential factors according to the linear form of Equations (4-8), (4-12), 

and (4-13). The calculated values for activation energies and pre-exponential factors 

for 02 adsorption/desorption on electropolished 316 stainless steel are tabulated in 

Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Activation energies and pre-exponential factors for 02 adsorption and 

desorption on electropolished 316 stainless steel. 

kO a (cm3 gas.min-l .cm-2 surf.) 5.24 

kOdl (min-I) 1.01 

kOd2 (min-I) 0.81 

Ea (cal/gmol) 126.36 

Edl (cal/gmol) 177.41 

Ed2 (cal/gmol) 1061.84 

The magnitude of the adsorption and desorption activation energies 

qualitatively agree with the physical picture imagined for the process. It takes 

relatively little energy for the molecules to adsorb. The activation energy for the 

desorption of the molecules in the top layers is also small which agrees with the fast 

initial desorption rates observed. Finally, the activation energy for the desorption of 
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the molecules closer to the surface or adsorbed on the surface is significantly higher. 

On an electropolished 316 stainless steel surface, it is six times more difficult to 

remove an O2 molecule adsorbed in the bottom one or two monolayers as opposed 

to one adsorbed in the top multi-layers far away from the underlying surface. 

With the knowledge of these fundamental kinetic parameters, one can now 

predict impurity concentrations anywhere along a gas distribution system including 

these points where it may either be very difficult or simply impossible to measure 

impurity concentrations. Let us look at a couple of examples of the use and 

predictive capability of the developed mathematical model. 

4.7.1 Example I: System Response to Impurity Perturbation 

Consider a section of gas distribution system as shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 Section of a gas distribution system. 
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We simulate the situation where a step or a pulse of 02 impurity enters at one 

end of the system due to some upset in the operation. The objective is to predict the 

temporal impurity concentration profile seen by the point-of-use as a result of this 

upset. 

The simulation considers the effects of the distance separating the point of 

impurity intrusion and the point-of-use, POU, the tube diameter, and the gas flow 

rate. It is assumed that the system was at a steady 10 ppb 02 level before the upset. 

In case of a step type upset, it is assumed that the O2 level jumps up to 100 ppb for 

30 minutes and then goes back down to 10 ppb. In case of a pulse type upset, it is 

assumed that a spike of 1000 ppb enters the system. 

The series of Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 show the 02 concentration profile 

seen by the point-of-use as a result of step disturbance for various tube lengths, tube 

diameters, and gas flow rates. Similarly, Figures 4.13,4.14, and 4.15 summarize the 

results for a pulse disturbance. 

One conclusion that can be drawn from this analysis is that in choosing the 

location and the gas flow rates for the point-of-use, among other factors, the choice 

also depends on whether the point-of-use can tolerate large impurity levels for short 

periods of time or low impurity levels for a long time. 
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Figure 4.10 02 levels at the POU for a step disturbance for various tube lengths. 
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Figure 4.11 02 levels at the POU for a step disturbance for various tube diameters. 
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Figure 4.13 02 levels at the POU for a pulse disturbance for various tube lengths. 
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Figure 4.14 O2 levels at the POD for a pulse disturbance for various tube diameters. 
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4.7.2 Example 2: Purging Schedule of a Contaminated Gas Line 

Another example is to predict how long should a given contaminated gas line 

be purged with a UHP gas such that the impurity level in the line has fallen below 

a certain level. For instance, before a gas line is switched to SiH4 service, the 02 

levels in the line must be below a certain minimum level or one would run into Si02 

particle generation problem. 

Figure 4.16 gives a cross-plot (purge schedule) generated using the developed 

simulation model for a 5 ft long, 1/4" OD electropolished 316 stainless steel tube 

maintained at 29°C. It tells one how long to purge this line at a given flow rate in 

order to remove a certain % of the initial 02 present in the line. 
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Figure 4.16 Purge schedule for 02 removal from 316 EPSS tube. (L = 5 ft, OD 

= 1/4" (ID = 0.182"), T = 29°C. 
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The metrology of low and sub-ppb level impurities in gases is challenging. 

Sophisticated analyzers like APIMS are becoming available for monitoring the trace 

impurities. However, it is prohibitively expensive and probably impossible to directly 

monitor impurity concentration at every point of interest. Therefore, it is essential 

to develop a predictive tool that can, provide the user with impurity profiles at 

various points of interest in a gas distribution system. This predictive tool is not to 

replace measurements, but only to extend and complement them. Another problem 

that has already been mentioned is that adsorption/desorption complicate data 

interpretation. What is measured by the analyzer can be significantly different from 

the concentration we are trying to measure. The mathematical technique that we 

already discussed, establishes the relationship between what can be measured and 

what needs to be measured. 

The issues mentioned above make it necessary to develop and use a 

simulation model that can take the concentration at a certain point and use it to 

predict the profiles at other points in the system. This would solve both the 

monitoring problem and secondly would allow proper interpretation of the 

measurements. There are several side benefits like developing purge and bake 

schedules, as well as developing design criteria for high purity gas systems. 

We have developed a simulation model called PROFILE. It gives some of 
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these capabilities for relatively simple cases. Briefly, it is an interactive program 

which prompts for the input. To execute the code one must have access to IMSL 

routine MOLCH, and to see graphical output rather than tabular, DISSPLA graphics 

package is also required. The program is capable of simulating both a step input or 

a pulse input of impurity into a gas delivery system. The gas delivery system can be 

comprised of up to 20 tube segments (extendable). Each tube segment can have any 

arbitrary length and diameter. Moreover, each tube segment may be maintained at 

a uniform independent temperature. 

The program takes into account the adsorption, desorption, convection, 

dispersion, and accumulation of impurity in the system. The default adsorption and 

desorption kinetic parameters are for O2 on electropolished 316 stainless steel 

surface. For other impurities and surfaces, or combinations thereof, the user needs 

to specify appropriate kinetic parameters when prompted by the computer. The 

program output can be tabular, or graphical, or both. 

Appendix C-4 contains a detailed write-up on PROFILE complete with code 

description, code execution requirements, data input procedure, and three complete 

examples with sample inputs and outputs. Finally, the fortran code is also included 

in Appendix C-4. 
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4.9 SUMMARY 

This chapter has stressed the importance and study of impurity adsorption and 

desorption in ultra pure gas delivery systems. Since, it is very expensive or even 

impossible to measure and monitor impurity concentration at every point of interest 

in a gas distribution system, a simulation model is needed. The power of a 

simulation model lies in the fact that it uses limited valuable experimental data 

collected at one point in the system and can predict impurity concentration profiles 

anywhere along the system. 

A mathematical model is developed for a high purity gas delivery system 

which takes into account various modes of impurity transport including adsorption 

and desorption. Kinetic expressions are developed for rates of impurity adsorption 

and desorption. Two energy levels for the des orbing species are suggested and a 

corresponding desorption kinetic expression is forwarded. 

Fundamental kinetic parameters for O2 adsorption and desorption on 

electropolished 316 stainless steel surface are presented. The kinetic parameters are 

found by obtaining an optimized fit of the theoretical model to the experimental 

data. Assuming Arrhenius temperature dependence, the activation energies are also 

reported. Computer codes are included in Appendix C that allow kinetic parameter 

estimation. 

Based on the developed theoretical adsorption/desorption kinetic model, a 

high purity gas delivery system simulation program called PROFILE is also 
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developed. The details of PROFILE and its fortran code are included in Appendix 

C. 

4.10 FUTURE EXTENSION OF WORK 

Study of multi-component impurity adsorption and desorption. This study, 

and others in the literature, have considered adsorption and desorption of 

only one impurity at a time. In r~ality, there could be more than one impurity 

adsorbing and desorbing simultaneously. In fact, there could be certain 

impurities that may tend to adsorb and/or desorb preferentially from a given 

surface. In which case, one will have competitive type of adsorption kinetics 

[Levenspiel, 1989]. 

Study of adsorption and desorption of impurities other than oxygen, 

particularly moisture. 

Study of impurity adsorption/desorption from surfaces other than 

electropolished 316 stainless steel. Surfaces of interest could include anodized 

aluminum, silicon oxide, and quartz. It will also be of great interest to 

compare kinetic parameters for 316 stainless steel with different surface 

treatments (electropolished, oxygen passivated, bright annealed, etc.) and 

different surface roughness (Does the conventional wisdom hold and 4 Ra 

surface sample always clean faster than a 10 Ra surface?). 

Modification of impurity adsorption kinetics. 
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This work assumed a simple first order adsorption kinetics. Under low partial 

pressures of the impurity, which is true in an ultra-high purity gas (the case 

this work dealt with), the first order kinetics seem to work fine - the resulting 

surface coverage varies around 1 to 2 monolayers. However, at very high 

impurity partial pressures, application of first order adsorption kinetics results 

in very high and un-realistic surface coverage. Therefore, in general, the 

adsorption kinetics should be modified by incorporating a surface saturation 

term. 

Development of kinetic data bank. Adsorption and desorption kinetic 

parameters for various impurities on various types of substrates should be 

collected in a data bank, which can then be interfaced with a master 

simulation code for designing and evaluation of large gas distribution systems. 

Expansion of PROFILE. The PROFILE code needs to be gradually 

expanded to include: Dead volumes, tube segments of different materials, 

addition of line components, particularly point-of-use gas filters, permeation 

sources, etc. 



CHAPTER 5 

IMPURITY ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION IN HIGH PURITY 

POINT-OF~USE GAS FILTERS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
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The necessity of ultra-clean enviroment for the production of high density 

semiconductor devices has been stressed in the literature and in the previous 

chapters. It is very expensive and challenging to achieve and maintain ultra-clean 

conditions throughout the gas distribution system. It is also important that the 

quality of the purified gas not be degraded as it flows through particulate filters, 

valves, flow controllers, pressure regulators, and other various line components. The 

importance of the impurity contribution due to line components has been recognized 

by the semiconductor industry and there is a significant interest in the evaluation and 

comparison of different types and brands of line components. 

The importance of component cleanliness study is two-fold: One, to help the 

product user decide which particular product suits process requirements the best and 

secondly, to assist the product manufacturer in improving the quality of the product. 

This study investigated point-of-use gas filters for their cleanliness and more 

importantly, explores some fundamental properties for these gas filters. 
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5.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

Since the most important function of point-of-use gas filters is to capture 

particles, there has been a lot of attention devoted to improving their particle 

capturing efficiency. As a result modern ceramic, metallic, and polymeric gas filters 

are available with very high particle retention efficiencies capable of retaining 0.01 

J,£m particles [Gotlinsky and Tousi, 1989; Wang and Kasper, 1991; Plante and Jaillet, 

1991a; Rubow and Davis, 1991; Tsukazaki, et al., 1993; McAndrew, et al., 1993]. 

Particle filters typically have large rough surface area that is capable of adsorbing 

gaseous impurities which eventually desorb from the surface when the filter is put in 

a high-purity service. This impurity desorption is commonly termed as impurity 

outgassing in the literature. 

Transient outgassing of point-of-use gas filters has been the subject of several 

studies. A quick survey of the literature reveals that two types of filter outgassing 

tests have been conducted: Under vacuum conditions [Succi, et al., 1988; Tousi and 

Gotlinsky, 1989; Gotlinsky, et al., 1989; Gotlinsky, et al., 1989] and under gas purge 

conditions which are referenced in the following discussion. Since, point-of-use 

(POU) gas filters are typically used in gas flow systems, the tests conducted under 

similar conditions are more of interest and are the subject of this chapter. 

Impurity outgassing tests conducted under gas purge conditions and reported 

in the literature can be divided into three categories. In the first category, the clean

up or the dry-down behavior of "as received" POU filters has been studied [Grosser, 
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1989; Tseng, 1990; Plante and Jaillet, 1990 and 1991b; Mulready, 1992; Chen, 1992]. 

The tests on "as received" filters were conducted by taking the filter out of its 

package, quickly installing it into the test setup with minimal of exposure to 

cleanroom air and, then the outgassing data was recorded as the filter was purged 

with high purity argon or nitrogen at room temperature. [Tseng, 1990] raw data for 

H20 dry-down shows that metal filter cleaned-up significantly faster than the ceramic 

or the polymeric filters; the polymeric filter cleaned up slightly slower than the 

ceramic filter. Tseng's raw data for 02 shows that polymeric and stainless steel 

filters clean-up at the same rate, and faster than the ceramic filter tested. For H20, 

[Mulready, 1992] finds that overall metallic filters take shorter time to clean-up and 

polymeric filters the longest. It must be kept in mind that in this type of study one 

does not know the history and the initial impurity content on the surface. 

In the second category [Tseng, 1990; Tseng, 1991; Plante and Jaillet, 1990 and 

1991b], the filter surfaces were exposed to very high levels of impurities for a "fixed" 

period of time and then the impurity clean-up behavior was recorded as the filter was 

purged with high purity nitrogen gas. [Tseng, 1990] moisture dry-down data shows 

that at a fixed temperature, stainless steel filter cleaned up the fastest. The 

polymeric filter cleaned-up faster initially but the rate of moisture desorption slowed 

down significantly, leveling moisture concentration at a relatively high value. For 02' 

[Plante and Jailet, 1990] observed metal filters to clean-up faster than the ceramic 

and PTFE polymeric filters. The later two cleaned-up at about the same rate. In 
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these type of experiments, one must be aware of the fact that different filter 

materials have different total surface areas and consequently, they will adsorb 

different amounts of the impurity when exposed to the same challenge levels for the 

same length of time. Therefore, looking at non-normalized raw experimental data 

can lead one to draw erroneous conclusions. 

The third category of filter cleanliness tests reported in the literature 

introduced an impurity disturbance into the filter whose surface was otherwise 

maintained in eqUilibrium with known impurity level gas, and then the transient 

behavior of the filter for different impurities was recorded. The impurity disturbance 

was introduced either as a known pulse of impurity [McAndrew, et al., 1991, 1992, 

and 1993] or as a step change in the impurity concentration seen by the filter surface 

[Haider, et al., 1992e, 1993a, and 1993b]. [McAndrew, 1991] raw data for moisture 

shows that polymeric PTFE filter adsorbs less moisture and cleans-up the fastest, 

then ceramic, and the metal filter which seems to load up the most amount of 

moisture and then desorbs it at a lower rate. In these type of tests, one knows the 

initial surface conditions but, once again, this raw experimental data must be 

normalized. 

In each type of test mentioned above, the filter outgassing data consisted of 

recording and plotting impurity concentration as a function of time under the 

experimental conditions. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this sort of data 

representation suffers three major shortcomings, and if not careful, may eventually 
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lead to some erroneous conclusions when choosing between different types of filters. 

First, this is clearly a very system specific result and the raw data obtained 

depends upon factors like filter size, gas flow rate, filter exposure history, etc., as 

already pointed out by us [Haider, et al., 1992e, 1993a, and 1993b] as well as some 

other investigators [Mulready, 1992; Plante, 1992]. Without taking these factors into 

account there is no way to quantitatively compare results from different types of 

filters and, as the above literature survey shows, the tests conducted at different 

laboratories are almost never under identical conditions. Therefore, it becomes 

impossible to compare results of different investigators. 

Secondly, this raw data representation lacks fundamental understanding of the 

filter properties. Therefore, it is not very helpful to the filter manufacturers in 

improving their product. 

Thirdly, the raw outgassing data tells the user about the clean-up dynamics of 

this particular filter but strictly for the conditions under which it was tested. In other 

words, it lacks predictive capability for filter performance under a different set of 

conditions. 

Finally, the subject of hydrocarbon and other organic contamination from 

POU gas filters has also recently started receiving significant attention in the 

literature [Tseng, 1990; Plante and Jaillet, 1991c; Mulready, 1992; Haider, et al., 

1993a; Tsukazaki, et al., 1993]. 
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5.3 SCOPE OF THIS WORK 

This work tried to understand the fundamental mechanism and the kinetics 

of impurity outgassing in POU filters. We developed two theoretical techniques to 

process raw outgassing data in order to evaluate various types of POU filters and to 

find the fundamental kinetic parameters. The first technique is a comprehensive and 

a rigorous theoretical modeling of the porous filter matrix and takes into account 

impurity adsorption, desorption, convection, dispersion and accumulation in the 

system. The second is a general much simplified technique for evaluation and 

systematic comparison of various types of filters, which is essentially an overall 

impurity balance on the filter assuming a uniform concentration distribution across 

the filter wall. An important strength of these techniques is obviously their predictive 

capability. 

This chapter also establishes a test protocol for filter outgassing studies. 

Outgassing results discussed and presented here are for ceramic, metallic, and 

polymeric PTFE types of POU particulate filters. Impurities of interest were mostly 

atmospheric impurities H20, 02' and CO2, Trace levels of these impurities were 

measured through an APIMS. The subject of hydrocarbon outgassing of POU gas 

filters will also be briefly reviewed. 

It should be emphasized that the objective is to gain fundamental in-sight of 

the impurity outgassing phenomenon and not to endorse a particular type or brand 

of a particle filter. 
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5.4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The schematic of the experimental setup employed to conduct filter outgassing 

study is shown in chapter 2, Figure 2.2. The design and construction details of the 

setup can be read in chapter 2. In a nut shell, all ultra-clean practices have been 

observed in the design and construction of the setup, which is equipped with a triple 

quadrupole Trace + APIMS with parts-per-trillion level sensitivities for the impurities 

of interest. Instrumentation details are provided in chapter 2. 

A salient feature of this setup is the capability of introducing known impurities 

at precise levels in a controlled manner. Therefore, the test section can be exposed 

to either an ultra high purity (UHP) N2 gas or to a known impurity level challenge 

gas. Typical impurity levels in the UHP N2 and in the challenge N2 are given in 

Table 5.1. (Impurity levels in the challenge N2 varied from bottle to bottle). 
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Table 5.1 Typical impurity levels in UHP N2 and challenge N2 gases used. 

Impurity UHP N2 (ppb) Challenge N2 (ppb) 

H2O 0.6 - 16 300 - 500 

°2 0.03 - 2.0 86 - 400 

CO2 0.1 - 0.7 19 - 120 

CH4 0.01 - 0.3 0.5 - 2.0 

5.4.1 Filter Samples Tested 

Several different types and brands of POU gas filters were tested. Table 5.2 

below lists various ceramic, metallic, and polymeric filters tested in this study along 

with some of the relevant physical data for each filter. Ceramic filters were basically 

alumina, metal filters were 316 stainless steel, and polymeric filters typically had a 

PTFE membrane wrapped around a non-porous PF A substrate. 

The total surface area was measured through BET N2 adsorption and mercury 

porosimetry techniques. The face area corresponds to the filter area perpendicular 

to the direction of gas flow and has been included here for completeness, as some 

investigators [Mulready, 1992] have used this area to normalize their raw 

experimental data. The non-commercial filters had a well defined cylindrical 

geometry which was easier to handle mathematically. 
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Table 5.2: Various types of POU filters studied. 

Filter Code Filter Type Total Surface Area (m2) Face Area (m2) 

Cl· Ceramic 31.5 1.99 e-3 

C2 Ceramic 13.65 1.55 e-2 

MI· Metallic 9.4 2.9 e-3 

M2· Metallic 2.9 2.2 e-3 

M3 Metallic 1.1 6.2 e-4 

M4 Metallic 1.19 1.42 e-3 

PI PTFE ~ 0.52 1.0 e-3 

P2 PTFE 0.96 1.85 e-3 

P3 PTFE ~ 18.2 3.84 e-3 

P4 PTFE ~ 1.5 1.95 e-3 

·Non-commercial Filter 
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5.5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

To quantitatively study impurity outgassing of various filters, it is important 

that the initial filter surface conditions be well established. In other words, the prior 

unknown exposure history of the filter should be erased and the surface should be 

brought into a thermodynamic equilibrium with known impurity level challenge gas 

before initiating outgassing study of the filter. We followed the following four steps: 

i) Initial Filter Purge 

Mter removing each filter from its package it was promptly installed in the 

test section of the experimental setup. The filter at ambient temperature was purged 

with UHP N2 for 24-36 hours. Mass spectra were taken occasionally during this 

purging period in order to capture outgassing of any unusual contaminants, eg., 

cleaning solvents. 

ii) Filter Bake-out 

Mter the initial purge, certain impurities may still be strongly bonded to the 

filter substrate and may require some heat to desorb from the surface. Therefore, 

in order to ensure surface cleanliness, filters were baked at higher temperatures 

under N2 purge. Polymeric (PTFE) filters were baked at about Boac whereas, 

ceramic and metallic filters were heated up to 200aC to 400aC, respectively. 

iii) Controlled Impurity Adsorption 

Once the filter surface equilibrates with impurities in the purge UHP N2 gas, 

indicated by steady impurity concentration response of the APIMS, the filter surface 
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is now ready for controlled impurity adsorption. The purge gas was switched from 

UHP N2 to high impurity challenge N2 gas. Filter was purged with this challenge gas 

until its surface came to an equilibrium with the higher level of impurities in the 

challenge gas. 

iv) Impurity Outgassing/Desorption 

To initiate impurity outgassing test, the purge gas is once again switched from 

challenge gas to UHP N2 and the temporal profile of the impurity of interest is 

recorded. To explore the temperature effect on outgassing, the test section 

containing the filter can be maintained at the required (and tolerable) temperature 

and the above procedure can then be repeated. 

5.6 COMPREHENSIVE THEORETICAL MODELING 

Consider a porous disk of a particle filter with a diameter d and thickness w 

with gas flowing through it at a volumetric flow rate v. The physical picture is shown 

schematically in Figure 5.1. The disk is assumed to have a specific surface area of 

Sg' porosity of €, and a bulk density of Pb. 

The porous granular structure in general can have two types of pores, 

macropores and micropores. Macropores are the voids between the grain where the 

dominant mechanism of impurity transport is convection. Micropores are the voids 

within the individual grains and here the diffusion mechanism dominates as the major 

mode of impurity transport. In case of sintered metallic filters or polymeric filters, 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic of a disk filter over which mass conservation equations 
are written. 

micropores are likely to be absent. 

To describe the overall transport of impurity in a porous disk, two impurity 

conservation equations are written. Gas phase impurity balance gives 

and the surface balance results in: 

acs -=R-Rd at a 

(5-1) 

(5-2) 

In the above equations, all terms have similar meaning as in the case of impurity 
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transport in empty tubes as seen in chapter 4 except that now we have brought in the 

porosity and density terms. (A summary of the nomenclature can be found in 

Appendix F). Another important differ~nce is in the dispersion term. Dzd represents 

the axial dispersion of impurity in the porous disk material. In the absence of an 

exact number for Dzd, the following axial dispersion coefficient correlation for packed 

beds was applied as an approximation [Wen and Fan, 1975]: (Applicable for 0.008 

:: Re :: 400 and 0.28 :: Sc :: 2.2) 

0.3 0.5 1 
Pe 

= -- + ----

(1 3.8) 
+ Re.Sc 

Re.Sc (5-3) 

In this case, the Re and the Pe are calculated based upon the superficial velocity 

through the disk, and the mean pore diameter of the filter medium. As an aside, 

under our experimental conditions, the Re number turns out to be very small and 

therefore, upon application of Equation (5-3), one finds that Dzd ~ Dmol' 

The initial and boundary conditions for the problem are: 

c=c att=O g go all z 
(5-4a) 

C=C att=O 
S So 

all z 
(5-4b) 
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D1.I1 ac8 c = c - -- at z=O 
8, 8 U az all t 

(5-4c) 

ac 
_8 =0 at z=w az all t 

(5-4d) 

Where Cgi is the impurity concentration in the gas at the filter entrance. 

The expressions employed for rates of impurity adsorption and desorption 

from the filter surface, Ra and Rd, are the same as those used for a tube surface in 

chapter 4. The expression for Ra is given by Equation (4-7). The expression for Rd 

is given by Equations (4-9) through (4-11). The reader is referred to chapter 4 for 

the details and discussion on these rate expressions. The solution scheme once again 

comprised of finding the best fit values for the kinetic parameters by minimizing the 

sum of squared errors between the experimental observations and the theoretical 

predictions. 

Appendix D-1 gives a fortran computer code to solve the above set of partial 

differential equations (5-1) and (5-2), constrained to the initial and boundary 

conditions given by Equations (5-4a) through (5-4d). The computer code is called 

POROUS. FOR and employs IMSL routine MOLCH to solve the system of 

equations. The graphical output requires DISSPLA library. The individual variables 

in the code that require user specification are explained through comment 

statements. 
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5.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE MODEL 

The above comprehensive model was applied to four different particle filters 

for which the porosity, density, and specific surface area information was available 

along with a physical configuration that was simple enough to be amenable to the 

above analysis. The objective was to find the fundamental impurity adsorption and 

desorption parameters. The impurities of interest for this part of the work were H20 

and 02 adsorbing and desorbing from ceramic and metallic porous surfaces. 

Table 5.3 gives the list of different filters evaluated using this computer 

method and also gives some of the relevant physical characteristics of these filters. 

The above system of equations was solved simultaneously and the kinetic 

parameters were evaluated by matching the theoretical solution to the experimental 

desorption data. Figures 5.2 through 5.5 show experimental data (circles) and the 

theoretical model fit (solid curve) for H20 desorption from various filters at 25°C. 

Similarly, Figures 5.6 through 5.9 are for 02 desorption from various filters at 25°C, 

and once again show the model fit to the experimental data. The APIMS 

experimental data for H20 desorption from filters C1, M 1, M2, and M3 at 25°C is 

tabulated in Appendix D-2, Tables D-2.1 through D-2.4, respectively. Similarly, data 
t 

for 02 desorption from these filters is tabulated in Tables D-2.5 through D-2.B. 
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Table 5.3 Physical characteristics of the filters evaluated using the comprehensive computer model. 

Filter Code I Cl I 
Material of 80% Al20 3 

construction 

Geometry Cylinder 

L (cm) 22.9 

id (cm) 0.87 

Wall thickness (cm) 0.20 

Sg (cm2/gm) 21000 

Ph 2.3 

€ 0.258 

Ml M2 

316 SS 316 SS 

(Sintered Powder) (Sintered Fiber) 

Cylinder Cylinder 

30.5 25.0 

0.95 0.83 

0.16 0.16 

1290 18400 

5.0 3.60 

0.30 0.55 

I M3 

316 SS 

(Sintered Fiber) 

Disk 

dia = 2.8 

0.5 

2100 

1.7 

0.79 

N 
N 
U'I 

II 
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Figure 5.2 H20 desorption data and the model fit for filter Cl at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.3 H20 desorption data and the model fit for filter Ml at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.4 H20 desorption data and the model fit for filter M2 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.5 H20 desorption data and the model fit for filter M3 at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.6 02 desorption data and the model fit for filter Cl at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.7 02 desorption data and the model fit for filter Ml at 25°C. 
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Figure 5.9 02 desorption data and the model fit for filter M3 at 25°C. 
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Finally, Table 5.4 lists the resulting fundamental kinetic parameters found, for 

the ceramic and the metallic filters for H20 and 02 adsorption/desorption at 25°C. 

Ideally, one would like to have small adsorption rate constants and large 

desorption rate constants. In other words, a desirable filter should have less impurity 

loading on its surface and whatever does get loaded, should come off quickly. 

Physically, adsorption rate constant is a measure of the affinity of the surface for a 

certain impurity, and the desorption rate constant is a measure of the ease of 

impurity removal from the surface. 

Once the fundamental kinetic parameters are known, one can use the 

computer model to develop for instance, purge schedules for these filters. A purge 

schedule tells one how long to purge a unit at a given gas flow rate to remove the 

desired fraction of the impurity. Figure 5.10 is a purge schedule for ceramic filter 

C1 at 25°C. Similarly, Figure 5.11 gives a purge schedule for the metal filter M3 at 

25°C. 



Table 5.4 Fundamental outgassing kinetic parameters for some filters as found using the computer model. (T = 25°C) 

I Filter I Cl I Ml I M2 I M3 
I 
I 

Impurity H2O °2 H2O °2 H2O °2 H2O °2 

ka 0.45 0.35 182 185 23.0 5.6 85.0 31.5 

I [cm3 gas/cm2 surf. min] 

kdI 1.33 1.87 11.7 14.5 16.2 20.5 14.0 18.9 

[min-I] 

kd2 0.21 0.27 4.1 5.0 6.95 3.0 0.75 2.95 

[min-I] 

~ 
I-" 
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Figure 5.10 Moisture purge schedule of ceramic filter Cl at 25°C. 
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5.8 A SIMPLIFIED THEORETICAL MODEL 

POU particle filters come in a variety of geometries and some of these are 

complex enough that they are not readily amenable to mathematical modeling. 

Besides, in the absence of a computer simulation code, it is not convenient to solve 

a system of non-linear partial differential equations. Keeping these arguments in 

sight, we have also developed a much simplified theoretical model. Once again, the 

objective is to gain fundamental in-sigijt of the impurity outgassing phenomenon. 

Consider a thin walled POU gas filter of total intraphase surface area S as 

measured using a technique like BET gas adsorption experiment. Gas flows across 

the thin porous wall of the filter at a volumetric flow rate v. Assume spatially 

uniform impurity concentration across the thin wall. This is a valid assumption for 

most high purity POU gas filters since they typically have either thin porous walls or 

a very thin membrane and relatively high gas throughput. Let us designate the 

concentration of the impurity of interest in the gas phase as Cg and that adsorbed on 

the surface as Cs' Assume the filter surface is initially in thermodynamic equilibrium 

with the challenge gas flowing through it. If the impurity concentration in the 

challenge gas is Cgo and the corresponding surface concentration is Cso' then the 

equilibrium between the two concentrations implies 

(5-5) 

At a constant and uniform filter temperature the thermodynamic equilibrium 
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constant, K, is defined as 

(5-6) 

Physically, K is a measure of maximum impurity loading of a given surface under a 

fixed set of physical conditions. Therefore, let us call K as the "Impurity Load 

Factor". 

Figure 5.12 assists in visualizing the physical picture at hand. 

C. 
gl 

v 

Filter 

Cgf 

S ::: Total Surface Area 

Figure 5.12 A POU gas filter of total surface area S and gas flow rate v. 

Cgi is the concentration of the impurity in the gas entering the filter and Cgf 

is the impurity concentration in the gas exiting the filter. Of course, at equilibrium 
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Cgi = Cgf but, the two will be different immediately after the introduction of a step 

change in impurity concentration at the filter inlet. 

Writing an overall mass conservation equation around the filter shown in Figure 5.12 

gives: 

Where .1C = Cgf - C . , gt 

dCs 
v.1C = -s

dt 

(5-7) 

Next, divide Equation (5-7) by S Cgo' the product of filter surface area and the 

impurity concentration in the challenge gas. Define the resulting group of variables 

on the left hand side of Equation (5-7) as Cn, 

C == vAC 
II sc 

80 

(5-8) 

Clearly, one of the most important unknowns is the knowledge of how much 

impurity is left on the surface after purging the filter for a certain length of time. To 

this end, we define another variable ~, which is fraction of the initially adsorbed 

impurity that has left the surface, mathematically, 

tI> - 1 
(5-9) 

Finally, we define one last variable, a fundamental impurity outgassing rate, 

R. This gives us the instantaneous outgassing rate based on the amount of impurity 
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that is present on the surface at that particular moment in time. Mathematically, 

1 dCs 
R = ---

Cs dt 

(5-10) 

It deserves pointing out that no specific expression is being employed for outgassing 

or impurity adsorption/desorption rate, rather it has been defined in a very general 

but very fundamental way. 

The variables K, ~, and R, define,d through Equations (5-6), (5-9), and (5-10), 

respectively, are fundamental filter properties and are related to each other. 

Equation (5-7) can now be manipulated to relate these important variables and the 

result is 

(5-11) 

However, we still need to find a way to calculate these important variables. 

Equation (5-7) can also be written as 

R C = - C 
n C s 

gD 

(5-12) 

An expression for Cs can be obtained by writing an impurity conservation equation 

for the filter surface. This gives, 



t 

Cs = C
So 

- Cgo f Cn dt 
o 

Substitution of Equation (5-13) into Equation (5-12) results in 

t 

Cn = RK - R f Cn dt 
o 
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(5-13) 

(5-14) 

Equation (5-14) indicates that R is the slope of the plot of Cn versus the integral 

term. 

One of the most important quantities is Cso' and its knowledge is required 

before one can calculate K or~. Let us look at how to estimate Cso. One way of 

estimating Cso is to simply integrate the area under the concentration versus time 

curve for the filter dry-down. However, this gives an underestimate of Cso since not 

all the impurity comes off the surface even after an infinite purge time with a finite 

impurity level in the purge gas, rather the surface ends up coming to an equilibrium 

at a new but lower impurity level. As mentioned, Equation (5-14) suggests that the 

instantaneous slope of Cn versus the integral term curve gives R and the intercept 

at that instant gives RK. With this information at hand, one can calculate Cs at this 

point in time, let us say t. Cso is then given by Cs plus the amount of impurity per 

unit area that desorbed between time 0 and time t which is obtained by integrating 

the area under the concentration versus time curve between times 0 and t. 

Knowing Cso' calculation of K and ~ simply requires application of their 
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definitions as given by Equations (5-6) and (5-9), respectively. 

5.9 EXPERIMENTAL FILTER OUTGASSING DATA 

This section graphically presents the raw impurity outgassing data for ten 

different types of filters tested. Briefly, the experimental procedure consisted of 

equilibrating the filter surface with a known challenge level gas and then introducing 

a step change in the impurity level by switching the gas source to an UHP N2 gas. 

The series of Figures 5.13 through 5.22 show room temperature outgassing of 

H20, 02' CO2, and CH4 from each filter tested. The list of filters tested is given in 

Table 5.1. The gas flow rates, impurity challenge concentration, impurity 

concentration in the UHP N2 gas, and the total filter surface area are all tabulated 

in Appendix D, Table D-3.1. 
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Figure 5.13 Raw impurity outgassing data for filter Cl. 
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Figure 5.16 Raw impurity outgassing data for filter M2. 
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Figure 5.17 Raw impurity outgassing data for filter M3. 
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Figure 5.18 Raw impurity outgassing data for filter M4. 
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As already pointed out, this raw data cannot be used directly without any 

normalization to compare different types of filters. Next, we apply the simplified 

normalization technique to the data. 

5.10 APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL 

Here we will apply the simplified data normalization technique developed in 

Section 5.8 to the above raw impurity outgassing data and try to draw some general 

conclusions about the interaction of different impurities with different substrates. 

The series of Figures 5.23 through 5.26 plot Cn versus time for each of the 

four impurities for ten different filters. 
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Figures 5.23 through 5.26 reveal that overall polymeric PTFE filters PI, P2, 

P3, and P4 are the most transparent for all impurities except CH4. Among the PTFE 

filters, filter P3 is significantly more transparent for H20, 02' and CO2 than other 

PTFE filters studied, and filter P4 is the least transparent for 02 and CH4• As an 

aside, nylon polymeric filters are reported to be significantly non-transparent, 

especially for H20 [Chen, et al., 1992]. This is probably due to large affinity of nylon 

for moisture. Ceramic filter C2 tends to clean up faster for CO2 and CH4 as 

compared to the metallic filters. However, the clean up behavior of ceramic filter 

C2 and the metallic filters M2, M3, and M4 is quite similar for H20 and 02' It is 

clear from the above figures that different impurities desorb at different rates from 

the surface of a given filter. 

Next, to find some more fundamental information about ceramic, metallic, and 

polymeric surfaces, we will use one typical set of data for a ceramic, a metal, and a 

PTFE filter, each. The major impurities of interest, as already pointed out, are H20 

and 02' therefore we will consider only these impurities. However, the method, as 

explained in Section 5.8, can be applied to other impurities just as well. The filters 

chosen as an example are ceramic filter C2, metal filter M4, and polymer PTFE filter 

P3. (All commercial filters). 

The experimental data is plotted according to Equation (5-14), Cn versus the 

integral term. Figures 5.27 through 5.29 show some of the typical results for the 

three types of filters. 
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Figure 5.29 Plot of H20 outgassing data according to Eqn. (5.14) for polymeric 

PTFE filter P3. 

Notice the sharp change in the slopes of Figures 5.27 and 5.28, while Figure 

5.29 for the PTFE filter shows a gradual change in slope, which is the fundamental 

rate of impurity outgassing from a given surface. More will be said about these 

changing rates later in this section. Next, the fundamental rate of outgassing R, and 

the initial impurity surface concentration Cso is calculated from Figures 5.27 through 

5.29 according to the procedure detailed in Section 5.8. With the knowledge of Cso' 

one can calculate K, the equilibrium surface coverage of an impurity for each filter. 

This is a fundamental thermodynamic property of a surface and tells us about the 

affinity of the surface for a given impurity molecule. Figures 5.30 and 5.31 display 

this impurity load factor for H20 and 02 on the surfaces of the three filters. 
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Clearly, for both H20 and 02' metal filter (M4) tends to adsorb more 

impurity and polymeric PTFE filter (P3) the least amount of impurity. The ceramic 

filter C2 has intermediate loading for both impurities. These loading factors can 

obviously be altered by different surface treatments. 

Next, Figures 5.32 and 5.33 plot the fundamental rate of outgassing R as a 

function of time for H20 and 02 for the three types of filters at room temperature. 

These figures clearly show two distinctly different outgassing rates for the metallic 

and ceramic filters. This confirms the presence of two types of impurity molecules 

adsorbed on the surface as hypothesized in Chapter 4. The less energetically bound 

molecules in the top mono layers come off easily and at a relatively high desorption 

rate. The more strongly bound molecules at or near the surface require higher 

energy to break free and desorb at a lower rate. 

For the case of polymers, the picture is very different. Here the impurity 

outgassing rate gradually decreases with time. This is probably due to the extra 

diffusional resistance from the bulk polymeric matrix that the molecules encounter 

before they can desorb. 

An ideal filter should have low impurity loading and high outgassing rate. 

From the above figures, the particular metal filter tested (M4) shows high impurity 

loading and its outgassing rate starts out high but rapidly falls to a low value. For 

ceramic filter (C2), the impurity loading is intermediate and there is a much smaller 

drop between the two outgassing rates. 
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Typically metal filters are baked before being put into surface. The above 

results illustrate that the metal filters need to be baked after exposure to high 

impurity levels because, they tend to adsorb more impurity which is then released at 

a low rate at ambient temperatures. This argument is also supported by looking at 

the magnitudes of the adsorption and desorption rate constants reported in Table 5.4, 

which shows very high impurity adsorption rate constants for the metal filters and 

relatively low desorption rate constants at 25°C, 

Finally, the fractional clean-up ~ of different filters. ~ can be calculated from 

its definition given in Equation (5-9) and represents the fraction of the initial 

impurity that has left the surface. As an aside, Equation (5-9) can also be written 

as: 

t 

fCndt 
q, = 1 _ en = _0 __ 

(5-15) 

RK K 

Equation (5-15) can also be used for calculating ~. 

Figures 5.34 and 5.35 give the temporal profiles of the fractional clean-up of 

H20 and 02 for the different filters. Notice how PTFE filter cleans-up very quickly 

initially when the surface adsorbed impurity is being released, and then the clean-up 

slows down significantly once the diffusional resistance of the polymeric matrix 

becomes dominant. 
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5.11 HYDROCARBON CONTAMINATION ISSUE IN POU GAS FILTERS 

There has been a major concern among users of possible hydrocarbon 

contamination from different types of filters. [Mulready, 1992J reports organic 

outgassing from 'as received' ceramic filter at room temperature, styrene residue was 

detected by [Tsukazaki, et al., 1993] from metal filters at 300°C, and [Tseng, 1990J 

also reported on outgassing of hydrocarbons from an as-received metal filter at room 

temperature. The origin of these hydrocarbon contaminants could be polymeric 

substrates, seals, bags, but more importantly, surface treatment and cleaning solvents 

that may have been employed by the manufacturer. 

Our APIMS testing of polymeric (PTFE) filters at ambient temperature did 

not detect any traces of hydrocarbon contamination. The filter temperature was then 

raised in steps and the effluent gas was monitored for hydrocarbons. New peaks 

were detectable once the temperature reached about 45°C. Figure 5.36 is an APIMS 

spectrum of a PTFE filter (P2) at 25°C and shows no hydrocarbon finger prints. On 

the other hand, Figure 5.37 is an APIMS spectrum of the same filter taken at 50°C 

and shows several new peaks. 

We also tested several commercial ceramic filters for any organic 

contaminants. Once again the results came out negative for the presence of organic 

contaminants. As one example, Figure 5.38 shows three APIMS spectra. The top 

spectrum is for the clean inlet N2 gas, the middle spectrum is for the purge gas 

exiting a ceramic filter at 25°C, and the bottom one is for the same filter at 110°C. 
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Since, literature had shown results contrary to ours, we explored other possible 

sources of hydrocarbon intrusion. One possible source we looked at were PVC end-

caps that a certain commercial ceramic filter came with. Figure 5.39 shows APIMS 

spectra of the clean carrier N2 gas (top) and of the purge N2 gas coming from a PVC 

end-cap maintained at 50°C. The results are self-explanatory. (High temperatures 

may be encountered during product transportation). 
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5.12 SUMMARY 

The objective of this work was to develop a methodology for POU filter 

outgassing data procurement and data analysis. 

The experimental setup and procedure for filter evaluation study is presented. 

To study the fundamentals of impurity outgassing, in a nut shell, requires the filter 

surface to be perturbed between two precisely known equilibrium states and then 

following the impurity concentration changes with time. Impurity outgassing 

characteristics of filters depend on several important factors which include 

parameters like total surface area, the porosity of the filter media, the tortuosity of 

the pores and of course the affinity of the substrate for a particular impurity. The 

history of the filter is also important as the duration of the initial filter cleaning 

period depends on what the filter was exposed to before it was installed in the system 

and how it was treated, packed and shipped to the customer. Taking all these factors 

into account in data analysis is a rather arduous task. 

This chapter presented two data analysis techniques for the evaluation of high 

purity point-of-use gas filters. Fundamental impurity adsorption and desorption 

parameters for H20 and O2 from ceramic and stainless steel filter surfaces are 

presented. The computer code POROUS.FOR, for the evaluation of these 

parameters is included in Appendix D-l. 

A simplified data analysis method is also presented. Fundamental filter 

characteristics based on this model are presented and their importance is discussed. 
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Hydrocarbon outgassing from ceramic and polymeric filters was also investigated 

using an APIMS. No hydrocarbon contamination from tested ceramic or PTFE 

filters was detected at room temperature. For the PTFE filter, new unidentified 

peaks appeared only after it was heated to above 45°C. 

5.13 CONCLUSIONS 

Conventional/typical outgassing results on filters are not adequate for 

understanding and evaluating filter characteristics. The main shortcoming is 

the dependence of results on the test procedure. 

A test protocol and two data analysis techniques are presented for the 

evaluation of filters and determination of fundamental filter characteristics. 

These characteristics are independent of test procedure. 

Important fundamental properties of filter substrates include: Intrinsic 

outgassing (clean-up) rate, R and fractional impurity loading, K. For regular 

filters, high R and low K are desirable. 

The filter characteristics depend on a number of factors; filter material is only 

one of these factors. Other factors, like filter housing design, may be as 

important or even more important than the material of construction. 

At room temperature, metal and ceramic filters have a relatively high 

fractional loading, K, and low to moderate initial clean-up rate, R. Polymeric 

PTFE and PFA filters show a low loading and a fast initial clean-up rate 
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which however, is not sustained. 

Filter type and purge procedure are interdependent; both factors should be 

optimized during filter selection. 

5.14 FUTURE WORK 

Test more than one filter of each type and brand. It may not be possible to 

actually match the statistically required number of samples to make specific 

conclusions but, at least it will shed some light on any irregularities in the 

experimental data. 

Conduct impurity desorption study at different temperatures. Application of 

the comprehensive model to this data will yield the activation energies for 

adsorption and desorption of different impurities. 

The fundamental adsorption and desorption rate constants for major 

impurities (H20 and 02) from different types of commercial filters should be 

collected in a data bank which can later be interfaced with the simulation 

code for a gas distribution system. 

Conduct hydrocarbon outgassing study of commercial metal filters at high 

temperatures (T >- lOO°C). 
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CHAPTER 6 

IMPURITY BACK-DIFFUSION IN ULTRA-PURE SYSTEMS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 

Another potential source of impurity intrusion in an ultra-pure gas system is 

the back-diffusion or retro-diffusion of impurities. Back-diffusion of an impurity is 

defined as the penetration of an impurity against the direction of bulk gas flow. The 

important factors responsible for this phenomenon include large impurity 

concentration gradients in the gas phase near a tube wall, surface diffusion along the 

tube wall in the boundary layer, and turbulent eddy mixing. Figure 6.1 depicts 

several possible scenarios that can give rise to impurity back-diffusion problem. 

The importance of impurity back-diffusion is essentially limited to high purity 

systems and processes that are sensitive to low contaminant levels. The subject of 

impurity back-diffusion appears very sparsely in the recent literature but it does 

presents serious concerns. [Carr-Brion, 1986] has discussed moisture back-diffusion 

problem in high sensitivity moisture analyzers and warns against assuming that 

because the sample line pressure is well above ambient, atmospheric or other 

surrounding water vapor will not cause problems. Back-diffusion of impurities into 

pressurized systems against the outward gas flow is a quantifiable phenomenon and 

[Jost, 1952] has given a simplified mathematical analysis of the problem. 

In the more recent years, as the gas purity requirements by the semiconductor 
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4. From one line Into another 

Figure 6.1 Typical scenarios resulting in impurity back-diffusion. 

industry have become more stringent, the problem of contamination due to back-

diffusion has become more visible. [Cure and Fusco, 1988] have reported that 

several semiconductor manufacturing facilities have been plagued by nitrogen system 

contamination by back-diffusion of oil from process equipment. The back-diffusion 

problem can be further compounded by cross-ties between high purity systems and 

house systems and/or back-up to compressed air systems. 

The problem of impurity back-diffusion is obviously not limited to just the gas 
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distribution systems. In fact, the problem has now been identified in the high purity 

tools as well. [Osburn, 1991] has reported back-diffusion to be one of the two most 

serious problems during wafer processing. (The other problem being impurity 

adsorption/desorption from the system walls - subject covered at length in the last 

two chapters). He observes, back-diffusion of gas from vent port of such atmospheric 

systems as diffusion furnaces can add several parts per million of oxygen, nitrogen, 

or moisture to an otherwise clean gas. Thus, the atmospheric purity that the wafer 

surface actually sees may be a lot poorer than the purity of the supply gas. 

The problem of back-diffusion in high purity systems received a more formal 

quantitative treatment first by [Toda, et al., 1991] and later by us [Haider, et aI., 

1992]. The later have explored back-diffusion in tubes, while the former have 

extended their analysis to high temperature diffusion furnaces as well. However, 

there is a good agreement between the two studies. Recently, we [Verma, et al., 

1993] have presented another analysis of the problem that looks at oxygen back

diffusion in room temperature tubes; the analysis took into account adsorption and 

desorption factors and moreover, have brought in a surface diffusion term as well, 

which is used as a parameter. 

6.2 OBJECTIVE 

The objective of this work was to theoretically analyze the problem of 

impurity back-diffusion in ultra-pure gas systems and develop a simulation code to 
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predict the effects of various variables on the extent of impurity back-diffusion. The 

theoretical results for hydrogen back-diffusion are also compared against the 

experimental data of [Toda, et aI., 1991]. 

6.3 THEORETICAL MODEL 

Consider an ultra-high purity gas line, the outlet of which sees a very large 

concentration of some impurity i. In practice, this scenario could be representative 

of a high purity gas line being purged into ambient air or, it may well represent the 

case where a super-clean gas is being supplied to some reaction vessel with high 

levels of reaction products. In either case, the impurity molecules experience a large 

concentration gradient and tend to diffuse up-stream against the bulk gas flow. 

The primary features of impurity back-diffusion in an ultra-pure gas line are 

schematically shown in Figure 6.2. 

-==: 

• Diffusion 
• -==-: 

-==-: 

< z 

Figure 6.2 Schematic of impurity back-diffusion process in a high purity gas line. 
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Assume a laminar velocity profile for the gas flowing through a tube of inside 

radius R: 

(6-1) 

Where, uavg is the average gas velocity in the tube at any cross section. 

Upon writing the mass conservation equation for the back-diffusing impurity 

and substituting the parabolic velocity profile, Equation (6-1), one obtains the 

following elliptic partial differential equation describing the process: 

[ ( 
T )2] act fPct Dr a ( act) 2u 1- - -+D --+-- T- =0 

~ Razz az2 T aT aT 
(6-2) 

Where, q is the impurity concentration at any point in the tube and is clearly a 

function of both axial and radial directions, z and r, respectively. Dz and Dr are axial 

and radial dispersion coefficients, respectively. The radial dispersion coefficient in 

an empty tube with laminar gas flow is reported [Bischoff and Levenspiel, 1962] to 

be equal to the diffusion coefficient of the impurity in the carrier gas. Therefore, Dr 

= D mol' The original theoretical derivation of the correlation for axial dispersion 

coefficient, D z' [Taylor, 1953, 1954a, 1954b] has already taken parabolic velocity 

profile into account. Therefore, in Equation (6.2) one should use Dmol for D z. If 

one were to assume a plug flow through the tube then in that case the axial 

dispersion coefficient correlation as derived by Taylor must be employed. This Dz 



expression is given in Equation (4-3). 

The boundary conditions used for the solution of Equation (6-2) are: 

Ct = Cto at z=O all r 

act 
- = 0 at r = 0 all z ar 

act 
-=0 at r=R all z ar 
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(6-3) 

(6-4) 

(6-5) 

(6-6) 

Boundary conditions (6-3) and (6-4) are self explanatory. Boundary condition 

(6-5) implies symmetric impurity concentration profile about the tube center while, 

boundary condition (6-6) imposes a zero impurity flux at the tube wall. 

Equations 6-1 through 6-6 complete the impurity back-diffusion theoretical 

model. 

6.4 SOLUTION SCHEME 

Equation (6-2) is an elliptic partial differential equation defined on a semi-

infinite spatial domain. The problem was first transformed to a finite rectangular 

domain through normalization. The normalized variables were defined as: 
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(6-7) 

(6-8) 

(6-9) 

Equation (6-2) can now be written in terms of these normalized variables: 

2 ac; 2 &c,. 1 a ( act) (6 10) 
~ (1-111)- = (I-tIT) - + --- ~- -

atIT atjI2 Pe2 ~ a~ a~ 

Where, Pe is the Peelet number. 

The corresponding normalized boundary conditions yield: 

ct = 0 at tIT =0 all ~ (6-11) 

Ct=1 at tjI = 1 all ~ (6-12) 

ac· i 
at ~ =0 all tjI -=0 

a~ 

(6-13) 

ac* i 
at ~ =1 all tIT -=0 

a~ 

(6-14) 

Equations (6-10) through (6-14) were numerically solved using NAG library's 

routine D03EEF. The routine basically discretizes the partial differential equation 
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and the boundary conditions on a rectangular grid space with a uniform grid spacing. 

At each grid point, six neighboring grid points are used to approximate the partial 

differential equation, thus giving a seven-point stencil. This operation for a general 

elliptic partial differential equation leads to a tri-diagonal system of linear algebraic 

equations which are then solved using a multi-grid scheme algorithm. 

The Fortran computer code to numerically solve the above back-diffusion 

problem is included in Appendix E. The code is named BACKDIF.FOR. The 

comment statements in the program explain the variables for the user. 

6.5 PROPOSED EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

Vat 

Figure 6.3 Experimental setup for back-diffusion study in tubes. 
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Figure 6.3 shows a schematic of the experimental setup proposed to study 

fundamentals of impurity back-diffusion. 

The system should be maintained at a constant temperature and pressure. An 

ultra-high purity carrier gas (N2' Ar, etc.) enters the system from up-stream. The 

outlet of the back-diffusion test section vents into a high impurity reservoir. This 

reservoir is swept with high impurity gas at a large flow rate. The impurity from the 

reservoir back-diffuses into the test section. 

This setup can be used to study the effects of purge gas flow rates, tube 

diameters and tube lengths on extent of impurity back-diffusion. The theoretical 

model's predictions can then be verified against the experimental data. 

6.6 THEORETICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It was obviously of great interest to compare model predictions with actual 

experimental data. Figure 6.4 shows a comparison of H2 back-diffusion in N2 

experimental data adapted from [Toda, et al., 1991] and our theoretical model 

predictions. The experimental data are the discreet points and model predictions are 

the smooth curves. The data is for three different purge flow rates in a 4.6 mm 

inside diameter passivated stainless steel tube. Clearly, the model with no adjustable 

parameters, seems to do a satisfactory job of predicting the reality. 
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Figure 6.4 Comparison of theoretical back-diffusion model with experimental data 

of [Toda, et al., 1991]. Tube id = 4.6 mm, T = 25°C. 

With this confidence in our theoretical model, although limited, we conducted 

several theoretical case studies to explore the effects of various variables. All results 

are for N2 carrier gas. The series of Figures 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 are three dimensional 

figures that show a detailed back-diffusing H2 concentration profile in a 4.6 mm and 

6.9 mm id tubes at 25°C. At a low flow rate, Figures 6.5 and 6.7, show essentially no 

radial concentration dependence and the impurity back-diffuses deep into the process 

line. On the other hand, at a high flow rate, Figure 6.6, a distinct radial 

concentration profile develops. Clearly, impurity tends to back-diffuse faster along 
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Figure 6.5 H2 back-diffusion in N2. v=5 cc/min, id=4.6 mm, T=25°C, p= 1 atm. 
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Figure 6.7 H2 back-diffusion in N2. v=5 cc/min, id=6.9 nun, T=25°C, P= 1 atm. 

the tube wall where the momentum effects are the least, and the extent of back-

diffusion is smaller towards the tube center (r=O) where the momentum effects are 

the largest. Consequently, at high velocities back-diffusion drops to minimal or zero 

for all practical purposes. For a fixed flow rate, as the tube diameter increases, 

Figure 6.7, the mean velocity opposing the back-diffusing impurity drops, resulting 

in an increase in back-diffusion. 

Figure 6.8 shows the effect of temperature on the extent of H2 back-diffusion 

in N2• The tube inside diameter is 6.35 mm and the gas flow rate is 10 cc/min. As 

the temperature increases, the diffusion coefficient increases that results in greater 

penetration of the back-diffusing impurity in the process line or tool. 
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Figure 6.8 Effect of temperature on H2 back-diffusion in N2. id = 6.35 mm, v = 10 

cc/min, P = 1 atm. 

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 explore the effect of pressure on H2 and 02 back-

diffusion by plotting flux of the impurity calculated at 10 cm inside a 6.35 mm id and 

a 12.7 mm id tubes, respectively, maintained at 25°C. As the pressure drops, there 

are fewer collisions among molecules resulting in a longer mean free path and larger 

diffusion coefficients. This gives rise to an increase in impurity back-diffusion. 
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Figure 6.11 graphically shows the minimum purge flow rate required to have 

zero net back-diffusion of 02 in N2 at 10 cm inside the process tube maintained at 

25°C. The curves are plotted for three different pressures and the required minimum 

purge flow rate is given as a function of tube inside diameter. For a fixed pressure 

system, as the tube diameter increases, the axial momentum effects responsible for 

checking back-diffusing impurity diminish. This requires an increase in the minimum 

purge flow rate to stop back-diffusion at a certain distance inside the process tube. 
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Figure 6.11 Minimum N2 purge flow rate required for various tube diameters to 

maintain zero 02 flux at 10 cm inside the tube. T=25°C, 
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Similarly, Figure 6.12 gives minimum purge flow rates required for different 

tube diameters to maintain zero net 02 back-diffusion flux at various points along 

the high purity process line. The process gas line is assumed to be at a fixed 

pressure of 100 nun Hg and a fixed temperature of 25°C, The simulation is based 

on the assumption that 02 concentration in the UHP N2 purge gas is 0.01 ppb and 

the tube is being vented into room air, 21 % 02' 
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Figure 6.12 Minimum N2 purge flow rate required for various tube diameters to 

maintain zero 02 flux at various points inside the tube. P = 100 mm 
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Finally, Figure 6.13 shows the extent of back-diffusion for different types of gaseous 

impurities in nitrogen at 25°C. The tube inside diameter is 6.35 mm and the gas flow 

rate is 10 cc/min. The impurity concentration in the purge gas is 10 ppb and the 

process line is assumed to be venting into 100% impurity atmosphere. 
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Figure 6.13 Extent of back-diffusion of various impurities in N2. T = 25°C, P = 760 

torr, v= 10 cc/min, id=6.35 cm. 

Under identical conditions, smaller impurity molecules with larger diffusion 

coefficients tend to back-diffuse farther than the larger heavy molecules. 
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6.7 CONCLUSIONS 

A mathematical model and a simulation code is developed to quantitatively 

study impurity back-diffusion in ultra-pure gas systems. 

The extent of impurity back-diffusion in a process line or a tool increases with 

a decrease in process pressure and/or purge flow rate, and an increase in the 

tube diameter and/or temperature. In essence, back-diffusion increases with 

a decrease in opposing bulk momentum effects and/or increase in impurity 

diffusion or dispersion coefficient. 

Impurity back-diffusion is particularly important for smaller molecules with 

larger diffusion and dispersion coefficients. 

One can consider back-diffusion to be an extrinsic source of contamination 

that can essentially be eliminated by a judicious design/re-design of an ultra

pure gas delivery system. 

6.8 FUTURE WORK 

The future work in this area should concentrate on process tools, like 

diffusion furnaces and such, that operate either at high temperatures and/or 

low pressures. 
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CHAPTER 7 

IMPURITY PERMEATION THROUGH POLYMERIC TUBING 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Among the most important properties of a polymer is its permeability for 

various gases. Depending upon the application, either a high permeability or a low 

permeability polymer may be more desirable. In ultra-pure gas applications, it is 

extremely important for the gas-carrying tube not to add any extraneous contaminants 

into the process gas. 

The material of choice to transport an ultra-high purity gas in a semiconductor 

fab is 316L electropolished stainless steel tubing. However, in certain locations of 

the gas delivery system the process application may dictate the use of polymeric 

tubing because of electrical insulation, or chemical inertness, or mere tubing 

flexibility requirement. The use of polymeric tubing in a high purity system results 

in inevitable and undesirable permeation of impurities from the surrounding 

atmosphere into the process gas through the polymer matrix. For such an 

application, the polymeric tube of choice would be the one that has the lowest 

permeability to common atmospheric contaminants like H20, 02' CO2, and CH4. 
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7.2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

A quick glance at the literature reveals that the subject of permeation has 

been rather extensively studied over the years. Mathematical expressions of varying 

degrees of sophistication to estimate permeation coefficients have been presented for 

gaseous permeants in polymeric to glassy substrates [Hwang and Kammermeyer, 

1966; Pace and Datyner, 1980; Nicholson and Petropoulos, 1981; Shindo, et al., 1983; 

Salame, 1986; Vieth, 1991]. A good introduction to the subject of polymer 

permeation can be found in [Allen and Bevington, 1989]. An extensive compilation 

of permeation coefficients of various types of permeants in a variety of polymeric 

substrates is given in [Mark, et aI., 1965; Brandrup and Immergut, 1975]. 

[Reath and Britton, 1991] reported the permeation coefficients of 02 and H2 

for nine different types of polymeric tubing at ambient temperature (20-25°C) using 

dedicated electrochemical oxygen and moisture analyzers, respectively. Their results 

showed that Kel-F (Poly trifluoro chloro ethylene) and PFA (Poly fluoro acetate) had 

the lowest permeability for moisture among the tube samples tested. Moreover, Kel

F showed the lowest permeation for oxygen. In their study, the detection limits of 

analysis was 100 ppb for 02 and 50 ppb for H20. To characterize impurity 

permeation in low to sub ppb range, new procedures involving much more sensitive 

analyzers are needed. Furthermore, other major air permeants, such as CO2 and 

CH4, should also be investigated. We, [Haider, et aI., 1992f] studied Kel-F and PFA 

tubings using APIMS and reported permeation coefficients of H20, 02' CO2, and 
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CH4 at 25°C. Recently, we [Ma, et aI., 1993] have submitted another paper on the 

subject and have also explored the effect of temperature on the permeation 

coefficients of the above four permeants through Kel-F and PFA polymeric tubes. 

The results from the above two studies are included in this chapter. 

7.3 OBJECTIVE 

In this study, the permeation of/H20, 02' CO2, and CH4 through polymeric 

tubings, PFA (Fluoroware, Inc.) and Kel-F (Afton Plastics Molding Co.), is 

investigated. An Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer (APIMS) with 

sub-ppb detection limit was employed to measure trace level impurity changes due 

to permeation. A permeation model is derived to analyze the experimental results 

and calculate the fundamental permeation coefficients for various impurities through 

the two polymers. 

7.4 THEORY 

The transport of permanent gases through rubbery amorphous polymer tubes 

involves three steps: The permeant first adsorbs and dissolves in the polymer phase, 

then it diffuses towards the inner surface of the tubing under concentration gradients, 

and finally desorbs into the purge gas. A short derivation of the mathematical 

expression necessary to calculate the permeation coefficients in terms of 

experimentally measurable quantities follows. 
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Figure 7.1 Characteristics of permeation of gaseous impurities in polymeric tubes. 

In a situation involving permeation of an impurity across a cylindrical tube 

wall (illustrated schematically in Figure 7.1), it is a simple matter to show that the 

governing differential equation for the impurity transport is 

Di .!!(r dCI) = 0 
r dr dr 

(7-1) 

The appropriate boundary conditions for Equation (7.1) are 

C i 
-- C' t a a r=ra 

(7-2) 

C' 
-- Cb

l at r=rb 
(7-3) 

Where, Di is the diffusion coefficient of the impurity in the polymer, Ci is the 

concentration of the impurity dissolved in the polymer, and r is the radial dimension, 

ra and rb being the inside and the outside tube radii, respectively. Equation (7-1) 

assumes steady state, no production or consumption of the permeant in the polymer 
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phase, cylindrically symmetric permeant concentration profile, and a constant Di 

which is a good assumption for permanent gases when they are present as a dilute 

polymer-permeant mixture. The analysis also assumes that the permeation is 

controlled by diffusion through the polymer. This is justified due to the fact that the 

diffusion through the polymer is much slower than the radial transport of permeants 

in the gas phase towards or away from the surface; the diffusion is also slower than 

the adsorption and desorption on the surface. 

The solution of Equation (7-1) with the above boundary conditions gives the 

expression for the impurity concentration gradient across the tube wall [Crank and 

Park, 1968]. Henry's law is assumed to apply and is used to relate impurity 

concentration dissolved in the polymer phase to the actually measurable partial 

pressure of the impurity in the surrounding medium. 

Employing these results along with Fick's law, one finds the total permeation 

rate of an impurity i, Qi, under steady state to be given by: 

(7-4) 

where L is the tube length, pib and pia are the partial pressures of the permeant i 

outside the tube in the surrounding medium and in the purge gas flowing through the 

tube, respectively. ni is the permeation coefficient for impurity i through the polymer 

tube. By definition [Vieth, 1991], 
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n' = D' S' (7-5) 

Where Si is the solubility constant of i in the polymer and comes into picture through 

Henry's law. 

Under steady state conditions, assume the mole fraction of permeant i in the 

ultra-high purity gas to be Xiin at the tube entrance, and to be Xi
out at the tube exit. 

If the gas purge flow rate is v, then an overall mass balance for component i yields 

(7-6) 

Combining Equations (7-4) and (7-6) and assuming pib - pia'" pib' since pib 

> pia in this case, results in 

ni = v (X;:' - X~) 1n(::J (7-7) 

p~ 21tL 

Equation (7-7) can now be used to calculate the permeation coefficients using 

experimentally measurable quantities. It is important to recognize that the 

permeation coefficient is not a fundamental property of the polymer science, as 

Equation (7-5) shows it is defined as the product of the solubility constant and the 

mass diffusion coefficient. Nevertheless, for selecting polymeric tubing with good 

impurity barrier qualities, the permeation coefficients are the critical measures of 

interest. 

The temperature dependence of the permeation coefficient is derived from 
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its definition, Equation (7-5) as follows: 

The temperature dependence of Di is assumed to follow that of an activated 

process, given by the Arrhenius equation: 

. (-E) Di = D; exp R; (7-8) 

Where, Dio is the pre-exponential factor, Ed is the activation energy of diffusion, R 

is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. Physically, the activation energy is the 

energy required by the permeant molecules to overcome the cohesive forces of the 

polymer matrix thus forming voids through which molecules can diffuse. 

The temperature dependence of the permeant solubility in the polymer is 

described through a Van't Hoff type of relationship 

. i ( -AHs) SI = Soexp ~ (7-9) 

Where, Sio is the pre-exponential factor and AHs is the enthalpy of solution for 

permeant-polymer system. 

Substitution of Equations (7-8) and (7-9) into Equation (7-5) leads to the 

required result. 

. (-E) ni = n: exp R; (7-10) 

Where, 
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and, Ep = Ed + aHs 

Knowing a i at a few different temperature for a given polymer, one can 

calculate aio and Ed using Equation (7-10). 

7.5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The schematic and the design details of the experimental setup employed are 

given in Chapter 2, Figure 2.2. The polymeric tube is concentrically enclosed inside 

a stainless steel jacket. The jacket is maintained at a constant temperature and is 

continuously purged with cylinder air which constitutes the ambient for the polymer 

tube. The polymeric tube itself is continuously purged with UHP N2 gas. The 

impurity levels in the UHP N2 gas and in the air surrounding the polymer tube are 

given in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 Inlet N2 and surrounding air composition. 

Permeant Tube Inlet Surrounding Air 

(ppb) (Torr) 

°2 0.60 143.97 

CO2 0.19 0.22 

H2O 8.11 9.03 

CH4 0.05 0.00107 
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7.6 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The difference between the outlet and the inlet impurity concentration in each 

of the tested polymeric tubing was determined from two steady state measurements. 

The inlet impurity concentration was measured using the bypass line in the 

experimental setup. The outlet impurity concentration was monitored for a long 

period of time (5-10 hours) to ensure that a steady state impurity concentration 

profile along the test tubing has been established. 

APIMS measured each impurity for 10 seconds before jumping to the next 

impurity. A total of one minute was needed to scan all four impurities under 

investigation. The averaged ion count rates for 20 minutes of the two steady states 

were used to obtain the required inlet and outlet impurity concentrations. The 

standard deviations of the averages were better than 3%. 

The upper limit of linear response range for APIMS is about 100 ppb because 

of the ion chemistry in the source. All measurements were made in this linear 

detection range; concentrations higher than 100 ppb were measured by diluting the 

gas with the "zero gas" generated in the gas processor. Knowledge of the exact 

impurity concentration in the "zero gas" is not really necessary, because the 

permeation calculation only requires the difference between the tube outlet and the 

tube inlet concentrations. The contribution from "zero gas" cancels out in the process 

of taking this difference. 

The flow rates of N2 gas were controlled and measured using mass flow 
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controllers (Unit Instruments). The gas flow rates used at two different temperatures 

and the dimensions of the tested polymeric tubings are given in Table 7.2. 

Table 7.2 Tube dimensions and the gas flow rates used. 

I 
PFA 

I 
Kel-F (PTFE) 

I 
Length (cm) 79 79 

Outer Diameter (cm) 0.63 0.63 

Inner Diameter (cm) 0.40 0.48 

vat 25°C (cm3/sec) 22.0 20.9 

vat 75°C (cm3/sec) 21.5 16.5 

7.7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The net increases in the impurity content of N2 from inlet to outlet of the 

polymeric tubings are shown in Table 7.3. For example, in these experiments, Kel-F 

tubing added only 0.03 ppb of °2,0.01 ppb of CO2, 0.14 ppb of H20 and 0.001 ppb 

of CH4 at 25°C for each centimeter of the tube length. The PF A tube, on the other 

hand, added 1.83 ppb of 02' 0.05 ppb of CO2, 1.35 ppb of H20 and 0.003 ppb of 

CH4 for each centimeter of length. Using the derived Equation (7-7), the 

permeation coefficients were calculated and are presented in Table 7.4 for PFA and 
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Figure 7.3 Net impurity increases in N2 for 79 cm long tubing. 

I 
PFA 

II 
Kel-F (PTFE) 

I 

I 
25°C 

I 
75°C ~ 25°C 

I 
75°C 

I 
02 (ppb) 145.11 307.12 2.10 16.63 

CO2 (ppb) 4.27 6.97 0.76 2.04 

H20 (ppb) 107.12 211.20 11.27 68.84 

CH4 (ppb) 0.26 0.46 0.05 0.17 

Kel-F tubes at 25°C and at 75°C. The results show that overall Kel-F has a 

permeation coefficient smaller than that of PFA at both temperatures for all 

impurities. As seen in Table 7.4 , the relative values for the permeation coefficients 

obtained in this study are in agreement with the limited data available in the 

literature. However, due to the sensitivity and precision of APIMS technique, the 

permeation coefficients determined here are believed to be more accurate than what 

has been previously reported in this concentration range. 

The experimental results show that the permeation coefficients decrease in the 

order CH4 > CO2 > H20 > 02' In general, permeation of a permeant in a polymer 

matrix increases with an increase in the solubility and diffusivity of the permeant in 
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Table 7.4 Permeation coefficients * 1010 [cm3 gas/{cm polymer. s . torr)] 

This Work 

PFA Kel-F (PTFE) 

25°C 75°C 25°C 75°C 

°2 0.21 0.44 0.002 0.01 

CO2 4.04 6.56 0.41 0.87 

H2O 2.47 4.84 0.15 0.72 

CH4 50.2 88.1 5.36 15.0 

Reath and Britton, 1991 

Brandrup and Immergut, 1975 

Mark, et aI., 1965 

PFA 

25°C 

1.0-1.3 

-

3.4-4.4 

-

Literature * 

Kel-F (PTFE) 

75°C 25°C 

- 0.008 

- -

- 0.031 

- -

75°C 

N 
\0 o 

-

-

-

-

I 

i 
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the polymer. Both factors depend strongly on the chemical interactions between the 

polymer and the permeant molecules. However, trends are complex and difficult to 

predict, because interactions which increase solubility often decrease mobility and 

diffusivity. In the present case, the effect on diffusivity appears to be the primary 

determining factor. For example, the chemical interaction of oxygen molecules with 

the polymer matrix is stronger than that of methane; this results in lower mobility 

and consequently, lower permeation for oxygen compared to methane. 

Another factor is the permeant size and shape. Since a polymer chain has a 

limited mobility, permeant size and shape are important parameters in determining 

its diffusion through the polymer. Indeed, it is this capacity of certain polymer 

membranes to discriminate between subtle steric differences that contributes to their 

permeant selectivity. However, a second important factor is the chemical similarity 

between the permeant and the polymer. The qualitative solubility rule "like dissolves 

like" holds. A permeant with a high solubility parameter is likely to give a larger 

permeant flux. Therefore, the permeation coefficient being the product of the 

diffusion and the solubility coefficients will be affected accordingly. The permeant 

transport is also modified by the crystallinity of the polymer. The situation is 

additionally affected if there are specific interactions involved between the permeant 

and the polymer, for example hydrogen bonding. This can offer extra resistance to 

the permeant thus lowering its permeation coefficient. 

The mean molecular diameters of the permeants studied are: 
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CO2 = 3.996 0 A; CH4 = 3.822 0 A; 02 = 3.433 0 A; H20 = 2.649 0 A 

As already pointed out, the experimental results show that the permeation 

coefficients decrease in the order CH4 > CO2 > H20 > 02' The tetrahedral CH4 

molecule is unlikely to chemically interact with the polymer chains resulting in a high 

permeation coefficient. Fluorinated side groups in a polymer reportedly increase its 

CO2 solubility and that perhaps explains relatively high permeation coefficients for 

The effect of temperature on the permeation coefficients is shown by plotting 

the permeation data according to Equation (7-10) in Figures 7.2 through 7.4. The 

slope of the resulting straight lines is a measure of the activation energy for 

permeation. 
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Among the permeants studied here, oxygen has the highest and methane has the 

lowest apparent activation energy. This is consistent with the previous conclusion 

about the relatively strong interaction between the oxygen and the polymer 

molecules. This strong interaction results in low mobility, low permeation and high 

activation energy. 

The effect of permeant partial pressure on the permeation coefficient is shown 

in Figure 7.5. To obtain these results, the total pressure in the stainless steel jacket 

housing the polymer tube was systematically varied while purging with a fixed 

impurity concentration gas. The fact that the permeation coefficient does not change 

with partial pressure confirms the theoretical model and the assumption that 

permeation is controlled by diffusion in the polymer. 
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7.8 CONCLUSIONS 

In general, the use of polymeric tubing is not recommended in ultra-pure gas 

delivery systems. However, where the application is absolutely needed 

because of other constraints and limitations, Kel-F appears to have relatively 

low overall permeation characteristics for atmospheric contaminants. 

Another rarely mentioned problem with using polymeric tubes is their 

susceptibility to static charge build-up and the corresponding particles that 

they attract. In this case, the advantages of a polymeric tube are best attained 

through the use of proper surfactants to free any charge-attracted particles 

from the tube. 
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APPENDIX A 

APIMS CALIBRATION DATA 
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Table A-2.1: APIMS calibration data for H20 in N2. 

ppb H 20 Added Counts per Second 

0.01 664 

0.1 686 

0.2 1049 

0.5 3959 

1 9455 

4 42767 

8 83077 

10 102910 

14 138282 

Table A-2.2: APIMS calibration data for 02 in N2. 

ppb 02 Added Counts per Second 

0.211 451 

0.225 480 

0.267 561 

0.351 714 

0.491 960 

0.771 1478 

1.051 1999 

1.331 2537 

1.611 3060 

1.891 3570 

2.171 4129 

2.451 4658 
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Table A-2.3: APIMS calibration data for CO in N2. 

ppb CO Added Counts per Second 

2.088 29.75 

3.142 45.18 

4.196 60.6 

5.250 74.45 

6.304 90.78 

Table A-2.4: APIMS calibration data for CO2 in N2• 

ppb CO2 Added Counts per Second 

0.120 1828 

0.127 1975 

0.148 2289 

0.189 2915 

0.258 3922 

0.396 6014 

0.534 8090 

0.672 10184 

0.810 12221 

0.948 14224 

1.086 16306 

1.224 18277 
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Table A-2.5: APIMS calibration data for CH4 in N2. 

ppb CH4 Added Counts per Second 

0.201 185 

0.213 199 

0.249 227 

0.321 291 

0.441 391 

0.681 604 

0.921 825 

1.161 1034 

1.401 1230 

1.641 1463 

1.881 1670 

2.121 1879 
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APPENDIX B 

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 3 



Moisture Removal Efficiency of Single Channel 
Reactive Membrane with Mn Coating (Regn.#l) 
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Table B-3.1 Effect of temperature on H20 removal from a 1.05% SiH4 balance N2 
gas mixture. 

Lithium coated graphite filter. 
v = 100 cc/min 
Challenge H20 level = 940 ppb 

25 
52 
77 
100 
124 
144 
166 
180 
206 
230 
254 

Outlet H20 (ppb) 

425 
350 
283 
210 
144 
85 
53 
37 
22 
10 
8 
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Table B-3.2 Impurity removal from N2 at 25° after 1st regeneration. 
(Sample # S-15) 

Carbon-sodium coated metal disk filter. 
v = 2007 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 7520 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 15700 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = < 100 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = < 100 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb. 

0.00 0.47 0.04 0.19 0.41 
2.10 0.49 0.04 0.21 0.39 
4.18 0.46 0.02 0.21 0.23 
6.28 0.49 0.03 0.17 0.30 
8.38 0.47 0.03 0.18 0.35 

10.48 0.64 0.04 0.09 0.21 
12.58 0.56 0.04 0.08 0.20 
14.68 0.58 0.07 0.07 0.19 
16.78 0.55 0.05 0.07 0.35 
18.88 0.52 0.07 0.07 0.27 
20.98 0.53 0.05 0.06 0.18 
23.08 0.52 0.05 0.07 0.38 
25.15 0.56 0.05 0.06 0.27 
27.22 0.52 0.05 0.07 0.21 
29.28 0.52 0.07 0.07 0.32 
31.38 0.54 0.05 0.07 0.18 
33.45 0.50 0.07 0.07 0.37 
35.55 0.49 0.06 0.06 0.25 
37.63 0.43 0.06 0.07 0.13 
39.73 0.43 0.03 0.07 0.46 
41.85 0.52 0.05 0.05 0.17 
43.95 0.42 0.05 0.06 0.10 
46.03 0.49 0.05 0.06 0.36 
48.13 0.46 0.05 0.06 0.22 
50.25 0.46 0.06 0.07 0.27 
52.35 0.34 0.03 0.14 0.46 
54.45 0.40 0.03 0.15 0.42 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb. 

56.57 0.49 0.05 0.07 0.37 
58.67 0.43 0.07 0.05 0.33 
60.82 0.46 0.05 0.05 0.37 
66.88 0.44 0.06 0.04 0.42 
74.88 0.33 0.03 0.14 0.54 
82.85 0.29 0.02 0.12 0.26 
90.85 0.29 0.07 0.12 0.25 
98.85 0.29 35.67 0.18 0.45 

106.87 0.46 238.09 0.76 0.41 
114.87 0.49 589.51 1.64 0.64 
122.87 0.76 1856.89 3.56 0.99 
130.88 1.00 2897.40 4.81 1.02 
138.88 1.10 3845.34 5.09 1.18 
146.87 1.24 4439.34 5.10 1.16 
154.87 1.49 4102.53 3.97 1.08 

Table B-3.3 CO removal from N2 at 25°C after 2 regenerations. 
(Sample # S-15) 

Carbon-sodium coated metal disk filter. 
v = 2006 cc/min 
Challenge CO = 512 ppb 

t (min) CO (ppb) 

0.00 0.1 
3.02 0.1 
6.03 0.1 
9.02 0.39 

12.03 0.13 
15.02 0.13 
18.00 0.19 



t (min) CO (ppb) 

20.98 0.06 
23.97 0.1 
26.95 0.06 
29.93 0.13 
32.93 0.19 
35.92 0.1 
38.90 0.13 
41.88 0.1 
44.88 0.1 
47.87 0.1 
50.85 0.1 

Table B-3.4 Impurity removal from N2 at 25°. 
(Sample # S-3) 

Carbon-sodium coated metal disk filter. 
v = 1100 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 1100 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 11500 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = 50 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = 100 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb. 

0.00 0.55 0.04 0.10 0.11 
2.12 0.48 0.11 0.08 0.28 
4.22 0.39 0.08 0.07 0.13 
6.30 0.41 0.05 0.09 0.14 
8.43 0.45 0.06 0.08 0.06 

10.55 0.49 0.05 0.08 0.13 
12.67 0.52 0.07 0.09 0.15 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 =====> All concentrations in ppb. 

18.02 0.53 0.06 0.08 0.07 
25.00 0.56 0.06 0.07 0.15 
32.02 0.55 0.07 0.06 0.11 

38.98 0.58 0.05 0.07 0.12 
45.98 0.58 0.05 0.07 0.13 
52.98 0.57 0.07 0.08 0.10 
60.00 0.57 0.07 0.08 0.11 

67.02 0.57 0.07 0.09 0.18 
74.00 0.58 0.06 0.09 0.12 
81.02 0.59 0.06 0.07 0.14 
88.02 0.62 0.06 0.08 0.15 
94.98 0.61 0.06 0.09 0.14 

101.97 0.61 0.06 0.08 0.17 
108.98 0.61 0.06 0.09 0.10 
116.00 0.62 0.06 0.07 0.12 
123.00 0.59 0.05 0.08 0.16 
130.02 0.60 0.07 0.08 0.13 
137.02 0.59 0.05 0.08 0.16 
144.03 0.65 0.07 0.06 0.15 
151.02 0.60 0.06 0.07 0.07 
158.03 0.59 0.06 0.07 0.12 
165.02 0.62 0.06 0.07 0.12 
172.02 0.59 0.07 0.07 0.16 
179.03 0.68 0.06 0.07 0.14 
186.03 0.65 0.06 0.05 0.08 
193.17 0.64 0.07 0.07 0.17 
200.33 0.63 0.07 0.07 0.15 
207.37 0.60 0.06 0.06 0.18 
214.37 0.64 0.08 0.07 0.16 
221.42 0.69 0.09 0.07 0.14 
228.47 0.64 0.19 0.07 0.14 
235.57 0.65 0.57 0.07 0.12 
242.57 0.67 1.31 0.06 0.16 
249.58 0.67 2.46 0.07 0.15 
254.95 0.63 4.38 0.10 0.14 
257.13 0.67 5.30 0.09 0.14 
259.25 0.65 5.42 0.10 0.15 
261.35 0.66 6.04 0.10 0.13 
263.48 0.67 6.47 0.10 0.16 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 =====> All concentrations in ppb. 

265.58 0.71 7.02 0.11 0.15 
267.72 0.69 7.59 0.10 0.13 
269.92 0.67 8.25 0.12 0.17 
272.03 0.69 8.77 0.12 0.14 
274.15 0.66 9.36 0.11 0.20 
276.28 0.67 10.02 0.14 0.21 
278.40 0.68 10.80 0.13 0.22 
280.53 0.65 11.40 0.15 0.17 
282.83 0.66 12.54 0.14 0.22 
285.57 0.66 14.36 0.16 0.17 
288.75 0.66 15.92 0.16 0.16 
290.92 0.69 16.79 0.16 0.22 
293.02 0.71 18.03 0.18 0.22 
295.12 0.68 19.39 0.20 0.14 
297.22 0.69 21.18 0.21 0.21 
299.32 0.66 22.75 0.23 0.16 
301.43 0.67 25.39 0.25 0.24 
303.53 0.67 25.41 0.21 0.27 
305.67 0.63 27.14 0.22 0.23 
307.75 0.67 29.24 0.26 0.32 
309.85 0.70 31.20 0.26 0.15 
311.93 0.66 31.89 0.24 0.22 
314.02 0.70 32.90 0.23 0.29 
316.13 0.67 36.37 0.26 0.20 
318.23 0.67 38.72 0.24 0.29 
320.35 0.71 41.60 0.29 0.17 
322.45 0.69 44.26 0.28 0.21 
324.58 0.70 45.94 0.30 0.26 
326.68 0.67 49.37 0.31 0.28 
328.80 0.69 52.66 0.34 0.30 
330.92 0.66 55.74 0.36 0.36 
333.05 0.70 59.80 0.37 0.26 
335.17 0.69 63.68 0.40 0.38 
337.30 0.68 69.54 0.43 0.34 
339.40 0.67 71.36 0.45 0.37 
341.50 0.69 78.41 0.46 0.27 
343.62 0.72 81.12 0.49 0.39 
345.73 0.70 82.19 0.47 0.32 
347.87 0.76 87.33 0.52 0.36 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 =====> All concentrations in ppb. 

349.97 0.70 92.17 0.53 0.35 
352.07 0.71 94.19 0.56 0.43 
354.18 0.73 88.67 0.44 0.43 
356.32 0.76 90.84 0.42 0.35 
358.43 0.73 98.27 0.47 0.36 
360.53 0.76 101.60 0.51 0.41 
362.63 0.74 103.70 0.52 0.38 
364.75 0.73 110.62 0.57 0.43 
366.82 0.70 114.59 0.57 0.43 
368.93 0.75 115.55 0.59 0.38 
371.02 0.76 113.29 0.52 0,.38 

Table B-3.5 Impurity removal from N2 at 25°C. 
(Sample # 2-C2) 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.93 
3.82 
5.68 
7.55 
9.47 

Carbon-sodium coated metal disk filter. 
v = 820 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 2000 - 5000 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 8200 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = N / A 
Challenge CH4 = N / A 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

0.470 0.003 0.013 0.046 
0.497 0.003 0.018 0.046 
0.408 0.012 0.028 0.046 
0.398 0.012 0.029 0.046 
0.405 0.003 0.018 0.046 
0.413 0.012 0.028 0.046 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

28.13 0.470 0.012 0.032 0.074 
84.12 0.480 0.012 0.039 0.060 

121.43 0.485 0.012 0.036 0.046 
177.42 0.468 0.020 0.046 0.060 
214.73 0.311 0.020 0.057 0.060 
252.12 0.305 0.020 0.047 0.046 
313.68 0.299 0.028 0.040 0.031 
325.60 0.296 0.037 0.048 0.046 
414.58 0.291 0.037 0.052 0.046 
502.28 0.296 0.054 0.050 0.046 
589.98 0.420 0.062 0.080 0.060 
677.70 0.772 0.070 0.094 0.060 
709.42 0.898 0.070 0.107 0.074 
748.60 1.049 0.087 0.126 0.089 
789.67 1.197 0.096 0.139 0.089 
830.72 1.355 0.104 0.166 0.089 
871.77 1.521 0.112 0.172 0.074 
910.97 1.645 0.112 0.199 0.074 
978.13 1.795 0.121 0.218 0.118 

1187.15 1.907 0.129 0.253 0.118 
1250.58 1.943 0.121 0.265 0.132 
1328.97 1.853 0.129 0.271 0.147 
1356.95 1.876 0.137 0.292 0.118 
1384.95 1.816 0.154 0.277 0.118 
1462.27 1.748 0.154 0.264 0.118 
1604.10 2.036 0.171 0.279 0.132 
1838.68 2.106 0.163 0.286 0.132 
1988.75 2.254 0.179 0.299 0.147 
2160.43 2.392 0.196 0.320 0.176 
2302.25 2.545 0.196 0.330 0.147 
2481.40 2.693 0.213 0.346 0.176 
2615.77 2.843 0.205 0.354 0.176 
2727.73 2.888 0.221 0.346 0.176 
2817.30 2.832 0.221 0.349 0.161 
2933.53 2.755 0.213 0.358 0.176 
3284.87 2.843 0.213 0.345 0.190 
3472.70 2.996 0.230 0.367 0.190 
3704.10 3.124 0.230 0.371 0.205 
3860.85 3.241 0.238 0.382 0.205 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

3898.17 3.214 0.238 0.373 0.205 
3905.63 3.186 0.247 0.372 0.205 
3913.10 3.208 0.247 0.379 0.205 
3920.57 3.177 0.255 0.373 0.219 
3928.03 3.211 0.263 0.379 0.205 
3965.35 3.211 0.297 0.375 0.205 
3972.82 3.202 0.347 0,387 0.205 
3980.28 3.232 0.372 0.376 0.205 
3987.75 3.183 0.414 0.373 0.190 
3995.22 3.183 0.448 0.362 0.205 
4002.67 3.196 0.515 0.375 0.205 
4010.13 3.249 0.590 0.383 0.205 
4017.60 3.220 0.641 0.376 0.190 
4025.07 3.214 0.733 0.379 0.205 
4032.53 3.246 0.809 0.380 0.205 
4040.00 3.208 0.918 0.383 0.205 
4047.47 3.235 1.018 0.386 0.219 
4084.78 3.226 1.673 0.379 0.205 
4122.10 3.274 2.554 0.389 0.205 
4151.97 3.285 3.434 0.393 0.205 
4181.82 3.340 4.265 0.398 0.219 
4211.68 3.391 5.272 0.402 0.219 
4271.40 3.497 7.260 0.426 0.219 
4277.22 3.490 7.579 0.428 0.219 
4297.78 3.554 8.376 0.441 0.219 
4318.32 3.622 9.248 0.430 0.248 
4338.83 3.657 10.079 0.475 0.248 
4355.63 3.734 10.934 0.441 0.234 
4378.03 3.900 11.807 0.479 0.219 
4394.82 4.030 12.646 0.475 0.262 
4417.22 4.117 13.468 0.490 0.219 
4445.20 4.396 14.273 0.498 0.262 
4469.47 4.541 15.247 0.494 0.248 
4495.60 4.783 15.876 0.515 0.234 
4497.45 4.896 15.725 0.517 0.248 
4512.48 5.043 15.607 0.512 0.248 
4514.35 5.104 15.616 0.512 0.248 
4516.22 5.004 15.616 0.531 0.277 
4707.73 8.347 23.174 0.693 0.349 

--" _._--" .----.-.-. -.- .-~-~. -~~-.. -.-~ .. _- ------, "--
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t (min) H20 02 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

4756.25 9.196 25.288 0.736 0.335 
4890.60 13.712 33.653 0.903 0.407 
5024.97 19.618 42.210 1.090 0.450 
5181.72 29.329 50.423 1.354 0.552 
5405.65 48.431 59.080 1.734 0.667 
5637.05 75.906 67.621 2.136 0.769 
5890.83 113.067 74.634 2.566 0.899 
5905.87 114.003 75.716 2.567 0.899 
6159.65 155.720 79.827 2.907 1.029 
6256.68 173.486 84.374 2.986 1.072 
6353.73 195.069 88.166 3.083 ).130 
6458.23 222.301 92.293 3.268 1.202 
6622.45 273.974 100.817 3.474 1.318 
6697.08 300.164 103.611 3.537 1.448 
6846.38 359.660 107.629 3.773 1.463 
6876.23 371.277 106.597 3.772 1.564 

Table B-3.6 Impurity removal from N2 at 25°C. 
(Sample # RMF-728) 

C + Mn + Na + Li coated metal tubular filter. (Sintered powder) 
v = 940 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 16.9 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 1.8 ppb 
Challenge CO = 199 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = 0.66 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = 0.07 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

t (min) H20 02 CO CO2 CH4 = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

5.25 3.069 0.574 68.235 0.182 0.039 
7.45 1.897 0.572 134.454 0.137 0.021 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO CO2 CH4 = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

9.63 3.848 0.615 138.437 0.177 0.021 
11.82 5.543 0.698 139.575 0.228 0.025 

13.97 6.855 0.620 142.135 0.231 0.031 

16.12 7.774 0.828 133.031 0.270 0.023 
18.30 8.249 0.712 134.027 0.291 0.031 
20.47 8.660 0.699 140.571 0.323 0.037 
22.62 8.933 0.854 136.872 0.342 0.039 

24.77 9.343 0.775 144.269 0.365 0.032 

26.93 9.828 0.859 139.006 0.371 0.047 
29.08 10.067 0.890 139.717 0.375 0.037 
31.25 10.219 0.826 126.345 0.395 0.042 

33.42 10.144 0.928 136.445 0.405 0.038 

35.57 10.437 0.907 120.940 0.416 0.046 
37.73 10.704 0.819 139.859 0.405 0.052 
39.88 10.738 0.806 127.768 0.425 0.043 
42.05 10.857 0.912 136.872 0.431 0.037 
44.20 10.887 1.003 137.583 0.466 0.047 
46.37 11.223 0.966 147.399 0.453 0.047 
48.53 11.165 0.869 135.307 0.470 0.043 
50.70 11.046 0.895 133.031 0.457 0.041 
52.85 11.485 0.942 140.144 0.458 0.039 
55.02 11.517 0.859 145.407 0.465 0.051 
57.17 11.539 0.976 142.135 0.464 0.044 
59.33 11.527 0.929 135.023 0.495 0.058 
61.52 11.590 1.073 141.993 0.499 0.044 
63.70 11.660 0.918 133.458 0.510 0.044 
65.90 12.012 0.988 140.286 0.506 0.035 
68.07 11.934 0.913 138.579 0.472 0.053 
70.23 11.928 1.019 136.161 0.517 0.053 
72.38 11.896 0.943 131.609 0.486 0.051 
74.55 11.946 1.002 141.282 0.527 0.027 
76.72 12.014 1.036 139.717 0.495 0.040 
78.87 12.167 1.067 143.985 0.518 0.050 
81.02 11.908 1.006 144.554 0.561 0.058 
83.18 12.006 0.939 152.947 0.529 0.052 
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Table B-3.7 Impurity removal from N2 at 25°C. 
(Sample # RMF-803) 

t (min) 

0.000 
1.133 
2.267 
3.400 
4.533 
5.667 
6.800 
7.933 
9.067 

10.200 
11.333 
12.483 
13.617 
14.750 
15.883 
17.017 
18.150 
19.283 
20.433 
21.567 
22.700 
23.833 
24.967 
26.117 
27.250 

Mn + Na + Li + Mg coated metal tubular filter. (Sintered fiber) 
v = 732.2 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 493 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 294 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = 69 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = 0.98 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

1.013 0.181 0.084 0.006 
1.004 0.185 0.086 0.006 
1.004 0.186 0.085 0.006 
1.011 0.186 0.086 0.006 
1.018 0.188 0.085 0.006 
1.227 0.236 0.084 0.013 
1.052 0.256 0.107 0.023 
0.904 0.263 0.115 0.027 
0.940 0.249 0.112 0.029 
0.919 0.328 0.108 0.030 
1.062 0.202 0.094 0.027 
1.194 0.291 0.096 0.031 
1.169 0.271 0.114 0.022 
1.103 0.261 0.119 0.018 
1.153 0.313 0.118 0.038 
1.170 0.291 0.123 0.018 
1.336 0.313 0.107 0.025 
1.316 0.293 0.135 0.027 
1.222 0.298 0.129 0.033 
1.242 0.345 0.142 0.021 
1.379 0.313 0.127 0.027 
1.610 0.387 0.112 0.030 
1.567 0.352 0.114 0.031 
1.421 0.333 0.141 0.023 
1.320 0.365 0.151 0.027 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

28.383 1.426 0.380 0.153 0.035 
29.517 1.374 0.338 0.132 0.027 
31.833 1.681 0.496 0.162 0.008 
32.967 1.473 0.419 0.197 0.021 
34.117 1.343 0.399 0.209 0.025 
35.250 1.334 0.392 0.226 0.016 
36.383 1.401 0.424 0.200 0.017 
37.517 1.599 0.486 0.193 0.020 
38.667 1.691 0.446 0.197 0.033 
39.817 1.555 0.412 0.200 0.023 
40.950 1.393 0.402 0.222 0.020 
42.083 1.455 0.432 0.208 0.018 
43.217 1.579 0.506 0.209 0.014 
44.367 1.683 0.424 0.200 0.014 
45.517 1.711 0.432 0.218 0.034 
46.650 1.594 0.414 0.215 0.017 
47.800 1.529 0.451 0.218 0.020 
48.950 1.626 0.409 0.214 0.016 
50.083 1.703 0.439 0.208 0.020 
51.233 1.755 0.437 0.217 0.020 
52.383 1.687 0.461 0.203 0.016 
53.517 1.672 0.424 0.230 0.021 
54.650 1.542 0.464 0.238 0.026 
55.783 1.746 0.481 0.224 0.013 
56.917 1.764 0.508 0.232 0.013 
58.050 1.803 0.476 0.226 0.023 
59.200 1.849 0.444 0.207 0.027 
60.333 1.710 0.474 0.237 0.018 
61.467 1.651 0.481 0.242 0.022 
62.583 1.767 0.469 0.223 0.013 
63.717 1.811 0.513 0.203 0.023 
64.850 1.866 0.476 0.234 0.017 
66.000 1.775 0.489 0.245 0.014 
67.133 1.694 0.511 0.250 0.012 
68.267 1.814 0.392 0.246 0.008 
69.400 1.797 0.501 0.228 0.004 
70.533 1.806 0.471 0.216 0.010 
71.667 1.925 0.511 0.236 0.031 
72.800 1.865 0.511 0.243 0.018 

. __ .. - - .... - -_._-._- --" .. _--- ----------_ .. -_ .. -
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

73.933 1.733 0.476 0.243 0.001 
75.067 1.606 0.526 0.246 0.013 
76.200 1.814 0.481 0.239 0.013 
77.350 1.888 0.536 0.226 0.013 
78.483 1.903 0.503 0.242 0.021 
79.617 1.968 0.446 0.253 0.020 
80.750 1.743 0.466 0.262 0.020 
81.900 1.685 0.545 0.257 0.014 
83.033 1.733 0.456 0.248 0.008 
84.167 1.972 0.508 0.254 0.006 
85.300 2.042 0.521 0.246 0.020 
86.433 1.806 0.523 0.256 0.017 
87.583 1.745 0.558 0.254 0.020 
88.717 1.912 0.533 0.242 0.016 
89.850 2.088 0.555 0.241 0.017 
90.983 1.884 0.538 0.258 0.014 
92.117 1.904 0.489 0.274 0.017 
93.250 1.774 0.511 0.279 0.016 
94.383 1.909 0.511 0.255 0.016 
95.517 1.988 0.516 0.253 0.010 
96.667 1.972 0.565 0.245 0.016 
97.800 1.900 0.486 0.248 0.013 
98.933 1.954 0.570 0.257 0.014 

100.067 1.869 0.498 0.250 0.016 
101.200 1.756 0.526 0.262 0.010 
102.333 1.895 0.521 0.254 0.012 
103.467 1.900 0.563 0.248 0.023 
104.617 1.926 0.565 0.262 0.017 
105.750 1.987 0.513 0.271 0.017 
106.883 1.842 0.523 0.266 0.008 
108.033 1.765 0.503 0.264 0.023 
109.167 1.911 0.627 0.260 0.012 
110.317 1.964 0.568 0.254 0.008 
111.450 1.917 0.573 0.261 0.017 
112.583 2.109 0.526 0.250 0.014 
113.717 1.938 0.548 0.276 0.021 
114.833 1.691 0.585 0.281 0.004 
115.983 1.722 0.592 0.268 0.012 
117.100 2.002 0.521 0.247 0.008 

" ___ •• _-0_ 0• -.----------~- - --~~---. ------------
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

118.233 2.035 0.528 0.257 O.OlD 
119.367 1.919 0.538 0.268 0.009 
120.500 1.802 0.550 0.273 0.010 
121.633 1.765 . 0.600 0.262 0.014 
122.767 1.901 0.597 0.243 0.002 
123.900 2.098 0.622 0.252 0.013 
125.033 1.937 0.558 0.248 0.014 
126.167 2.015 0.560 0.270 0.013 
127.300 1.802 0.590 0.268 0.014 
128.433 1.739 0.555 0.271 0.005 
129.567 1.771 0.587 0.273 O.OlD 
130.700 2.027 0.575 0.262 0.010 
131.833 1.973 0.573 0.263 0.016 
132.983 1.934 0.545 0.287 0.013 
134.117 1.808 0.595 0.279 0.017 
135.250 1.794 0.632 0.281 0.013 
136.400 1.950 0.573 0.257 O.OlD 
137.533 2.049 0.565 0.258 O.OlD 
138.667 1.956 0.555 0.269 0.022 
139.800 1.800 0.6lD 0.289 0.020 
140.933 1.773 0.550 0.278 0.012 
142.067 1.758 0.600 0.273 0.013 
143.217 2.029 0.575 0.253 0.012 
144.350 2.005 0.600 0.269 O.OlD 
145.483 1.932 0.600 0.272 0.016 
146.617 1.761 0.600 0.281 0.002 
147.750 1.690 0.602 0.274 0.012 
148.900 1.804 0.664 0.266 0.009 
150.033 1.966 0.580 0.266 0.006 
151.183 2.122 0.587 0.261 0.013 
152.333 1.989 0.580 0.280 0.013 
153.483 1.711 0.595 0.287 0.026 
154.617 1.788 0.578 0.276 0.018 
155.750 1.933 0.627 0.266 0.008 
156.883 1.991 0.605 0.256 0.005 
158.017 2.025 0.607 0.268 0.017 
159.150 1.994 0.607 0.290 0.008 
160.283 1.801 0.560 0.286 0.012 
161.417 1.723 0.595 0.275 0.012 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

162.550 1.887 0.590 0.261 0.005 
163.683 2.049 0.585 0.251 0.006 
164.817 1.952 0.620 0.260 0.013 
165.950 2.025 0.615 0.279 0.009 
167.lDO 1.725 0.634 0.295 0.006 
168.250 1.684 0.595 0.283 0.017 
169.383 1.718 0.630 0.287 0.006 
170.517 1.830 0.627 0.250 0.006 
171.633 2.001 0.659 0.264 0.002 
172.767 1.968 0.545 0.262 0.006 
173.917 1.784 0.578 0.269 0.009 
175.050 1.870 0.570 0.281 O.OlD 
176.183 1.738 0.583 0.270 0.004 
177.317 1.877 0.573 0.278 0.006 
178.450 1.984 0.605 0.265 0.008 
179.583 1.945 0.607 0.269 0.005 
180.717 1.845 0.610 0.293 0.008 
181.850 1.688 0.644 0.297 0.014 
182.983 1.738 0.637 0.286 0.002 
184.133 1.745 0.617 0.266 0.002 
185.267 1.927 0.639 0.254 0.013 
186.400 1.981 0.647 0.279 O.OlD 
187.533 1.812 0.659 0.302 0.008 
188.667 1.765 0.642 0.298 O.OlD 
189.800 1.825 0.637 0.273 0.005 
190.933 1.859 0.664 0.277 0.009 
192.067 1.929 0.664 0.271 0.009 
193.200 1.822 0.652 0.282 0.009 
194.333 1.808 0.612 0.282 0.013 
195.467 1.681 0.644 0.283 0.005 
196.600 1.891 0.659 0.274 0.005 
197.733 1.943 0.672 0.265 0.001 
198.867 1.968 0.637 0.270 0.013 
200.017 1.935 0.627 0.280 0.012 
201.150 1.809 0.617 0.301 0.012 
202.283 1.886 0.689 0.282 0.012 
203.417 1.913 0.620 0.277 O.OlD 
204.550 1.979 0.681 0.262 O.OlD 
205.683 2.055 0.639 0.275 0.013 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

206.833 1.851 0.630 0.296 0.016 
207.967 1.797 0.669 0.309 0.006 
209.100 1.720 0.711 0.288 0.008 
210.233 1.796 0.622 0.267 0.012 
211.367 2.036 0.694 0.274 0.016 
212.500 2.038 0.597 0.282 0.012 
213.633 1.881 0.647 0.286 0.008 
214.767 1.706 0.657 0.296 0.012 
215.900 1.874 0.637 0.278 0.005 
217.033 1.863 0.622 0.265 0.005 
218.167 2.097 0.686 0.265 0.002 
219.317 1.953 0.654 0.283 0.012 
220.467 1.981 0.681 0.281 0.004 
221.600 1.687 0.607 0.283 0.012 
222.750 1.888 0.644 0.278 0.012 
223.883 1.935 0.701 0.260 0.012 
225.000 2.001 0.583 0.271 0.009 
226.133 1.905 0.637 0.290 0.023 
227.283 1.822 0.652 0.284 0.010 
228.417 1.736 0.612 0.293 0.009 
229.550 1.877 0.634 0.273 0.009 
230.683 1.961 0.625 0.271 0.002 
231.833 2.035 0.630 0.272 0.001 
232.967 1.989 0.674 0.276 0.013 
234.100 1.721 0.684 0.291 0.008 
235.250 1.800 0.691 0.291 0.001 
236.400 1.898 0.647 0.257 0.009 
237.533 2.042 0.667 0.265 0.006 
238.683 1.877 0.585 0.277 0.010 
239.833 1.771 0.652 0.288 0.009 
240.967 1.764 0.704 0.285 0.006 
242.100 1.832 0.721 0.283 0.002 
243.233 1.957 0.696 0.281 0.010 
244.383 1.934 0.657 0.272 0.012 
245.517 1.832 0.659 0.278 0.006 
246.650 1.755 0.662 0.280 0.012 
247.817 1.879 0.647 0.270 0.005 
249.050 2.065 0.654 0.259 0.009 
250.200 2.028 0.659 0.282 0.009 

----- --_ .. -.-- .. ----.--... ---_. ---~---. -------- --.--+ 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

251.333 1.868 0.652 0.305 0.009 
252.517 1.825 0.674 0.286 0.006 
253.700 1.757 0.659 0.288 0.006 
254.900 1.877 0.726 0.276 0.002 
256.lDO 2.023 0.639 0.282 0.008 
257.300 1.800 0.662 0.289 0.009 
258.450 1.893 0.679 0.293 0.008 
259.633 1.920 0.657 0.281 0.012 
260.817 1.903 0.664 0.280 O.OlD 
262.017 1.892 0.704 0.299 0.013 
263.167 1.816 0.699 0.291 0.012 
264.367 1.787 0.706 0.263 0.006 
265.583 2.031 0.654 0.276 0.009 
266.767 1.869 0.694 0.293 O.OlD 
267.933 1.745 0.701 0.293 0.012 
269.133 1.871 0.684 0.281 0.004 
270.350 1.948 0.674 0.256 0.005 
271.483 1.980 0.664 0.278 O.OlD 
272.633 1.913 0.617 0.274 0.012 
273.767 1.781 0.704 0.294 0.008 
274.900 1.787 0.662 0.289 0.005 
276.050 1.895 0.659 0.275 0.012 
277.200 1.974 0.617 0.278 0.001 
278.333 1.937 0.686 0.281 0.008 
279.467 1.729 0.696 0.296 0.009 
280.600 1.723 0.729 0.295 0.006 
281.733 1.765 0.652 0.285 0.009 
282.867 1.946 0.701 0.268 0.009 
284.000 1.989 0.677 0.269 O.OlD 
285.133 1.776 0.639 0.277 O.OlD 
286.267 1.696 0.652 0.292 0.013 
287.400 1.775 0.639 0.271 0.016 
288.533 1.801 0.681 0.275 0.005 
289.667 1.913 0.679 0.272 0.001 
290.800 1.945 0.719 0.287 0.008 
291.950 1.935 0.677 0.295 0.014 
293.083 1.764 0.709 0.280 0.006 
294.233 1.861 0.686 0.285 0.008 
295.367 2.035 0.699 0.278 0.008 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

296.517 1.959 0.669 0.274 0.014 
297.717 2.015 0.684 0.286 0.002 
298.917 1.737 0.674 0.294 0.012 
300.133 1.901 0.724 0.278 0.002 
301.317 1.984 0.709 0.281 0.010 
302.517 1.877 0.741 0.304 0.009 
303.700 1.797 0.729 0.275 0.012 
304.917 2.007 0.704 0.268 0.004 
306.100 2.126 0.674 0.266 0.004 
307.283 1.879 0.706 0.301 0.010 
308.467 1.843 0.669 0.299 0.006 
309.633 1.888 0.729 0.279 0.006 
310.850 2.023 0.716 0.275 0.005 
312.033 2.178 0.701 0.289 0.009 
313.233 1.972 0.689 0.272 0.009 
314.433 1.867 0.652 0.295 0.004 
315.650 2.061 0.724 0.271 0.008 
316.800 2.082 0.669 0.283 0.006 
317.933 1.971 0.721 0.282 0.008 
319.067 1.955 0.746 0.296 0.004 
320.200 1.892 0.657 0.297 0.002 
321.350 2.083 0.716 0.281 0.009 
322.483 2.068 0.701 0.283 0.008 
323.617 1.997 0.709 0.279 0.005 
324.750 1.843 0.756 0.296 0.005 
325.883 1.935 0.733 0.299 0.012 
327.017 1.964 0.701 0.277 0.005 
328.167 2.064 0.726 0.266 0.002 
329.300 2.165 0.726 0.283 0.006 
330.433 2.159 0.711 0.284 0.009 
331.583 2.009 0.716 0.292 0.008 
332.717 2.111 0.776 0.293 0.005 
333.850 1.970 0.691 0.280 0.008 
334.983 2.189 0.649 0.278 0.002 
336.117 2.259 0.689 0.275 0.009 
337.233 2.194 0.761 0.290 0.009 
338.383 2.047 0.684 0.299 0.010 
339.500 1.997 0.731 0.299 0.010 
340.633 1.895 0.753 0.297 0.012 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

341.767 2.01] 0.776 0.283 0.001 
342.900 2.191 0.689 0.287 0.006 
344.033 2.274 0.714 0.287 0.006 
345.167 2.131 0.699 0.274 0.005 
346.300 2.151 0.701 0.298 0.008 
347.450 2.069 0.763 0.290 0.008 
348.583 2.169 0.771 0.285 0.009 
349.717 2.261 0.763 0.276 0.005 

Table B-3.8 Impurity removal from N2 at 380°C. 
(Sample # RMF-805) 

Mn + Na + Li + Mg coated metal tubular filter. (Sintered fiber) 
v = 839 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 16.9 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 1.8 ppb 
Challenge CO = 199 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = 0.66 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = 0.07 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

t (min) H2O °2 CO CO2 CH4 = = > All concentrations in ppb 

5.23 0.232 0.224 8.342 0.011 0.104 
7.42 0.512 0.312 1.940 0.008 0.125 
9.58 0.522 0.234 5.923 0.008 0.121 

11.75 0.839 0.289 6.919 0.010 0.123 
13.92 1.153 0.320 3.363 0.020 0.130 
16.10 1.581 0.369 2.652 0.061 0.131 
18.28 1.916 0.371 6.492 0.018 0.135 
20.43 2.073 0.393 0.518 0.062 0.149 
22.58 1.649 0.349 10.618 0.092 0.181 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO CO2 CH4 = = > All concentrations in ppb 

24.75 2.305 0.395 7.204 0.110 0.156 
26.93 2.527 0.461 6.492 0.110 0.144 
29.12 2.688 0.408 2.367 0.086 0.156 
31.27 2.480 0.511 4.928 0.118 0.161 
33.43 2.758 0.536 11.898 0.158 0.166 
35.58 3.043 0.467 5.212 0.113 0.170 
37.75 2.969 0.548 5.354 0.130 0.160 
39.97 3.039 0.615 6.208 0.146 0.168 
42.15 3.157 0.513 7.061 0.175 0.148 
44.33 3.251 0.462 5.923 0.150 0.161 
46.52 3.287 0.574 5.923 0.163 0.158 
48.68 3.226 0.534 6.208 0.166 0.153 
50.85 3.330 0.662 6.066 0.181 0.169 
53.05 3.436 0.634 4.643 0.182 0.159 
55.23 3.443 0.599 4.643 0.180 0.153 
57.38 3.468 0.618 3.221 0.199 0.164 
59.53 3.637 0.638 8.484 0.187 0.165 
61.70 3.611 0.675 3.363 0.224 0.167 
63.88 3.514 0.642 1.514 0.207 0.150 
66.05 3.712 0.674 7.488 0.208 0.148 
68.23 3.792 0.659 7.915 0.203 0.145 
70.40 3.779 0.647 2.367 0.227 0.149 
72.57 3.674 0.658 8.484 0.220 0.156 
74.72 3.824 0.716 2.367 0.229 0.142 
76.88 3.842 0.710 2.225 0.228 0.153 
79.05 3.959 0.601 8.768 0.225 0.166 
81.22 3.821 0.732 3.078 0.243 0.170 
83.40 3.860 0.751 9.622 0.230 0.148 
85.60 3.984 0.842 0.660 0.247 0.154 
87.77 3.979 0.734 7.630 0.222 0.154 
89.93 3.937 0.750 6.919 0.259 0.156 
92.10 3.807 0.765 6.208 0.243 0.159 
94.28 4.142 0.765 9.053 0.243 0.166 
96.47 4.093 0.734 7.630 0.247 0.162 
98.68 3.959 0.787 6.066 0.229 0.158 

100.85 3.939 0.810 2.509 0.260 0.148 
103.03 4.034 0.780 5.212 0.229 0.158 
105.20 3.971 0.660 6.350 0.253 0.167 
107.37 4.034 0.853 7.915 0.273 0.147 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO CO2 CH4 = = > All concentrations in ppb 

109.53 4.099 0.869 5.212 0.273 0.164 
111.70 4.292 0.735 5.497 0.269 0.144 
113.85 4.007 0.684 4.074 0.260 0.139 
116.02 3.986 0.818 5.212 0.285 0.143 
118.18 4.173 0.824 10.191 0.301 0.163 
120.35 4.300 0.860 10.760 0.263 0.146 

Table B-3.9 Impurity removal from N2 at 25°C. 
(Sample # RMF-81O) 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.15 
2.30 
3.43 
4.57 
5.72 
6.85 
7.98 
9.12 

10.27 
11.40 
12.53 
13.67 

Na + Mg coated ceramic tubular filter. (80% Al20 3) 

v = 707.8 cc/min 
Challenge H20 = 200.0 ppb 
Challenge 02 = 221.2 ppb 
Challenge CO2 = 133.2 ppb 
Challenge CH4 = 0.749 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

H20 

1.415 
1.413 
1.410 
1.388 
1.374 
1.371 
5.345 
5.387 
5.205 
4.849 
4.795 
4.688 
5.060 

°2 

0.249 
0.246 
0.245 
0.245 
0.244 
0.240 
0.401 
0.424 
0.396 
0.364 
0.411 
0.429 
0.411 

CO2 

0.126 
0.125 
0.125 
0.126 
0.127 
0.126 
0.526 
0.512 
0.544 
0.544 
0.528 
0.507 
0.464 

CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

0.007 
0.007 
0.008 
0.008 
0.007 
0.007 
1.705 
1.332 
1.653 
1.844 
1.560 
1.485 
1.205 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

14.80 4.945 0.384 0.498 1.777 
15.97 4.856 0.335 0.507 1.585 
17.10 4.744 0.362 0.494 1.642 
18.23 4.644 0.382 0.492 1.802 
19.38 4.909 0.399 0.456 1.214 
20.52 4.920 0.414 0.482 1.386 
21.65 4.947 0.310 0.464 1.456 
22.78 4.693 0.411 0.478 1.481 
25.05 4.641 0.330 0.463 1.497 
26.20 4.687 0.327 0.433 1.182 
27.33 4.929 0.337 0.432 1.176 
28.47 4.855 0.387 0.433 1.036 
29.58 4.797 0.357 0.458 1.625 
30.73 4.712 0.315 0.464 1.139 
31.87 4.744 0.320 0.445 1.012 
33.00 4.683 0.342 0.435 1.069 
34.13 4.899 0.310 0.420 1.143 
35.27 4.884 0.265 0.423 1.013 
36.40 4.756 0.325 0.416 0.839 
37.55 4.557 0.330 0.432 0.913 
38.70 4.575 0.364 0.388 0.798 
39.85 4.831 0.322 0.399 1.832 
40.98 4.790 0.354 0.389 0.814 
42.13 4.799 0.384 0.418 0.695 
43.27 4.654 0.312 0.415 1.017 
44.42 4.498 0.302 0.415 0.740 
45.55 4.468 0.359 0.393 0.988 
46.70 4.688 0.416 0.392 0.824 
47.83 4.694 0.342 0.370 0.894 
48.97 4.674 0.310 0.388 0.620 
50.10 4.586 0.317 0.393 0.673 
51.23 4.428 0.379 0.394 0.548 
52.37 4.454 0.307 0.369 0.596 
53.50 4.556 0.295 0.357 0.559 
54.63 4.452 0.340 0.354 0.439 
55.78 4.697 0.307 0.386 0.527 
56.92 4.290 0.297 0.374 0.633 
58.05 4.379 0.273 0.374 0.457 
59.18 4.346 0.273 0.358 0.403 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

60.32 4.567 0.293 0.341 0.407 
61.45 4.559 0.352 0.349 0.424 
62.58 4.476 0.258 0.350 0.543 
63.73 4.352 0.300 0.377· 0.500 
64.87 4.108 0.320 0.367 0.386 
66.00 4.250 0.349 0.350 0.336 
70.63 4.105 0.255 0.374 0.336 
71.80 3.691 0.228 0.362. 0.368 
72.95 3.584 0.211 0.375 0.332 
74.10 3.739 0.297 0.352 0.291 
75.23 3.876 0.275 0.352, 0.282 
76.37 3.700 0.258 0.364 0.316 
77.50 3.695 0.283 0.375 0.349 
78.63 3.647 0.320 0.357 0.337 
79.77 3.849 0.320 0.344 0.448 
80.90 3.983 0.310 0.343 0.324 
82.05 3.972 0.263 0.350 0.334 
83.18 3.847 0.283 0.365 0.441 
84.33 3.677 0.285 0.364 0.474 
85.47 3.663 0.201 0.374 0.313 
86.60 3.691 0.226 0.359 0.340 
87.72 3.879 0.263 0.341 0.272 
88.85 3.933 0.265 0.321 0.235 
89.98 3.935 0.268 0.331 0.275 
91.12 3.741 0.250 0.355 0.196 
92.25 3.597 0.268 0.372 0.184 
93.38 3.748 0.290 0.352 0.280 
94.52 3.892 0.327 0.324 0.287 
95.65 4.081 0.260 0.348 0.249 
96.80 3.912 0.246 0.341 0.241 
97.93 3.966 0.250 0.358 0.181 
99.07 3.661 0.248 0.356 0.169 

100.20 3.604 0.231 0.347 0.246 
101.33 3.704 0.302 0.333 0.181 
102.48 3.743 0.238 0.334 0.218 
103.62 3.817 0.223 0.311 0.194 
104.77 3.791 0.300 0.342 0.216 
105.90 3.811 0.278 0.337 0.221 
107.03 3.659 0.260 0.342 0.198 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

108.18 3.627 0.226 0.322 0.165 
109.32 3.612 0.179 0.329 0.187 
110.45 3.806 0.181 0.310 0.152 
111.58 3.756 0.310 0.334 0.198 
112.72 3.691 0.270 0.340 0.160 
113.85 3.578 0.208 0.356 0.233 
115.00 3.614 0.268 0.312 0.206 
116.15 3.547 0.288 0.324 0.226 
117.28 3.699 0.194 0.299 0.238 
118.42 3.876 0.228 0.308 0.201 
119.55 3.783 0.243 0.328 0.246 
120.68 3.509 0.357 0.331 0.225 
121.82 3.477 0.228 0.325 0.138 
122.95 3.475 0.258 0.311 0.132 
124.08 3.550 0.265 0.300 0.134 
125.22 3.727 0.216 0.302 0.128 
126.35 3.732 0.246 0.310 0.147 
127.48 3.619 0.243 0.337 0.160 
128.62 3.415 0.280 0.319 0.222 
129.75 3.474 0.285 0.332 0.110 
130.88 3.625 0.246 0.296 0.200 
132.02 3.564 0.216 0.286 0.139 
133.15 3.607 0.248 0.304 0.128 
134.28 3.524 0.198 0.329 0.138 
135.42 3.472 0.236 0.328 0.250 
136.55 3.423 0.233 0.303 0.123 
137.68 3.581 0.258 0.286 0.139 
138.82 3.672 0.216 0.304 0.132 
139.95 3.409 0.233 0.316 0.135 
141.07 3.295 0.248 0.299 0.192 
142.20 3.469 0.248 0.302 0.263 
143.33 3.544 0.238 0.296 0.218 
144.47 3.543 0.273 0.302 0.249 
145.60 3.480 0.253 0.306 0.250 
146.73 3.448 0.223 0.315 0.173 
147.87 3.323 0.278 0.324 0.132 
149.00 3.428 0.265 0.297 0.122 
150.13 3.551 0.265 0.288 0.118 
151.27 3.565 0.194 0.284 0.168 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

152.40 3.526 0.273 0.290 0.313 
153.53 3.557 0.265 0.298 0.294 
154.68 3.336 0.273 0.323 0.146 
155.82 3.283 0.278 0.324 0.134 
156.97 3.225 0.268 0.287 0.296 
158.10 3.452 0.255 0.286 0.152 
159.25 3.449 0.231 0.297 0.233 
160.40 3.398 0.241 0.289 0.136 
161.53 3.250 0.218 0.305 0.136 
162.67 3.220 0.270 0.284 0.101 
163.82 3.391 0.290 0.287 0.208 
164.95 3.456 0.273 0.278 0.138 
166.08 3.493 0.189 0.297 0.132 
167.23 3.385 0.223 0.297 0.123 
168.37 3.237 0.307 0.269 0.085 
169.50 3.430 0.263 0.284 0.187 
170.63 3.514 0.221 0.280 0.115 
171.77 3.514 0.206 0.287 0.208 
172.90 3.258 0.265 0.291 0.091 
174.03 3.190 0.198 0.291 0.089 
175.17 3.466 0.260 0.266 0.089 
176.32 3.480 0.255 0.269 0.136 
177.45 3.589 0.179 0.266 0.081 
178.58 3.428 0.238 0.284 0.146 
179.72 3.270 0.208 0.304 0.089 
180.87 3.274 0.166 0.289 0.069 
182.00 3.370 0.250 0.285 0.102 
183.13 3.461 0.283 0.262 0.270 
184.28 3.345 0.231 0.290 0.192 
185.43 3.378 0.280 0.303 0.163 
186.57 3.144 0.186 0.299 0.127 
187.70 3.170 0.198 0.293 0.113 
188.85 3.355 0.201 0.264 0.115 
189.98 3.294 0.196 0.272 0.146 
191.13 3.235 0.231 0.290 0.119 
192.27 3.151 0.223 0.303 0.102 
193.40 3.099 0.268 0.263 0.138 
194.53 3.325 0.189 0.269 0.217 
195.67 3.379 0.169 0.252 0.128 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

196.80 3.290 0.288 0.274 0.143 
197.93 3.022 0.263 0.298 0.111 
199.05 3.143 0.268 0.281 0.202 
200.20 3.225 0.236 0.271 0.379 
201.33 3.261 0.226 0.250 0.128 
202.47 3.331 0.216 0.258 0.150 
203.60 3.218 0.211 0.267 0.109 
204.73 3.230 0.191 0.288 0.093 
205.88 3.089 0.206 0.270 0.126 
207.25 3.088 0.236 0.268 0.185 
208.43 3.271 0.208 0.261 0.111 
209.57 3.194 0.246 0.285 0.184 
210.72 3.046 0.159 0.274 0.062 
211.85 3.012 0.238 0.275 0.115 
213.00 3.089 0.228 0.256 0.103 
214.13 3.310 0.258 0.243 0.064 
215.28 3.289 0.218 0.268 0.156 
216.43 3.344 0.273 0.261 0.117 
217.58 3.161 0.255 0.255 0.084 
218.72 3.017 0.243 0.278 0.068 
219.87 3.135 0.206 0.261 0.057 
221.00 3.298 0.241 0.248 0.044 
222.15 3.317 0.218 0.261 0.035 
223.32 3.253 0.223 0.261 0.068 
224.45 2.982 0.275 0.263 0.044 
225.68 3.022 0.194 0.232 0.055 
226.82 3.256 0.189 0.241 0.109 
228.00 3.249 0.124 0.256 0.073 
229.13 3.067 0.258 0.265 0.088 
230.30 2.983 0.246 0.250 0.056 
231.45 3.011 0.246 0.263 0.043 
232.60 3.241 0.218 0.247 0.043 
233.73 3.168 0.176 0.245 0.121 
234.88 3.075 0.233 0.267 0.047 
236.03 2.957 0.179 0.282 0.618 
237.17 2.932 0.198 0.270 0.315 
238.32 3.214 0.280 0.235 0.200 
239.47 3.223 0.206 0.239 0.139 
240.62 3.294 0.248 0.262 0.173 

-_.. .- - .. -,...-- ......... --~-. - -----. ---"--- ----.-.-- . 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

241.75 3.117 0.211 0.260 0.093 
242.88 3.033 0.191 0.250 0.082 
244.02 2.956 0.196 0.232 0.057 
245.17 3.149 0.243 0.244 0.185 
246.32 3.174 0.191 0.226 0.122 
247.45 3.190 0.213 0.233 0.205 
248.60 3.083 0.151 0.244 0.123 
249.75 3.033 0.268 0.251 0.084 
250.88 3.056 0.156 0.251 0.107 
252.03 3.238 0.241 0.239 0.044 
253.17 3.227 0.213 0.246 0.056 
254.32 3.111 0.211 0.255 0.119 
255.45 3.038 0.196 0.265 0.146 
256.60 3.028 0.233 0.249 0.056 
257.90 2.940 0.231 0.229 0.080 
259.05 3.213 0.194 0.236 0.062 
260.22 3.091 0.223 0.244 0.070 
261.35 2.913 0.196 0.253 0.070 
262.48 2.907 0.263 0.244 0.055 
263.62 3.161 0.255 0.230 0.291 
264.75 3.180 0.241 0.228 0.128 
265.88 3.186 0.213 0.229 0.072 
267.03 3.204 0.265 0.236 0.082 
268.20 2.964 0.179 0.246 0.037 
269.33 3.112 0.213 0.227 0.070 
270.48 3.158 0.265 0.218 0.418 
271.62 3.187 0.203 0.230 0.036 
272.77 3.145 0.236 0.247 0.069 
273.92 2.976 0.285 0.256 0.066 
275.05 2.972 0.149 0.222 0.056 
276.18 3.105 0.255 0.220 0.163 
277.33 3.225 0.258 0.219 0.049 
278.47 3.109 0.226 0.238 0.073 
279.62 2.799 0.198 0.238 0.061 
280.75 2.931 0.250 0.235 0.058 
282.02 3.037 0.203 0.215 0.039 
283.17 3.214 0.213 0.217 0.082 
284.30 3.155 0.164 0.230 0.058 
285.45 2.986 0.174 0.240 0.052 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

286.83 2.927 0.179 0.220 0.066 
288.13 3.074 0.213 0.237 0.040 
289.28 2.934 0.174 0.241 0.045 
290.43 2.905 0.223 0.215 0.055 
291.57 3.063 0.290 0.213 0.023 
292.75 3.130 0.206 0.216 0.029 
293.92 3.029 0.238 0.237 0.039 
295.05 2.773 0.206 0.241 0.074 
296.20 2.936 0.191 0.222 0.094 
297.37 3.001 0.285 0.224 0.105 
298.50 3.174 0.186 0.220 0.062 
299.65 3.056 0.273 0.215 0.024 
300.82 2.900 0.258 0.232 0.105 
301.95 2.827 0.233 0.238 0.069 
303.13 2.941 0.250 0.211 0.033 
304.27 3.064 0.280 0.201 0.258 
305.40 2.956 0.270 0.219 0.154 
306.57 3.106 0.191 0.229 0.119 
307.70 2.930 0.278 0.222 0.082 
308.83 2.923 0.213 0.232 0.080 
310.83 2.926 0.238 0.227 0.047 
312.17 2.948 0.268 0.186 0.052 
313.98 3.004 0.340 0.227 0.081 
315.12 3.093 0.387 0.222 0.049 
316.27 3.070 0.520 0.230 0.053 
317.60 2.925 0.597 0.235 0.057 
318.75 3.013 0.768 0.202 0.238 
319.88 3.094 0.973 0.235 0.032 
321.02 2.993 1.094 0.223 0.053 
322.17 2.974 1.398 0.253 0.025 
323.43 2.980 1.661 0.238 0.064 
324.58 3.048 2.210 0.205 0.081 
325.72 3.210 2.915 0.220 0.041 
326.85 3.190 3.823 0.233 0.045 
327.98 2.976 4.857 0.245 0.070 
329.12 2.829 6.371 0.254 0.039 
330.25 2.961 7.962 0.254 0.024 
331.38 3.163 9.744 0.238 0.037 
332.52 3.241 11.862 0.263 0.085 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

333.67 3.153 13.997 0.281 0.076 
334.80 3.129 16.320 0.335 0.074 
335.93 3.075 18.693 0.333 0.051 
337.08 3.179 20.825 0.314 0.025 
338.23 3.460 23.411 0.322 0.041 
339.37 3.458 25.823 0.335 0.036 
340.50 3.547 28.307 0.367 0.043 
341.63 3.366 30.410 0.389 0.035 
342.77 3.369 32.627 0.409 0.056 
343.90 3.459 34.515 0.409 0.039 
345.03 3.588 36.331 0.402 0.035 
346.17 3.584 38.016 0.415 0.061 
347.30 3.581 39.471 0.439 0.055 
348.45 3.527 40.960 0.449 0.081 
349.58 3.575 42.353 0.446 0.076 
350.72 3.542 43.543 0.444 0.023 
351.85 3.891 44.528 0.458 0.089 
355.32 1.265 0.230 0.107 0.006 
356.45 1.261 0.230 0.105 0.007 
357.58 1.256 0.232 0.105 0.007 
358.72 1.251 0.231 0.103 0.007 
359.85 1.235 0.230 0.105 0.006 
360.98 1.231 0.230 0.104 0.007 
362.13 1.228 0.230 0.103 0.007 
363.25 1.231 0.228 0.102 0.006 
364.42 1.231 0.230 0.102 0.006 
365.53 1.228 0.232 0.103 0.007 
366.67 1.217 0.228 0.103 0.007 
367.80 1.130 0.232 0.102 0.007 
368.93 1.141 0.232 0.101 0.008 
370.07 1.139 0.236 0.100 0.007 
371.20 1.144 0.237 0.101 0.007 
372.33 1.144 0.233 0.100 0.008 
373.47 1.150 0.235 0.102 0.009 
374.60 1.134 0.233 0.102 0.008 
375.73 1.137 0.236 0.100 0.008 
376.87 1.141 0.236 0.100 0.008 
378.02 1.145 0.235 0.098 0.008 
379.15 1.143 0.238 0.101 0.008 
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t (min) H2O °2 CO2 CH4 = = = = > All concentrations in ppb 

380.28 1.147 0.238 0.100 0.009 
381.42 1.137 0.234 0.100 0.008 
382.55 1.131 0.236 0.101 0.007 
383.70 1.130 0.236 0.099 0.008 
384.83 1.134 0.237 0.099 0.008 
385.97 1.136 0.235 0.099 0.008 
387.12 1.135 0.235 0.100 0.008 
388.25 1.132 0.235 0.100 0.008 
389.38 1.125 0.234 0.099 0.007 
390.53 1.136 0.237 0.098 0.007 

Table B-3.1O Impurity removal from N2 at 25°C. 
(Sample # RMF-81l) 

Na + Mg coated ceramic tubular filter. (80% Al20 3) 
v = 794.5 cc/min 
Challenge CO = 179 ppb 
Outlet concentrations in ppb are given below. 

t (min) CO (ppb) 

0.00 2.643573 
0.32 2.461258 
0.62 2.096627 
0.90 2.187785 
1.23 2.096627 
1.52 2.461258 
1.80 2.096627 
2.12 2.005469 
2.45 2.096627 
2.73 2.096627 
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t (min) CO (ppb) 

3.03 2.278943 
3.32 2.187785 
3.60 2.187785 
3.88 2.187785 
4.18 2.096627 
4.48 2.187785 
4.78 2.005469 
5.07 2.005469 
5.37 2.187785 
5.68 2.278943 
5.97 2.096627 
6.25 1.731996 
6.53 2.3701 
6.85 2.278943 
7.15 1.914312 
7.43 2.005469 
7.73 2.187785 
8.03 2.187785 
8.33 2.005469 
8.62 2.278943 
8.90 2.187785 
9.20 2.278943 
9.50 2.187785 
9.78 2.096627 
10.08 2.3701 
10.38 2.3701 
10.67 2.3701 
10.95 2.461258 
11.27 2.278943 
11.57 2.096627 
11.85 2.187785 
12.13 2.005469 
12.42 2.278943 
12.70 2.278943 
12.98 2.3701 
13.27 2.187785 
13.55 2.187785 
13.83 2.005469 
14.12 2.187785 
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t (min) CO (ppb) 

14.40 2.461258 
14.70 1.914312 
14.98 39.20088 
15.27 111.6761 
15.55 121.3394 
15.85 114.8972 
16.13 118.1183 

16.42 118.1183 
16.70 110.0655 
17.00 118.1183 
17.30 105.2338 
17.58 114.8972 
17.87 108.455 
18.20 121.3394 
18.48 119.7289 
18.78 110.0655 
19.07 124.5606 
19.37 116.5078 
19.63 119.7289 
19.93 121.3394 
20.20 114.8972 
20.52 114.8972 
20.80 126.1711 
21.10 118.1183 
21.42 118.1183 
21.70 111.6761 
22.00 108.455 
22.30 111.6761 
22.62 121.3394 
22.90 124.5606 
23.18 124.5606 
23.48 118.1183 
23.77 119.7289 
24.08 105.2338 
24.38 124.5606 
24.68 127.7817 
24.95 124.5606 
25.23 131.0028 
25.52 122.95 
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t (min) CO (ppb) 

25.82 121.3394 
26.10 121.3394 
26.38 129.3922 
26.67 126.1711 
26.97 129.3922 
27.27 127.7817 
27.55 127.7817 
27.83 126.1711 
28.12 121.3394 
28.45 119.7289 
28.75 116.5078 
29.03 114.8972 
29.32 121.3394 
29.62 129.3922 
29.90 122.95 
30.18 124.5606 
30.47 124.5606 
30.75 127.7817 
31.03 121.3394 
31.32 127.7817 
31.60 127.7817 
31.88 113.2866 
33.65 163.214 
33.93 180.9302 
34.22 184.1513 
34.55 172.8774 
34.83 180.9302 
35.12 185.7618 
35.43 180.9302 
35.72 182.5407 
36.00 187.3724 
36.28 177.709 
36.60 195.4252 
36.88 179.3196 
37.22 188.983 
37.50 179.3196 
37.78 179.3196 
38.07 177.709 
38.37 185.7618 

.. - -~--.--.-.--~.----... ----.. --.---. ---
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t (min) CO (ppb) 

38.65 184.1513 
38.95 185.7618 
39.25 180.9302 
39.55 187.3724 
39.83 176.0985 
40.12 171.2668 
40.42 176.0985 
40.70 185.7618 
40.98 179.3196 
41.27 184.1513 
41.57 184.1513 
41.87 188.983 
42.15 171.2668 
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APPENDIX C-l 

NUMERICAL CODE FOR TUBESIM.FOR 

C *** OXYGEN DESORPTION SIMULATION WITH DISPLAY PLOT *** 
COX Y G END E S 0 R P T ION. 
C This program simulates the situation where a carrier gas 
C flows through a tube. The program takes into account the 
C adsorption, desorption, convection, dispersion, and 
C accumulation of impurity in the system. 
C 
C All variables used in this program are dimensionless EXCEPT 
C the TIME variable, which maintains its TIME UNITS (minutes). 
C 
C Specification for 10cal variables. 
C 

C 

INTEGER LDY,NPDES,NX 
PARAMETER (NPDES = 2, NX = 11, LDY = NPDES) 

INTEGER I,IDO,J,NOUT,ITR,IITR,K 
CHARACfER DATFILE*lS 
REAL FCNBC, FCNUT, FLOAT, HINIT, T, TEND, TMAX, TOL, 
+ XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX) 

COMMON /param/ AK,dkl,dk2 
COMMON /V ARS/ TEMP,CINLET 

COMMON IBUF(16) 
DIMENSION WK(2*NX*NPDES*( l2*NPDES* *2 + 21 *NPDES + 9» 
DIMENSION IWK(2*NX*NPDES) 

C It is very important that the following dimension 
C statements be of correct array size. 

DIMENSION CG(O:400),TIME(O:400),Xl(O:400),Yl(O:400) 
DIMENSION X2(lOO),Y2(lOO) 

C Xl and Yl are theoretical predictions and X2 and Y2 are expo values 
INTRINSIC FLOAT 
EXTERNAL FCNBC,FCNUT,M2LCH 
WRITE(*,*) 'ENTER NAME OF DATA FILE' 
READ '(A)"DATFILE 
OPEN (UNIT=l,FILE=DATFILE,STATUS='OLD',READONLY) 



C 
open (unit = 1,file = 'ssld.exp',status='old',readonly) 

READ( 1, *) (X2(I), Y2(1),1 = 1,45) 
CLOSE(UNIT= 1) 
WRITE (*, * ) 'Adsorption Rate Constant, AK = ' 
READ (*,*) AK . 

C WRITE (*,*) 'Initial Surface Concentration, CSO = , mole/cm2' 
C READ (*, *) CSO 
C 

WRlTE(*,*) 'DK1 = ' 
READ (*,*) dk1 
write (*, *) 'DK2 = ' 
read (*, *) dk2 

CINLET = 108.4 
TEMP = 302.0 

C Set uniform breakpoints and initial conditions. 
C 

DO 10 I = 1,NX 
XBREAK(I) = FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NX-1) 
Y(l,l) = 1.0 
Y(2,1) = 1.0 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C Set parameters for MOLCH. 
C 

C 

C 

TOL = 1.0E-5 
HINIT = 0.000001 
T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 
TMAX = 60.0 
TEND = 0.50 

ITR = 1 
CG(O) = 1.0 
TIME(O) = 0.0 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C Solve the problem. 
C 
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C 
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CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK,TOL, 
& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

C Print results. 
C 
C PRINT*, 'SOLUTION AT TIME = ',T 
C DO J1=l,NX 
C WRITE (*,100) (Y(Il,J1),1l = 1,NPDES) 
C END DO 
ClOO FORMAT(lX,ll(FlO.5» 
C 

CG(ITR) = Y(1,NX) 
c »»»»»»»»»»»»> 

TIME(ITR) = T 
C 
C PRINT*,'CG(ITR) =',CG(ITR),'TIME(ITR) =',TIME(ITR) 

TEND = TEND + 0.50 
ITR=ITR+1 

IF (TEND. LE. TMAX) GOTO 20 
C 
C****************************************************************** 
C PLOT THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING 
C DISSPLA. 
C****************************************************************** 
C 
C DATA ASSIGNMENT 
C 

IITR = ITR + 1 
DO 30 J = 1,IITR 
K = J - 1 
Xl(K) = TIME(K) 
Yl(K) = CG(K) 

30 CONTINUE 

C 

WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER LASERP' 
READ (*, *) LASERP 
call setenv (lO,LASERP) 

CALL HWROT(,AUTO') 
CALL NOBRDR 
CALL RESET(, ALL') 
CALLINTAXS 



CALL YAXANG(O.) 
CALL AREA2D(6.,8.) 
CALLTRIPLX 
CALL YNAME('Cg/Cgo $',100) 
CALL XNAME('Time (min)$',100) 
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CALL HEADIN(,OXYGEN DESORPTION FROM 316L$',100,1.5,3) 
CALL HEADIN(,ELECTROPOLISHED STAINLESS STEEL$',100,1.5,3) 
CALL HEADIN('Temp = 29C, L = 12", id = 0.62"$',100,1.5,3) 

C 

C 

C 

CALL GRAF(O.O, 10.0,60.0,0.0,0.1, 1.0) 
CALL THKFRM(.03) 
CALL FRAME 
CALL CURVE (X1,Y1,121,0) 
CALL CURVE (X2,Y2,45,-1) 

CALL ENDPL(O) 

CALL DONEPL 
C END OF PLOTTING PROGRAM. 
C 

C 
C 

C 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES,X,T,U,UX,UXX,UT) 
INTEGER NPDES 
REAL X,T,U(2),UX(2),UXX(2),UT(2),DN,AM,PAR1,PAR2,PAR3, 

& PAR4,PAR5,PAR6,DK,CGO,TEMP 
REALEXP 
COMMON /stuff/ AL,DZ,PI,DI,XAREA,FV 
COMMON /param/ AK,dk1,dk2 
COMMON /V ARS/ TEMP,CINLET 
INTRINSIC EXP 

C Adjustable parameters. 
C 
C DN = Desorption reaction order. 
C AM = Adsorption reaction order. 
C 

DN = 1.0 
AM = 1.0 



C 
C System characteristics. 
C 
C CSO = Initial surface concentration. (gmol 02/ cm2 surface) 
C CGO = 02 conc. at the system enterance. (gmol 02/cm3 gas) 
C DI = Inside diameter of the tube. (cm) 
C AL = Length of the tube. (cm) 
C FV = Volumetric gas flow rate. (cm3/min) 
C DZ = Dispersion coefficient of 02 in the z direction. (cm2/min) 
C TEMP = System temperature. (K) 
C 

C 
C 

CGO = (CINLET* 1.0E-9*273.0)/(22400.0*TEMP) 

C Define the rate constants for desorption. 
C 

C 

dk = (dkl *dk2)/(dk2*u(2)+dkl *(1.0-u(2») 
CSO = (AK/DKI)*CGO 

C Define the coefficients of the terms in the set of PDEs. 
C 

C 

PARI = (4.0/DI)*DK*(CSO**DN/CGO) 
PAR2 = (4.0/DI)*AK*CGO**(AM-1.0) 
PAR3 = (4.0*FV)/(PI*AL*DI**2) 
PAR4 = DZ/AL**2 
PARS = AK*CGO**AM/CSO 
PAR6 = DK*CSO**(DN-1.0) 

C Define the (set of) partial differential equation/so 
C 

C 

C 
C 

UT(I) = PARI *U(2)**DN - PAR2*U(1)**AM - PAR3*UX(1) + 
& PAR4*UXX(1) 

UT(2) = PARS*U(l)**AM - PAR6*U(2)**DN 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES,X,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMP) 
INTEGER NPDES 
REAL X,T,ALPHA(2),BETA(2),GAMP(2),BTA 
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C 

C 

C 

COMMON /stuff/ AL,DZ,PI,DI,XAREA,FV 

PI = 3.141592654 
DI = 1.5748 
AL = 30.48 
DZ = 19.534 
XAREA = (PI/4)*DI**2 
FV = 160.0 

BTA = (DZ*XAREA)/(AL*FV) 

C DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
C 

IF «T.LT.0.0001) .OR. (T.GT.1.0» GOTO 31 
CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.5) THEN 
ALPHA(l) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = -0.8413 

C GAMP(l) is delta Cg over delta t. Delta t was taken as 1 min. 
C 

c 

c 

c 

c 

C 

C 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ENDIF 

GOTO 32 

31 CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.0.5) THEN 
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C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

ALPHA( 1) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ENDIF 

32 CONTINUE 
C 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SETENV (IOUT,LASERP) 
COMMON YDLRA Y (2030) 
COMMON IBUF(16) 

c ibuf must be defined in main program as common ibuf(16) 
c array ydlray is used in smoothing, may not be needed if 
c other sort of routine is being used. check the manual in 
c room geo _110 

c iout is name of file in which error messages etc are written 
c by disspla (INPUT) 

c laserp is integer which invokes appropriate printer 
c = 0 for tektronix 4010 (light writer in room 10) 
c = -1 for tektronix printer (in computer center/geo 110) 
c = 1 for postscript printer (in computer center) -
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c = 2 for xerox printer (in computer center) 

IF (LASERP.EQ.O) THEN 
ibuf(l) =5 
call iomgr (ibuf, -102) 
CALL TK401O(960) 

C CALL HWROT ('MOVIE') 

ELSE IF (LASERP.EQ.-1) THEN 
ibuf(l)=5 
call iomgr (ibuf, -102) 
ibuf(l)=0 
ibuf(2) = 1 
ibuf(3)= 1 
call iomgr (ibug, -111) 
CALL TK401O(960) 
CALL HWROT ('MOVIE') 

ELSE IF (LASERP.EQ.1) THEN 
IBUF(l)=5 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-102) 
IBUF(l)=3 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-l04) 
CALL PSCRPT (7.9,10.78,0.0139) 
CALLCOMPLX 

c CALL HWROT ('MOVIE') 
CALL THKCRV (0.025) 

ELSE IF (LASERP.EQ.2) THEN 
CALLXX3700 

c CALLCOMPLX 
CALL THKCRV (0.025) 

END IF 

* CALL SETDEV (IOUT,IOUT) 
CALL NOBRDR 
CALL GRACE (0.0) 
CALL SCLPIC (0.8) 
CALL SCLPIC (1.25) 
CALLBLSYM 
CALLXREVTK 



CALL YREVTK 
CALL Y AXEND (,NOLAST) 
CALL Y AXANG (0.0) 
CALLLEGLIN 
CALL THKFRM (0.02) 
CALL RASPLN (9.0) 
CALL YINTAX 
CALL BASALF ('L/CSTD') 
CALL MIXALF ('STANDARD') 
CALL MX3ALF ('GREEK','!') 
CALL MX4ALF (,INSTRUCTION','?') 
CALL MX5ALF ('L/CGRE','*') 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DASHDD 
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COMMON RATIOL(lO) MUST ALSO BE DEFINED IN CALLING 
PROGRAM 

COMMON RATIOL(lO) 

RATIOL(l) =0.70 
RATIOL(2) =0.07 
RATIOL(3) =0.03 
RATIOL(4) =0.07 
RATIOL(S) =0.03 
RATIOL(6) =0.07 
CALL MRSCOD (0.48S,6,RA TIOL) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE MYDASH 
COMMON RATIOL(lO) MUST ALSO BE DEFINED IN CALLING 
PROGRAM 
COMMON RATIOL(lO) 

RATIOL(l) =0.80 
RATIOL(2) =0.20 
CALL MRS COD (0.30,2,RA TIOL) 



RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PICTUR (ISYM) 
REAL X(lO),Y(lO),GAP(l) 
IF (ISYM.EQ.l) THEN 
NPTS=3 
X(l)=O.O 
Y(l)=O.O 
X(2) =0.08 
Y(2) =0.0 
X(3) =0.04 
Y(3) =0.069282 
ELSE IF (ISYM.EQ.2) THEN 
NPTS=3 
X(l)=O.O 
Y(l)=O.O 
X(2) =0.08 
Y(2) =0.0 
X(3) =0.04 
Y (3) = -0.069282 
ELSE IF (ISYM.EQ.3) THEN 
NPTS=4 
X(l) =-0.04 
Y(l)=O.OO 
X(2) =0.0 
Y(2) =0.04 
X(3) =0.04 
Y(3) =0.0 
X(4) =0.00 
Y(4) =-0.04 
END IF 
GAP(l) =0.0 
CALL PIerRC (X, Y,NPTS) 
CALL SHADE (X, Y,NPTS,O.O,GAP, 1,0,0) 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX C-2 

NUMERICAL CODE FOR TUBEOPT.FOR 

C Estimates THREE parameters simultaneously. 
C Adsorption/Desorption in tubes. 

C THE FOLLOWING CODE USES MARQUARDTS NON-LINEAR 
C STEEPEST DECENT OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHIM FOR 
C PARAMETER REGRESSION IN A COUPLED SET OF 
C LINEAR/NONLINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
C SYSTEM. 

C *** IMPURITY DESORPTION SIMULATION WITH OPTIMIZATION *** 
C IMP URI T Y DES 0 R P T ION. 

C This program simulates the situation where nitrogen gas with 
C certain amount of impurity flows through a tube. The program 
C takes into account the adsorption, desorption, convection, 
C dispersion, and accumulation of impurity in the system. 
C 
C All variables used in this program are dimensionless EXCEPT 
C the TIME variable, which maintains its TIME UNITS (minutes). 
C 
C Specification for local variables. 
C 

IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,O-Z) 
INTEGER LDY,NPDES,NX 
PARAMETER (NPDES = 2, NX = 11, LDY = NPDES) 

INTEGER I,IDO,J,NOUT,ITR,IITR,K 
CHARACTER DATFILE*15, BI(3)*6 
REAL FCNBC, FCNUT, FLOAT, HINIT, T, TEND, TMAX, TOL, 
+ XBREAK(NX), Y (LDY,NX) 

COMMON /param/ AK,DKl,DK2,cinlet 
COMMON /VARS/ TEMP 

DIMENSION WK(2*NX*NPDES*(12*NPDES**2+21 * NPDES + 9» 
DIMENSION IWK(2*NX*NPDES) 
REAL *8 CG(O:900),TIME(O:900),Xl(900), Yl(900) 



DIMENSION X2(900),Y2(900) 
DIMENSION F(200), R(200), DELZ(200,5), B(20), E( 10), TH(20) 
REAL *8 P(JO),D( 10, lO),DABS,DSQRT,DACOS,DMAX 1 
DIMENSION PHI(lO), Q(lO), LSORT(200), TB(20), A(lO,lO) 

INTRINSIC FLOAT 
EXTERNAL FCNBC,FCNUT,M2LCH 
WRlTE(*, *) 'Enter name of data file' 
READ '(A)',DATFILE 
OPEN (UNIT=1,FILE='SS5D.EXP',STATUS='OLD',READONLY) 
OPEN (UNIT = 6,FILE = 'result.out' ,STATUS = 'unknown') 

WRlTE(*, *) 'Enter no. of experimental points, NOB =' 
READ(*, *) NOB 
nob = 44 

C * * * * Reading observed data * * * * 
READ(1, *) (X2(I),Y2(I),I = 1,NOB) 
do 599 i = 1,nob 

! y2(i) = y2(i)/394.1 
!599 continue 

CLOSE(UNIT= 1) 

WRITE (*, *) 'Guess Adsorption Rate Constant, AK = ' 
READ (*, *) B(1) 
WRITE (*,*) 'Guess Desorption Rate Constant, DKI = ' 
READ (*, *) B(2) 
write (*, *) 'Guess Desorption Rate Constant, DK2 = ' 
read (*, *) B(3) 

AK = B(1) 
DK1 = B(2) 
DK2 = B(3) 

CINLET = 111.4 
TEMP = 413.0 

C Set uniform breakpoints and initial conditions. 

DO 6 I = 1,NX 
XBREAK(I) = FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NX-l) 
Y(1,I) = 1.0 
Y(2,I) = 1.0 
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6 CONTINUE 

STOPCR = 0.0005 
NP = 3 

C NP = No. of parameters that require regression. 
MIT = 30 

C MIT = Maximum number of iterations. 

C **** READ PARAMETER NAMES **** 

BI(l)='AK' 
BI(2) = 'DK1' 
BI(3)='DK2' 

C * * * * READ INITIAL PARAMETER ESTIMATES * * * * 

WRITE (6,1007) 
DO 4 1=1,NP 

4 WRITE (6,1008) I,BI(I),B(I) 
C 
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C **** WRITE EXPERIMENTAL DATA **** (Data already read above) 
C 
10 WRlTE(6,1009) 

DO 12 1= 1,NOB 
12 WRlTE( 6,1010) 1,X2(I), Y2(1) 
C 
C * * * Keeping track of the parameters * * * 
C 

DO 141=1,NP 
14 TH(I) = B(I) 
C 

C 

GA = 0.02 
NIT = 0 

C Set parameters for MOLCH. 
C 

TOL = 1.0E-4 
C A large value of HINIT will cause the program to essentially 
C diverge. For eg., for HINIT=0.0001 the program diverges but it 
C does run for 0.00001 . So WATCH OUT !!l 

HINIT = 0.00000001 



T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 

DO 15 J = I,NOB 
TEND = X2(J) 

C 
C Solve the system of pde's. 
C 
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CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK,TOL, 
& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

C 
15 F(J) = Y(I,NX) 
C 
C * * * * Releasing work space. * * * * 

C 

IDO = 3 
CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 

& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

SSQ = 0.0 
DO 32 1= I,NOB 

R(I) = Y2(I)-F(I) 
32 SSQ = SSQ + R(I)*R(I) 

C 

WRITE (6,1011) (BI(J),BI(J + 1),BI(J +2),J = 1,1) 
WRITE (6,1012) NIT,SSQ,(B(I),I = I,NP) 

C **** BEGINNING OF ITERATION *** 
C 
34 NIT = NIT + 1 

GA = 0.1 * GA 

C 

DO 38 J = I,NP 
TEMP = TH(J) 
TH(J) = 1.01 *TH(J) 
Q(J) = 0.0 
AK = TH(I) 
DKI = TH(2) 
DK2 = TH(3) 

T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 

DO 7 K=I,NX 
Y(I,K) = 1.0 



Y(2,K) = 1.0 
7 CONTINUE 

DO 16 1= 1,NOB 
TEND = X2(I) 
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C This has to be done with NEW parameter estimates.---TH( ) 
CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 

& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 
16 DELZ(I,J) = Y(l,NX) 
C 
C * * * * Releasing work space. * * * * 

C 

IDO = 3 
CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK,TOL, 

& HINIT, Y,LDY, WK,IWK) 

DO 36 I = 1,NOB 
DELZ(I,J) = DELZ(I,J)- F(I) 

36 Q(J) = Q(J) + DELZ(I,J) * R(I) 
Q(J) = 100.0 * Q(J)/TH(J) 

C 
C uu Q=XT*R (STEEPEST DECENT) **** 
C 
38 TH(J) = TEMP 

DO 44 I=l,NP 
DO 42 J=l,1 

SUM = 0.0 
DO 40 K = 1,NOB 

40 SUM = SUM + DELZ(K,I)*DELZ(K,J) 
D(I,J) = 10000.0*SUM/(TH(I)*TH(J» 

42 D(J,I) =D(I,J) 
c write(*, *)d(i,i),sum,th(i),th(j) 
44 E(I) = sngl(DSQRT(D(I,I») 
50 DO 52 1= 1,NP 

DO 52 J=l,NP 
52 A(I,J) = D(I,J) / (E(I) * E( J» 
C 
C * * * * A is the scaled moment matrix * * * * 
C 

DO 54 l=l,NP 
P(I) = Q(I)/E(I) 
PHI(I) = P(I) 

54 A(I,I) = A(I,I) + GA 



CALL MATINV (A,NP,P) 
C 
C * * * P /E is the correction vector * * * 
C 

STEP = 1.0 
56 DO 58 I = 1,NP 
58 TB(I) = P(I)*STEP/E(I)+TH(I) 

AK = TB(1) 
DK1 = TB(2) 
DK2 = TB(3) 

DO 62 1=1,NP 
IF (TH(I) * TB(I» 66,66,62 

62 CONTINUE 
SUMB = 0.0 
T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 
DO 8 J=1,NX 
Y(1,J) = 1.0 
Y(2,J) = 1.0 

8 CONTINUE 
DO 17 K=1,NOB 

C This requires NEW parameters ---- TB( ) 
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TEND = X2(K) 
CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 

& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 
17 F(K) = Y(1,NX) 
C * * * * Releasing work space. * * * * 
C 

C 

IDO = 3 
CALLM2LCH(IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 

& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

DO 64 1= 1,NOB 
R(I) = Y2(I)-F(I) 

64 SUMB = SUMB+R(I)*R(I) 
66 SUM1 = 0.0 

SUM2 = 0.0 
SUM3 = 0.0 

DO 68 1=1,NP 
SUM1 = SUM1 + P(I)*PHI(I) 
SUM2 = SUM2+P(I)*P{I) 



68 SUM3 = SUM3 + PHI(I)*PHI(I) 

ANGLE = 57.29578*DACOS(SUM1/SQRT(SUM2*SUM3» 
c 

DO 72 I = 1,NP 
IF (TH(I)*TB(I» 74,74,72 

72 CONTINUE 
IF «SUMB-SSQ).LT.1.D-08) GO TO 80 

74 IF (ANGLE-30.0) 76,76,78 
76 STEP = O.5*STEP 

GO TO 56 
78 GA = 1O.0*GA 

GO TO 50 
C 
C * * * Prin+ parameters after each iteration * * * 
C 
80 CONTINUE 

DO 82 I=1,NP 
82 TH(I) = TB(I) 

AK = TH(1) 
DK1 = TH(2) 
DK2 = TH(3) 
WRITE( 6,1012) NIT,SUMB,(TH(I),I = 1,NP) 

DO 86 I=1,NP 
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IF (DABS(P(I)*STEP/E(I»/(1.0D-20+ DABS(TH(I»)-STOPCR) 86,86,94 
86 CONTINUE 

GO TO 96 
94 SSQ = SUMB 

IF (NIT.LE.MIT) GO TO 34 
C 
C * * * End of the iteration loop * * * 
C 
96 CONTINUE 

CALL MATINV (D,NP,P) 
C 
C * * * Write correlation matrix * * * 
C 

DO 98 I=1,NP 

98 E(I) = DSQRT(DMAX1(D(I,I),1.D-20» 



WRlTE(6,1013) (1,1= 1,NP) 
DO 102 1= 1,NP 
DO 100 J=l,1 

100 A(J,I) =D(J,I)/(E(I)*E(J» 
102 WRlTE(6,1014) I,(A(J,I),J = 1,1) 
C 
C * ** Calculate 95% confidence interval ** * 
C 

Z = 1.0/FLOAT(NOB-NP) 
SDEV = SQRT (Z*SUMB) 
TV AR = 1.96+ Z*(2.3779 + Z*(2.7135 + Z*(3. 187936 + 

@ 2.466666*Z**2») 
WRlTE(6,1015) 

DO 108 1= 1,NP 
SECOEF = E(I)*SDEV 
TV ALUE = TH(I)/SECOEF 
TSEC = TVAR*SECOEF 
TMCOE = TH(I)-TSEC 
TPCOE = TH(I) + TSEC 

C J = 2*1-1 
108 WRlTE( 6, 1016)I,BI(I),TH(I),SECOEF, 

@ TVALUE,TMCOE,TPCOE 
C 
C * * * Prepare final output * * * 
C 

LSORT(l) = 1 
DO 116 J =2,NOB 

TEMP = R(J) 
K = J-1 

DO 111 L=l,K 
LL = LSORT(L) 
IF (TEMP-R(LL» 112,112,111 

111 CONTINUE 
LSORT(J) = J 

GO TO 116 
112 KK = J 
113 KK = KK-1 

LSORT(KK + 1) = LSORT(KK) 
IF (KK-L) 115,115,113 

115 LSORT(L) = J 
116 CONTINUE 
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WRITE (6, 1017) 
DO 118 1= 1,NOB 

J = LSORT(NOB+ 1-1) 
118 WRlTE( 6,1018) 1,X2(I), Y2(1),F(I),R(I),J ,X2(J), 

@ Y2(J),F(J),R(J) 
WRlTE(6,1020) 

c 
C *** End of problem *** 
C 
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1007 FORMAT(!/llX,'INITIAL VALUES OF PARAMETERS'/llX,30(lH=) 
1 /12X,'NO',6X,'NAME',9X,'INITIAL VALUE') 

1008 FORMA T( llX,I2,8X,A6,4X,F12.3) 
1009 FORMAT(! /l1X,'OBSERVED DATA',/llX,13(lH = )/llX,'OBS. NO.' 

1 ,8X,'TIME',9X,'CONCENTRATION') 
1010 FORMA T(11X,15,5X,F12.4,4X,F12.4) 
1011 FORMAT(! /llX,'ITERATION',8X,'SSQ',15X,A6,7X,A6,5X,A6) 
1012 FORMA T(11X,15,9X,F9. 7,3X,3F13.5) 
1013 FORMAT(! / / /,lOX,'CORRELATION MATRIX'/l1X,18(lH= )/14X, 

1 3( 4X,I2,5X» 
1014 FORMAT(llX,I3,9(2X,F14.3,2X» 
1015 FORMAT(! / /,5X,'NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES ANALYSIS, FINAL 

1RESULTS' /5X,48(lH =)/ /54X,'95% CONFIDENCE LIMITS' /5X, 
2'V AR' ,2X,'NAME',6X,'V ALUE' ,6X,'S.E.COEFF.' ,3X, 
3'T-V ALUE',5X,'LOWER' ,8X,'UPPER') 

1016 FORMA T(5X,12,2X,A3,3X,F12.5,3X,F9.4,4X,F8.2,2X, 
1F9.4,4X,F9.4 ) 

1017 FORMAT(! /5X,4(lH-),'ORDERED BY COMPUTER INPUT,5(lH-), 
13X,8(lH-),'ORDERED BY RESIDUALS',6(lH-)/11X,'TIME', 
23X,'CONCENTRATION',3X,'RESI-',9X,'TIME',3X,'CONCENTRATION' 
3,3X,'RESI-'/5X,'NO',2X,'(MIN)',4X,'OBS.',2X,'FITTED',4X, 
4'DUAL',3X,'NO',2X,'(MIN)',4X,'OBS.',2X,'FITTED',4X,'DUAL') 

1018 FORMAT(5X,I2,4F8.3,3X,I2,4F8.3) 
1020 FORMAT(! / /5X,'END OF PROBLEM'/5X,14(lH=» 
C 

C 
C 
C 

STOP 
END 



SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES,X,T,U,UX,UXX,UT) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,O-Z) 

INTEGER NPDES 
REAL X,T,U(2),UX(2),UXX(2),UT(2),DN,AM,PARl,PAR2,PAR3, 

& PAR4,PAR5,PAR6,DK,CGO,TEMP,CINLET 
REALEXP 
COMMON /stuff/ AL,DZ,PI,DI,XAREA,FV 
COMMON /param/ AK,DKl,DK2,cinlet 
COMMON /V ARS/ TEMP 
INTRINSIC EXP 

c Define the rate constant for desorption. 
DK = (DKI *DK2)/(DK2*U(2) + DKI *(1.0-U(2») 

C 
C NN = Desorption reaction order. 
C MM = Adsorption reaction order. 
C 

NN = I 
MM = I 

CGO = (CINLET*1.0E-9*273.0)/(22400.0*TEMP) 
C 
C Calculate the initial equilibrium surface concentration. 
C 

CSO = (AK/DKI)*CGO 
C 
C Define the coefficients of the terms in the set of PDEs. 
C 

C 

PARI = (4.0/DI)*DK*(CSO**NN/CGO) 
PAR2 = (4.0/DI)*AK*CGO**(MM-I) 
PAR3 = (4.0*FV)/(PI*AL*DI*DI) 
PAR4 = DZ/(AL*AL) 
PARS = AK*CGO**MM/CSO 
PAR6 = DK*CSO**(NN-l) 

C Define the (set of) partial differential equation/so 
C 

UT(I) = PARI *U(2)*"'NN - PAR2*U(I)**MM - PAR3*UX(1) + 
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c 
c 
c 

c 

& PAR4*UXX(1) 
UT(2) = PAR5*U(1)**MM - PAR6*U(2)**NN 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES,X,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMP) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H,O-Z) 

INTEGER NPDES 
REAL X,T,ALPHA(2),BETA(2),GAMP(2),BTA 
COMMON /stuff/ AL,DZ,PI,DI,XAREA,FV 

PI = 3.141592654 

DI = 1.5748 
AL = 30.48 
XAREA = (PI/4)*DI*DI 
DZ = 24.521 
FV = 160.0 

C DI = Tibe inside diameter (em) 
C AL = Tube length (em) 
C DZ = Axial dispersion coefficient. (cm**2/min) 
C FV = Gas flow rate (ce/min) 
C 

BTA = (DZ*XAREA)/(AL*FV) 
C 
C DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 
C 

IF «T.LT.0.0001) .OR. (T.GT.1.0» GOTO 31 
CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.5) THEN 
ALPHA(l) = 1.0 
BETA(1) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = -0.946 

C GAMP(l) is delta C over delta t. Delta t was taken as 1 minute. 
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ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

C 
ELSE 

C 
ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

C 
ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

C 
ENDIF 

C 
GOTO 32 

C 
31 CONTINUE 

IF (X.LT.O.5) THEN 
ALPHA( 1) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

C 
ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

C 
ELSE 

C 
ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

C 
ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

C 
ENDIF 

C 
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32 CONTINUE 
C 

RETURN 
END 

C 
C 
C 
C 

SUBROUTINE MA TINV (A,NP,B) 

IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION A(5,5),B( 1O),INDEX(5,2) 
DO 2 J=I,5 

2 INDEX(J,I) = 0 
1=0 

4 AMAX = -1.0 
DO 10 J = I,NP 
IF (INDEX(J,l» 11,6,11 

6 DO 10 K=I,NP 
IF (INDEX(K,I» 10,8,10 

8 P = DABS(A(J,K» 
IF (P.LE.AMAX) GO TO 10 
IR = J 
IC = K 
AMAX = P 

10 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 

IF (AMAX) 30,30,14 
14 INDEX(IC,I) = IR 

IF (IR.EQ.IC) GO TO 18 
DO 16 L = I,NP 
P = A(IR,L) 
A(IR,L) = A(IC,L) 

16 A(IC,L) = P 
P = B(IR) 
B(IR) = B(IC) 
B(IC) = P 
I = 1+1 
INDEX(I,2) = IC 

18 P = 1.0/A(IC,IC) 
A(IC,IC) = 1.0 
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DO 20 L = I,NP 
20 A(IC,L) = A(IC,L)*P 

B(IC) = B(IC)*P 
DO 24 K = I,NP 
IF (KEQ.IC) GO TO 24 
P = A(K,IC) 
A(K,IC) = 0.0 
DO 22 L = I,NP 

22 A(K,L) = A(K,L)-A(IC,L)*P 
B(K) = B(K)-B(IC)*P 

24 CONTINUE 
GOT04 

26 IC = INDEX(I,2) 
IR = INDEX(IC,I) 
DO 28 K = I,NP 
P = A(K,IR) 
A(K,IR) = A(K,IC) 

28 A(K,IC) = P 
I = 1-1 

30 IF (I) 26,32,26 
32 RETURN 

END 



APPENDIX C-3 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR O2 ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION 
FROM 316L ELECTROPOLISHED STAINLESS STEEL TUBE 

Table C-3.1 02 adsorption/desorption data from 316L EPSS tube at 29°C. 

L = 30.5 cm 
id = 1.6 cm 
T = 29°C 
v = 160 cc/min 
Cgo = 108.4 ppb (02 in carrier N2) 
02 in purified gas = 17.2 ppb 
Dz = 19.5 cm2/min 

Time (min) 
0.00 
0.17 
0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.83 
1.00 
1.17 
1.33 
1.50 
1.67 
1.83 
2.00 
2.17 
2.33 
2.50 
2.67 
2.83 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 

CgfCgo 
1.uOou 
1.0009 
1.0028 
1.0009 
0.9668 
0.8875 
0.8220 
0.7629 
0.7122 
0.6670 
0.6264 
0.5923 
0.5701 
0.5424 
0.5175 
0.5018 
0.4880 
0.4668 
0.4539 
0.4188 
0.3838 
0.3552 
0.3367 
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Time (min) Cg/Cgo 

5.50 0.3210 
6.00 0.3137 
6.50 0.2970 
7.00 0.2887 
7.50 0.2703 
8.00 0.2675 
9.00 0.2574 

10.00 0.2426 
11.00 0.2306 
12.00 0.2306 
14.00 0.2149 
16.00 0.2066 
18.00 0.2002 
20.00 0.1900 
25.00 0.1808 
30.00 0.1725 
35.00 0.1716 
40.00 0.1633 
45.00 0.1605 
50.00 0.1605 
55.00 0.1559 
60.00 0.1587 



Table C-3.2 02 adsorption/desorption data from 316L EPSS tube at 103°C. 

L = 30.5 em 
id = 1.6 cm 
T = 103°C 
v = 160 cc/min 
Cgo = 112.6 ppb (02 in carrier N2) 
02 in purified gas = 17.0 ppb 
Dz = 22.5 cm2/min 

Time (min) 
0.00 
0.17 
0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.83 
1.00 
1.17 
1.33 
1.50 
1.67 
1.83 
2.00 
2.17 
2.33 
2.50 
2.67 
2.83 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
5.50 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 

10.00 

CJCgo 
l.uOOu 
1.0000 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.9627 
0.8988 
0.8410 
0.7877 
0.7433 
0.6998 
0.6607 
0.6243 
0.5941 
0.5737 
0.5480 
0.5266 
0.5071 
0.4885 
0.4778 
0.4352 
004041 
0.3721 
0.3526 
0.3313 
0.3099 
0.3011 
0.2842 
0.2647 
0.2504 

---- - ----- ---.-----_ ... "- .. _----" ."---'--- --_._-
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Time (min) Cg/Cgo 

12.00 0.2274 
14.00 0.2096 
16.00 0.2043 
18.00 0.2007 
20.00 0.1954 
25.00 0.1785 
30.00 0.1758 
35.00 0.1661 
40.00 0.1599 
45.00 0.1607 
50.00 0.1581 
65.00 0.1510 
80.00 0.1510 



Table C-3.3 02 adsorption/desorption data from 316L EPSS tube at 140°C. 

L = 30.5 cm 
id = 1.6 cm 
T = 140°C 
v = 160 cc/min 
Cgo = 111.4 ppb (02 in carrier N2) 
02 in purified gas = 6.0 ppb 
Dz = 24.5 cm2/min 

Time (min) 
0.00 
0.17 
0.33 
0.50 
0.67 
0.83 
1.00 
1.17 
1.33 
1.50 
1.67 
1.83 
2.00 
2.17 
2.33 
2.50 
2.67 
2.83 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
5.50 
6.00 
6.50 
7.00 
7.50 
8.00 

Cg/Cgo 
1.uOOu 
1.0009 
0.9991 
0.9991 
0.9650 
0.8905 
0.8214 
0.7630 
0.7056 
0.6562 
0.6176 
0.5826 
0.5503 
0.5206 
0.4937 
0.4695 
0.4506 
0.4336 
0.4174 
0.3743 
0.3339 
0.3034 
0.2828 
0.2657 
0.2513 
0.2343 
0.2226 
0.2065 
0.1903 
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Time (min) Cg/Cgo 

9.00 0.1813 
10.00 0.1670 
11.00 0.1634 
12.00 0.1463 
14.00 0.1373 
16.00 0.1203 
18.00 0.1149 
20.00 0.1095 
30.00 0.0844 
35.00 0.0817 
40.00 0.0763 

100.00 0.0619 
122.00 0.0592 
135.00 0.0530 
165.00 0.0539 
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APPENDIX C-4 

PROFILE SIMULATION PACKAGE 

Description of the ProKI'am: 

PROFILE is a Fortran program which simulates the response (outlet) of a 
section of a gas delivery system to a known impurity (input). The mathematical 
model takes into account the transient, convective, dispersive, adsorption and 
desorption effects. The kinetic parameters, activation energies and pre-exponential 
factors, were found by curve fitting the experimental data using this model. The 
default kinetic parameters in this program are for adsorption and desorption of 
oxygen from electropolished 316L stainless steel tubing. 

The computer program can handle essentially any number of tube segments 
connected in series of either the or different lengths and diameters. Moreover, each 
individual tube segment can be maintained at any desired temperature. 

The program interactively asks several questions before code execution. 
Three examples of input and output are presented in this appendix. To execute the 
code one must have access to IMSL routine MOLCH. Output from the program can 
be viewed in tabular, graphical, or both tabular and graphical forms. The graphs are 
generated using DISSPLA graphics package. The graphical output can be viewed in 
the form of three graphs. First is the graph of impurity concentration as a function 
of time at the system exit. Second graph gives the axial profile of impurity 
concentration in the gas flowing through the tube. The last graph gives axial profile 
of the impurity adsorbed on the tube surface. 



Procedure for Data Input: 

1- Enter number of tube segments. 
[See Figure C-4.1] 
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2- Enter the Length (cm), the Diameter (cm), and the Temperature (K) of each 
segment in order, i.e. L1,D1,T1 ; L2, D2, T2 ; ... 
[See Figure C-4.1. For each segment, enter the length first, then diameter 
and finally, the temperature at which the segment is maintained. Each entry 
will be prompted by the computer] 

2a- Enter segment length (cm) 
2b- Enter segment diameter (cm) 
2c- Enter segment temperature (K) 

3- Enter gas flow rate (sccm) 
[It is the gas flow rate entering the system] 

4- Enter Impurity Concentration at the tube entrance (ppb) 
[This is the steady state inlet concentration of impurity] 

5- Do you want to specify new kinetic parameters? 
[Default parameters are for oxygen adsorption/desorption from 316 
electropolished stainless steel. 
Enter 0 = NO 
Enter 1 = YES 
If YES then: 

5a- Enter pre-exponential factor for adsorption. 
5b- Enter pre-exponential factor for desorption. 
5c- Enter adsorption activation energy. 
5d- Enter desorption activation energy. 

6- Do you want to alter the order of adsorption/desorption rate expression? 
[Default is first order for both adsorption and desorption]. 

Enter 0 = NO 
Enter 1 = YES 
If YES then: 

6a- Enter order of adsorption kinetics. 
6b- Enter order of desorption kinetics. 

7- Do you want a STEP input of impurity or a PULSE input (triangular input) 



of impurity? 
[See Figure C-4.2] 
Enter 0 = STEP input 
Enter 1 = PULSE input 

If STEP input then: 
7a- Enter magnitude of step change in inlet concentration (ppb). 
+ for positive step and - for negative step. 
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[See Figure C-4.2a; the magnitude of step change is given by aCg] 

7b- Enter time over which this step change takes place (min). 
[See Figure C-4.2a; the magnitude of time step is given by at] 

If PULSE input then: 
7c- Enter concentration of impurity in the pulse at the system inlet 
(ppb). [See Figure C-4.2b; the magnitude of the pulse is 
given by Cj?uIse] 
7d- Enter the pulse width (min). 
[See Figure C-4.2b; the pulse width is given by at] 

8- Enter time out to which solution is required (min). 
[This refers to concentration versus time profile at the system exit. This 
determines the maximum (tmax) out to which problem integration is 
performed and the results are plotted] 

9- Do you want the output in tabular form, graphical form, or both tabular and 
graphical forms? 
Enter -1 = Tabular output only 
Enter 0 = Graphical output only 
Enter 1 = Both graphical and tabular outputs 

10- Enter x-interval. 
[This refers to the size of divisions on the time axis of the graphical output. 
For example: If we choose tmax = 20.0 min in item 8 above, we may choose 
x-interval = 2.0 min which will give us 10 divisions of 2.0 min interval each 
on the time axis] 

11- Do you want axial gas concentration profile also? 
[This refers to the gas phase impurity concentration profile along the length 
of the system (axial direction) at a particular time] 



Enter 0 = NO 
Enter 1 = YES 

If YES then: 
lla- Enter time at which surface concentration profile is needed (min). 

12- Do you want surface concentration profile as well? 
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[This refers to the adsorbed impurity concentration profile along the length 
of the system (axial direction) at a particular time] 

Enter 0 = NO 
Enter 1 = YES 
If YES then: 
12a- Enter time at which surface concentration profile is needed (min). 

13- Enter print format: 
Enter 0 = Screen display. 
Enter 1 = Laser printer. 
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Figure C-4.1 The gas delivery system. 
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Figure C-4.2a A positive and a negative step input of impurity into the system. 
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Figure C-4.2b A pulse input of impurity into the system 
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EXAMPLE 1: STEP INPUT OF IMPURITY 

(Effect of Temperature) 

Number of Tube Segments = 3 

L1 = 50.0 cm 
01 = 0.5 cm 
T1 = 300.0 OK 

L2 = 50.0 cm 
02 = 1.0 cm 
T2 = 400.0 OK 

L3 = 50.0 cm 
03 = 0.5 cm 
T3 = 300.0 OK 

v = 300.0 cm3/min 

Cf: = 1000 ppb 
~ go = -900.0 ppb 
~t = 0.5 min 

Time out to which solution is required = 30.0 min 

Output (graphical and tabular) 
x - interval = 3.0 min 

Time for axial concentration profile = 5.0 min 
Time for surface concentration profile = 5.0 min 



Oxygen Cone. Profile at the Point of Use as a Function of Time. 
Time (mi n) Cg (ppb) at 2 = L 

0.000 
0.500 
1.000 
1·500 
2.000 
2·500 
3·000 
3·500 
4.000 
4.500 
5·000 
5·500 
6.000 
6.500 
7·000 
7·500 
8.000 
8.500 
9·000 
9.500 

10.000 
10.500 
11.000 
11·500 
12.000 
12.500 
13·000 
13·500 
14.000 
14.500 
15·000 
15·500 
16.000 
16.500 
17·000 
17.500 
18.000 
18.500 
19·000 
19·500 
20.000 
20·500 
21.000 
21·500 
22.000 
22.500 
23·000 
23.500 
24.000 
24.500 
25·000 
25·500 
26.000 
26.500 
27·000 
27·500 
28.000 
28.500 
29·000 
29·500 
30.000 

1000.000 
770.099 
596.351 
553.764 
514.590 
478.586 
445.548 
415.075 
387.480 
361.828 
338.556 
317.234 
297.618 
279.943 
263.519 
248.731 
235·217 
222.711 
211.653 
201.215 
191.949 
183.521 
175.578 
168.813 
162.197 
156.458 
151.300 
146.293 
142.189 
138.032 
134.521 
131.291 
128.189 
125.773 
123.149 
121.031 
119·025 
117.146 
115.635 
114.031 
112.785 
111.557 
110.394 
109·525 
108.500 
107.770 
107.034 
106.293 
105.818 
105.154 
104.733 
104.302 
103.816 
103.581 
103.140 
102.902 
102.660 
102.325 
102.235 
101·933 
101.800 
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Axial Oxygen Cone. Profile in the Gas at Time= 5.000000 
z/L Cg (ppb) 
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Axial Profile of Oxygen Adsorbed on the System Surface at Time = 5.000000 
z/L Cs/Cso 

0:00 
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EXAMPLE 2: STEP INPUT OF IMPURITY 

(Effect of Diameter) 

Number of Tube Segments = 3 

L1 = 50.0 cm 
D1 = 0.5 cm 
Tl = 300.0 OK 

L2 = 50.0 cm 
D2 = 1.0 cm 
1'2 = 300.0 OK 

L3 = 50.0 cm 
D3 = 0.5 cm 
T3 = 300.0 OK 

v = 300.0 cm3/min 

C~ = 1000 ppb 
..1 go = -900.0 ppb 
..1t = 0.5 min 

Time out to which solution is required = 30.0 min 

Output (graphical and tabular) 
x - interval = 3.0 min 

Time for axial concentration profile = 5.0 min 
Time for surface concentration profile = 5.0 min 



Oxygen Cone. Profi Ie at the Point of Use as a Function of Time. 
Time (min) Cg (ppb) at z = L 

0.000 
0.500 
1.000 
1.500 
2.000 
2·500 
3.000 
3.500 
4.000 
4.500 
5.000 
5.500 
6.000 
6.500 
7.000 
7.500 
8.000 

.8.500 
9.000 
9.500 

10.000 
10·500 
11.000 
11.500 
12.000 
12.500 
13.000 
13.500 
14.000 
14.500 
15.000 
15.500 
16.000 
16.500 
17 .000 
17.500 
18.000 
18.500 
19.000 
19·500 
20.000 
20.500 
21.000 
21.500 
22.000 
22.500 
23.000 
23.500 
24.000 
24.500 
25.000 
25.500 
26.000 
26.500 
27.000 
27.500 
28.000 
28.500 
29.000 
29.500 
30.000 

1000.000 
729.050 
537.679 
502.787 
470.542 
440.734 
413.226 
387.705 
364.370 
342.557 
322.755 
304.319 
287.284 
271.862 
257.375 
244.294 
232.141 
220.957 
210.877 
201.294 
192.797 
184.828 
177 .568 
171.017 
164.767 
159·321 
154.091 
149.451 
145.215 
141.177 
137·717 
134.287 
131.368 
128.655 
125.994 
123.905 
121.6f.o 
119.757 
118.169 
116.315 
115.097 
113.692 
112.421 
111.463 
110.230 
109.489 
108.608 
107.805 
107.240 
106.453 
105.983 
105.420 
104.904 
104.568 
104.053 
103.790 
103.423 
103.096 
102.910 
102.539 
102.453 
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Axial Oxygen Cone. Profile in the Gas at Time= 5.000000 
z/L Cg (ppb) 
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Axial Profile of Oxygen Adsorbed on the System Surface at Time = 5.000000 
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EXAMPLE 3: PULSE INPUT OF IMPURITY 

(Effect of Temperature) 

Number of Tube Segments = 3 

Ll = 50.0 cm 
Dl = 0.5 cm 
Tl = 300.0 OK 

L2 = 50.0 cm 
D2 = 1.0 cm 
T2 = 400.0 OK 

L3 = 50.0 cm 
D3 = 0.5 cm 
T3 = 300.0 OK 

v = 300.0 cm3/min 
ego = 10.0 ppb 

Pulse concentration at the system inlet = 1000.0 ppb 
Pulse width = 0.5 min 

Time out to which solution is required = 20.0 min 

Output (graphical and tabular) 
x - interval = 2.0 min 

Time for axial concentration profile = 2.0 min 
Time for surface concentration profile = 2.0 min 



Oxygen Cone. Profile at the Point of Use as a Function of Time. 
Time (min) Cg (ppb) at z = L 

0.000 
0·500 
1.000 
1·500 
2.000 
2.500 
3.000 
3.500 
4.000 
4.500 
5·000 
5·500 
6.000 
6.500 
7·000 
7·500 
8.000 
8.500 
9·000 
9·500 

10.000 
10.500 
11.000 
11.500 
12.000 
12·500 
13 .000 
13·500 
14.000 
14.500 
15·000 
15·500 
16.000 
16.500 
17·000 
17·500 
18.000 
18.500 
19·000 
19·500 
20.000 

10.000 
315·951 

34.243 
32.255 
30.428 
28.734 
27.176 
25.694 
24.374 
23.116 
21.974 
20.922 
19·931 
19·059 
18.216 
17.466 
16.788 
16.129 
15.569 
15·020 
14.543 
14.103 
13.682 
13.326 
12.970 
12.684 
12.385 
12.131 
11.906 
11.677 

.11.505 
11. 311 
11. 157 
11.023 
10.864 
10·777 
10.647 
10·553 
10.470 
10.372 
10.316 
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Axial Oxygen Cone. Profile in the Gas at TimeQ 2.000000 
z/L Cg (ppb) 
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Axial Profi Ie of Oxygen Adsorbed on the System Surface at Time E 
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c 
c 
c 

c 

****************************** 
* PROFILE CODE * 
****************************** 

IMP URI T Y ADS 0 R P T ION / DES 0 R P T ION. 

c This program is capable of simulating both a step input or a pulse 
c input of impurity into gas delivery system. The gas delivery system 
c can be comprised of several tube segments (upto 20 segments). Each 
c tube segment can have any arbitrary length and diameter and above 
c all each tube segment may be maintained at uniform independent 
c temperature. 

c The program takes into account the adsorption, desorption, 
c convection, dispersion, and accumulation of impurity in the system. 
c The default adsorption/desorption kinetic parameters are for Oxygen 
c on 316 electropolished stainless steel tubing. For other impurities 
c and/or other surfaces one needs to specify new kinetic parameters 
c and the computer code will allow the user to make these changes. 
c The output can be tabular, or graphical, or both tabular as well as 
c graphical. 

c The output consists of: 
c 1- Impurity concentration (ppb) as a function of time (min) 
c at the system exit. 
c 2- Gas phase impurity concentration (ppb) profile along the 
c system at a user specified time. 
c 3- Surface adsorbed impurity profile along the system at a 
c user specified time. 

c The user has the option of choosing any or all three types of 
c outputs in graphical and/or tabular form. 

c All variables used in this program are dimensionless EXCEPT 
c the TIME variable, which maintains its TIME UNITS (minutes). 

C Specification for local variables. 

INTEGER LDY,NPDES,NX 
PARAMETER (NPDES = 2, NX = 11, LDY = NPDES) 
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INTEGER I,IDO,J,NOUT,ITR,IITR,K 
CHARACTER DA TFILE* 15 
REAL FCNBC, FCNUT, FLOAT, HINIT, T, TEND, TMAX, TOL, 
+ XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX) 

real zcomp,zloc,density, temps 
COMMON /param/ al,dii(20),fv,cgO,dens(20),dt,dc,slope, 

@ dkfO,ea,edi,edf,xal(20 ),i tripb,nseg,dcoeff,iswh,inpu t, ts(20), 
@ pw,hpw,slopep,akO,dkiO 

dimension IBUF(16) 
DIMENSION WK(2*NX*NPDES*(12*NPDES**2+21 *NPDES+9» 
DIMENSION IWK(2*NX*NPDES) 
DIMENSION CG(0:200),TIME(0:200),X1(0:200),Y1(0:200) 
dimension z(20),zl(20),cgz(20),csz(20),all(20) 

INTRINSIC FLOAT 
EXTERNAL FCNBC,FCNUT,M2LCH 

open (l,file = 'cgt.dat',carriagecontrol = 'list',status = 'new') 
open (2,file =' cgz.dat' ,carriagecontrol = 'list', status = 'new') 
open (3,file = 'csz.dat',carriagecontrol = 'list',status = 'new') 

write (1, *) 'Oxygen Conc. Profile at the Point of Use as a 
@ Function of Time.' 

write (*,*) 'Enter number of tube segments' 
read (*, *) nseg 
write (*, *) 'Enter the length (cm), the diameter (cm) and the 

@ temperature of each segment in ORDER,i.e.,L1,d1,T1; L2,d2,T2; .. .' 
do 150 i = 1,nseg 
write (*,*) 'Enter segment length (cm)',' L',i 
read (*,*) all(i) 
write (*, *) 'Enter segment diameter (cm)',' d',i 

read (*, *) dii(i) 
write (*, *) 'Enter segment temperature (K = C + 273)','T',i 
read (*, *) ts(i) 

150 continue 
al = 0.0 
do 151 i = 1,nseg 
al = al + aU(i) 

151 continue 
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do 152 j = 1,nseg 
xal(j) = all(j)/al 

152 continue 
itripb = 0 
iswh = 1 

write (*,*) 'Enter Gas Flow Rate (sccm)' 
read (*, *) fv 
write (*, *) 'Enter Oxygen Conc. at the Tube Enterance (ppb)' 
read (*, *) cinlet 
write (*, *)'Do you want to specify new kinetic parameters for ads/des. 

@ Default kinetic parameters are for ads/des of Oxygen from 316 
@ electropolished stainless Steel tubing.' 

write (*, *) 'Enter 0 for NO and 1 for YES' 
read (*, *) kinpar 
if (kinpar.eq.O) then 

AKO = 5.244 
DKIO = 1.008 
DKFO = 0.812 
EA = 126.356 
EDI = 177.406 
EDF = 1061.839 

else 

write (*, *) 'Enter pre-exponential factor for adsorption, 1/min' 
read (*, *) akO 
write (*,*) 'Enter pre-exponential factor for initial desorption,l/min' 
read (*, *) dkiO 
write (*, *) 'Enter pre-exponential factor for final desorption, 1/min' 
read (*, *) dkfO 
write (*, *) 'Enter adsorption activation energy, cal/gmol' 
read (*, *) ea 
write (*, *) 'Enter initial desorption activation energy, cal/gmol' 
read (*, *) edi 
write (*, *) 'Enter final desorption activation energy, cal/gmo)' 
read (*, *) edf 

endif 
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eGO = (cinlet*1.0e-9*273.0)/(22400.0*ts(1» 

write (*, *) 'Do you want a STEP input of impurity or a PULSE input' 
write (*, *) '(triangular input) of impurity?' 
write (*, *) 'Enter 0 = step input' 
write (*,*) 'Enter 1 = pulse input' 
read (*, *) input 

if (input .eq. 1) then 

write (*, *) 'Enter concentration of impurity in the pulse at' 
write (*, *) 'the system entrance (ppb)' 
read (*, *) cpulse 
dcp = cpulse - cinlet 
write (*, *) 'Enter pulse width (min)' 
read (*, *) pw 
hpw = pw/2.0 
slopep = dcp/(cinlet*hpw) 

else 

write (*,*) 'Enter magnitude of step change in inlet conc.(ppb)' 
write(*,*)'DO NOT forget the sign: + for +ve step and - for -ve step' 
read (*, *) dc 
write (*, *) 'Enter time over which this step change occurs (min)' 
read (*, *) dt 
slope = dc/(cinlet*dt) 

endif 

write (*, *) 'Enter time out to which solution is required (min)' 
read (*,*) TMAX 
write (*,*) 'Do you want the output in tabular form, graphical form, 

@ or both graphical and tabular forms?' 
write (*, *) 'Enter -1 = Tabular output only' 
write (*, *) 'Enter 0 = Graphical output only' 
write (*, *) 'Enter 1 = Both tabular and graphical outputs.' 
read (*, *) mode 

if (mode .eq. -1) then 
goto 306 
else 
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goto 305 
endif 

305 write (*, *) 'Enter X - interval' 
read (*, *) xint 

306 continue 
write (*, *) 'Do you want axial gas concentration profile also?' 
write (*, *) 'Enter 1 for YES or 0 for NO' 
read (*, *) kaxial 
if (kaxial.eq.O) goto 23 
write (*, *) 'Enter time at which axial conc. profile is needed (min)' 
read (*, *) tprint 
write (2, *) 'Axial Oxygen Conc. Profile in the Gas at Time = " tprint 

23 continue 
write (*, *) 'Do you want surface concentration profile as well?' 
write (*, *) 'Enter 1 for YES or 0 for NO' 
read (*, *) isurf 
if (isurf.eq.O) goto 24 
write(*, *)'Enter time at which surface conc. profile is needed (min)' 
read (*, *) tsurf 
write (3,*) 'Axial Profile of Oxygen Adsorbed on the System Surface 

@ at Time =',tsurf 

24 iflag = 0 
continue 

if (mode .eq. -1) then 
go to 308 

c Then tabular output only. 
else 
goto 307 
endif 

307 WRITE (*, *) 'ENTER LASERP : 0 = screen display; 1 = laser printer' 

READ (*, *) LASERP 

C Set uniform breakpoints and initial conditions. 

308 continue 
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DO 10 I = I,NX 
XBREAK(I) = FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NX-1) 
Y(l,l) = 1.0 
Y(2,1) = 1.0 

10 CONTINUE 

C Set parameters for MOLCH. 

TOL = 1.0E-4 
. HINIT = 0.00000001 

T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 
TEND = 0.50 
ITR = 1 

CG(O) = cinlet 
TIME(O) = 0.0 

20 CONTINUE 

C Solve the problem. 

395 

CALL M2LCH (IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 
& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

CG(ITR) = (Y(I,NX)*cgO*1.0e9*22400.0*ts(nseg»/273.0 
TIME(ITR) = T 

if (kaxial.eq.O) goto 67 
if (t.eq.tprint) then 
do 16 iprint = 1,nx 

z(iprint) = float(iprint-1)/float(nx-1) 
zloc = z(iprint) 

zcomp = 0.0 
do 250 j = l,nseg 
zcomp = zcomp + xal(j) 
if (zloc.le.zcomp) then 



temps = ts(j) 
goto 251 
else 
continue 
endif 

250 continue 

251 cgz(iprint) = (y(l,iprint)*cgO* 1.0e9*22400*temps)/273.0 

16 continue 

else 
continue 
endif 

67 continue 
if (isurf.eq.O) go to 68 
if (t.eq.tsurf) then 
do 37 jsurf = 1,nx 
csz(jsurf) = y(2,jsurf) 
zl(jsurf) = float(jsurf-1)/float(nx-1) 

37 continue 
else 

68 continue 
endif 

TEND = TEND + 0.50 
ITR = ITR + 1 

IF (TEND. LE. TMAX) GOTO 20 

C Releasing work space. 
IDO = 3 

396 

CALL M2LCH (IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 
& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

ipoints = tmax*2+ 1 

if (mode .eq. -1) go to 309 

if (input .eq. 1) then 



397 

c Locating ymax for the pulse input. 

ymax = cg(O) 
do 175 I = 1,ipoints 

dymax = ymax - cg(1) 
if (dymax .ge. 0) then 

continue 
else 

ymax = cg(1) 
endif 

175 continue 

ymax = 1.1 * ymax 
iyint = ifix (ymax/ 10.) 

else 

continue 
if (slope .Ie. 0.0) then 

ymax = cinlet 
iyint = ifix (ymax/lO.) 

else 
ymax = cinlet + dc 
iyint = ifix (ymax/lO.) 

endif 
end if 

c Locating ymax for cgz. 

ymaxgz = cgz(l) 
do 176 k = 2,nx 
dmaxgz = ymaxgz - cgz(k) 

if (dmaxgz .ge. 0.0) then 
continue 

else 
ymaxgz = cgz(k) 

endif 
176 continue 

ymaxgz = 1.1 * ymaxgz 
iyitgz = ifix (ymaxgz/lO.) 
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c Locating ymax for csz. 

ymaxsz = csz( 1) 
do 177 k = 2,nx 
dmaxsz = ymaxsz - csz(k) 

if (dmaxsz .ge. 0.0) then 
continue 

else 
ymaxsz = csz(k) 

end if 
177 continue 

ymaxsz = 1.1 * ymaxsz 
yitsz = ymaxsz/lO. 

IF (LASERP.EQ.O) THEN 
IBUF(l) = 5 
CALL TK401O(960) 
CALL HWROT (,AUTO') 
CALL NOBRDR 

ELSE 

IBUF(l) = 5 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-102) 
IBUF(1) = 4 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-l04) 
CALL PSCRPT (7.9,10.78,0.0139) 
CALLCOMPLX 
CALL THKCRV (0.025) 

ENDIF 

C call setenv (lO,LASERP) 

CALL RESET(, ALL') 
c CALL NOBRDR 

CALL PAGE (8.5,11.0) 
CALL AREA2D( 6.,8.) 
CALLTRIPLX 



CALLINTAXS 
CALL Y AXANG (0.) 
CALL XNAME('Time (min)$',100) 
CALL YNAME('Exit Oxygen Concentration (ppb)$',100) 
CALL HEADIN(,Effect of Oxygen Adsorption/Desorption on$',100,1.5,2) 
CALL HEADIN(,Electropolished 316 Stainless Steel$',100,1.5,2) 

CALL GRAF(O.O,XINT, TMAX,O.O,IYINT, YMAX) 

CALL THKFRM(.03) 
CALL FRAME 

CALL CURVE (TIME,CG,ipoints,-l) 

CALL ENDPL(O) 
CALL DONEPL 

309 continue 

if (mode .eq. 0) goto 311 

c Write the Cg vs. Time data at z = L in data file "CGT.DA T' 
write (1,1000) 

1000 format (' ',lOx,' Time (min) ',lOx,' Cg (ppb) at z = L ') 
write (1,1001) 

1001 format (' ',lOx,' ',lOx,' ') 
kpoints = ipoints - 1 
do 315 ktab = O,kpoints 
write (1,1002) time (ktab), cg (ktab) 

315 continue 
1002 format (' ',12x,f6.3,16x,f9.3) 

311 continue 

if (kaxial.eq.O) goto 17 

if (mode .eq. 0) goto 81 

c Write the Cg vs. z/L data in "CGZ.DAT' data file. 
write (2,1005) 

1005 format (' ',lOx,' z/L ',lOx,' Cg (ppb) ') 
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write (2,1006) 
1006 format (' ',lOx,' ',lOx,' ') 

do 320 kpoints = 1,nx 
write (2,1007) z (kpoints), cgz (kpoints) 

320 continue 
1007 format (' ',lOx,f5.2,10x,f9.3) 

81 continue 

c 

c 

if (mode .eq. -1) go to 17 

write (*, *) 'Enter Laserp : 0 = Screen Display ; 1 = Laser Printer' 
read (*, *) laserp 

*************************************************** 

Reset Disspla hand shake sequence. 
ibuf(l) = 0 
call iomgr(ibuf,-102) 

if (laserp.eq.O) then 
ibuf(l) = 5 
call tk4010(960) 
call hwrot('auto') 

else 

ibuf(l) = 5 
call iomgr (ibuf,-102) 
ibuf(l) = 4 
call iomgr (ibuf,-l04) 
call pscrpt (7.9,10.78,0.0139) 
call complx 
call thkcrv (0.025) 

endif 

call reset('all') 
c call nobrdr 

call page (8.5,11.0) 
call area2d (6.,8.) 
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call triplx 
call intaxs 
call yaxang (0.) 
call xname (,Dimensionless Axial Location (z/L)$',100) 

if (iflag.eq.1) then 
call yname (,Dimensionless Surface Oxygen Concentration$', 100,1.5,1) 
call headin ('Axial Surface Oxygen Concentration Profile$', 100, 1.5, 1) 
if (input .eq. 1) goto 77 
IF (SLOPE.GT.O.O) GOTO 77 
call graf (0.0,0.1,1.0,0.0,0.1,1.0) 
GOTO 78 

77 CALL GRAF (0.0,0.1,1.0,0.0,yitsz,ymaxsz) 
78 CONTINUE 

else 
call yname ('Oxygen Concentration (ppb)$',100) 
call headin ('Axial Oxygen Concentration Profile$', 100, 1.5, 1) 
call graf (0.0,0.1, 1.0,0.0,iyitgz,ymaxgz) 

endif 

call thkfrm (0.3) 
c call frame 

if (iflag.eq.1) then 
call curve (z1,csz,nx,-1) 

else 
call curve (z,cgz,nx,-l) 

end if 

call endpl (0) 
call donepl 

17 continue 

if(isurf.eq.1) then 
if (mode .eq. 0) goto 330 

c write the Cs/Cso vs. z/L data in "CSZ.DAT' data file. 
write (3,1010) 

1010 format (' ',lOx,' z/L ',lOx,' Cs/Cso ') 
write (3,1011) 
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1011 format (' ',lOx,' ',lOx,' ') 
do 325 kpoints = 1,nx --
write (3,1012) zl(kpoints), csz(kpoints) 

325 continue 
1012 format (' ',lOx,f5.2,10x,f8.3) 

330 

69 

continue 

iflag = 1 
isurf = 0 
goto 81 
else 
continue 
endif 

continue 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES,X,T,U,UX,UXX,UT) 
INTEGER NPDES 
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REAL X,T,U(2),UX(2), UXX(2), UT(2),DN,AM,P AR1,P AR2,P AR3,R,ak 
& P AR4,P AR5,P AR6,dkl,dk2,CGO,TEMP,AL,DI,FV,AKO,dkiO,dkfO, 
& EAI,EDF,BTA 

REAL EXP.xcomp 
COMMON /stuff/ pi,di,temp 
COMMON /param/ al,dii(20),fv,cgO,dens(20),dt,dc,slope, 

@ dkfO,ea,edi,edf,xal(20),itripb,nseg,dcoeff,iswh,input,ts(20), 
@ pw,hpw,slopep,akO,dkiO 

INTRINSIC EXP 

xcomp = 0.0 
do 160 j = 1,nseg 
xcomp = xcomp + xal(j) 
if (x.le.xcomp) then 
di = dii(j) 



temp = tsO) 
goto 155 
else 
continue 
end if 

160 continue 

155 XAREA = (PI/4.0)*DI**2 
DCOEFF = 60.0*0.181*(TEMP/273.0)**1.5 
BTA = (DCOEFF*XAREA)/(AL*FV) 

C System characteristics. 

C CSO = Initial surface concentration. (gmol 02/ cm2 surface) 
C CGO = 02 conc. at the system enterance. (gmol 02/cm3 gas) 
C DI = Inside diameter of the tube. (cm) 
C AL = Length of the tube. (cm) 
C FV = Volumetric gas flow rate. (cm3/min) 
C DCOEFF = Diffusion coefficient of 02 in gas. (cm2/min) 
C TEMP = Segment temperature. (K) 
C R = Gas Constant (cal/gmol.K) 
C AKO = Pre-exponential factor for adsorption. 
C DKO = Pre-exponential factor for desorption. 
C EA = Activation energy for adsorption. 
C ED = Activation energy for desorption. 
C AK = Adsorption rate constant. 
C DK = Desorption rate constant. 

R = 1.987 

AK = AKO * exp(-EA/(R*TEMP» 
dkl = DKIO * exp(-EDI/(R*TEMP» 
dk2 = DKFO * exp(-EDF/(R*TEMP» 
DK = (dkl *dk2)/(dk2*u(2)+dkl *(1.0-u(2») 

CSO = (AK/DKl)*CGO 

C Define the coefficients of the terms in the set of PDEs. 

PARI = (4.0/DI)*DK*(CSO/CGO) 
PAR2 = (4.0/DI)*AK 
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PAR3 = (4.0*FV)/(PI*AL*DI**2) 
PAR4 = DCOEFF/AL**2 
PAR5 = AK*CGO/CSO 
PAR6 = DK 

C Define the (set of) partial differential equation/so 

UT(I) = PARI *U(2) - PAR2*U(I) - PAR3*UX(I) + 
& PAR4*UXX(I) 

UT(2) = PAR5*U(I) - PAR6*U(2) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES,X,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMP) 
INTEGER NPDES 
REAL X,T,ALPHA(2),BETA(2),GAMP(2),BT A,xcomp 
COMMON /stuff/ pi,di,temp 

COMMON /param/ al,dii(20),fv,cgO,dens(20),dt,dc,slope, 
@ dkfO,ea,edi,edf,xal(20),itripb,nseg,dcoeff,iswh,input,ts(20), 
@ pw,hpw,slopep,akO,dldO 

PI = 3.141592654 

if (itripb.eq.O) then 
jc = 1 
xcomp = xal(jc) 
goto 164 
else 
goto 170 
endif 

164 continue 
itripb = 1 

if (x.Ie.xcomp) then 
di = dii(jc) 
temp = ts(jc) 
go to 170 
else 
continue 
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endif 

170 XAREA = (PI/4.0)*DI**2 
DCOEFF = 60.0*0.181*(TEMP/273.0)**1.5 
BTA = (DCOEFF*XAREA)/(AL*FV) 

C DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 

if (input .eq. 1) then 
continue 
if «t .It. 0.0001) .or. (t .gt. pw» go to 91 
continue 
if (t .gt. hpw) go to 92 
continue 
if (x .It. 0.5) then 

alpha (1) = 1.0 
beta (1) = -bta 
gamp (1) = slopep 

alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

else 

alpha (1) = 0.0 
beta (1) = 1.0 
gamp (1) = 0.0 

alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

endif 

goto 32 

92 continue 
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if (x .It. 0.5) then 

alpha (1) = 1.0 
beta (1) = -bta 
gamp (1) = -slopep 

alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

else 

alpha (1) = 0.0 
beta (1) = 1.0 
gamp (1) = 0.0 

alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

endif 

go to 32 

91 continue 

if (x .It. 0.5) then 
alpha (1) = 1.0 
beta (1) = -bta 
gamp (1) = 0.0 

alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

else 

alpha (1) = 0.0 
beta (1) = 1.0 
gamp (1) = 0.0 



alpha (2) = 0.0 
beta (2) = 0.0 
gamp (2) = 0.0 

endif 

go to 32 

else 

continue 

IF «T.LT.O.OOOl) .OR. (T.GT.dt» GOTO 31 
CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.S) THEN 
ALPHA(l) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = slope 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

END IF 

GOTO 32 

31 CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.S) THEN 

ALPHA(l) = 1.0 
BETA(1) = -BTA 
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GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BET A(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ENDIF 
endif 

32 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX D 

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 5 



APPENDIX D-l 

Computer Simulation Code PORODS.FOR 

c Adsorption/Desorption in Porous Media (Disk Filter) 

C This program simulates a step input of impurity at the inlet 
C of a disk filter at room temperature. 
C The program takes into account the adsorption, 
C desorption, convection, dispersion, and accumulation of impurity 
C in the system. 

C All variables used in this program are dimensionless EXCEPT 
C the TIME variable, which maintains its TIME UNITS (minutes). 

C Specification for local variables. 
C 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
INTEGER LDY,NPDES,NX 
PARAMETER (NPDES = 2, NX = 10, LDY = NPDES) 

INTEGER I,IDO,J,NOUT,ITR,I1TR,K 
CHARACTER DATFILE*IS 
REAL*8 FCNBC, FCNUT, FLOAT, HINIT, T, TEND, TMAX, TOL, 

+ XBREAK(NX), Y(LDY,NX) 
REAL*4 XINT, YINT, YMAX, X2, Y2 

REAL*8 AREA2D, XNAME, YNAME, HEADIN, GRAF, THKFRM, 
+ FRAME, CURVE, ENDPL 

COMMON /param/ ak,al,di,deff,fv,cgO,temp,density,dt,dc,slope, 
@ Sg,Dbulk,Epslon,csO,dkl,dk2,dk 

integer*4IBUF(16) 
DIMENSION WK(2*NX*NPDES*(12*NPDES**2+21*NPDES+9» 
DIMENSION IWK(2*NX*NPDES) 
REAL*4 CG,TIME,XI,YI 
DIMENSION CG(O:4000),TIME(O:4000),XI(O:4000),YI(O:4000) 
DIMENSION X2(400),Y2(400) 

INTRINSIC FLOAT 
EXTERNAL FCNBC,FCNUT,M2LCH 

open (unit = I,file = 'P ALLMH20.PRN' ,status = 'old' ,readonly) 
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c open (2,file = 'vlOO.dat', carriagecontrol = 'list',status = 'new') 

read(1, *) (x2(i),y2(i),i = 1,145) 
c Reading experimental data 

close unit = 1 

write (*, *) 'Enter Adsorption Rate Constant, Ak' 
read (*, *) ak 

c ak = 0.07 
write (*,*) 'Enter Dkl' 
read (*, *) dk1 

c dk1 =0.16 
write (*, *) 'Enter Dk2' 
read (*, *) dk2 

c dk2 = 0.011 
! write (*, *) 'Enter dispersion coefficient, Deff (cm**2/min)' 

read (*, *) Deff < = = = = = = = = = = = = 
deff = 12.6 

c write (*, *) 'Enter disk diameter (cm)' 
c read (*, *) Di 

Di = 2.8 
c write (*,*) 'Enter disk thickness (cm)' 
c read (*, *) AI 

AI = 0.5 
c write (*, *) 'Enter volumetric gas flow rate (scem)' 
e read (*, *) Fv 

Fv = 880. 
e write (*, *) 'Enter impurity Cone. at the Tube Enteranee (ppb)' 
e write (*, *) 'This is the gas conc. with which the surface is in' 
c write (*, *) 'equilibrium for time = 0 minus.' 
e read (*, *) cinlet 

cinlet = 427.535 
e write (*,*) 'Enter Tube Temperature (Kelvin = C + 273)' 
c read (*, *) temp 

temp = 298.0 

CGO = (cinlet*1.0e-9*273.0)/(22400.0*temp) 

c write (*, *) 'Enter magnitude of step change in inlet conc.(ppb), 
c write(*,*),DO NOT forget the sign: + for +ve step and - for -ve step' 
c read (*,*) dc 
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c 
c 

c 
c 

c 
c 

c 

* 
* 

c 
c 
c 

dc = -422.312 
write (*, *) 'Enter time over which this step change occurs (min)' 
read (*, *) dt 
dt = 1.0 
slope = dc/(cinlet*dt) 
write (*, *) 'Enter time out to which solution is required (min)' 
read (*,*) TMAX 
tmax = 1050. 
write (*, *) 'Enter X - interval' 
read (*, *) xint 
xint = 100.0 
write (*,*) 'Enter Y - interval' 
read (*, *) yint 
yint = 40.0 

Physical properties of the porous material. < = = = = = = = = = 

write (*, *) 'Enter Sg' 
read(*, *) Sg 
Sg = 2100.0 
Dbulk = 1.7 
Epslon = 0.79 

Sg = Specific surface area, cm2 / gm 
Dbulk = Bulk density of the porous material, gm/cm3 

Epslon = Porosity 
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WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER LASERP : 0 = screen display; 1 = laser printer' 
READ (*, *) LASERP 

if (slope .Ie. 0.0) then 
ymax = cinlet 
else 
ymax = cinlet + dc 
end if 

IF (LASERP.EQ.O) THEN 
IBUF(1) = 5 
CALL TK4010(960) 
CALL HWROT (,AUTO') 
CALL NOBRDR 



ELSE 

IBUF(l) = 5 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-102) 
IBUF(l) = 3 
CALL IOMGR (IBUF,-l04) 
CALL PSCRPT (7.9,10.78,0.0139) 
CALLCOMPLX 
CALL THKCRV (0.025) 

ENDIF 

C call setenv (10,LASERP) 

CALL RESET(, ALL') 
CALL NOBRDR 
CALL PAGE (8.5,11.0) 
CALL AREA2D(6.,8.) 
CALLTRIPLX 
CALLINTAXS 
CALL Y AXANG (0.) 
CALL XNAME('Time (min)$',lOO) 
CALL YNAME(,Exit Moisture Concentration (ppb)$',lOO) 
CALL HEADIN (,Moisture Adsorption/Desorption$', 100,1.5,2) 
CALL HEADIN(,Commercial Metal Filter$',100,1.5,2) 

CALL GRAF(O.O,XINT,TMAX,O.O,YINT, YMAX) 

CALL THKFRM(.03) 
CALL FRAME 

C Set uniform breakpoints and initial conditions. 

DO 10 I = 1,NX 
XBREAK(I) = FLOAT(I-1)/FLOAT(NX-1) 
Y(l,I) = 1.0 
Y(2,I) = 1.0 

10 CONTINUE 

C Set parameters for MOLCH. 
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TOL = 1.0E-4 
HINIT = 0.00000001 
T = 0.0 
IDO = 1 
TEND = 0.50 
ITR = 1 

CG(O) = cinlet 
TIME(O) = 0.0 

20 CONTINUE 

C Solve the problem. 
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CALL dM2LCH (IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 
& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

CG(ITR) = y(1,nx)*cgO*1.0e9*22400.0*temp/273.0 
TIME(ITR) = T 

TEND = TEND + 0.50 
ITR = ITR + 1 

IF (TEND. LE. TMAX) GOTO 20 

ipoints = tmax*2+ 1 
do 660 kount = 1,ipoints 
kt = kount - 1 
write (2, *) time(kt), cg(kt) 

660 continue 

CALL CURVE (TIME,CG,ipoints,O) 
call curve (x2,y2,145,-1) 

C Releasing work space. 
IDO = 3 
CALL dM2LCH (IDO,FCNUT,FCNBC,NPDES,T,TEND,NX,XBREAK, TOL, 

& HINIT,Y,LDY,WK,IWK) 

CALL ENDPL(O) 
CALL DONEPL 



C END OF PLOTTING PROGRAM. 

STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNUT (NPDES,X,T,U,UX,UXX,UT) 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
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INTEGER NPDES 
REAL*8X,T,U(2),UX(2),UXX(2),UT(2),DN,AM,PAR1,PAR2,PAR3,AK, 

& P AR4,P AR5,P AR6,DK,CGO,TEMP,AL,DI,FV,deff,bta 
c REAL*8 DEXP 

COMMON /stuff/ bta 
COMMON/param/ak,al,di,deff,fv,cgO,temp,density,dt,dc,slope, 

@ Sg,Dbulk,Epslon,csO,dkl,dk2 

c INTRINSIC EXP 

PI = 3.141592654 
BTA = (deff*pi*di*di)/(4.0*al*fv) 

dk = (dkl *dk2)/(dk2*u(2) + dkl *(1.0-u(2») 
CSO = (AK/DKl)*CGO 

C CSO = Initial surface concentration. (gmol 02/ cm2 surface) 
C CGO = 02 cone. at the system enterance. (gmol 02/ cm3 gas) 
C FV = Volumetric gas flow rate. (cm3/min) 
C DCOEFF = Diffusion coefficient of 02 in gas. (cm2/min) 
C TEMP = System temperature. (K) 

C Define the coefficients of the terms in the set of PDEs. 

PARl = (Sg*Dbulk/Epslon)*DK*(CSO/CGO) 
PAR2 = (Sg*Dbulk/Epslon)*AK 
PAR3 = (4.0*FV)/(PI*Di*Di* Al*Epslon) 
PAR4 = Deff/(Epslon*Al*Al) 
PAR5 = AK*CGO/CSO 
PAR6 = DK 

C Define the (set of) partial differential equation/so 



UT(I) = PARI *U(2) - PAR2*U(I) - PAR3*UX(I) + 
& PAR4*UXX(I) 

UT(2) = PARS*U(I) - PAR6*U(2) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FCNBC (NPDES,X,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMP) 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 

INTEGER NPDES 
REAL *8 X,T,ALPHA(2),BETA(2),GAMP(2),BTA 
COMMON /stuff/ bta 

COMMON/PARAM/ak,al,di,deff,fv,cgO,temp,density,dt,dc,slope, 
@ Sg,Dbulk,Epslon,csO,dkl,dk2 

C DEFINE THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. 

IF «T.LT.O.OOOl) .OR. (T.GT.dt» GOTO 31 
CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.S) THEN 
ALPHA(I) = 1.0 
BETA(I) = -BTA 
GAMP( 1) = slope 

c GAMP(I) is I:,.Cg/l:,.t, I:,. was taken as 1 minute. 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA( 1) = 0.0 
BETA(I) = 1.0 
GAMP(I) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 
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ENDIF 

GOT032 

31 CONTINUE 
IF (X.LT.O.S) THEN 

ALPHA(l) = 1.0 
BETA(l) = -BTA 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ELSE 

ALPHA(l) = 0.0 
BETA(l) = 1.0 
GAMP(l) = 0.0 

ALPHA(2) = 0.0 
BETA(2) = 0.0 
GAMP(2) = 0.0 

ENDIF 

32 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX D·2 

Experimental H20 and 02 Outgassing Data for Filters Cl, Ml, M2, and M3 

Table D-2.1: H20 outgassing data for ceramic filter C1 at 25°C. 
v = 1681 cc/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
0.34 
0.67 
1.00 
1.34 
1.67 
2.00 
2.34 
2.67 
3.00 
3.34 
3.67 
4.00 
4.34 
4.67 
5.00 
5.34 
5.67 
6.00 
6.34 
6.67 
7.00 
7.34 
7.67 
8.00 
8.34 
8.67 
9.00 
9.34 
9.67 
10.00 

Cone. H20 (ppb) 

394.1 
389.07 
380.09 
369.99 
359.75 
348.76 
337.92 
327.47 
317.54 
307.93 
299.04 
290.73 
281.71 
274.24 
266.46 
259.2 
251.22 
245.33 
238.42 
232.94 
227.27 
220.63 
216.11 
210.14 
206.51 
201.56 
197.23 
192.03 
189.03 
185.29 
181.4 
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t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

11.00 169.74 
12.00 161.6 
12.34 158.85 
12.67 155.96 
13.00 153.46 
14.00 145.75 
15.00 138.83 
17.00 127.11 
18.00 120.28 
19.00 115.61 
20.00 110.86 
20.34 109.27 
20.67 107.11 
21.00 105.66 
21.34 104.78 
21.67 103.09 
22.00 102.34 
22.34 101.05 
22.67 100.24 
24.90 96.35 
31.80 79.52 
38.00 68.91 
52.57 52.06 
60.10 46.4 
85.70 34.1 
129.84 23.71 
177.15 17.54 



420 

Table D-2.2: 02 outgassing data for ceramic filter C1 at 25°C. 
v = 1681 cc/min 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

o 108.49 
0.33 106.02 
0.67 102.62 
1 98.99 
1.33 94.27 
1.67 89.13 
2 85.47 
2.33 79.52 
2.67 75.41 
3 70.92 
3.33 68.88 
3.67 64.12 
4 62.24 
4.33 56.69 
4.67 59.32 
5 53.18 
5.33 5056 
5.67 52.94 
6 46.66 
6.33 455 
6.67 43.41 
7 41.92 
7.33 40.65 
7.67 39.35 
8 39.12 
8.33 38.64 
8.67 37.59 
9 35.51 
9.33 35.63 
9.67 33.05 
10 33.04 
10.33 31.58 
10.67 3053 
11 30.06 
11.33 30.19 
11.67 29.18 



421 

·t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

12 29.46 
12.33 27.42 
12.67 28.51 
13 27.04 
13.33 28.61 
13.67 26.02 
14 25.07 
14.33 24.81 
14.67 24.82 
15 24.21 
15.33 23.66 
15.67 23.35 
16 23.17 
16.33 22.64 
16.67 22.09 
17 21.59 
17.33 21.99 
17.67 21.13 
18 21 
18.33 20.38 
18.67 20.25 
19 19.5 
19.33 19.66 
19.67 19.13 
20 18.88 
20.33 18.69 
20.67 18.58 
21 18.14 
21.33 17.98 
21.67 18.03 
22 17.14 
22.33 17.32 
22.67 17.09 
23 17.51 
23.33 17.23 
23.67 16.93 
24 16.73 
24.33 16.09 
24.67 15.64 



422 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

25 15.81 
25.33 15.95 
25.67 15.36 
26 15.26 
26.33 15.52 
26.67 15.22 
27 14.7 
27.33 14.67 
27.67 14.67 
28 14.11 
28.33 13.98 
28.67 14.19 
29 14.15 
29.33 13.69 
29.67 13.84 
30 13.98 
30.33 13.59 
30.67 13.37 
31 13.4 
31.33 13.08 
31.67 13.45 
32 12.86 
32.33 12.63 
32.67 12.58 
33 12.45 
33.33 12.65 
33.67 12.16 
34 12.26 
34.33 12.35 
34.67 11.98 
35 12.03 
35.33 11.78 
35.67 11.94 
36 11.57 
36.33 11.2 
36.67 11.15 
37 11.27 
37.33 11.87 
37.67 10.97 



Table D-2.3: 

t (min) 

45.03 
49.07 
52.43 
62.32 
75.35 
88.73 
102.13 
148.15 

Conc. 02 (ppb) 

9.7 
9.2 
8.73 
7.6 
6.98 
6.01 
5.58 
4.43 

H20 outgassing data for metallic filter M1 at 25°C. 
v = 938.6 cc/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.13 
3.40 
5.65 
7.93 
10.20 
12.48 
14.75 
17.02 
19.28 
21.55 
23.83 
26.10 
28.38 
30.65 
35.18 
39.72 
44.25 
48.78 
53.33 
57.87 
62.38 

Conc. H20 (ppb) 

97.857 
96.583 
94.303 
92.625 
89.205 
85.657 
83.037 
79.609 
78.2 
74.277 
72.26 
70.29 
68.165 
66.267 
63.378 
60.505 
57.996 
54.975 
51.748 
48.827 
46.623 
45.442 

423 



424 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

66.92 43.441 
71.50 42.61 
80.57 39.1 
89.68 35.828 
98.78 35.219 
107.88 33.044 
116.98 29.774 
126.07 27.944 
135.17 27.298 
144.27 25.17 
153.37 24.414 
162.45 23.669 
171.50 21.682 
180.63 21.393 
189.73 20.376 
198.83 20.421 
207.90 20.047 
216.97 18.28 
226.05 18.174 
235.13 18.351 
244.25 18.554 
253.37 17.987 
262.47 16.67 
271.57 16.843 
280.65 17.149 
289.75 16.437 
298.83 16.941 
307.93 15.769 
317.03 15.569 
326.15 15.544 
335.25 14.247 
344.33 15.199 
353.40 14.457 
362.50 14.889 
371.60 14.765 
380.72 13.744 
389.87 14.669 
398.95 13.312 
408.03 14.051 



Table D-2.4: 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

417.13 14.38 
426.22 13.133 
435.32 13.899 
444.37 13.268 
453.47 13.375 
462.58 12.789 
471.67 13.391 
480.78 12.577 
489.88 13.447 
498.97 12.208 
508.05 12.514 
517.13 13.041 
526.22 12.067 
535.33 11.918 
544.43 11.642 
553.53 11.605 
562.58 12.007 
580.73 11.441 
598.93 12.001 

02 outgassing data for metallic filter M1 at 25°C. 
v = 938.6 ce/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.13 
2.27 
3.40 
4.52 
5.65 
6.80 
7.93 
9.07 
10.20 
12.48 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

2.47 
2.343 
2.47 
2.366 
2.298 
2.236 
2.274 
2.22 
2.199 
2.121 
1.949 

425 



426 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

14.75 1.93 
17.02 1.793 
19.28 1.774 
21.55 1.696 
23.83 1.658 
26.10 1.592 
28.38 1.642 
30.65 1.477 
35.18 1.425 
39.72 1.356 
44.25 1.292 
48.78 1.167 
53.33 1.144 
57.87 1.146 
62.38 1.144 
66.92 1.052 
76.03 1 
85.13 0.92 
94.25 0.759 
103.33 0.87 
112.43 0.757 
121.52 0.688 
130.62 0.629 
139.73 0.636 
148.82 0.533 
157.90 0.5 
166.98 0.526 
176.07 0.469 
185.18 0.474 
194.28 0.419 
203.37 0.469 
212.43 0.455 
220.37 0.493 
229.45 0.436 
238.58 0.384 
247.67 0.462 
256.77 0.457 
265.88 0.429 
274.98 0.467 



427 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

284.07 0.434 
293.15 0.504 
302.25 0.514 
310.20 0.419 
319.32 0.452 
328.42 0.391 
337.52 0.396 
346.60 0.426 
355.68 0.412 
364.78 0.476 
375.02 0.396 
386.43 0.467 
395.55 0.441 
406.90 0.41 
416.00 0.471 
425.08 0.45 
434.18 0.434 
442.12 0.377 
451.18 0.45 
460.32 0.33 
469.40 0.41 
478.52 0.377 
487.60 0.459 
501.22 0.353 
510.32 0.45 
519.40 0.337 
528.48 0.363 
537.62 0.405 
542.17 0.339 
551.25 0.341 
555.80 0.391 
560.32 0.301 
564.85 0.417 
569.38 0.37 
573.93 0.372 
578.47 0.389 
583.00 0.278 
587.53 0.417 
592.08 0.33 



Table D-2.5: 

t (min) 

596.65 
600.00 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

0.412 
0.431 

H20 outgassing data for metallic filter M2 at 25°C. 
v = 925.2 ee/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.15 
2.28 
3.43 
4.57 
5.70 
6.85 
8.00 
9.15 
10.28 
11.43 
12.58 
13.72 
14.87 
16.00 
17.13 
18.25 
19.40 
20.53 
21.67 
22.80 
23.93 
25.07 
26.20 
27.33 
28.47 
29.62 

, Cone. H 20 (ppb) 

387.539 
378.8148 
368.655 
358.4445 
347.7446 
338.4621 
330.0174 
322.0667 
314.2737 
306.5867 
298.5838 
292.3094 
286.5719 
280.8304 
274.8847 
269.4124 
263.1824 
257.8527 
253.4731 
249.1759 
245.1218 
241.443 
236.5369 
232.3616 
227.8594 
223.9961 
221.9049 

428 



429 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

30.77 218.4446 
31.90 214.4515 
33.05 210.4702 
34.18 208.4218 
35.32 205.9497 
36.45 203.2473 
37.60 199.6999 
38.73 195.8327 
39.87 192.7778 
41.00 190.145 
42.13 187.7775 
43.27 186.2422 
44.40 184.1929 
45.53 182.2617 
46.67 178.9511 
47.82 176.4228 
48.97 174.939 
50.10 172.6649 
51.23 170.0067 
52.37 167.7659 
53.50 165.4657 
54.63 164.3429 
55.77 163.0957 
56.90 161.2722 
58.03 159.3932 
59.17 157.2822 
61.43 153.5654 
63.70 151.6167 
65.97 148.3125 
68.25 144.2251 
70.52 141.6066 
72.78 140.1045 
75.05 136.4115 
77.32 134.1975 
79.58 131.3367 
81.85 128.8583 
84.13 127.878 
86.40 125.931 
88.68 122.4081 



430 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

90.97 121.9734 
93.23 118.7484 
95.50 117.3088 
97.77 115.1907 
100.05 113.0972 
104.58 110.998 
109.13 108.2037 
113.68 104.0443 
118.23 102.9888 
122.78 98.85789 
127.30 97.80081 
131.83 94.62007 
136.43 92.56055 
141.00 91.16141 
145.53 88.03848 
150.08 87.16985 
154.65 84.8617 
163.75 82.05154 
172.82 78.67285 
181.90 76.10815 
190.97 72.98759 
200.07 71.47126 
209.15 69.30406 
222.78 66.19142 
231.87 64.29818 
245.50 62.21174 
254.57 61.51335 
263.67 59.41741 
277.30 57.06413 
290.92 56.24143 
304.55 55.03311 
318.15 53.33783 
327.22 52.51275 
345.38 50.34159 
358.98 49.70892 
372.60 48.92265 
390.75 47.54884 
404.43 46.27718 
418.03 45.64056 



431 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

433.95 44.14165 
452.15 43.40526 
465.77 43.25719 
479.42 . 42.55168 
493.07 41.9499 
506.68 41.42967 
520.32 41.07494 
536.22 . 40.32192 
545.32 40.18256 
559.00 39.92997 
577.23 38.6393 
590.92 37.7786 
604.55 38.37088 
622.72 36.97015 
640.88 36.90285 
659.05 36.6455 
677.22 36.15379 
695.37 36.06748 
713.57 35.78163 
731.77 35.29229 
749.93 34.69367 
768.12 34.27955 
786.32 34.10298 
809.02 33.81792 
822.67 33.73557 
840.83 33.41568 
858.97 33.87414 
881.72 32.81785 
899.92 33.24069 
918.10 32.52251 
939.67 32.15827 
944.23 32.95167 



Table D-2.6: 02 outgassing data for metallic filter M2 at 25°C. 
v = 925.2 ee/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.15 
2.28 
3.43 
4.57 
5.70 
6.85 
8.00 
9.15 
10.28 
11.43 
12.58 
13.72 
14.87 
16.00 
17.13 
18.25 
19.40 
20.53 
21.67 
22.80 
23.93 
25.07 
26.20 
27.33 
28.47 
29.62 
30.77 
31.90 
33.05 
34.18 
35.32 
36.45 
37.60 
38.73 
39.87 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

54.17302 
47.55264 
40.10786 
35.24635 
31.35406 
28.35182 
25.51562 
22.77403 
21.08273 
19.39144 
18.24846 
17.19623 
16.13048 
14.91993 
14.10518 
13.39275 
12.78651 
12.26715 
11.8424 
11.33269 
10.72259 
10.25729 
9.942587 
9.498526 
9.29001 
9.141346 
8.7108 
8.370997 
8.13159 
7.915351 
7.886391 
7.600647 
7.394062 
7.025298 
6.92104 
6.859258 

432 



433 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

41.00 6.637227 
42.13 6.457672 
43.27 6.326384 
44.40 6.225988 
45.53 6.185443 
46.67 5.976927 
47.82 5.826333 
48.97 5.695045 
50.10 5.484599 
51.23 5.536728 
52.37 5.440192 
53.50 5.35138 
54.63 5.222023 
55.77 5.123558 
56.90 5.025092 
58.03 4.955587 
59.17 4.930487 
60.30 4.806923 
64.83 4.602268 
69.38 4.401475 
73.93 4.173653 
78.45 3.922662 
83.00 3.804889 
87.53 3.594442 
92.10 3.445778 
96.63 3.353105 
101.18 3.241124 
105.72 3.144589 
110.27 3.026816 
114.82 2.995925 
119.37 2.8434 
123.92 2.781617 
128.45 2.690874 
132.98 2.712112 
137.58 2.584686 
142.13 2.488151 
151.23 2.418645 
160.33 2.351071 
169.42 2.268051 

----- -.- -_. -_._--- .. _------------- .. ---' --



434 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

178.50 2.159932 
187.55 2.088496 
196.65 2.082704 
205.73 2.07305 
214.83 1.984238 
233.02 1.968792 
251.17 1.802752 
269.35 1.851019 
287.52 1.684979 
304.55 1.727455 
322.68 1.642504 
340.85 1.68691 
368.05 1.544038 
404.43 1.57686 
422.58 1.515077 
431.67 1.542107 
440.78 1.484186 
449.88 1.447503 
477.13 1.441711 
495.33 1.441711 
504.42 1.534384 
522.60 1.387651 
531.68 1.43978 
559.00 1.468741 
568.13 1.435919 
586.37 1.432057 
604.55 1.391513 
622.72 1.441711 
640.88 1.360621 
649.97 1.366413 
668.13 1.358691 
686.28 1.376067 
704.50 1.345176 
722.67 1.352899 
731.77 1.362552 
759.02 1.376067 
822.67 1.339384 
831.77 1.291116 
849.90 1.354829 



Table D-2.7: 

t (min) 

858.97 
868.05 
877.18 
886.27 
895.37 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

1.294978 
1.339384 
1.343245 
1.347106 
1.350968 

H20 outgassing data for metallic filter M3 at 25°C. 
v = 880 ee/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.87 
3.73 
5.60 
7.47 
9.33 
11.20 
13.07 
14.93 
16.80 
18.67 
20.53 
22.40 
24.27 
26.13 
28.00 
29.87 
31.73 
33.60 
35.47 
37.33 
39.20 
41.07 
42.93 

Cone. H20 (ppb) 

427.535 
387.401 
347.883 
311.720 
282.732 
259.027 
238.384 
222.582 
207.438 
195.410 
183.491 
173.502 
164.860 
155.497 
148.304 
140.985 
134.374 
127.901 
124.677 
118.903 
115.340 
111.397 
108.187 
103.618 

435 



436 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

54.13 93.359 
62.32 80.573 
70.52 71.241 
78.72 64.190 
86.92 58.896 
95.12 52.924 
103.32 49.281 
111.50 45.848 
119.70 42.394 
127.90 39.538 
136.10 37.141 
144.30 34.989 
152.50 32.827 
160.70 31.379 
168.88 29.943 
177.08 28.073 
185.28 26.655 
193.48 25.388 
201.68 24.150 
209.88 23.034 
218.08 22.154 
226.27 21.250 
234.47 20.363 
242.67 19.658 
250.87 18.990 
259.07 18.409 
267.27 17.659 
275.45 17.277 
283.65 16.774 
291.85 16.325 
300.05 15.768 
308.25 15.278 
316.45 15.045 
324.65 14.664 
332.83 14.276 
341.03 13.941 
349.23 13.573 
357.43 13.436 
365.63 13.067 



437 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

373.83 12.896 
382.03 12.734 
390.22 12.536 
398.42 12.152 
406.62 11.903 
414.82 11.670 
423.02 11.488 
431.22 11.126 
439.40 10.964 
447.60 10.886 
455.80 10.780 
464.00 10.738 
472.20 10.509 
480.40 10.305 
488.60 10.076 
496.78 10.160 
504.98 9.936 
513.18 9.760 
521.38 9.753 
529.58 9.626 
537.78 9.549 
545.98 9.455 
554.17 9.380 
562.37 9.507 
570.57 9.373 
578.77 9.245 
586.97 9.238 
595.17 9.009 
603.37 8.811 
611.55 8.730 
619.75 8.690 
627.95 8.512 
636.15 8.557 
644.35 8.332 
652.55 8.380 
660.73 8.289 
668.93 8.290 
677.13 8.179 
685.33 7.971 



438 

t (min) Cone. H20 (ppb) 

693.53 7.772 
701.73 7.699 
709.93 7.655 
718.12 7.567 
726.32 7.600 
734.52 7.567 
742.72 7.318 
750.92 7.293 
759.12 7.317 
767.32 7.354 
775.50 7.224 
783.70 7.145 
791.90 7.068 
800.10 6.978 
808.30 6.850 
816.50 6.743 
824.70 6.683 
832.88 6.620 
841.08 6.466 
849.28 6.408 
857.48 6.399 
865.68 6.393 
873.88 6.349 
882.07 6.257 
890.27 6.198 
898.47 6.167 
906.67 6.114 
914.87 6.111 
923.07 6.007 
931.27 5.882 
939.45 5.807 
947.65 5.864 
955.85 5.777 
964.05 5.748 
972.25 5.668 
980.45 5.676 
988.63 5.598 
996.83 5.521 
1005.03 5.539 



Table D-2.8: 

t (min) 

1013.23 
1021.43 
1029.63 
1037.83 

Cone. H20 (ppb) 

5.427 
5.387 
5.355 
5.223 

02 outgassing data for metallic filter M3 at 25°C. 
v = 880 ee/min 

t (min) 

0.00 
1.87 
3.73 
5.60 
7.47 
9.33 
11.20 
13.07 
14.93 
16.80 
18.67 
20.53 
22.40 
24.27 
26.13 
28.00 
29.87 
31.73 
33.60 
35.47 
37.33 
39.20 
41.07 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

39.539 
30.705 
24.103 
18.448 
15.932 
13.356 
12.811 
11.603 
10.269 
8.818 
8.163 
7.635 
7.056 
6.393 
6.007 
5.411 
5.395 
5.109 
4.220 
4.883 
3.994 
4.313 
4.346 

439 



440 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

42.93 4.027 
54.13 3.205 
62.32 2.358 
70.52 2.383 
78.72 2.039 
86.92 1.611 
95.12 1.569 
103.32 1.368 
111.50 1.250 
119.70 1.158 
127.90 1.032 
136.10 1.007 
144.30 0.831 
152.50 0.839 
160.70 0.714 
168.88 0.714 
177.08 0.663 
185.28 0.646 
193.48 0.596 
201.68 0.596 
209.88 0.546 
218.08 0.521 
226.27 0.495 
234.47 0.445 
242.67 0.411 
250.87 0.378 
259.07 0.403 
267.27 0.336 
275.45 0.370 
283.65 0.353 
291.85 0.361 
300.05 0.386 
308.25 0.344 
316.45 0.328 
324.65 0.336 
332.83 0.336 
341.03 0.344 
349.23 0.294 
357.43 0.302 



441 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

365.63 0.319 
373.83 0.252 
382.03 0.244 
390.22 0.286 
398.42 0.286 
406.62 0.277 
414.82 0.277 
423.02 0.260 
431.22 0.277 
439.40 0.252 
447.60 0.252 
455.80 0.260 
464.00 0.269 
472.20 0.235 
480.40 0.235 
488.60 0.286 
496.78 0.260 
504.98 0.235 
513.18 0.252 
521.38 0.244 
529.58 0.260 
537.78 0.269 
545.98 0.227 
554.17 0.235 
562.37 0.244 
570.57 0.235 
578.77 0.260 
586.97 0.252 
595.17 0.227 
603.37 0.210 
611.55 0.244 
619.75 0.244 
627.95 0.219 
636.15 0.219 
644.35 0.227 
652.55 0.227 
660.73 0.210 
668.93 0.235 
677.13 0.219 



442 

t (min) Cone. 02 (ppb) 

685.33 0.219 
693.53 0.185 
701.73 0.202 
709.93 . 0.210 
718.12 0.235 
726.32 0.185 
734.52 0.210 
742.72 . 0.193 
750.92 0.202 
759.12 0.227 
767.32 , 0.210 
775.50 0.202 
783.70 0.193 
791.90 0.219 
800.10 0.219 
808.30 0.185 
816.50 0.202 
824.70 0.202 
832.88 0.193 
841.08 0.185 
849.28 0.193 
857.48 0.193 
865.68 0.202 
873.88 0.219 
882.07 0.185 
890.27 0.177 
898.47 0.193 
906.67 0.193 
914.87 0.193 
923.07 0.193 
931.27 0.193 
939.45 0.202 
947.65 0.185 
955.85 0.185 
964.05 0.185 
972.25 0.185 
980.45 0.177 
988.63 0.185 
996.83 0.185 



t (min) 

1005.03 
1013.23 
1021.43 
1029.63 
1037.83 

Cone. 02 (ppb) 

0.202 
0.177 
0.202 
0.202 
0.185 
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APPENDIX D-3 Filter Characteristics and Experimental Conditions. (T = 25°C) 

ChI. = Challenge impurity concentration. 

Filter Type Ceramic 

. Code Cl C2 Ml 
! 

I SI! (m2/gm) 2.1 0.182 0.13 

Tot S. Area 31.5 13.65 9.4 
(m2) 

Porosity 0.26 N/A 0.30 

Density (gm/cc) 2.29 2.25 5.0 

v (cc/min) 1681 1184 938.6 

ChI. H20 (ppb) 665 316 299.1 

ChI. 02 (ppb) 384 75 458.4 

ChI. CO2 (ppb) 41 39 73.9 

ChI. CH4 (ppb) 3.3 0.99 0.104 

Cuhp H2O 13 4.5 4.01 
(ppb) 

Cuhp 02 (ppb) 3 0.22 2.45 

Cuhp CO2 (ppb) 0.5 0.17 0.53 

Cuhp CH4 (ppb) N/A 0.08 0.126 

Cuhp = UHP gas impurity concentration. 

Metallic 

M2 M3 M4 

0.19 0.21 0.08 

2.9 1.1 1.19 

0.55 0.79 0.35 

3.60 1.7 5.2 

925.2 880 1084 

406 509.7 474 

78.3 96.1 76.7 

54.8 26.4 30.7 

0.53 1.52 1.7 

20.0 0.6 6.3 

2.0 0.03 0.16 

0.3 0.4 0.64 

0.14 0.04 0.20 

PI 

14 

0.52 

N/A 

N/A 
991 

192.8 

113.9 

159.8 

0.181 

7.3 

0.19 

0.16 

0.06 

Polymeric 

P2 

14 

0.96 

0.65 

0.79 

994 

208.1 

116.2 

167.8 

0.155 

10.6 

0.28 

0.07 

0.05 

P3 

14 

~18.2 

N/A 

N/A 
1094 

503 

86.5 

19 

2.0 

4.12 

0.26 

0.42 

0.29 

~ 
~ 
~ 

P4 
I 

14 I 

I 

1.5 
I 

I 

N/A 

N/A 
1050 

354 

47 

38 

0.56 

3.9 

0.19 

0.13 

0.07 
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APPENDIX E 

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 6 



* 

* 
* 
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APPENDIX E·l 

COMPUTER CODE BACKDIF.FOR 

The following code solves the back-diffusion partial differential equation, 
Equation (6-10) with the boundary conditions given in Equations (6-11) 
through (6-14). The code uses NAG (Numerical Algorithm Group) library. 

Backdiffusion of Impurities in Ultra-High Purity Gas Systems. 

X is the RADIAL dimension. 
Y is the AXIAL dimension. 

* ... Parameters ... 

* 
* 

* 

INTEGER NOUT 
PARAMETER (NOUT = 6) 
INTEGER LEVELS,NGX,NGY,LDA 
PARAMETER (LEVELS==3, NGX =2**LEVELS + 1, NGY=4097, 

+ LDA=4*(NGX + 1)*(NGY + 1)/3) 

For numerical optimization purposes it is suggested to use 
NGX and NGY to be 2* *n + 1, where n is an integer. 

... Arrays in Common ... 
REAL*8 USER(I) 

* ... Local Scalars ... 

* 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

REAL *8 ACC,HX,HY,XMAX,XMIN,YMAX, YMIN,Cao,Cainf, 
+ Pe,Dmol,Pl,di,PI,fv,uavg,XAREA 

INTEGER I,IF AIL,IOUT,J,MAXIT,NUMIT 

... Definition of various local scalar quantities ... 

Cao is the impurity conc. at the tube exit (z=O) (ppb). 
Cainf is the impurity conc. as z -- > infinity (ppb). 
Pe is the Peelet number. 
Dmol is the molecular diffusion coefficient (cm*cm/s). 
di is the inside tube diameter (cm). 
fv is the volumetric gas flow rate (sccm). 
uavg is the average gas velocity (cm/s). 



* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
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XAREA is the tube cross-sectional area (cm*cm) 

... Local Arrays ... 
REAL *8 A (LDA, 7), RHS(LDA), U(LDA), UB(NGX*NGY), US(LDA), 

+ X(NGX*NGY), Y(NGX*NGY), CVEC(NGX*NGY) 

... External Subroutines ... 
EXTERNAL BNDY, D03EDF, D03EEF, PDEF 

... Common Blocks ... 
COMMON /BLOCKI/USER 

... Read external data ... 

WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER Cao, Impurity conc. at z = 0, (ppb)' 
READ (*,*) Cao 
Cao = 2.ld8 
WRITE (*, *) 'ENTER Cainf, Impurity conc. as z ---> infinity, (ppb)' 
READ (*, *) Cainf 
Cainf = O.OldO 
WRITE (*, *) 'ENTER Tube inside diameter, (cm)' 
READ (*, *) Di 
Di = 0.435dO 
PI = 3.I4I592654dO 
XAREA = (PI/4.0dO)*Di*Di 
WRITE (*, *) 'ENTER volumetric gas flow rate, (sccm)' 
READ (*, *) fv 
uavg = fv/(XAREA * 60.0dO) 
WRITE (*,*) 'ENTER Dmol, molecular diffusion coefficient, (cm"2/s)' 
READ (*, *) Dmol 

Dmol = O.189dO 
For oxygen in nitrogen at 25C. 

Pe = (uavg*Di)/Dmol 

... Executable Statements ... 
WRITE (NOUT, *) 'Backdiffusion Theoretical Modeling Results' 

User(l) contains the value of the parameter {Pe**2} 
USER(I) = Pe * Pe 



XMIN = 1.0d-12 
XMAX = 1.0dO 
YMIN = O.OdO 
YMAX = 1.0dO-1.0d-12 

HX = (XMAX-XMIN)/dble(NGX-l) 
HY = (YMAX-YMIN)/dble(NGY-l) 

DO 40 I = I,NGX 
DO 20 J = 1,NGY 

X(I+(J-l)*NGX) = XMIN + dble(l-l)*HX 
Y(I+(J-l)*NGX) = YMIN + dble(J-l)*HY 

20 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 

* 
* Discretize the equations. 
* 

IFAIL = -1 
* 
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CALL D03EEF (X MIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, PDEF, BNDY, NGX, NGY, 

* 
* 
* 

+ LDA, A, RHS, 'Central', IFAIL) 

Set the initial guess. 

DO 60 I = I,NGX*NGY 
UB(I) = O.ldO 

60 CONTINUE 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

Solve the equations 

** Set IOUT.GE.2 to obtain intermediate output from D03EDF ** 

lOUT = 0 
ACC = 1.0d-7 
MAXIT = 200 
IFAIL = -1 

CALL D03EDF (NGX, NGY, LDA, A, RHS, UB, MAXIT, ACC, US, U, 



* 
* 
* 

26 
25 

* 
* 
* 

+ lOUT, NUMIT, IFAlL) 

Convert Dimensionless concentration to its appropriate units. 
The vector CVEC contians the impurity concentration in proper 
units. (The units are dictated by Cao and Cainf units). 

DO 25 J = I,NGY 
DO 26 I = I,NGX 
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CVEC(I+(J-I)*NGX) = U(I+(J-I)*NGX) * (Cainf-Cao) + Cao 
CONTINUE 

CONTINUE 

Print out the solution. 

DO 100 J = I,NGY 
WRITE (NOUT,999) (CVEC(I+(J-I)*NGX)/Cao, I = 1,NGX) 

100 CONTINUE 

WRITE (NOUT,997) 'Number of iterations = " NUMIT 

STOP 

999 FORMAT (IX,lOF7.3,:/(6X,lOF7.3» 
997 FORMAT (IX,A,13) 

* 

* 

* 

END 

SUBROUTINEPDEF(X, Y,ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, DELTA, EPSLON, 
+ PHI, PSI) 

... Scalar arguments ... 
REAL*8 ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, DELTA, EPSLON, PHI, PSI, PARI, 

+ PAR2, X, Y 

... Arrays in common ... 
REAL*8 USER(I) 

... Common blocks ... 
COMMON /BLOCKI/USER 



* ... Executable statements ... 

* 

* 

* 

* 

PARI = USER(l) 

ALPHA = 1.0dO 
BETA = O.OdO 
GAMMA = parI * (1.0dO-Y)**2 
DELTA = 1.0dO/X 
EPSLON = -parI *(1.0dO-Y)*X**2 
PHI = O.OdO 
PSI = O.OdO 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BNDY(X,Y,A,B,C,IBND) 

... Parameters ... 
INTEGER 
PARAMETER 

BOTIOM, RIGHT, TOP, LEFf 
(BOTIOM = O,RIGHT= I,TOP = 2,LEFf= 3) 

... Scalar arguments ... 
REAL*8 A,B,CX, Y 
INTEGER IBND 

... Executable statements ... 
IF (IBND.EQ.RIGHT .OR. IBND.EQ.LEFf) THEN 

* Prescribed derivatives of the solution. 
* 

* 

A = 0.0 
B = 1.0 
C = 0.0 

ELSE IF (IBND.EQ.BOTIOM) THEN 

* Prescribed solution. 
* 

A = 1.0 
B = 0.0 
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C = 0.0 

ELSE IF (IBND.EQ.TOP) THEN 
* 
* Prescribed solution 
* 

A = 1.0 
B = 0.0 
C = 1.0 

END IF 

RETURN 
END 
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* 

* 

* 

* 
* 

* 
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APPENDIX E·2 

DATA PREPARATION FOR 3·D PLOTTING· CODE: XYZ.FOR 

The following code prepares the numerical data generated by BACKDIF.FOR 
for three dimensional plotting using the code THREED.FOR given in 
Appendix E-3. 

implicit real*8 (A-H,O-Z) 

DIMENSION XX(5000),yy(1O),x(50000),y(50000),zmat(5000,10),z(50000) 

REAL*8 Dmol,v,pi,di,AA,Uavg 
INTEGER I, NGY,j,k,ngx 

open (1, file = 'vI6.out',status='old', readonly) 
open (2, file = 'vI6.dat' ,status = 'unknown') 

X is the axial direction. 
Y is the radial direction. 

Number of grid points used in BACKDIF.FOR 
ngx = 4097 
ngy = 9 

pi = 3.141592654 

Tube inside diameter 
di = 0.435 

write (*, *) 'Enter volumetric gas flow rate (seem)' 
read (*,*) V 
v = 10.0 

Dmol in cm**2/sec 
Dmol = 0.784 
Uavg = (4.0dO*V)/(pi*60.0dO*di**2) 
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AA = Dmol/Uavg 

* Preparing the Z-vector 

do 6 i = 1,ngx 
read (1,*) (zmat(i,j), j = 1,ngy) 

6 continue 
close (unit = 1) 

j = 0 
k = 1 
do 11 i = 1,ngx*ngy 
j = j+ 1 
z(i) = zmat(k,j) 
if (j.eq.ngy) then 
j = 0 
k = k + 1 
else 
continue 
endif 

11 continue 

* Preparing the Y -vector 

do 20 j = 1, ngy 
yy(j) = (j-1.0)/(ngy-1.0) 

20 continue 

* Preparing the X-vector 

DO 10 I = 1, NGX 
R = 1.0dO - (1-1.0dO)/(NGX-1.0dO) 
IF (I .EO. NGX) THEN 

R = 1.0dO - (ngx-1.000000001dO)/(ngx-1.0dO) 
XX(l) = -AA * DLOG (R) 
GOTO 10 
ELSE 

XX(I) = -AA * DLOG (R) 
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ENDIF 

10 CONTINUE 

j = 0 
k = 1 
do 15 i = l,ngx*ngy 
j = j+ 1 
x(i) = xx(k) 
if (j.eq.ngy) then 
j = 0 
k = k+l 
else 
continue 
endif 

15 continue 

i = 0 
do 1 k = 1,ngx*ngy 
i = i + 1 
y(k) = yy(i) 
if (i.eq.ngy) then 
i = 0 
else 
continue 
endif 

1 continue 

do 2 i = 1, ngx*ngy 
* write (*, *) x(i),y(i),z(i) 

write (2,1001) x(i),y(i),z(i) 
2 continue 

1001 format (E11.3,2x,Ell.3,2x,E11.3) 

STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX E-3 

CODE THREED.FOR 

The following code uses the back-diffusion data prepared by XYZ.FOR and 
plots it as a three-dimensional surface. The code uses DISSPLA library. 

************************************************************************* 
* 
* 

Disspla file for plotting 3 demensional surfaces. 
XYZ data is read from three columns in one file. 

************************************************************************* 

character input * 15,hdl *50,hd2*BO,fig*7,figl * 11 
integer ibuf(16) 
real zz(200,200),x1( 40000),yl( 40000),zl( 40000),z2( 40000) 
common /a/p 
DIMENSION A(4),B(4),c(4),X(2),Y(2),z(2) 
character ch * 1 
DATA IABOVE/4HABOV / 

* read data from file 

* 

70 

BO 

hdl='OXYGEN BACK-DIFFUSION STUDY$' 
hd2='V = 5 LITRE/MIN: TUBE DIA = 1/4INCHES$' 
c(3) =40. 

open (20,file = 'xyz.dat' ,status = 'old') 

Reading the data. 

do 70 i = 1,40000 
read(20, * ,end = BO)(x1( i),yl (i),z2(i» 
zl(i) =2.eB*z2(i) 
continue 

nob=i-l 
m=70 
n=2B 
angl=-40.0 



* 

* 

ang2=10.0 
ang3=90.0 
a(l)=O.O 
a(3) = 1.0 
b(l)=O.O 
b(3)=2.e8 
c(l) =0.0 
x(1)=c(1) 
x(2)=c(3) 
y(1)= b(1) 
y(2)=b(1) 
z(l) =a(1) 
z(2)=a(3) 

a(2)=a(3) 
a(4) =a(1) 
b(2)=b(1) 
b(4)=b(3) 
c(2)=c(3) 
c(4) =c(1) 

print or screen selection 

print * ,'For Postscript, Enter 1:' 
read *,ix 
if(ix.eq.1)then 
IBUF(l)=5 
CALL IOMGR(IBUF,-102) 
IBUF(1)= 3 
CALL IOMGR(IBUF,-104) 
CALL PSCRPT(7.9,1O.78,0.0139) 
else 
CALL TK4010 (960) 
endif 

surface plotting 

call page(8.5,11.0) 
call nobrdr 
CALL PHYSOR (1.,.20) 
CALL AREA2D (7.5,10.0) 
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* 

* 

C 
C 
C 
C 

CALLSWISSb 
call zaxang(90.) 
call intaxs 
CALL HEIGHT (.30) 
n1 = xmess(hd 1, 100) 
CALL MESSAG (hd1,100,2.5-n1/2,9.75) 
CALL HEIGHT (.20) 
call triplx 
m1 =xmess(hd2,100) 
CALL MESSAG (hd2,100,2.7-m1/2,9.25) 
CALL SHDCHR (90.,1,.002,1) 
CALL HEIGHT (.25) 
CALLBLSUR 
CALL swissl 
CALL VOLM3D(8.,8.,9.) 
CALL X3NAME('Z (cm)',lOO) 
CALL Y3NAME('r / R ',100) 
CALL Z3NAME(,Oxygen Concentration (ppb) ',100) 
CALL VUANGL (ang1,ang2,ang3) 
CALL GRAF3D (0.,4.,c(3),0.,.1,a(3 ),b(2),(b(3)-b(2»/ 1O.,b(3» 
call bgnmat(150,9) 
call mdfmat(1,1,6.) 

call getmat(x1,yl,zl,nob,0) 
call endmat(zz,O) 
call surmat(zz,1,150,1,9,0) 

left side plotting 

CALL GRFITI (0.,0.,0.,0.,8.,0.,0.,0.,9.) 
CALL AREA2D (8.0,9.0) 
call newcIr('sky') 
CALL CROSS 
CALL triplx 
CALL GRAF (0.,.1,a(3),b(1),(b(3)-b(2»/1O,b(3» 
CALL HEIGHT (.525) 

XL=XMESS(,IONIC STRENGTH$',lOO) 
XPOS =4.-XL/2. 
CALL MESSAG (,IONIC STRENGTH$',100,xpos,7.) 
CALL BLREC (XPOS-.1,6.9,XL+ .2,.725,.02) 

CALL CURVE (A,B,4,0) 
CALL SHDPAT (45690) 
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* 

C 
C 
C 
C 

* 

C 
C 
C 
C 
* 
* 
* 
* 
C 
C 

CALL SHDCRV (z,Y,2,0,0,IABOVE) 
CALL END3GR (0) 

right side surface 

CALL GRFITI (0.,8.,0.,8.,8.,0.,0.,8.,9.) 
CALL AREA2D (8.,9.) 
CALL CROSS 
CALL GRAF (0.,3.,c(3),b(1),(b(3)-b(2»/1O.,b(3» 

XL= XMESS(,TEMPERA TURE$', 100) 
XPOS=4.-XL/2. 
CALL MESSAG ('TEMPERA TURE$', 100,xpos, 7.) 
CALL BLREC (XPOS-.1,6.9,XL+.2,.725,.02) 

CALL CURVE (c,b,4,0) 
CALL SHDPAT (135690) 
CALL SHDCRV (X,Y,2,0,0,IABOVE) 
CALL END3GR (0) 

bottom surface 

CALL GRFITI (0.,0.,0.,8.,0.,0.,0.,8.,0.) 
CALL AREA2D (8.,8.) 
CALL CROSS 
CALL GRAF (0., 1.,a(3), b( 1),(b(3 )-b(2) )/1O.,b(3» 
XL = XMESS('SHAIKH$' ,100) 
XPOS=4.-XL/2. 
CALL MESSAG (,SHAIKH$',100,XPOS,2.) 
CALL BLREC (XPOS-.1,1.9,XL+.2,.725,.02) 
CALL SHDPAT (45590) 
CALL SHDCRV (z,y,2,0,0,IABOVE) 

CALL END3GR (0) 
CALL ENDPL (0) 
CALL DONEPL 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX F 

NOMENCLATURE 
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Impurity concentration in the gas phase (also simply referred to as gas 

concentration) [mol/cm3 gas] 

C . Impurity concentration in the gas entering the system [mol/cm3 gas] 
gI 

Cgf Impurity concentration in the gas exiting the system [mol/cm3 gas] 

Cgo Initial challenge gas concentration [mol/ cm3 gas] 

Cgexp Experimentally measured gas concentration [mol/ cm3 gas] 

Cgcal Calculated gas concentration [mol/cm3 gas] 

Ci Impurity concentration at a point (back-diffusion chapter) [mol/cm3 

gas] 

Cio Impurity concentration at a tube exit (back-diffusion chapter) [mol/ cm3 

gas] 

qc:o Impurity concentration in the bulk high purity carrier gas (back

diffusion chapter) [mol/cm3 gas] 

q* Dimensionless impurity concentration (back-diffusion chapter), Eqn. 

(6-7) 

Concentration of impurity i in the polymer phase [mol/cm3 polymer] 

Normalized/reduced impurity concentration [cm3 gas/min.cm2surface], 

Eqn. (5-8) 

Cs Impurity concentration on the surface [mol/ cm2 surface] 

Cso Initial impurity concentration on the surface [mol/ cm2 surface] 

d Tube diameter or disk diameter [cm] 
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Dmol Molecular diffusion coefficient [cm2 min] 

Di Diffusion coefficient of impurity i in the polymer [cm2/min] 

Dio pre-exponential factor for activated diffusion of impurity i through a 

polymer [cm2/min], Eqn. (7-8) 

Dz Axial dispersion coefficient [cm2/min], Eqn. (4-3) 

Dzd Axial dispersion coefficient in a porous medium [cm2/min], Eqn. (5-3) 

Dr Radial dispersion coefficient [cm2/min] 

Ea Activation energy for adsorption [cal/gmol] 

Edl Activation energy for loosely bound molecules [caIjgmol] 

Ed2 Activation energy for tightly bound molecules [caIjgmol] 

Ed Activation energy for diffusion through a polymer [cal/mol] 

Ep Activation energy for permeation through a polymer [cal/gmol] 

AHs Enthalph of solution for permeant-polymer system [cal/gmol] 

K Thermodynamic equilibrium constant or impurity load factor for filters, 

Eqn. (5-6) 

k Boltzmann constant, 3.299 X 10-24 cal;oK 

ka Adsorption rate constant [cm3 gas/(min.cm2 surface)] 

kO
a Pre-exponential factor for adsorption rate contant [cm3 gas/(min.cm2 

surface)] 

kd Desorption rate constant [min-I], Eqn. (4-9) 

kdl Desorption rate constant corresponding to loosely bound molecules 
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[min-I], Eqn. (4-10) 

kd2 Desorption rate constant corresponding to tightly bound molecules 

[min-1], Eqn. (4-10) 

kO dl Pre-exponential factor for kdI [min -1], Eqn. (4-12) 

kO d2 Pre-exponential factor for kd2 [min-I], Eqn. (4-13) 

L Length [cm] 

m Mass of a molecule [gm] 

n Number of experimental data points 

pia Partial pressure of impurity i in the purge gas flowing through the 

polymer tube [torr] 

Partial pressure of impurity in the atmosphere surrounding the 

polymer tube [torr] 

Pe Peelet number 

Oi Total permeation rate of impurity i [cm3 gas/min] 

r Radial dimension [cm] 

ra Inside radius of a polymer tube [cm] 

rb Outside radius of a polymer tube [cm] 

R Universal gas constant, 8.314 cal/gmol.°K 

or, Intrinsic rate of impurity outgassing [min-I], Eqn. (5-10) 

or, Tube radius [cm] 

Re Reynolds number 
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Ra Rate of adsorption [moles/(min.cm2 surface)] 

Rd Rate of desorption [moles/(min.cm2 surface)] 

S Total surface area [cm2] 

Si Henry's law solubility constant [mole i/(cm3 polymer.torr i)] 

Sio Pre-exponential factor for solubility coefficient, [mol i/ (cm3 

polymer. torr i)], Eqn. (7-9) 

Sg Specific surface area [cm2/gm] 

Sc Schmidt number 

t Time [min] 

T Temperature [OK] 

u Mean velocity [cm/min]; For back-diffusion it is a function or r. 

uavg Average velocity (back-diffusion chapter), same as the mean velocity 

[em/min] 

v Volumetric flow rate [cm3/min] 

w Thickness of a porous disk [cm] 

X\n Mole fraction of permeant i in the UHP gas at the tube entrance. 

Xi
out Mole fraction of permeant i in the UHP gas at the tube exit. 

z Axial dimension [cm] 

Greek Letters: 

a Steric factor, Eqn. (4-6) 



Porosity [cm3 voids/cm3 solid] 

Surface coverage, Eqn. (4-11) 

Dimensionless radial space, Eqn. (6-8) 
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Permeation coefficient of impurity i [cm3 gas/(cm polymer.s.torr)], 

Eqn. (7-5) 

rrio Pre-exponential factor for activated permeation [cm3 gas/(cm 

polymer.s.torr)], Eqn. (7-10) 

Ph Bulk density of a porous solid, [gms/ cm3] 

~ Fractional surface clean-up, Eqn. (5-9) 

'" Dimensioless axial space, Eqn. (6-9) 

Abbreviations: 

EPSS Electropolished stainless steel 

POU Point-of-use 

UHP Ultra high purity 

ULSI Ultra large system integration 
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